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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the imagery of one of the most important 
poets of the 'Abbasid age, 'Abd Allah Ibn al-Mu'tazz (247-96/861-908) 
Ibn al-Mu'tazz shows great interest in external attributes, 
especially shape, colour and speed. His fondness for describing 
external attributes is the characteristic feature which has led to 
his reputation as the pioneer of the HissI (sensory or sensuous) type 
of poetic imagery, in contrast with Abu Tammam, who was considered 
the pioneer of dhihnl (intellectual) poetry. It is also this fondness 
for external description that generates one of the most significant 
features of his poetry; the lack of harmony, indeed the outright 
contradiction at times, between two different functions of imagery, 
the semantic and the psychological. In Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry both 
positive and negative aspects of meaning often coexist in the very 
same image. This study seeks to place Ibn al-Mu'tazz's conception of 
imagery in the context of his life-experience and interests.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz has traditionally been seen as a wealthy prince whose 
poetry reflects a life of luxury. This study, however, develops a 
different understanding and argues that the poet experienced an 
extremely difficult and turbulent life, right from the early days of 
his childhood: both his grandfather and, later, his father were
assassinated following which he was sent into exile in frightening 
circumstances; he himself was Caliph for 24 hours, and he suffered 
real misfortune and adversity throughout his life. This thesis will 
argue that the lack of harmony found in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry is 
indicative of the fragmentation in the poet's own life and reflects 
his bitter life-experiences.

The two major aspects of imagery this study explores are the nature 
of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images and the sources from which they are 
derived. Special attention is paid to simile and metaphor as they are 
possibly the most important figures of poetic speech, particularly in 
the age of classical Arabic literature. This poet's frequent use of 
particular images reveals important information about his interests. 
He shows great admiration for the palm tree - its trunk, fronds and 
spandex. Other topics, such as the moon, Pleiades, wine, wine froth, 
wineskin, hunting dogs, horses and flowers, especially the narcissus, 
are also favoured topics in his poetry. For the purpose of this 
thesis, five main sources of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery have been 
identified and investigated: the human being, daily life, nature,
animals and culture.

In studying the nature of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery, the work of 
classical Arab rhetoricians and critics, as well as modern views, are 
utilised. In the study of sources, the approach developed by Caroline 
Spurgeon has been adopted, and has proved to be of enormous value.
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KEY NOTES

There are several critical editions of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's DJwan, as can be 

seen in the bibliography. The value of these editions varies as most of 

them do not represent the whole body of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry. The 

edition edited by Y. al-Samira'I (Ibn ai-Mu'tazz, 'A, Shi'r Ibn al-Mu'tazz; 

P arti, theDJwan, §an’afMuhammad b. Yahya al-§ull, Ed. Y. al-Samira'I 

(Baghdad: 1977, v. I and v. II, but v. I l l  in 1978) is the most 

comprehensive one. Thus, all subsequent references to the DJwan will 

be to this edition.

Unless otherwise stated, the author of this thesis is responsible for all 

translations herein.
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PART ONE:

Introduction and Literature Review

INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review.



INTRODUCTION.

1-General Introduction.

Abu al- Abbas 'Abd Allah Ibn al-Mu'tazz is one of the finest 'Abbasid poets and 

is well known for his love of forming attractive and amazing poetic images. As 

becomes evident on any careful reading of his poetry, simile and metaphor 

are Ibn al-Mu'tazz's favourite figures of speech. Even a brief survey of images 

based on, for example, the moon, Pleiades, wine, wine froth, wineskin, 

hunting dogs, horses, flowers (especially narcissus) and trees (especially palm 

trees), makes his pre-occupation with imagery obvious.1 It is perhaps worth 

mentioning at this early stage that Ibn al-Mu'tazz was fully aware of his 

preoccupation with imagery and that it was a conscious undertaking. This can 

be seen in statements he is reported to have made theorising his inventions in 

poetic imagery, for example:

<RJUl oT />}$ ClSu O u jl li>r

" If I mention "as if" or "as though" and do not end up with the simile, 

God may not save my mouth."

"As if" or "as though" are two of the main particles in the basic form of poetic

imagery, the simiie. Ibn al-Mu'tazz's statement thus demonstrates his

1 Examples of these images can be seen in Chapters Three and Four.
2AI-$§afadi, Kh, Kitab ai-Wafi bi'l-Wafyat, Ed. D. Krawusky, (Beirut: 1982), v. IX, p. 448.
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conscious engagement in the search for new and amazing images. 

Furthermore, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry reflects his preoccupation with metaphor 

and simile in particular. Al-Qayrawan? refers to this when he states:

"I do not know a poet who is more perfect and amazing in his 

craft than Ibn al-Mu'tazz. His art is so light and so delicate it can 

scarcely be detected."3

The second aspect of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's preoccupation with poetic imagery is 

evident in his literary critical work of a major new poetic movement that arose 

in the 'Abbasid era (132/656-750/1258), ahbadf. While his poetry has long 

been appreciated, the value of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's work on literary criticism, 

again driven by his love of imagery, has only recently begun to be recognized. 

He is now considered to be the first scholar who dealt with 'the new style' and 

analysed it, in order to prove that Bashshar b. Burd, Muslim b. al-Walid, Abu 

Tammam and others did not create this new style, but that it already existed 

in the Qur'an, in the sayings of the Prophet, and in Arabic in general.4 Several 

scholars, for example Bonebakker, have acknowledged the importance of Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz's study. For example Bonebakker states:

"At the time of its appearance in 1935, the edition by I. 

Kratchkovsky of Kitab al-BadP did not receive the attention it 

deserved. Only in the years following the Second World War have 

scholars become fully aware of the importance of this publication,

3 Wightman, G and al-'Udhari, 'A, Birds Through A Ceiling o f Alabaster, (London: 1975), p. 24.
4 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 'A, kitab ai-badf, Ed. by I. Kratchkovsky, (London: 1935), p. 1.
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which brought to light one o f the first, and certainly the most 

fundamental, works of a genre that was to be amongst the most 

brilliant achievements of medieval Muslim scholarship."5 (Italics 

mine)

Despite this, the imagery of Ibn al-Mu'tazz has not, to the best of my 

knowledge, received a great deal of scholarly attention.6 Thus, this thesis 

aims to study the poetic imagery of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, through an extensive 

investigation of the sources of imagery in the poetry of this poet, and to 

analyse some aspects of the nature of his imagery.

In this study, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery will be dealt with in three main stages. 

The first presents a literature review of studies on both poetic imagery in 

general and that of this poet in particular. More emphasis will be placed on 

those studies that are more relevant to this thesis with reference to 

methodology and analysis, particularly Spurgeon's Shakespeare's Imagery 

And What I t  Tells Us7 and al-Jurjani's Asrar al-Balagha* Spurgeon's method 

of categorising the imagery of Shakespeare according to its sources, as well 

as her method of analysing certain aspects of the nature of that imagery, has 

proved to be of great importance for this study. Therefore, her categorisation 

of the sources of poetic imagery is used as a model, subject to some 

modifications to make it more applicable to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry. Al- 

Jurjani's Asrar al-Balagha provides insightful observations regarding the hiss!

5 Bonebakker, S, in Abbasid Belles-Lettres, Ed. by J. Ashtiyani, T. Johnstone, J. Latham, R. 
Serjeant and R. Smith, (Cambridge: 1990) p. 388.
6 See Chapter Two below.
7 Spurgeon, C, Shakespeare's Imagery And What I t  Tells Us, (Cambridge: 1935).
8 Al-Jurjani, 'A, Asrar al-Balagha, Ed. By H. Ritter, 5th ed.(Istanbul: 1954).
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aspects of poetic imagery: some of these observations are developed in the 

present study and some of his terms, such as particularisation and

countenance (hay'a), are borrowed to throw fresh light on the hiss?aspect of 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery.

The second part, consisting of Chapters Three and Four, identifies and 

categorises five main sources from which Ibn al-Mu'tazz derives his images 

(the human being, daily life, nature, animals and culture). Chapter Three 

presents 'the human being', the largest category, and sorts it into a number 

of sub-categories. Chapter Four treats 'daily life' and other image sources in 

the same manner.

The examination of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's image sources undertaken in Part Two, 

combined with that of literary studies in the literature review section, brings 

to light certain aspects of the nature of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery. Part Three 

analyses two of these aspects, in Chapters Five and Six respectively. First, 

Chapter Five introduces Ibn al-Mu'tazz as the pioneer of the hiss! (sensory) 

type of poetic imagery and Abu Tammam as the pioneer of the dhihnf 

(intellectual) type during the 'Abbasid era. A detailed analysis of what is 

termed the hiss!nature of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery is also undertaken.

The second aspect of the nature of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery is studied in 

Chapter Six. Ibn al-Mu'tazz is usually seen by both classical and modern 

scholars as a wealthy prince and distinguished member of the 'Abbasid royal
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family. More attention, hence, is given to what used to be called the 'luxury' 

aspect of his poetry. Accordingly, for these scholars this poetry reflects a 

degree of characteristic luxuriousness and a sense of harmony. This chapter, 

however, will argue that fragmentation is probably one of the most dominant 

aspects in both his life and poetry. The era in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz lived is 

recognised for its political disturbances: seven out of nine caliphs were 

assassinated during Ibn al-Mu'tazz's lifetime of (which lasted for around half a 

century only), among them his grandfather, al-Mutawakkil and his father, al- 

Mu'tazz, and eventually the poet himself was to meet the same fate. These 

circumstances affected Ibn al-Mu'tazz as a man and a poet, leaving their mark 

on his life and also in his poetry, notably in the form of his fragmented 

imagery. In this chapter, the different levels of direct and indirect 

fragmentation in his images are highlighted and accompanied by brief 

historical accounts, as these are vital for an understanding of the environment 

in which the poet grew up, and in which his poems were created.

Last but not least, the Conclusion will attempt to highlight some important 

findings arrived at in the course of this study, give further insight into the 

poetry and life of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, and make suggestions for further studies on 

both the work of this poet and the field of studies of poetic imagery.
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2- Definitions

The following will define a number of specific terms used in this study: 

imagery, tashbfh (simile) and isti'ara (roughly translatable as metaphor). 

Imagery has been seen as the most important element in poetic works. Its 

importance is one of the few things on which critics appear to agree, but they 

have different views on its definition. Culden defines imagery from the point 

of view of meaning:

" ... as a general term [it] covers the use of language to 

represent objects, actions, feelings, thoughts, ideas, states of 

mind and any sensory or extra-sensory experience. An 'image7 

does not necessarily mean a mental picture/79

Furthermore, he points out that there are two kinds of imagery. The first is 

termed 'literal image7 and the second is termed 'the perceptual image7.10 

While the former does not include figurative language, the latter depends on 

it.

On the other hand, imagery has also been viewed as a figure of speech. Frie 

states that figures of speech can be divided into seven categories: 

synecdoche, metonymy, simile, metaphor, personification, allegory, and

9 Culdon, 3, A Dictionary o f Literary Terms, 3rd ed. (Oxford: 1990), p. 442.
10 Ibid, p. 443.
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symbol.11 Frie deals with imagery on the basis of its meaning and function. He 

formulates what is viewed as a radically 'functional' theory which supposes 

that: 'Figures are the differentia of poetic language and poetic language is the 

differentia of the poetic a rt/12 He also states that the significance of imagery 

can be shown through the use of statistical principles, which can be organised 

in several ways according to the repetition and recurrence of images.13

Generally speaking, the terms poetic image or imagery are used here to refer 

to certain types of figures of speech, specifically simile and metaphor, that 

comprise two parts which are related to one another by virtue of an analogy.

To formulate precise definitions for tashbfh (simile) and isti'ara  (metaphor) as 

kinds of imagery is not as easy a task as it may first appear. Efforts made by 

traditional Arab scholars in the field of rhetoric are elaborate, perhaps even 

over-elaborate. Tashbfh, for example, has been divided into too many sub

divisions, two hundred and eighty nine to be exact.14 One can find it very 

difficult to throw fresh light on such definitions. Terminologicaily, al-Sakkaki 

defines tashbfh in the following manner:

QjO QjSjJo £JuLajUUO c j ...

1'5">>J t9l_>iSl3 CC>3 (JjO LxfjJwj

11 Frie, N, 'Imagery'. In A. Preminger, T. Brogan and others (eds), The New Princeton 
Encyclopedia o f Poetry and Poetics, (New Jersey: 1993), p. 560.
12 Ibid, p. 561.
13 Ibid, p. 562.
14 Abd al-MutJalib, M, Al-Balagha ai-Arabiyya, Qira'atun Vkhra, (Cairo: 1997), p. 138.
15 Al-Sakkaki, B, Miftah af-Ulum, (Beirut: 1937), p. 157.
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"... tashbfh requires two extremes, [the first is] mushabbah 

(tenor), [the second is] mushabbah bih i (vehicle). It also 

requires attributes, some of which are shared while others are 

not."

Such a definition states clearly the two extremes that create the statement of 

tashbfh. Other essential, but not sufficient, components of tashbfh are adatah 

tashbfh (the linguistic particle which connects the two extremes), and wajh al- 

shabah (the feature or point of similarity). These components are insufficient 

because a certain mode of tashbfh, termed intensified simile ( tashbfh baffgh), 

does not require the explicit statement of the linguistic particle or the point of 

similarity to be stated verbally. The following line by Ibn al-Mu'tazz can be 

presented here as an example of tashbfh:

And he [a farmer] came back in August to pick the grapes for 

he who presses them,

As though the palms of his hands were heightened in colour by 

henna.

al-mushabbah (the tenor) here is the redness of the traces left by the grapes 

al-mushabbah b ih i (the vehicle) is redness of henna

16 Diwart, v. II, p.8.
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adat ai-tashbfh (the linguistic particle) is ka’anna'As though'

wajh ai-shabah (the point of similarity) is the redness which exists in both

extremes.

Isti'ara  (metaphor) is based on a relationship of similarity just like tashbfh 

(simile). Al-Sakkaki defines isti'ara as being:

LjGJuO > > \J I ^ J o J I Q -> C U jju llJ I J o  I u l

Lo <^j-jujuoJU d Jb L jb  dJUi i_sOlc U L  t <-b ci+jujuoJI usv9 3^ju juoJI

17."cu cu_̂ uoJI

"To mention one extreme while intending another, claiming that 

the mushabbah (tenor), is identical with the mushabbah b ih i 

(vehicle) [and] proving that by giving the mushabbah attributes 

that belong to the mushabbah b ih i"

The following line by Ibn al-Mu'tazz is an example of poetic isti'ara'.

^ jo  50 tJ jt^ o J I *JLb JlS Jt-JI t-S^J Lo I

Do you not see that the moon has waned 

when it had been shining brightly.

The word 'moon' is used here to replace another word, the 'beloved', 

according to the above definition. Although both tashbfh and isti'ara  are based 

on similarity, tashbfh keeps the two extremes independent while isti'ara

17 Al-Sakkaki, Miftah al-'UlCm, p. 174.
18 Dfwan, v. II, p. 10.
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identifies these extremes to create a third entity ~ a literary phenomenon best 

known as 'the interaction theory of metaphor'.19 The following formula 

illustrates the main difference between tashbfh and is ti'a ra , letters are used 

to refer to extremes: 

tashbfh = A+B 

isti'ara = C (AB)

Thus, it can be seen that tashbfh consists of two extremes A+B, while isti'ara 

consists of one extreme C which is a compound of (A+B).

19 For more details about this and other relevant theories, the following books provide a good 
start: Abu-Deeb, k, ai-Jutjanf's Theory o f Poetic Imagery, (Warminster: 1979), pp. 65-103, 
Asfour, J, Ai-$ura ai-Fanniyya fiai-Turath al-Naqdf wa'I-Baiaghi'indai-'Arab, 3rd ed. (Beirut: 
1992), pp. 171-254; Abu al-'Addus, Y, Ahlsti'ara fi'a i Naqd ai-Adabi al-Hadfth, (Amman:
1997), M. Johnson (ed.), Philosophical Perspectives on Metaphor, (Minneapolis: 1981) and A. 
Ortony (ed.), Metaphor And Though> 2nd ed. (Cambridge: 1993).
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CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review.

This chapter aims to situate the present study in context by providing a 

review of a number of major studies on both poetic imagery and Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's poetry, paying particular attention to those studies from which this 

work has benefited directly. It is hoped that this will demonstrate the 

importance of poetic imagery and the increasing interest of scholars in 

studying different aspects of poetic imagery in the twentieth century. In 

addition to this general survey, identification and evaluation of major opinions 

that have previously been expressed regarding the poetic imagery of Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz will also be carried out.

1- Previous Studies on Poetic Imagery.

To study poetic imagery is to study the core of poetic creation. What 

differentiates one poet from another is often the technique he or she uses in 

forming images. For instance, Abu Tammam (188/804-231/846) and Abu al- 

'Atahiya (130/748-211/826) are important figures in 'Abbasid poetry. The 

former changed radically the mode of poetic imagery, especially metaphor, by 

comparing objects or entities that had not traditionally been compared. The 

latter used some new meters and also meters taken from the songs sung by 

fishermen on the Tigris in Baghdad. Although both poets were important 

figures, Abu Tammam's achievements are considered to be more important



than those of Abu al-'Atahiya because of his use of poetic images. Hence, the 

imagery of Ibn al-Mu'tazz is a topic that is worth investigating: such a study 

will give a clearer picture both of the poet as a creator and of the poetic 

production of the 'Abbasid period that Ibn al-Mu'tazz represents. In addition, 

as a result of the increasing interest in poetic imagery at the present time, the 

field of literary criticism has witnessed a growing interest on three main 

levels: the imagery used by individual poets, the imagery of poetic schools, 

and the review of its theorisations. Universities seem to be encouraging their 

students more and more to conduct research in this field.1

The following table illustrates some of the most influential studies in the field 

of poetic imagery. Some deal with poetic imagery in general, while others 

deal with the imagery of individual poets.

1 During an academic visit to Cairo University, Egypt three years ago, this researcher was 
surprised by the large number of dissertations and theses conducted by PhD and MA 
students, particularly in the eighties, in the field of poetic imagery. The following list indicates 
that interest. It is not, however, a comprehensive one.

No Author Title Type Supervisor Year

1 Darwish A/-$ura al-Shi'riyya ff ai-Baiagha wa'i- 
Naqd al-'Arabf ai-Qadim wa 'i-Mu'asir

MA Jabana 1973

2 Al-Shahid Ai-Ta§wir ai-Shi'ri 'inda ai-Sharifai- 
Radf

MA Zayid 1980

3 Al-'Abd ai- 
Rahman

Af-$ura ai-Fanniyya al-Rumansiyya 
'inda al-Sha'ir AH M. Taha

MA Al-Qaiamawi 1981

4 Sa'fan Ai-$ura al-Fanniyya ff Shi'r Kuthayyir 
'Azza

MA Khulayf 1981

5 Hamdi Al-Sura ai-Shi'riya 'inda Abf Nuwas MA 3abr 1984
6 Al-Safl;i Athar Kaff ai-Ba§ar 'ai ai-$ura 'inda Abi 

al- 'Aia' ai-Ma'arri
MA Not

Mentioned
1986

7 Da'dur Ai-$ura ai-Fanniyya ff Shi'r Ibn Darraj 
ai-Qastaii

MA Makki & 
Tulayma

1987

8 'Awda Ai-$ura ai-Fanniyya ff Shi'r Dh/ai- 
Rumma

PhD Khulayf 1987

9 'All Athar ai-Aqida ff Tashkfi ai-$ura ff Shi'r 
al-Shshi'a

MA Abu Zayd 1993

Table (2) List of Se ected Dissertations and Theses undertaken at Cairo University.
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No Author Title Place Year

-I.;-:, Spurgeon Shakespeare's Imagery And What I t  
Tells Us

London 1935

2 Armstrong Shakespeare's Imagination London 1946

3 Lewis The Poetic Image London 1947

4 Fogle The Imagery o f Keats and Sheiley North Carolyn 
University

1949

5 Stoffer Shakespeare's World o f Images New York 1949

6 Banks T H. Milton's Imagery Colombia
University

1950

7 Clement The Development o f Shakespeare's 
Imagery

London 1951

8 Na§if ! Ai-§ura ai-Adabiyya Cairo 1958

9 Abu-Deeb AhJurjani's Theory o f Poetic 
Imagery**

Oxford 1970

10 Nu§rat Ai- $ura ai-Fanniyya ft al-Shfr al- 
Jahilt*

Cairo 1972

11 Asfour A/-$ura ai-Fanniyya ftai-Turath al- 
Naqdt waTBaiaght*

Cairo 1973

12 Al-Rabaf A/-$ura ai-Fanniyya ft Shi'r Abi 
Tam mam*

Cairo ■ 1976

13 Berry The Shakespearean Metaphor London 1978

14 Al-Bat;al ; : Ai-$ura ftai-Shi'r ai-Arabi fata 'Akhir Cairo:;; / 

af-Qarn ai-Thaniai-Hijri*
1980

15 Qasim Al-Ta§wir aFShi'ri Lebanon 1980

16 'Abd Allah Ai-$ura wa'f-Bina'ai-Shi'ri Cairo 1981

17 'Assaf Ai-$ura wa Namadhijuha 'inda Abt 
Nuwas

Lebanon 1982

18 Al-Yafi Muqaddima ii-Dirasat al-$ura al- Syria 1982

2 References marked with * were produced first as PhD theses. For their dates, see al- 
Rabba'i, Fi Tashakkui ai-Khit;ab a-Naqdi, (Bierut: 1998), pp. 145-74. This author offers an 
important and detailed review of'new studies on poetic imagery', see pp. 145-74.
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Fanniyya

19 Naff Ai-$ura f i Shi'r Bashshar Ibn Burd Jordan 1983

20 AI-Rabba'T Ai-$ura al-Fanniyya f i Shi'r Zuhayr 
Ibn AbiSafma

Saudi Arabic 1984

21 Hudba Al-$ura al-Shi'riyya f i Shi'r a- 
Diwaniyyin

Cairo 1984

22 Mat;lub .... Ai-$ura f i Shi'r ai-Akhfai ai-$aghir Jordan 1985

23 Al-Yaff Ta^awwur ai-$ura  ̂ai-Fanniyya f i ai- 
Shi'r ai-'Arabi al-Hadith

Syria 1985

24 Al-Bustam Ai-$ura ai-Shi'riyya f i ai-Kitabat ai- 
Fanniyya

Lebanon 1986

25 Dahman Ai-$ura ai-Baiaghiyya 'inda 'Abd al- 
Qahir ai-Jutjani

Syria 1986

26 Mohammed Al-§ura ai-Shi'riyya f i ai-Khifab ai- 
Baiaghi wai-Naqdi

Morocco 1990

27 Al-Rabba'i Ai-$ura ai-Fanniyya f i ai-Naqd ai- 
Shi'ri

Jordan 1995

28 Nawfal Ai-§ura ai-Shi'riyya wa'l-Ramzai- 
Lawni

Cairo ' 1995

29 'Assaf Ai-§ura ai-Fanniyya f i Qa§idat al- 
Ru'ya

Syria 1996

30 Al-Tat;awi A/-$ura ai-Fanniyya f i Shi'r Muslim 
Ibn ai-Walid

Cairo 1997

Table (2) List of Studies on Poetic Imagery.

This table leaves no doubts about the kind of reception that poetic imagery 

has received. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to undertake a 

comprehensive review of these studies, however, in what follows, three 

particular studies from the list will be discussed. This thesis has been 

particularly informed by these three works, on different levels, in terms of the 

approach taken to the subject matter and technique of poetic imagery: the
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approaches and issues they discuss are at the heart of this study. 

Chronologically, the works in question are: Spurgeon; 1935(lst on the list), 

Abu-Deeb; 1970 (9th) and Al-Rabba'i; 1976(12th).

In Fi Tashakkui al-Khifab ai-Naqdi, ai-Rabba'i rightly emphasises the 

importance of Caroline Spurgeon's study on the imagery of Shakespeare (first 

published in 1935), as being the first study to focus only on imagery.3 In her 

invaluable work, Spurgeon has two main goals: 1) to discover Shakespeare's 

personality, temperament and thought; and 2) to thereby throw light on 

themes and characters of his plays.4 Spurgeon claims that through his 

images, a poet 'gives himself away'.5 In her own words, she has so great an 

interest in Shakespeare's imagery because 'each writer has a certain range of 

images which are characteristic of him, and ... he has a marked and constant 

tendency to use a much larger number of one or two kinds.'6 In her view, 

images are like fingerprints and no two poets have the same range of images. 

One cannot deny that, as Spurgeon states:

"The greater and richer the work the more valuable and 

suggestive become the images, so that in the case of 

Shakespeare [as any other poet] I believe one can scarcely 

overrate the possibilities of what may be discovered through a

3 Al-Rabba'i, Op. cit. p. 145. The edition used here for Spurgeon's study is Shakespeare's 
Imagery And What I t  Tells Us, (Cambridge).
4 Ibid., p. ix.
5 Ibid., p. 4.
6 Ibid., p. 13.
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systematic examination of them."7

To attain her goals, Spurgeon formulates a precise method consisting of two 

stages: first, she collects, sorts and classifies Shakespeare's imagery; 

secondly, she analyses the images, illustrating Shakespeare's preference for 

some types of image (e.g. natural images) over others (e.g. town life 

images). Through this general classification of Shakespeare's images, 

Spurgeon unifies what she calls 'the whole body of Shakespeare's images'8, 

which she then summarises into chart form. Chart number five in her work 

shows the 'range and subject of Shakespeare's images in their exact 

proportion'.9 She classifies Shakespeare's imagery into three categories: 

subject, sub-subject and sub-sub-subject. The chart divides the images into 

eight subjects {NATURE, ANIMAL, DOMESTIC, BODY, DAILY LIFE, LEARNING, 

ARTSbw6 IMAGINATIVE) which are then sub-divided. Nature, for example, is 

divided into nine sub-subjects {GROWING THINGS, WEATHER, SEA & SHIPS, 

CELESTIAL BODIES, ELEMENTS, GARDENING, SEASONS and FARMING 

NATURAL FEATURES). Growing things, as a sub-subject, is broken down into 

five sub-sub-subjects {FLOWERS, TREES, PLANTS, FRUIT and WEEDS).

However, there are some potential problems with Spurgeon's approach, the 

most obvious one being that she does not describe the methodology by why 

she has arrived at the basis of her classifications. In addition, can these

7 Ib id ,p. 5.
8 Ibid., p. 43.
9 Ibid., Charts (towards the end of the book).
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classifications be changed or are they fixed? For example, LEARNING and 

ARTS as main subjects could be regarded sub-subjects of the subject DAILY 

LIFE. Indeed, they are no less suitable than WAR to be considered as sub

subjects of DAILY LIFE. Another possible change might be made with ARTS 

and IMAGINATIVE, which could be joined together to create one subject 

rather than two on the basis that both ARTS and IMAGINATIVE reflect one 

function of the creative mind, and so might be better classified as one 

subject.

Having classified Shakespeare's images, Spurgeon then posits that the whole 

body of Shakespeare's imagery 'falls .... into two groups, those from nature 

and those from indoor life and customs'.10 She then goes on -  as she usually 

does -  beyond this to discuss a number of profound details, bringing in a 

considerable number of examples to support her argument. For example, in 

the following, Spurgeon explains how Shakespeare was fond of the English 

countryside:

"The weather and its changes, the seasons, the sky, sunrise and 

down, the clouds, rain and winds, sunshine and shadow; the 

garden, flowers, trees, growth and decay, pruning and grafting, 

manuring and weeding; the sea and ships, the river and its 

banks, weeds and grasses, pools and water, animals, birds and 

insects, sport and games, especially snaring birds, hunting and

10 Ibid., p. 44.
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hawking; these are things which chiefly occupy him and remain 

in his mind,"11

In another part of her study, Spurgeon deals with the poetic imagery of five 

poets contemporary to Shakespeare. She emphasises that 'without such a 

comparison .... the reader might suspect that his subject-matter was merely 

the usual equipment of Elizabethan writers, and distrust my conclusions as to 

his personal peculiarities/12 To make her case, Spurgeon performs two types 

of comparison between Shakespeare and these other poets: a summary of 

her comparison between Shakespeare's and Bacon's imagery will be brought 

in here as an example of her methodology.

Spurgeon notes that while NATURAL images, especially those relating to 

GROWING THINGS in a garden or orchard, are frequent in Shakespeare's 

writing, Bacon's most frequently used images come from DOMESTIC LIFE and 

NATURAL images take second place.13 Spurgeon goes on to give the reason 

why each poet employed certain images, stating that, 'Shakespeare seems to 

think most easily and naturally in the terms of a gardener. He visualises 

human being as plants and trees, choked with weeds, or well pruned and rose 

or noxious as a weed'14 and '[o]ne reason why the 'Domestic life' group of 

Bacon's images is so large is that it includes the many images of artificial and 

natural lights, and other 'tight' effects, which constantly recur in his

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid., pp. 12-3.
13 Ibid., p. 18.
14 Ibid., pp. 18-9.
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writings'.15

In Spurgeon's second type of comparison she takes a given subject and 

examines how different poets deal with it from entirely different angles, 

depending on their individual personality and mind. Spurgeon states this in 

the following manner in her comparison of Shakespeare and Bacon:

"Both writers are interested in the subject, both have a fine 

number of astronomical references by the old Ptolemaic system, 

which so well corresponds to the testimony of our senses. I think 

it possible that the myth of Phaeton driving his horses across the 

sky, so dear to the Elizabethan poetic mind, was largely 

responsible for the unwillingness of the poets to give up the 

conception of the sun revolving round a fixed concentric sphere 

centered on earth. This latter idea, especially, fires Shakespeare's 

imagination, and his references to the movement of stars in their 

spheres, especially in imagery, are very many."16

al-RabbaTs study17 of the poetic imagery of Abu Tammam is the first in 

Arabic literature to follow the method applied by Spurgeon. This study also 

investigates the source of poetic imagery and divides it into five main 

categories -  'human life', 'daily life', 'nature', 'animals' and 'culture'. However,

15 Ibid., p. 17.
16 Ibid., p. 21.
17 The edition which is used here is al-Rabbal, A, Ai-$ura ai-Fanniyya f i Shi'r Abf Tammam, 
(Irbid: 1980).
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al-Rabba'i points out that Spurgeon concentrates on the subject matter of the 

poetic image and gives no attention at all to its form or structure.18 

Consequently, he offers equal attention to both subject matter and form. His 

first three chapters are devoted to studying different aspects of subject 

matter, respectively, the subject matter of the imagery of Abu Tammam's 

poetry (pp. 25-68), image and the poets opinions (pp. 69-103) and image 

and the hidden meaning (pp. 105-40). The following two chapters focus on 

the form of Abu Tammam's poetic imagery, addressing the structure of his 

imagery (pp. 141-85), and the mechanics of how the image builds the poem 

(pp. 185-220). The last chapter in this study, however, has little connection to 

poetic imagery and deals with poetic music (prosody) and suggestive 

language (pp. 221-65).

The third major work of methodological interest to the present study is Abu- 

Deeb's al-Jurjanf's Theory o f Poetic Imagery,19 This is devoted to highlighting 

the theory of poetic imagery in the works of one of the most influential and 

well-known Arab critics, namely 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani. Unlike the two 

previously mentioned studies that concentrate on the subject matter of 

imagery, this study inquires into the form of poetic imagery through linguistic 

and psychological approaches.

Abu-Deeb undertakes to bring together and interpret the comments and

18 Ibid., p. 20. Here he reports Clements's criticism on 'Spurgeon's static method'. Then he 
makes the justification that her study was the first to concentrate on the poetic imagery in 
this particular way. Spurgeon had intended to write another study about the form of 
imagery, but died before her ambition saw the light of day.
19 See Abu-Deeb, K, al-Jurjani's Theory o f Poetic Imagery, (Warminster: 1979).
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observations of this critic on poetic imagery to prove that they form a 

coherent theory and are still valid from a modern perspective. Some of his 

most insightful remarks are used in Chapter Five of this study to form the 

basis of its discussion of the nature of poetic imagery which, depending on 

the nature of the point of similarity and the nature of the two entities that are 

involved in a poetic image, has been seen as taking two main forms: hissi 

(sensory) and dhihnf (intellectual), as will be explained. Some other key 

concepts in the analysis of poetic imagery explicated by al-Jurjani and 

illustrated by Abu-Deeb are used in the same chapter. In dealing with visual 

images two points of methodology are used which are related to the concepts 

of hay'a (countenance) and te#/7(particularisation).20 One illustrates the style 

of formulating a poetic image while the other illustrates the technique.

20 Another concept that was invented by al-Jurjam and is developed by Abu-Deeb, that of
psychological and sense-communication functions, underpins the sixth chapter. This concept 
is related to harmony in poetic imagery. For more details, see Chapter Six below and Abu- 
Deeb, K, Jadatiyyat al-Khafa' wa'i-Tajaii: Dirasat Binyawiyya fi'f-Shi'r, (Beirut: 1979), pp. 19- 
63.
22 See Abu Khadra, F, Ibn ahMu'tazz: Al-Rajul wa Intajuhu ai-Adabt, (Akka: 1981), pp. 525-42 
and see also Khafaji, M, Ibn al-Mu'tazz wa Turathuhu fi't-Adab wa'I-Naqd wal-Bayan, (Beirut: 
1991) pp. 144-9.
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2- Previous Studies on the Poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz.

The life and poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz have received considerable attention 

from classical and modern scholars since the time of 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani, 

his first critic, and classical rhetoricians and critics such as Ibn Rashiq al- 

Qayrawani, al-Hu§ari and al-§uli, have acknowledged the importance of Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz as a poet with a genius for creating refined images.22 In what 

follows, however, the focus will be directed mainly on those studies that 

relate directly to the imagery of Ibn al-Mu'tazz. Thus, the following studies 

will not be dealt with at this stage: studies of the works of literary criticism 

produced by Ibn al-Mu'tazz, e.g. Asfour's,23 those that are, in the main, 

histories of his life, e.g. Khafaji's,24 and those that are interpretations of his 

poetry.25

Having made the above provisions, one particular study which offers insight 

into Ibn al-Mu'tazz's use of imagery is Ibn al-Mu'tazz: Al-Rajul wa Intajuhu al- 

Adabf (Ibn al-Mu'tazz: the man and his literary production), an extended 

study of Ibn al-Mu'tazz by Abu Khadra.26 The wide scope of this study is 

evident from the contents page alone, which includes an introduction and six 

parts. The introduction provides a literature review, whilst other parts relate 

to the historical time and place, the man himself, his prose production, poetry 

production, political, social, and literary opinions and his role and importance.

23 Asfour, j, Qira'atu al-Turath ai-Naqdt, (Cairo: 1994).
24 Khafaji, Op. c it.
25 Mattock, J. 'A Political Poem of Ibn al-Mu'tazz'. In D. Jackson (ed), Occasional Papers o f the 
School o f AbbasidStudies, (Edinburgh: 1994), pp. 51-61.
25 AbO Khadra, op. c it.
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Making excellent use of important classical reference sources and the poet's 

own books, this study offers valuable information about the poet's life and, to 

a lesser extent, his production. It is the biographical aspect which makes this 

study vital for any further investigation of Ibn al-Mu'tazz or his production, as 

it provides the basis or the background for more concentrated investigation. A 

result of the ambition of this study to deal with all aspects of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

life and literary production, however, is that this work fails to throw fresh light 

on issues relating to his poetic imagery. Indeed, Abu Khadra's treatment of 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's use of imagery is superficial and does not extend beyond 

offering statistics for the number of figures of speech used in each genre. His 

remarks on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery of the love poetry genre (157-8) are 

limited to providing a table for the repetition of each figure and concluding 

that, in his work, simile came first among other figures of speech: he does 

not seek to give any explanation for this high occurence of simile, nor does he 

provide any serious investigation into the imagery of love poetry and whether 

or not it is different from the imagery of other genres

2-1- \Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjam (1954).

In his book The Secrets o f Eloquence?7 al-Jurjani analyses numerous verses 

of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry. He investigates metaphor, simile and analogy to 

differentiate between them and to formulate sub-categories for each of them. 

He starts his book by outlining the importance of fully understanding each of

27 Al-Jurjani, 'A, Asrar al-Balagha, Ed. H. Ritter, 5th ed.(Istanbul: 1954).
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these terms.28 Without mentioning his name, al-Jurjani attacks Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 

the author of Kitab al-Badi'(The Book of the New Style), claiming:

jlszj j jU d jj?  t «UjuoI (_sJLc l ĵ oisu oi v-jJiio sjlqj

q jo )  "Jxxsd l Q - o  JjUo O j Is j I ju jW  iJ L o j u l  cp tj

: ( J ^ I

"cdL>l3_̂  Luzdl sSj-cy

C j j J l - u j  \ ^ h \ p ^ p \  li>j i^ jLS " s_snjI_->_c\J| J j j i j j j  O lj-yo ^^Q-jjjJI"

;qj^ji5 (JjjuojJI  ̂ t "/jLooJI jSi9 U lcp&9LaJ li>[̂  t /)lp_jujJI

(jib sSjJi JjJUIS Jibl9"
OJ C C OJ JJ C
/̂xcVI _>oouj\I| L̂S2jCOsj pL_uj\H5 Cju15 1̂ x9 iS| cdLloU

va
vJL lo  cUx^JI >x*a5 u lS  I f x l c  uLoj / J  qjo l^Juo SjAjjj)

29,1 ... ^JU^JI

" It is not enough for the investigator to limit the metaphor in 

examples, for instance, when they say: 'the idea is the essence of 

the work7,

And the horses and rid ing camels of youth's passion are 

unharnessed ...30 

'travel is a measure of people7, and as one Bedouin said 'they were 

when they lined as arrows appeared among them, and if they 

clashed by sword [as] death opens its mouth widely. [Nor is

28 Ibid., p. 26.
29 Ibid., pp. 26-7.
30 This line is translated by Ritter in Ibid, p. 11.
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enough to limit] the analogy in an example like:

You are like the night which will reach me wherever I go ...31

These examples and others were grouped together. However, each 

of them has special features. Anyone who fails to grasp such 

features will be lacking in his ability to seek facts ... "

By using examples that have already been used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz, it is 

obvious that al-Jurjani is referring to this particular scholar. Al-Jurjani makes a 

number of observations that appear to be acceptable, however, he ignores 

the historical fact that Ibn al-Mu'tazz was probably the first scholar to write 

about such figures of speech, a fact which makes it understandable that he 

was rather unclear about their definitions and categories. It is notable that al- 

Jurjani seems to appreciate Ibn al-Mu'tazz more as a poet than as a theorist 

and his general attitude towards the poet's imagery is positive. This can be 

seen in the fact that he illustrates his approach by using numerous lines of 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry when discussing topics such as the typology of poetic 

imagery, the power of analogy, and simile and reversed simile.

Al-Jurjan? divides metaphor into two general categories: nominal and verbal.32 

The latter category is further sub-divided into two more categories: 

metaphors which are metaphorical by virtue of their subjects, and metaphors

31 This line is translated by Abu-Deeb in al-Jutjani's Theory, p. 289.
32 Op. cit, p. 42.
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which are metaphorical by virtue of their objects. In his discussion of the 

latter sub-division, al-Jurjani gives the following example from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

poetry:

33b>lxxjuuJI L:>[<> JjitJI JjiS jal oj U

"Right has been totally given to us concentrated in an 'imam who has 

killed meanness and made generosity alive."34

He comments: '... 'kill' and 'made alive' became metaphors by their objects, 

namely meanness and generosity'.35

In his attempt to distinguish between analogy and simile, al-Jutjani states 

that while the former is more general, the latter is more specific (p. 84) and 

gives six examples taken from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry to illustrate simile (pp. 

85-6). In contrast, he gives only one example to illustrate analogy (p. 86), 

because Ibn al-Mu'tazz -  according to al-Jurjani -  is more interested in similes 

than analogies. Here, al-Jurjani offers his most significant and controversial 

comment on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery:

(jjulJj} (JjjuoJ t cUjo I / ilc  cIaj-iJulJI Gl /de l

: ( J j9JqJI o -0 ) gv u jul̂  d ^ iu  o j (3 < IL jloj

\j$j Iju ljjcd b>l)l gUjuoJI £\J ASg

q _*juo  / I sloJI ( j j l  dU iS j?  .J ŵjuoj d ^ iu  \Jjj cUj -jJoj Q jl

33 Ibid., p. 50.
34 Abu-Deeb, Ai-Jurjani's Theory, P. 234.
35 Op. c it, p. 51.
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\J l o  U & 3+! I o I _ ()juQjjoJI <̂ AJ-JJUU v_S'JlSZJ vlL>\J < l^SZJ-Ll

36"  . . . ^ U J I  t_9r!> l°  O-0

"Realise that simile is general and analogy is more specific, 

consequently every analogy is simile and not every simile is 

analogy. You say in the verse of Qays Ibn al-Kha£im (Jawil):

The Pleiades appeared in the morning ... like

a bunch of long white grapes in blossom.37 

It is a fine simile and it is not an analogy. You also say: Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz has fine and wonderful similes. You mean that he 

compares visible objects [with each other], and every thing that 

cannot be compared by means of interpretation."

Thus, he comments that Ibn al-Mu'tazz has fine similes and that he compares 

visible subjects that do not require an effort to be understood. Indeed, the 

concreteness of the poet's similes has been repeatedly pointed out by later 

scholars such as al-Kafrawi (1957) and Shalabi (1981), albeit with little 

investigation, as will be shown later. Indeed, the nature of these similes 

requires more investigation, through detailed analysis of the largest possible 

number of images in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry.

The power of analogy -  for al-Jurjani -  lies in several factors such as the 

possibility to show great distance between objects, a strong point of similarity

36 Ibid., pp. 84-5.
37 This line is translated by Abu-Deeb, AhJurjant's Theory, p. 112.
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between the image and described object in one sense, concurrent with a 

strong point of differentiation in another, and the power of detail. For 

example, the following line by Ibn al-Mu'tazz contains a powerful simile, since 

the poet illustrates his statement by tangible things (the shadows of stone 

and spear) that can be seen and caught:38

- £ ^
1LJ qjo cJ jj

I turned from a night which is like a stone's shadow 

By a night which is like a spear's fast shadow.

Analogy, like simile, can be powerful because of the great distance, or 

difference, between the two subjects of the poetic image. As al-Jurjani 

states:40

"Human nature is so created, and human instinctive and innate 

qualities are such that when something appears whence it is not 

usually expected to appear, and when it emerges from a source 

which is not its normal one, the soul feels deeper fondness of 

and greater affection for it. It is as exciting and amazing to 

reveal the existence of something in a place in which it is not 

known to belong, as it is to create something which does not

38 Al-Jurjani, Op. c it, p. 115.
40 Ibid., pp. 117-8.
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exist at all, or whose very existence is not realized ..Z'41

On these terms, al-Jurjani prefers the image of the blue violet on stems which 

is compared to the beginning of a fire in a matchstick, over that of the 

narcissus compared to oily pearls filled with agate.42 Furthermore, he points 

out, the power of the analogy and simile comes not only from the complete 

difference between the two objects of the poetic image, but sometimes also 

from the strong similarity in one common point. Al-Jurjani illustrates his point 

with another line from Ibn al-Mu'tazz:

lij\ls*j|_2 Ojb t^liiuLs ^13 ubr*ox) 3>JI 

Lightning is as a copy of the Qur'an that opens and doses, 

and comments:

ujvjJI cuu^ J I t_sv- lj  U| i3>-Ji qjo I > L a J I ]  /J "

ljoLs pJi /jLô aZuI jLuoJul̂  ^oUiijl cUiifiJ JoLuOxil «lJ I

c c <5C
LxxjJ  cU-jujI lp_»l J  o K p J I  o l l t ib  cLwuiu

q_a-Ja)j) ,_]-&> l i j  u ij^ a jo J I t_sv-9 eLSjjaJI qjo clSjIqJI

**JI u\J d lL | cl_ujLu[3 ^ -J  eLw -*li*JI I-LjS> s-»Lsic| o - S j , .uSj_>I 

cLjoJÎ  û -Su Lo Jjl&jj djMjLsAJI fljU u\J Jj < JaiL9

f i OJ \t* c

v3Î 9 ‘ 0~kjJJ>S — <2j\li>l OJlaJu <^3 kj\Lul 6-Ljuli — 6.9jCk::?ljCM̂  <

41 Abu-Deeb, ATJurjani's Theory, p. 278.
42 Al-Jurjani, Op. c it, p. 118.
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"He [the poet] did not look at all the aspects of lightning, he only 

focused on the countenance or the state of image that the viewer 

will see in [the action of] opening followed by [the action of] 

closing and spreading, followed by affiliation (association). He 

searched in his mind for a comparable action and found, correctly, 

the state of a reader in that particular movement with a copy of 

the Holy Qur'an when it is opened at one time and closed at 

another. You are not attracted by this simile just because the two 

objects are different, but also because of the strength and 

supreme quality of the similarity. For the combination of absolute 

difference and strong similarity makes this simile fine, beautiful, 

and attractive."

Later, al-Jurjani calls this kind of simile a 'strange simile', i.e. one in which the 

point of similarity is not obvious for the receiver, who has to think hard in 

order to understand the image.44 He cites two of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images as 

examples of the 'strange simile'; first, the image of lightning mentioned 

previously and second, an image of lines in a book compared to the stems of 

plants.45

43 ibid., p. 140.
44 Ibid., p. 143.
45 Ibid., p. 144.
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Another power of simile and analogy lies in the wealth of detail they convey. 

Al-Jurjani distinguishes between two levels of comparison. The first does not 

require any effort from the receiver to understand, for example, comparison 

of a huge man with an elephant, and is considered of lesser value.46 The 

second is the comparison of two objects using much more detail, such as the 

image of the Pleiades compared with a bunch of white grapes mentioned 

above, in which the poet -  according to al-Jurjani -  picked up on several 

things in the tenor which he then duplicated in the vehicle. Thus, when he 

compares Pleiades with a bunch of white grapes, he considers their shape, 

their colour and their being clustered together at a certain distance; all 

attributes which are also present in the vehicle.47

Detailed images are sub-divided by al-Jurjani into a) detail of a single 

attribute and b) detail of countenance or state. To demonstrate the first type, 

he cites two lines of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry:

"With a falcon which searches every horizon with its eye,

Whose sharp beak pierces where it hits. Its eye, which never 

fails it, is like a narcissus without petals."48

The latter is exemplified by the following line by Ibn al-Mu'tazz:

"... with dawn appearing beneath the night like a noble dappled 

horse whose saddle has slipped down."49

46 Ibid., p. 149.
47 Ibid., pp. 152-3.
48 Abu-Deeb, Ai-Jurjani's Theory, p. 112. See also al-Jurjani, Op. c it, p. 152.
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In previous examples, al-Jurjani has applied -  mostly -  a 'subjective 

approach' in which he has looked at each subject of the image, its 

countenance or state, its attributes and whether it was single or composite. 

Another approach, which can be called a 'linguistic approach7 is used in the 

following examples. In these, al-Jurjani makes two linguistic points about one 

of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's verses which highlight another aspect in which Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's imagery is effective.50 The verse is as follows:

"As if we were, with the light of dawn hurrying the night away, 

starting a white-winged crow into flight."51

The first point al-Jurjani highlights is that the crow is described as having 

white wing feathers. Thus, the poet here compares the appearance of the 

morning through the darkness of the night to that of a crow with white wing 

feathers. The use of the expression 'we ... starting a white-winged crow into 

flight' rather than 'a crow flies' also makes the movement of the arriving 

morning light appear quicker: If the crow is to fly itself, it will fly a shorter 

distance at a more leisurely pace than if startled into flight.

There is one further exemplification of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry in The Secrets 

o f Eloquence that is of relevance here, in the chapter that focuses on the 

power of simile. Providing the countenance or 'state' -  according to ai-Jurjani

49 Abu-Deeb, Ai-Jurjani's Theory, p. 114. See also al-Jurjani, Op. cit., p. 155.
50 Al-Jurjani, ibid., p. 162-3.
51 Abu-Deeb, Ai-Jurjanf's Theory, p. 117.
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-  makes a simile more interesting. This concept of 'state' refers primarily to 

that of movement or motionlessness; the latter is found in sleeping and sitting 

states. For example, in the following lines, Ibn al-Mu'tazz describes a valley:

"When the flood swept the land, filling all thirsty valleys, 

you could see the bull floating in it, like a king relaxing on his bed."52

In the second line, the poet includes a simile in which he compares the 

floating bull to a relaxing king. The similarity between the two entities 

compared here is the state of relaxation and motionlessness. However, one 

can further argue that the power of the poetic image in these lines is not due 

merely to their stationary state, but emerges from its contrast with the whole, 

moving image of a valley in flood. Within this over-arching image is contained 

the single image of the bull and the king. Thus, non-movement in the single 

image cannot be appreciated without the entire frame image of the flowing, 

flooding water; the power of the poetic image here is due to the association 

between states of movement and stillness.

In his chapter on 'reversed simile', an example of which would be the 

comparison of stars to lamps, accompanied by the claim that the brightness 

of lamps exceeds that of stars, al-Jurjani again illustrates his approach with 

several lines of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry:53

52 Abu-Deeb, Al-Jurjani's Theory, p. 119, and al-Jurjani, Op. cit., p. 170.
53 AI-JurjanT, Op. c it, pp. 188-214.
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54 J* * J*
L djljpl cJiLo jJ

The daisy is like fresh front teeth 

Its blossom burnished by drops.

In conclusion, in The Secrets o f Eloquence, al-Jurjani analyses numerous lines 

of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry by approaching them from a linguistic, psychological 

and descriptive point of view. His comments on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's similes can be 

considered as the basis for most subsequent studies. However, although he 

analysed numerous lines of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, it is obvious that it was 

not al-Jurjani's aim to undertake an exhaustive treatment, and, as mentioned 

previously a full account of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery still remains to be 

undertaken.

2- 2-  Husain (1948).

The interest of modern scholars in Ibn al-Mu'tazz started with Jaha Husain, 

who gave an account of the factors that influenced his character and offered 

some notes about his poetry in an article originally delivered as an 

introductory (non-academic) lecture on classical Arabic literature to an 

audience drawn from the members of a public club in the Cairo of the 

nineteen-forties.56 Husain takes the view that the aristocratic lifestyle of Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz formed his character and, consequently, his poetry:

54 Ibid., p. 188.
56 Husain, J, Min Hadith ai-Shir wa'i-Nathr, (Cairo: 1948), pp. 155-6.
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(</xJosdl <r£\_juJ L&J I |ju3> cI_>joI ljjO jjLSZjtxJI ,jJ cUJIJulC b ^ L i "

_>JL£2joJI O jjjlfi cliJbaJI jL S  qjo cLcljoqcJ 0>-xiiljjo oJ \L uj

57,1 ... Jo-iuâ JI p j /xolaxdI /xj J5^uoJI OJc>9 uL

"Our poet, 'Abd Allah Ibn al-Mu'tazz, is a member of the great 

'Abbasid house. He belongs to a group of great Islamic Caliphs.

His father, al-Mu'tazz, was a Caliph as were his ancestors: al- 

Mutawakkil, al-Mu'ta§im and al-Rashid ... "

He adds:

jJLSZjoJI ,J j| lg j3  L iu  v ^ l  CL^btJI CLIjjJI OJlS> ĵC& i_s\JljJL52J lS_)JI ... " 

u l ^Ju-JI <Tjc> X xS O  J j \  v_SsjloJI CUĵ SJ I_sx9 IpJ o L  _̂soJl_̂

... Ĉ _S\juuJI

"I am very interested in that special environment that 

surrounded the lifestyle of Ibn al-Mu'tazz and influenced -  to a 

great extent -  his artistic structure. This environment deserves 

study..."

Husain makes two general observations on the poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 

linking it to the poet's lifestyle. These are a) the use of accessible rather than

57 Ibid., p. 155.
58 Ibid.
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esoteric vocabulary and b) the prominence of description in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

poetry. After quoting nine lines by Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Husain makes the following 

statement:

tyasLi Qjz c j& I s  /xSLdoai 0\JI ovjJI o L /\J I

iLcxajuo UiSgjQ (jjuuJ £,5+1a/) ĵ ŝljuuJI JJlSZjoJI qjI qJZ

« d l i j J L c  £UojL*jul to  i jJ L c  J ^ J I  t O j S t - j j j

<̂JLUj_5 cO‘Lc> s^iJI <̂S_>juoJI v-sULsjjoJI 0-i$j $&>£ <Jfloljl

"These lines to which you have already listened, give a clear 

idea about the art of Ibn al-Mu'tazz in poetry. He has a natural, 

unaffected gift for poetry. He prefers the accessible to the 

esoteric. He adheres, as much as he can, to eloquent vocabulary 

and rich meanings that suit his life and environment."

Yet Husain does not explain precisely how an aristocratic lifestyle had 

influenced Ibn al-Mu'tazz. As will be seen, this idea has been taken up by 

scholars without further examination.

Husain also claims that Ibn al-Mu'tazz's interest in simile was greater than 

that of other poets.60 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, according to Husain, made his major 

contribution in the development of simile and metaphor. When he compares 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz to Abu Tammam and Ibn al-Rumi, Husain makes the general

59 Ibid., p. 163.
60 Ibid.



judgment that:

cLcujjsdl ujJLszjoJI jjX  tjL>b tiixxaLo \_svx>9.>JI CĤS Z5̂  U0̂  cuSjy

ij-C Cju*jj 3̂5} loj| <dJUi) u5̂9 cULajljuo A<cj3 LcxpJ (_ŝ9 uLouuVI aSu i_soJI 

oLuojj Jjb iQjujS tlpM-jjju pL-aJu\JI kJu\j}o

^".pLlC ‘ULujuo 3-t-C <>JUIH3

"He [Ibn al-Mu'tazz] is unlike Abu Tammam and Ibn al-Rumi in 

[terms of] searching for a deep and difficult meaning that needs 

a great effort to be understood. He [Ibn al-Mu'tazz] is looking 

only for rare things and close relationships between things which 

do not need effort to be understood."

Two points can be made about this statement. First, Husain does not give any 

example to support his argument, but simply cites his conclusion. Second, 

there are, in fact, many images in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry that compare two 

different and distant entities and which force the reader to think hard in order 

to understand them. As mentioned earlier, this poet is praised by al-Jurjani 

precisely because of his ability to form images between objects that have 

many differences. Thus it can hardly be said that Ibn al-Mu'tazz does not 

always look for 'close relationships between things'.

61 Ibid.
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2-3- Sayyid al-Ahl (1951).

'Abd a!-'AzTz Sayyid al-Ahl's biography of Ibn al-Mu'tazz aims to give a general 

idea of the poet and his work on prose and poetry, rather than a study of 

issues concerning his work.62 Sayyid al-Ahl sets out the factors that influenced 

the literary character of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, which he traces back to a) the 

prevailing conditions in the middle period of the 'Abbasid age with regard to 

instability in politics, the general state of knowledge, and poetic modes 

current at the time, and b) the influence of the environment that Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz grew up in, such as his aristocratic lifestyle, teachers' attitudes and 

friends' manners and behaviour.63 The first part of the book is full of historical 

information that can be a useful aid for interpretation of certain aspects of Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz's poetry, such as his preference for special types of image. 

However, Sayyid al-Ahl does not make a connection between these factors 

and Ibn al-Mu'tazz's literary production. In other words, although he discusses 

the factors that create the literary character of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, he does not 

show precisely how that production reflects these factors.

Sayyid al-Ahl considers the poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz as similar to that of al- 

BuhturT's school. He states:

^Jj^-JUjJI k_jLfli)juO /> )c & L G  \^ $ S  jjia c d l ^ 1  V L & y

tool l l jUieJJ? 1_5'JlSL/oJI l̂jL>LL9 <Is2ajOJ> lfi)L>£ju (JjJJI_9 i*J>iUij?

62 Sayyid al-Ahl, 'A, 'AbdAllah Ibn al-Mu'tazz Adabuhu wa 'Hmuhu, (Beirut: 1951).
63 Ibid., pp. 7-27.
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6 ^  g j O o w J  t j J - C  C U  u j i j  \ l9 t t ^ E j X o  L _ 3l C

"In all of his poetry, Ibn al-Mu'tazz chose easy words and clear 

meanings. The master of this attitude is al-Buhturi. In an 

opposite group, there is Abu Tammam's attitude which is 

marked by ambiguity in meaning and strange words." (with 

some modifications)."

Thus, for this scholar, Ibn al-Mu'tazz used the 'new style7 badP less than Abu 

Tammam. He claims, also, that the poet tended to use simile to clarify or 

ornament meaning.65

Sayyid al-Ahl goes on to assert the common claims concerning Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's poetry that a) Ibn al-Mu'tazz used simile more than other figures of 

speech and b) the value of the simile is a result of the value of the vehicle it 

uses.66 He then makes two further comments on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's simile. First, 

he claims that Ibn al-Mu'tazz used short expressions in his similes to convey 

the meaning quickly to his reader. However, he does not investigate this claim 

fully or provide examples. Second, he repeats al-Sharif al-Murtada's note that 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz compared, in two lines, six entities to six entities.67

Sayyid al-Ahl's study is thus a biography that aims to give a general

64 Ibid., pp. 29.
65 Ibid., pp. 37.
66 Ibid
67 Ibid., p. 40.
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introduction to the poet and his world. However the comments he makes on 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery are unsupported by sufficient examples.

2-4- Al-Kafrawi (1967).

This biographical book aims to provide a general portrait of Ibn al-Mu'tazz: 

the man and the creator.68 Muhammad al-Kafrawi, like other scholars, claims 

that Ibn al-Mu'tazz was influenced by the aristocratic lifestyle that he grew up 

in.69 However, al-Kafrawi also claims that the poet was influenced -  to some 

extent -  by two negative factors a) the murder of his father, the Caliph al- 

Mu'tazz, and the displacement of his family and b) the cruel behaviour shown 

to him by the 'Abbasid Caliphs. He asserts that the reason why Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

was not hugely affected by these factors is that:

uhJoslIIj qjz il^sl <jjO <\}cy> {J ]b  AiiS ... "

cui-C JaaCj qJ t° O-0 ^ b l

v.i'JJ J jô JI v b  to  OtloJLuuJI_9 ob*JI (Jjo cLobxcl^ cUj - ajuV (J-Iojj 

qjo cJb  SrsoJI AAjUsdl ol>gJI dJb ^  b j + t  cL^>3

70" ... c u J ^

" ... The members of his family gathered around him and fulfilled 

his need for pity and the fortune that the family still possessed.

68 Al-Kafrawi, M, AbdAllah Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Hayatuhu wa Shi'ruhu, (Cairo: 1957).
69 Ibid., pp. 17-9.
70 Ibid., p. 17.
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His family and uncles had the fortune and power that make 

doors open ..."

In his opinion, this negative effect can be seen in two poetic genres favoured 

by Ibn al-Mu'tazz: self-glorification and wine poetry. In his self-glorification 

poetry, the poet mixes his complaints about the time in which he lives with 

glorification of himself and his ancestors, thereby reducing the strength of his 

criticisms of the current status quo, while in his wine poetry, his complaints 

appear at the beginning of the poems.71

Al-Kafrawi also links Ibn al-Mu'tazz's personal circumstances to his use of 

concrete types of image. For example, he states:

g j i i  Ji>-l3 J j& \ L&ljJ _>jLS2joJ I ^ 1  oL^jjjuU uJ gjJuLoJhj1'

73m,c u 9 <-S-)JI d U S  t j jo  J jo j> I_2  > > I  /x J L c  ^ s J j i lS j la J i

"Followers of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images will note a common thing 

within them. All [images] move their reader to another world, 

that is better than the existing one."

• According to al-Kafrawi the images that reflect this are those in which the 

moon is depicted as a silver scythe or a half ring, and those in which the

71 Ibid., p. 18.
73 Ibid., pp. 154-5.
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bitter orange is portrayed as a golden ball. However, he does not make a 

convincing case, on the basis of these images, that Ibn al-Mu'tazz reflects a 

desire for a 'better world' in his similes.

Finally, al-Kafrawi makes the following interesting note on the aspect of 

movement in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's similes:

o l_> 5 j J 3 MJ g j j j U l  c Q jJ o  *J \ j j  U IszJ^"

74" ... jJjsJuoj (_sOliJl3 <cl^JL CjJiJLai9 Cju îo

"We remember his [the poet's] speech about the bitter orange 

and the moon, when he compares the former to a ball that is hit 

by a stick to hang in the air and the latter to a scythe that 

harvests the narcissi..."

The point he makes here is that Ibn al-Mu'tazz was very keen on moving 

images. However, only two lines are quoted later to support this argument 

and there is no comment on or further explanation of these two lines.75

In general, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery is seen by al-Kafrawi in terms of the

74 Ib id ,p. 159.
75 A further methodological mistake can also be demonstrated. Al-Kafraw? does not mention 
his sources in two cases, each of which has a historical context, the first being the poet's 
impotency (p. 21), and the second being the report of the poet's craving for a happy life. 
Although this scholar mentions that he traced this information to 'some narrators', he does 
not mention their names, nor does he mention his sources.
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classical mode;76 Ibn al-Mu'tazz and Imru' al-Qays are alike as their shared 

technique in creating poetic images is to link two close entities and to focus 

on the similarities between objects. This opinion would appear to be a 

repetition of Husain's: al-Kafrawi does not carry out any new investigation, 

nor does he acknowledge his sources. However, despite the shortcomings of 

this study, by indicating the influences on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's life and their 

effects on his poetry, al-Kafrawi went beyond his predecessor, Sayyid al-Ahl, 

who did not connect these influences with their effects.

2-5- Al-Shak'a (1973).

In his history of Arabic poetry in the Umayyad and 'Abbasid periods, Mustafa 

al-Shak'a studies the poetic image of Ibn al-Mu'tazz as representative of 

imagery in the 'Abbasid period.77 He divides his study of Ibn al-Mu'tazz into an 

introduction and two parts. The introduction (pp. 715-9) is a historical 

account of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's character in which he claims -  as other scholars 

have -  that the aristocratic lifestyle in which the poet grew up had a great 

influence on shaping his character and poetry. Al-Shak'a then devotes Part 

One (pp. 719-56) to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's favoured genres: love, wine, wisdom, 

glory, gardens and hunting, while Part Two (756-85) gives more attention to 

the imagery of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, in particular his use of simile.

Al-Shak'a bases his analysis of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery on two statements.

76 Ibid., pp. 152-4.
77 Al-Shak'a, M, Rihlat al-Shi'r min al-Umawiyya Ha ai-'Abbasiyya, (Beirut: 1973).
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First, he considers Ibn al-Mu'tazz to be the master of 'garden' poetry'.78 

Second, he repeats the weil-worn claim concerning the aristocratic nature of 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's simile.79 He classifies the subject matter of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

gardens' poetry into two categories: that belonging to a general description of 

gardens and that belonging to special plants such as the narcissus, which he 

then analyses. For al-Shak'a, Ibn al-Mu'tazz was the master of water 

descriptions (ma'iyyat). He compares Ibn al-Mu'tazz's descriptions of ice with 

that of al-Sanawbari, who compares ice to white flowers, and concludes:80

cL*Jj cU"A-*j tjSjJI [3 ]"

Julj ĵJLszxxJI (jjl jj3su ... cuLd\JI jĵ axdl qjI] jjuisj (ya-uXJI

8̂  "oLoJ lir1

"What scholars have not noted before is that the image 

comparing ice to white flowers is taken from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

poetry ... Ibn al-Mu'tazz is really the master of describing ice in 

Arabic poetry." (with some modifications)

Al-Shak'a gives several examples to support his ciaim of the nobility of Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's simile; he finds that the sources of moon images come from the 

field of jewelry, such as silver, the half ring and ivory ring. He also mentions 

that in another line the moon is compared to a silver coin and the sky in the

78 Ibid., p. 756.
79 Ibid., p. 757.
80 Ibid., p. 768.
81 Ibid., p. 767.
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background to blue silk. Although the observations made by al-Shak'a are 

very brief, they succeed in throwing fresh light on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's interest in 

garden poetry and give several examples of the claim of the aristocratic 

nature of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's simile.

2-6- Shalabi (1981).

Isma'il Shalabi's study examines the effect of the middle 'Abbasid period on 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, developing on the work of Husain.82 This scholar 

discusses some of the political conflicts which affected the life in the 'Abbasid 

period, for example he states:

ci jujo j jp t i j  cjIjj>\ji Cjuii j i  oJuji o i  JJI3I 

dJ^JI tjJLc JjSL9 218 "qilb /waiszjoJI" cL9\L>JI

CLLC t"iQ̂ .^ilQ ijĴ ljLAAJUoJÎ  (Q-djuS> 6$9j) <cljJ3  ̂ ^LoX

.CjIjoVI CjuoSLqĴ  ti-Jjjdl 

jlc b  .l^9loxl <l̂ 9l_>lol qjo AJ3JJI oJj>I3

/uJlsill <̂s3 o \1j 3jJI CjJLoajuuI .̂vj^JI C1I I9 j 3SjJI i_S^ />3>JI

Qjoc>3 t̂ pLullqJ\JI £,Lu03 o lj3iJI Cjj>l£u<) icIjiJI J-ftS CaJLsiaS

LpJLoS CxrJj^ _jUcl>\JI OJ-cLoj^ ci-jiaj&jJI jj-da)[j t_5v-ol<>*^dl

tjvJLc cUliJI ... dJjjJI _Lu 0j$*o9 j_5^l (_& 232) J^JLoJI

83" ... cLaajLajujJI >̂0 U3j1 ijs3 I3Io9LjuuS \$j3Vqj$ tpSzdl

82 Shalabi, S, Ibn al-Mu'tazz $uratan fi 'A%rihi, (Cairo: 1981).
83 Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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"At the beginning of the third century AH, when al-Mu'ta§im 

billah (218AH) became the Caliph, a big change took place. Al- 

Mu'ta§im brought the Turks to power. They became assistants 

with complete control of the army and all state affairs. As a 

result, Arabs and Persians left al-Mu'ta§im to face difficulties on 

his own. Conflicts inside the state increased and the Byzantines 

invaded the border of the state. Other regions refused to pay 

tax. Wealth declined and there were revolts in several places.

These conflicts reached their peak with the murder of al- 

Mutawakil (232AH) who was killed by the Turks in his great 

palace ... the Caliphs were murdered one after the other ... "

(with some modifications)

These political conditions affected the social life of the people and destroyed a 

co-operative society. The poor became poorer and the rich became richer. 

Shalabi states that the poor observed the religious leaders, while the rich 

plunged into decadence. This led to a society full of contradiction84 and 

Shalabi observes that Ibn al-Mu'tazz was a 'picture of his time' who reflected 

the contradictions of the 'Abbasid period.85 He tries to prove this claim 

through examination of the themes and structure of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry. 

In discussing these themes, Shalabi notes that Ibn al-Mu'tazz praises

84 Ibid., p. 6.
85 Ibid., p. 7.
88 Ibid., p. 164
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contemporary ministers and police chiefs more than caliphs88 and interprets 

this attitude in the following manner:

6̂ j_aLuL»jUIjJ (ĵ JLOjJi /)JLc t_jj| Iil9 LbxJI \_s\3 (jZlSLiuJI COi"

(_jJJ Qj J q q S  Lo Q > jJ . JjLSioJI I lJUuoI \_ & 3

3̂ JUI 6L> QjO /»>> Cpl+jjU <CU_»juLqJI CCiLuiJU Cj-C> CuĴ flJo

89"oUa9lijuoJI cU\Uj> v_ŝ9 sSJJI L̂uoJI lAxb i_sd[9 tj\jSLLxJ)I\j)

"This shows the contradiction [in the character of Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz]. By referring to psychology we understand why Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz had struggled in his youth. These struggles were a 

result of difficulties in the poet's childhood, the lack of fun in his 

youth and the contradiction of the environment in which he 

lived."

Thus, unlike other scholars who refer to Ibn al-Mu'tazz as leading a luxurious 

life, Shalabi uncovers the difficulties in his childhood and youth. However, by 

going back to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, one can see that he did actually praise 

the caliphs al-Mu'tad'id, al-Muktaff and al-Mu'tamid in several odes.90 Thus, 

Shalabi's claims about the foci of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's eulogies are subjective 

judgments, free from all objective evidence.

Another thematic point made by Shalabi relates to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's conscious

89 Ib id pp. 164-5.
90 The Diwan, v. I, pp. 381-607.
92 Ibidt/ p. 297.
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imitation of Imru' al-Qays. According to Shalabi, Ibn al-Mu'tazz imitated Imru' 

al-Qays not only because both were princes, but also because both of them 

had suffered in their childhood and youth.92 The structural level upon which 

Shalabi's claim is based can be found in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery. Shalabi 

describes it as follows:

(JJO CuSuOJ p jj  cuicl̂  <_>JlSZX>JI Qjl Qj$ t I I Lol"

/J L s J U  o v _ s o J I  <3_u>s2JI «=l9LqjU 1

ul v>Suou lSJJI ^oJLsaJI <3j <cU ^ S jJ I

IJlA (CUS cuJ] oLajVI dlbl 3J /)il\JI_9 oiL/^JI qjo sd-c

(L q JJu j^  L^9\Uajl_9 1 LpJ[9J l_9 -G..<aJI OJaSi ks3 GLo<dl

_ > c L w J I beJ I 05 tjxQjblau L S jJ I  tjjo J b c x d l^  qjUj LujJIj  d liL u u J I^

UJ

olcl̂ ^AioJIj £9jcxj lSJJI t̂ juULfijJI cLoJtc (jjo _>6-J \Ji oIxjw joJI OJufii

J ^ \  d ly j L̂ ju£>jj3 L ^ ilc lj^  qjo cl*julqj QjjJ gI J^bty cUiSj?

93".0*jU  0-° tu>  Cuucdi

"Ibn al-Mu'tazz is famous for concrete description that shows his 

knowledge of Arabic culture in his time as well as the tenacity of 

the tangible world surrounding him. He sought distraction from 

the intellectual world that caused him many misfortunes when 

he engaged with it. Concrete discretion filled his poetry. Here, 

there are descriptions of hunting dogs, their colour and their 

action as well as description of drink, drinkers and the place of

93 Ibidv pp. 314-5.
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drink. The poet escaped to this tangible world from his internal 

world where conflicts raged as he tried to comfort his soul from 

its sadness, even if for a short time."

Shalabi demonstrates the sadness that colours Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery by 

referring to certain aspects of some of his poetic images. Running clouds, for 

example, are compared to tears. However, according to literary convention 

while the former entity causes happiness, the latter causes sadness.94 This is 

an interesting interpretation of a phenomenon that is found in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

imagery, the imbalance between psychological and sense-communication 

functions, which will be given some attention later in this study in sections 

dealing with analysis of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry. However, although the 

element of darkness in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry is so important, the examples 

given by Shalabi are insufficient to prove his suggestions.95

2-7- Al-Tatawi (1981).

In his Qadaya al-Fann f i  Qa§fdat al-Madh al-'Abasiyya, 'Abd Allah al-Tataw? 

studies the glory poetry of the 'Abbasid period, sampling the poetry of al- 

Buhtutri and Ibn al-Mu'tazz, with the aim of refuting accusations of fakhr in

94 Ibid., p. 316.
95 Despite these criticisms, Shalabi has written a solid thesis. He links the causes and effects
of his case study well (i.e. the contradiction of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry). To show what is so 
significant here, one can compare this thesis to al-Kafrawi's study (for the purpose of 
exemplification only). It has been demonstrated above that in the latter the connections 
found between cause and the effect is weak. However, al-Kafraw? wrote his study in the 
fifties, while Shalabi's thesis was written at the beginning of the eighties. This might explain 
why these two works are different.
97 Al-Taijawi, 'A, Qadaya al-Fann fiQ a§idatai-M adf al-'Abasiyya, (Cairo: 1981).
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Arabic poetry.97 His thesis is divided into two main parts: imagination and 

style. Imaginative issues are obviously of interest here, and al~Tat;awi dealt 

with the following issues:

jjjo cLoJUitoJl cglĵ ijuujo />j <iJLpdl gjo ^ jIaJ I OulS 3 "

O Lj ^0 1 ̂ 03^^°^ I I sJxJ [cp i_Ŝ j iJrHAxjJ L? I QojljuuuJ I

gjo_̂  .AjIa^JIj? / jJloJI t j j j  CLCJ3 J0 ^ ^ L jujJI AAC <^AuuJI j^Lojo 

QJj&jSj) OpLajojj OjLujluI cLjJuSj) b j^aJI AAC

OAdi 0-°J> ■ChO-C-l-'̂ dl oLuu^juuc^oJb Qsdsuj} <H_*J L*-̂ tJ I

ciaJLjoj? (ĵ qSIaj3  O-n L^ajLai*- /x£i\i u-^.P *_sd{ oLkP-juuuoJI

OjLJaszjoj __)_cljujJI j^ x£ . b jL c o  t_5Jlc ^J\JaJI v_sv9 6j3 *aJI £uujo$j g/>

9 8 ,,. ^ j l ^ i

"The beginning [of the analysis dealt with] imagination and 

imaginative sources. It then moved to different levels such as 

single simile, analogy, complex simile and reversed simile whilst 

explaining classical and modern sources of simile for both poets. 

Personification was also discussed [with respect to] its role, 

popularity and tangible aspect. From these levels, [the analysis] 

moved to study artistic characteristics such as repetition, 

contradiction and hyperbole with clarification of the image's role 

to indicate the civilization of the poet's time."

98 Ibid., p. h.
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Al-Tatawi duplicates the idea of the domination of simile in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

poetry, an idea which he repeats again and again without further 

substantiation, for example:

J J & \  <3 jjjuu lJI j j j u  ^ji& joJI q j I  JulC L S jj^ o ll i  ^flS ^joJI

cu9 i>c CxjJcaJI ^jjo l ^ l s  iliijJ I jJixi CjJlI J-Suuuu OjSLjuJ ejdlc

<̂ J| <>A93joJI II ujo dkjjuu /d  culS  ̂ cu9

... C\JuO jJj+j Ĵ3btJ03 OJjQ CLoSjJjoJ Jjcdo

"On the level of imagination in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, simile 

dominates other figures. This caught the attention of critics ...

They tried to give the reasons as to why Ibn al-Mu'tazz was so 

interested in sim ile..."

He attributes the sources of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images to two types of life: 

nomadic and settled, asserting that Ibn al-Mu'tazz gathered the first from 

ancient Arabic poetry and the second from his own environment.100

Al-Tat;awi's analysis of the structural and imaginative aspects of Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's glory poetry is undoubtedly a work of value. Nevertheless, it 

addresses only one genre of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, raising the question; to 

what extent can the analysis of one genre of give a full knowledge of the 

whole of his poetry? There are also a few criticisms that can be made of this

99 Ibid., p. 355.
100 Ibid., p. 358.
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study. Al-Tafaw? does not give enough attention to defining his term 'sources 

of images'. It is only from his usage that this term can be understood as 

referring to the entity of the vehicle -  confirmation of this understanding can 

be found in his following comment:

oL.togo qjo c^pLJI Lo fiprjJ [oLAJI] ... "

XoJI lSjJ ij-QjuoJI v_jJô JI lpjo\$3j

m " ... WUb,

" . . .  these images concern the desert. Here, there are: midday 

heat, camels102 and ostriches. In other images we can see the 

Sahara, brooks, valleys..."

Furthermore, one can argue that the two image-source categories he finds in 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poems are too general and that, without further sub

categories, they are too general to specif/ the fields that occupied Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's thought the most.

101 Ibid., p, 359.
102 Al-Tatawi refers (p. 359) to a special kind of camel called ai-Shadqamf. Ai-Shadqamf Is an 
animal that has a big mouth, but is also a name of a famous Arab maie camel. Ibn Manzur, 
Lisan al- 'Arab, (Beirut: 1956), v. VII.
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2-8- Al-Mu§$afa (1991).

Ali al-Mustafa's study focuses on 'nature poetry' in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's DJwan, 

using descriptive and historical approaches, conducted within the academic 

arena as an MA dissertation.103 It is divided into five chapters, four of which 

are devoted to studying different fields of nature such as the sky, the earth, 

animal and birds and modern nature (that is to say, parks and gardens that 

were made in the 'Abbasid era). Each of these four chapters is sub-divided 

into sections in accordance with its topics. In the first chapter (pp. 16-46) the 

sky, for example, is broken down into five sections; stars, wind, rain, cloud 

and lightning and thunder. The fifth chapter deals with what the researcher 

claims to be 'the artistic structure' of nature poetry. In addition to studying 

the various fields, the researcher aims to show how each topic was presented 

and how it reflects Ibn al-Mu'tazz's inner personality. He also tries, rightly, to 

situate this poetry within a wider historical context that starts with pre-Islamic 

poetry and ends with 'Abbasid poetry.

In Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, different topics can be said to reflect the poet's 

personality on different levels. Some are used in a novel way and hence shed 

light on some aspects of the poet's personality and style. Others are used in a 

traditional manner and so are less important in terms of the poet's life and 

style. However, al-Mu§fafa's endeavour to prove that every single image

103 Al-Mu&afa, 'A, Ai-JabTa f i Shi'r Ibn al-Mu'tazz, (MA dissertation, Yarmuk University,
Amman: 1991).
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reflects the poet's personality and engagements leads him, at times, to 

generalise and exaggerate. Such generalisation can be seen in his 

interpretation of the dog image in hunting poetry (as well as other genres) 

which appears, for him, to be a reference to the poet's enemies and does not 

refer to an actual dog at all.104 Another example of generalisation can be 

found in his comment on the poet's description of the positive attitudes of 

birds and trees in the castle of al-Mu'tadid.105 It is strange enough that these 

trees and birds, for him, are not real, but even more so that they are 

interpreted only as representative of the positive attitudes of the general 

public of different classes. Having said this, ai-Mu§fafa does make some 

interesting points regarding Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, such as the poet's 

fondness for some topics like stars, specifically the Pleiades.106 His use of 

numerous examples from the work of other poets when studying each topic is 

also appreciated, as these potentially provide other scholars with raw material 

for further studies.

In conclusion, although al-Mu§fafa does not develop many of his individual 

remarks on the poet and his poetry to produce a coherent picture, this study 

is still valid for its focus on one particular theme, namely 'nature', and is 

appreciated as an MA dissertation.

104 Ibid., p. 103.
105 Ibid., p. 105.
106 Ibid., p. 107.
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3- Conclusion.

Overall, most previous studies have applied a sort of sociological approach to 

the analysis of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry which takes for granted that the poet 

was influenced by his lifestyle and the circumstances in which he grew up. 

However, these studies differ in depth. For example, while al-Kafrawi notes 

some of the potential influences acting on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, but does 

not link cause and effect together, Shalabi effectively connects these factors 

to their effects. In contrast, al-Jurjani does not restrict himself to a 

sociological approach but combines three approaches: linguistic, psychological 

and descriptive.

The major issues that have been raised by these previous studies are: the 

effect on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry of his aristocratic lifestyle; the domination of 

simile over figures of speech, and the concrete imagination of the poet's 

imagery. These issues are presented, somehow, in a general manner and 

treated with either little or no depth: to the best of my knowledge, there is no 

one study devoted to an investigation of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's use of imagery. 

Therefore, the forthcoming study will concentrate on this aspect of Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's poetry and will investigate the sources of this imagery and some 

aspects of the nature of his images.
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PART TWO:

Investigation of the Sources of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's Imagery

CHAPTER THREE: The Human Being.

CHAPTER FOUR: Daily Life and Other Sources.



CHAPTER THREE: The Human Being.

I f one examines the imagery used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz, it is possible to divide it 

into five main categories; I) 'the human being', 2) 'daily life', 3) 'nature', 4) 

'plants' and 5) 'culture'. In his personification of things and notions, Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz focuses on shape, colour and movement, making great use of the 

human body, its organs and its conditions. The female body, in particular, is 

the source of numerous images because of the possibilities it has to offer on 

the level of shape and colour. Because of this special interest in the human 

form, a category into which 35% of the total images in his D/wan fall, this 

chapter will examine the first category, 'the human being' in detail, while the 

other image categories will be dealt with in the following chapter.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's human images can be divided into three sub-categories; 1) 

types of people, 2) actions and feelings and 3) physical attributes. Movement 

related images will be discussed in a separate section dealing with actions and 

feelings, in which his passion for describing both the movement of the body 

from place to place and the movement of specific organs will be discussed.1

1 For more detail regarding this interest, see Chapter Five, pp. 186-266.
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X- Types of People.

1-1- The Feminine.

Female-related images form the largest group among individual topics. In this 

section, different aspects of the female are presented in terms of age, action, 

physical attributes and race. However, in some cases, such as the 'wine is a 

woman' image, the image source does not fall only into one sub-category, but 

rather draws on several different sub-categories. In such cases, these 

sub-categories will not be applied, so as to maintain the unity of the basic 

image. (The term 'basic image' is used in this study to refer to a collection of 

images that belong to one source or one vehicle and also present the same 

first domain or tenor). In the following, this way of looking at the 

concordance in the first domain will be applied when similar groups of 'basic 

images’ appear.

For Ibn al-Mu'tazz, as for most men, wine and women are the most readily 

available pleasures. Hence, in his poetry, wine is described as female in terms 

of several aspects: age, physical attribute, and action and feeling. In 

age-related images, the two main qualities of the female that are compared 

with wine are those of freshness and timeworness. Through young girls, Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz indicates the quality of freshness, and through old women he 

indicates the most important feature of wine: age. These two ages sometimes 

interact so that the qualities of one are passed on to the other. The poet 

wants to emphasise age, and he also wants to present wine as a young girl:
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2i i . ° ..“ * . 1. ■“ »LolC ^ xjujuoj> OlAxC ,uu i OuJ 6_9-g3

Youth and old age are combined here poetically even if they cannot be in 

reality. However, young girls are mentioned more often than older women 

and there are only two images of female old age in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's wine 

poems. For example, on one occasion Ibn a-Mu'tazz writes that he was 

accompanied in a morning wine drinking session by a wine expert who 

offered him a pure yellow wine, which he compares to an aged woman:

^ 0  -& c .9
(JjO CjuL^O^SLjulO (3-0 Cji—lj Lo

On the other hand, images of young women are repeated more than ten 

times. The kind of young girl Ibn al-Mu'tazz prefers is a virgin, and the 

attribute of virginity became the focus of a number of his wine-related 

images, as in the following example in which he expresses his longing for the 

virgin daughter of the tavern:

jcaJijxC j tjJLc od t>o

2 Dfwan, v.II, p. 228.
3 Dfwan, v. II, p. 111. The second image is in the following line, in which he values the old 
over the young:

Ipjbtd -tjdUJj-Uddl j jp tC  lo ĵJuo «U-*jJ-oJI „ o la  pJ o J b

Dfwan, v. II, p. 47.
4 Dfwan, v. II, p. 16. Other images include: o

I J l 9  JJI3 OJuJ T>5Li i-Sj m j S  _Jl^C (jjo

Dfwan, v. II, p. 177,
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Ibn al-Mu'tazz also uses another feminine description of wine in order to 

make it more exotic when he compares wine to a Jewish girl, saying to his 

companion, "Take here a Jewish girl whom no word can praise":

^ o ̂  J) ,0 v-» ^
oLuoJUl JJLc Cjuu

But exactly how does this description add an erotic element to the girl? It is 

well known that Christian and Jewish families ran taverns during the 'Abbasid 

era and it can be supposed that the fantasy of a Jewish girl is suitably exotic 

to Ibn al-Mu’tazz, as a Muslim from a highly conservative family, because 

Jewish women of the time who worked in taverns and mixed with men paid 

less attention to covering their body. Thus, because of her manner of showing 

her beauty, the image of the Jewish girl seems both erotic and suited to a 

description of wine.

Another aspect of the erotic in Ibn al-Mu’tazz's poetry can be found in the 

image of a covered lady, as can be seen in the lines in which he says "forget 

the stress of time and strengthen your soul with wine that prevents sorrow":

clo ja9 Lfjji Ipj-niu />J '-S6-Ll usJ
Dfwan, v. II, p. 16,

i_s\jb3 _>LuuJI (_sJi J -> jl 3 u lj jJ I  O J j ul_y»\J| ^jJLc laJLuj

Dfwan, v. II, p. 253.

5 D/wan, v. II, p. 253. Another image compares wine with a majusiq\&.
Lg-JLc AjjAJ3̂ tx>

Dfwan, v. II, p. 33.
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A —oiJsJI (>_C J j>

-̂XX_SJi_.cl_C5J (J_jO t>jo! V_jJL9^/oIjljCXJ

—">\ v_sJJ J-£u /xJ T>Su

Other images used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz that relate to a woman's age are those 

that focus on a 'bride'. In these images, Ibn a-Mu'tazz devotes his attention 

not simply to wine itself, but to a glass of wine. For example, in the following 

he compares wine in a glass with a sun that shines through clouds, or a bride 

oiled with a particular yellow oil called wars.

^j|_>jjj t_s\9 Cxszli) LuJUO-uJ v_Ŝ 9_jliLC {jjo

-j .----- J> t M ^  0 ^  »  £

3_jLc> v b i j   Lie_j o_?e_Qwb A_9sL^ 3_>_g 3 I

The sense of colour is emphasised here by the comparison of the yellow wine 

topped with froth to a made-up bride wearing a veil.8 In another vivid image 

from the same category he compares a glass of wine with froth on the top to 

a bride wearing a patterned scarf ornamented with pearls:9

In images in which he uses physical attributes as an entity, Ibn al-Mu'tazz

6 D/wan, v. II, p. 83.
7 DTwan, v. II, p. 499-500.
8 There is another image which stress the yellow colour of wine:

i_sOljLaJI ,0̂ 33̂  pl>^cj  4->3j
OLxJlUI 4JLi3 obtJols c&l-=rJ i>° Jj^tc IgjJLC3

DJwan, v. II, p. 252.
9

cO v_Sv“iji9 1̂ C ĴjLô uJI 2
^Lii3 qjo LpJ ujJ2>& oja 9 ĵjLSJI oI5

Dfwan, v. II, p. 78.
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uses them to describe the attributes of wine, such as colour, froth, purity and 

taste. He sees redness in wine at two levels -  light and dark. Light red wine is 

compared to a woman's cheeks:

JQ* o J 03 c iP ^

i qjo U ^L jj dJu Lg_JL_?eJ

while dark wine is often compared to the rather unpleasant image of blood.11 

Having said this, it does not seem strange or necessarily distasteful to 

envisage wine in the hand of a barmaid as the blood of a wounded man, as 

indeed is the case in the following image:

Q fi  & Si ^

i_j-oaJl3 LojJl £ujLo CoLmj Ipj 

12v_aJ tjjo Loi <̂ _JIp3_j_jô j uLS

In most of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's other blood-related images, the blood in question 

belongs to a wineskin that is slaughtered by a barman, for example:

îx-g.o LiSijjfcj v_s\9 LaiL>3 LoJ
^2 .» uj *a uj uj c. o

OjjJqj ^ A.O.,i O l S c i - J  CoU>

As in the previous group of 'wine as women' images, these images refer to 

another image, 'wineskin as a she-camel', inferred by the use of the verb

10 Dlwan, v. II, p. 142.
11 The disagreement between psychological and sense-communication functions will be 
discussed later, in Chapter Six.
12 Dlwan, v. II, p. 33.
13 Dlwan, v. II, p. 91.
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waja\ Images such as this are of a type that can be called 'complex images' 

within which one finds two images: one will be highlighted (in this case the 

'wine is blood' image) and one shaded, i.e. not overtly mentioned (in this case 

the 'wineskin as a she camel' image). One more feminine image that is linked 

with wine in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry is that of a woman's eyes as spears, 

which can be seen in his image of a man who runs away, stabbed by the eyes 

of a barmaid.

Another quality of wine that is stressed as much as colour is that of purity or 

clarity. Ibn al-Mu'tazz compares the taste and clarity of wine to women's 

spittle and tears respectively14 and wine's froth is compared to eyeballs15 or 

sometimes to teeth16 to emphasise their shape and colour. The ambiguity in 

understanding the nature of wine also forces the poet to use similarly 

ambiguous human attributes in his comparisons, such as the concept of the 

ruh, (soul), and wine is therefore sometimes mentioned in spiritual terms:

CL>_;Ls2jO ^JNjoIJjJI UC)5u J^joIJuO £ 9,J_£;

14 The example for the first case is :
_2>3_XS (jjo sU3*£taJ (JjliJLcÎ  iwsv3

Dlwan, v. II, p. 254, and for the second case:* * • • A A A A t
^)3_uJUjOJ Tj_9-julLS2jO OJ CUjLalC to ^ jJ i Loi

/y-pJJ û luJs
Dlwan, v. II, p. 140.
15

J .oi"i joJ LpJ Lp_ujL5 ^s3 Igj o
Dlwan, v. II, p. 248.
16

^ K J I ,>C \$}>\y-D L̂ j3 TjtiLc p̂JULjuj
D/wan, v. II, p. 155,
17 Dlwan, v. I, p. 70.
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Wine operates like a woman: it sees, drinks and gives company. The last 

action, in particular, is repeated several times. To cite just one example:

JJ c q o t oj

<i_x>|juoJI _̂5vJ{ * lL u jl3 3 ! u juL^lftJ  l3 j  0 L03JI J j >

Wine here can also listen to people as they let off steam and accompany 

those who are alone:

^  M  >J LL> h\§9 lils

Furthermore, descriptions such as these sometimes reflect the darker side of 

this poet's mixed attitude towards wine. Thus, an empty wineskin is described 

as a dead person20 and the colour of yellow wine is like the yellow face of a 

tortured lover:

21  ̂ —*

, V 3_>SuO U 3J I g i 9 'jljJbso) O 3J u o L J I  IgJuO U jL u lI

Another basic image in the 'feminine' category is (and as a woman in which 

land and vegetation are seen in terms of a woman's body and organs. 

Sometimes a whole land is compared with a whole woman, at other times a

18 Dlwan, v. II, p. 75.
19 Dlwan, v. II, p. 43.
20 As in the following image:

,£9J-iuo „Qj>JI QS-jSU 3! tsvctjuaj Oj-u
^£jLsu> _£;l>ll su 1j c|ju> cujoLs Ouols _̂cLuu \L> lij

Dlwan, v. II, p. 73.
21 Dlwan, v. II, p. 42.
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particular part of land is compared with a particular part of a woman, for 

example, land in springtime is described as a bride, showing her beauty.22 

The point of similarity between land and woman is described in terms of 

external attributes, expressed through shape and colour. A vivid example of 

this can be found in the following verses in which the poet compares spring to 

a prostitute:

•jn o uj„. jfi ^ o — .̂ e © J* 4

6 u j )  p ^ - ll  Jjuo CjJL3Is£Luj LuJi ,_sJ{

and:

24 --o L»j O & c +- -̂0 c
lSJu^oJI ( j O j S u  O j j h ^ L O

and also in the following example, in which palm trees at harvest time, when 

they are full of fruit in different colours, are compared to crowned brides:

oL>£Lo CjkjSljjJbc) p\U5uo 

^pL^gb o-3-V U /*-/ ^o l^La juu l^J I sSjLj

With regard to the parts of the female body Ibn al-Mu'tazz refers to in his 

images, cheeks and eyes are the most frequently used but other organs, such 

as teeth, necks, waists, heads and breasts, are also presented. The rose is 

always (as in poetry in general) compared with cheeks because of the obvious

22 Dlwan, v.II, p. 124: __
j l i i  ŝ3 0>-ta3 (jjo litSc) Luugp: .jJbeJ ulSj

23 Dlwan, v. II, p. 57.
24 Dlwan, v. II, p. 563.
25 Dlwan, v. II, p. 521.
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quality of colour in both. Ibn al-Mu'tazz, as a great observer of colour at 

different levels,26 gives emphasis to the different colours of a rose, which is 

redder in the center and paler at the edges:

>̂3_L_«qJI q_nJL mjJmSUxS UC) wO ..jO L̂U-oO ij^JI dJUl
jl ^ io — uj e

3̂_szJ jmJ  Jl Lg_szJLixjo CjlSI^J LoJ q d>9_>3
o o t f l o  lO _

(jjo O^jojs"! IcxS CLjjl^ v_5v9 u >̂Lj

This image has been given psychological effect by the introduction of the 

element of blushing due to shyness, which lends a greater human quality to 

the rose. In other examples, Ibn al-Mu'tazz focuses on the concept of colour 

change in a single image: for example, the fruit of the bitter orange which 

changes its colour from completely yellow to yellow and red is compared with 

colour changes in the face of the beloved when she sees her lover, torn 

between happiness at seeing him and her fear that somebody might report 

him:

MJ t fi O-B O — — Mi ^  S | | | WJC
ĵsJ9 cU O J o LoJ  QlJjLJI uxjl5

2g ^ o vw Ji tu d c ( o — J&
I fiJi jJm\S ULaJjIc i5l3P̂3_*jaa£> qJL>3

Other fruit and flowers like the apple29 and pomegranate blossom30 are also

26 See Chapter Five, pp. 186-266.
27 Dlwan, v. II, p. 565.
28 Dlwan, v. II, p. 510.
29 One example of this is:

JjJiJI Jcpujj C*jl5 qjJo<̂Jaao cL>laJ
y T* q_L>3 L$j3 ulS
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seen in terms of the cheeks of the shy beloved.

With regard to images referring to eyes, Ibn al-Mu'tazz compares them mainly 

to flowers, and to narcissi in particular. There is no doubt that the circular 

shape of the eyes attracts him intensely, and he sometimes adds to images 

relating to their circular shape with his favourite technique of noting different 

colours:

Hence, the narcissus has two colours for its circle: the first is yellow while the 

second is white. Ibn al-Mu'tazz also uses other images which compare the 

different parts of flowers to the different physical attributes of women: daisies 

are compared to teeth,32 a truffle to the head,33 a wallflower to the hair34 and 

so on. However, these images are not of his invention but are of common 

stock in 'Abbasid poetry. Having said that, one particular image seems to be 

especially interesting and may be unique in 'Abbasid poetry:

Dlwan, v. I, p. 327.
30 The following line is an example of this:

_JL*_pJI wJjJp i-Slj-Cl 3 I A id  I sjL)Jj>3
Diwan, v. II, p. 544.
31 Diwan, v. II, p. 131.
32 For example:1 S S m o Sq & S cAS _>aJI bLudLs Ol_9J=«SVI3
Diwan, v. II, p. 544.
33 For example:

oLi =eJ lg_jOJ:&> p b  el ĵjcxjjuJI 6La ill3
ulSs

Diwan, v. II, p, 58.
34 For example:

j^ jU u J I LftS iS& ^j^JI Jaaiac i_sOL> v j-A tju _t>bb>JI J jJ  />J

Diwan, v. II, p. 592.
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Q_x> cLo J3l_V_> <̂s3 CjjS * 9 <=19\Ljj

1 * *̂* ‘ ^  13 lSaUI^ cjJjp L0JL9

"° ** *** £ yul O CJJ
p l j - ^ J ^ -t3jJaJlj g_Q...aĴ jo usJJ '-"i 6 , >J

This image, in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz compares a cluster of grapes to breasts, 

clearly illustrates his love of shape and colour.

Woman as a sub-category of a human being is also used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz to 

convey two different kinds of image, namely concrete and abstract. In terms 

of concrete imagery, animal images are the most frequently used. In the 

following example the wide eyes and long neck of a gazelle are compared to 

Shurayra's eyes and neck:

_jlj£u l 3s:i3b-C b ^^^J l cl <loJI L̂ _l9 ^3.>-̂

The qualities of the width of eye and length of neck are obvious attributes of 

the gazelle. However, Ibn al-Mu'tazz here claims the opposite to emphasise 

these qualities within his beloved, using a technique known as tashbih maqlub 

(reversed simile), which is among the most frequently used forms of simile in 

Arabic poetry throughout different eras. Other concrete female images used 

by Ibn al-Mu'tazz in his Dlwan zw\ be summarized as depicting the following: 

the state as a virgin, squadron, and cloud, and 'message as a bride'. In

35 Dlwan, v. II, p. 50.
36 Dlwan, v. II, p.317.
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addition, 'bride' images are used and have both positive and negative 

connotations. When used to represent the state and troops these images 

convey a positive sense, because of the feeling of victory of conquering the 

state after it has been under siege and troops have been moved to fight the 

rebels.37 In contrast, in the following 'bride as message' image, the bride is 

used as a caricature, to convey the humiliation of a messenger sent by the 

Roman king:

38

Having discussed concrete female images, the way in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

uses feminine imagery in abstract terms will now be examined. A good 

example of his use of abstract imagery is in his depiction of the caliphate and 

the viziership as brides for the right caliph and minister. He sometimes 

portrayed the caliphate as old and ugly until the accession of al-Mu'tadid, 

upon which they took on the characteristics of a buxom young girl:

39_V b^\J |

The use of these positive images of woman to depict the caliphate and wlzara 

reflects the warmth of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's feelings towards them.40 However, this

37 Dlwan, v. I, p. 448:
6jJL _§JuOoJI S su  Lgj /> S s

38 Dlwan, v. I, p. 582
39 Dlwan, v. I, p. 560.
40 See also, for example:  ̂ ,

ĴuJlS (_jJ{ tSlj 1̂aJL> î 3 IpSj jjlI
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source of imagery is sometimes used with less positive feeling when he 

discusses other topics like dreams and sleep. In one poem the interaction 

between dream and dreamer is conveyed as entailing a woman with whom 

his addressee has slept, who, it is said, will produce a baby as bad as thorns:

■̂j'O —-O-hO £ £ o £ — ^ o   c S S o

JSLl /xSJ iiJ£juijJI Ok-JJLOUU s.g>l ">*0,0 t_sv3 />\L>\J( /̂DulOJLc

This difference in attitude towards one particular image-source (here the 

feminine) can be understood as relating to the different topics Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

deals with. A positive attitude is linked to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's perception of the 

topic he is dealing with, for example when he felt that the caliphate was in 

safe hands with a caliph like al-Mu'tadid and the viziership with a powerful 

minister like al-Qasim b. 'Ubayd Allah, he uses positive imagery. On the other 

hand, these images encompass negative attitudes when Ibn al-Mu'tazz is 

dealing with what he perceives as negative situations, for example when the 

poet's relatives are separated, or when dealing with sleep and dreams.

Images of older women are characterised by themes of dictatorship and 

power and generally fall into the category of negative images . Life is seen as 

a woman -  mother and beloved -  and in both cases Ibn al-Mu'tazz pursues 

the theme of the harshness of these women. Where life is depicted as a 

mother, she is the mother of all problems, and when it is depicted as a 

beloved, she is a tyrant. In one case, Ibn al-Mu'tazz says:

Diwan, v. I, p. 603.
41 Dlwan, v. II, p. 394.
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v_so usJLstoJ ul Lo ̂ yJLaJils Ji_X> G ul -5L_oJ Jl_9 lSLIjjJ
4 2

J o ^ L J q .  *o l_ iiU  iS.A *. C O j h ^ B ~ 9  ^  i3_>>  CjALAj S-|^

There are a few examples where the poet illustrates life in a happier vein. 

However, in these examples, he is not entirely positive, but stresses that life 

brings good as well as evil:

43
l£jL_JUJL> <JjO dll_,l9 6 j  o C J J - u J  I LujJI j J j  Op LuJ

In imagery linked to this theme, the strength of a woman is conveyed through 

images of wind, which causes great discomfort on earth, the origins of which 

can be found in the high pitch of a woman's voice when she blames or cries.44 

Finally, because of the high level of frequency with which they are used, this 

section cannot be brought to a close without mentioning the repetition of 

traditional images of the andiron, which depicts three women visiting an ill 

man or sitting round a fire.45

In addition to these predominantly negative images of older women, there is

42 Dlwan, v. II, p. 276.
43 Dlwan, v. I, p. 393.
44 As in the following example:

Laic y>\j lils cualb -̂ CjJIg
ls>3uo taoouj u i^ i

la^aaj'3 fp Tjc>Jo3 Tj^Jo

Diwan, v. II, p. 359.
45

Lgjltp? lSJ*__5c_i ulS Iflilsuj \JLuk)ls 6jmj j l i  v_sJjJ3-
£S'Iolj _̂ -iLuJ —iLJ =<J*bl \J[ 0_a£3 CaJL>

Diwan, v. I, p. 19.
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a group of images that can be called 'motherhood images' in which Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz gives a sensitive observation of mother and child, depicting a 

pregnant mother, for example, as like a cloud full of rain:

£ juuj I L o  I U - uj  c S i l^ J I  A -2 _ j

L^JL j_qJ  Ta j I

In addition, some actions relating to children were of special interest to Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz, and he used them in images intended to convey innocence, love, 

and softness. For example, the gentleness of a well-trained dog chasing its 

prey is compared to a young lady hugging her child with love and 

tenderness47 and an image in which lavender is depicted talking to violet is 

used to represent the early talk of a child.48 In contrast, other childhood 

images show a disharmonious relationship with the mother; that of a child 

who cannot reach his mother's milk, and that depicting an inexperienced 

mother dancing her baby in an unsafe manner come to mind. These images 

may reflect an unstable relationship between the poet and his own mother -  

it is interesting to note that there is no direct mention of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

mother at all (what her name was, who she was or what her relationship with 

the poet was like), instead, historical references are made only to his

grandmother.

45 Diwan, v. I l l,  p. 57-8.
47 Diwan, v. II, p. 432: £  ̂ _

V9I -̂xd̂ SJI /J9 i>̂ juJU°I9
48 Diwan, v. II, p. 69: , & „

ULol>> uS'-clj 1̂ *9 (j-u-ojJ li>|
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One of the striking features of a woman's body for Ibn al-Mu'tazz is its 

brightness (or whiteness), as can be seen in the following image in which he 

compares the flash of lightning in a dark sky to the brightness of women 

taking off their clothes in a dark room:

49*  uj c £ fl _ £4 us c

U ^ A L o J I  p L uoJ !  o L?

In a similar image that gives attention to the brightness of women bodies, Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz presents the flash of women's naked hands fighting one another to 

illustrate the movement of lightning in a dark cloud:

Cf \ C  ̂ -910 Q _ _ LU c
cLuuu gjoJ  ̂ ôLcxkJI u l5

This image reflects Ibn al-Mu'tazz's characteristic focus on shape and colour. 

Other images in this category rely on the whole body of a woman rather than 

concentrating on one particular part. For example, palm trees and balconies 

are compared to a row of women:

51_jj\J| i*Ĵ 9 SLfjJ A9 ^LlUJ lJuaS Qjls_>_kx/ Cjklc _X9 S

In this context a group of images that have a sexual side can be considered.

49 Diwan, v. I, p. 126.
50 Diwan, v. II, p. 563.
51 Dlwan, v. I, p. 435.
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A woman is revealed to be a prostitute through some of her actions, such as 

putting her tooth-brush inside the mouth in a particular manner,52 rejecting 

her husband53 or working as a pimp.54 One shocking sexual image compares 

the blood of a horse, in the battlefield, to the blood of a virgin.55

1-2- Occupations.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poems feature people of different professions and classes, 

high and low, such as kings, princes and other occupations. It is worth noting 

that the poet uses the word king rather than caliph and in some places 

describes him as 'the crown holder' in conjunction with the image of the 

goshawk:

RaSLjuJ =s(JjCxSu03 

f̂ QjLoJ I îJLLoJI _Jjuo jjcxSl 

55̂ £l^>joJI fU-sij fjdiLo L_Si>

Calling the caliph 'king' can be understood in terms of the government system 

at work during the 'Abbasid era, whereby the caliphate later turned into a

52 Dlwan, v. II, p. 627:
, J i o  j .u 9 c Iq L o X  0_>9 \ y >  v_sJ-C O 3 J X  AS1J3

(jjo I ^ L u j l o  6 LlssJ! vil^J A jA ^ J I  / x a J   o
53 Dlwan, v. I, p. 328:

^ I ( j X  C j X jjo 0 U 9  A&J9

54 Dlwan, v. I, p. 255:
OASL; CjuI i_yJ |U>3j

55 Dlwan, v. II, p. 426:
IS / J 3  u o U " a s

56 Dlwan, v. II, p. 427.
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monarchy. AI-Rabba'T has also noted that this occurs In Abu Tammam's 

poetry57 and it can be said it was customary to call caliphs kings in Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's time. In some images the king is introduced in a humorous fashion, 

through comparison with a bull or a cockrel. In one such image, a bull that is 

compared to a king is described as without any power and the focus is on its 

shape:

jB Ui Si Ji u-r

<-SJ-----<£> ^[9 J—£ 5—f  £3 \LJI O3 I0 L0J3

lS^hJ I   rf-JlX-C P LioJI v_SV_9lb j ASLj j L ajJ9

58 ^ jjoJI ^UJI sSi tx9lio fULo ŝvi) I i_5>j

In another image, a king is compared to a cockrel as follows:

qjo ^JLc sv_9_mJu ijsJLc f)3£_Lo £;Lo JJ3

5^ j-su j-S ^ o  q jO  QuQ l i j  Q-jj-juJ < ^ > b  c l jL c

To create an image relating the bull, or even the cockrel, to the king shows

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's attitude towards the caliphs of his time. After the death of his 

father, the ex-caliph, Ibn al-Mu'tazz regarded himself as the authorised

successor to the caliphate, with the appropriate balance of intellectual and

physical abilities, while others he regarded as less suitable gained power 

against his will. For him, they were without intellect and incapable of taking

57 Al-Rabba'i, A, Ah$ura ahFanniya f i Shi'r Abi Tammam, (Irbid: 1980) ,p. 39.
58 Dlwan, v. II, p. 563.
59 Dlwan, v. II, p. 105-6.



responsibility for controlling the state as the only power they have is physical.

King-related images counter prince-related images; while the first have 

negative connotations, the second are positive. The prince is described 

approvingly, as a speaker with a fine voice as powerful as thunder:

gQ Ji c i9 „

He precedes others as a rose precedes other flowers:

^ >jjo\U TjjjoI  ̂ j^JI yx£sL> lS^U />j

And is a generous person who gives to his people as a goshawk gives its 

prey:

L-Jk.nOX.<

It seems reasonable to assume that Ibn al-Mu'tazz depicted his own character 

through brilliant images like thunder, the rose and the falcon, and that of 

other caliphs through less flattering likenesses to the bull and the cock.

Another group of 'occupation' images refers to religious occupations. The

60 Dlwan, v. II, p. 56.
61 DFwan, v. II, p. 592.
62 DFwan, v. II, p. 415.
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Qur'an has the authority to judge between people in disagreement:

v_swail}3 / joJLszS bx^S ui_>oJI C i tL x u J L ju j

In other images, Ibn al-Mu'tazz depicts old age a preacher64 and the shape of 

an animal sitting at peace is compared to that of a religious person kneeling 

in prayer.65 In a caricature, Ibn al-Mu'tazz focuses on the shape and 

movement of an Imam who prays in haste, comparing him to a hunter who 

runs with a goshawk:

f i 1» \B

6̂\L£lII ^susl> J—i .ft.■; />Loj LiJ

Ji\j 9 Ij-qJ I J i a j

66 0\jjJ e(JjeS2ljuajo

Money-changer related images are also used quite frequently by Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz, and he pays particular attention to the function and the movement of 

the cashier's hand. The function of the cashier's job is to distinguish between 

sound and unsound money, and he has the last word on the matter, for which 

reasons he is compared to a literary critic who differentiates between good 

and bad texts and judges them accordingly:

63 DFwan, v. I, p. 616.
64

iaCcpL dJb>U A9<) I i>° /Ul
DFwan, v. I ll,  p. 120.
65

Dlwan, v. I, p. 470.
66 DJwan, v. I, p. 611.
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jx) IAjS) J ls  u ] ^JoJuoJU I_x9b

The movement of the cashier's hand is also compared to the movement of 

the legs of a running camel and the hands of an archer:

00 ^ c Jl w c
_̂_V_*juu /xJ _Jjb 3I lju ŝwa>JI [j^3j1Lkjjj l-p-r!-̂  Ol*

2- Actions and Conditions.

This sub-division can in turn be broken up into five main groups: autonomic 

actions, the power of speech, power actions, love and conditions. Things like 

animals, nature, plants, and even human organs, are personified by Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz in terms of human actions and conditions.

2-1- Autonomic actions.

Breath-related images are traditionally used to refer to a number of different 

things, such as daybreak, various kinds of flower, and the sirocco (or 

levanter) wind. The two contexts in which the image of daybreak's breath are 

used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz are the invitation for an early morning drink, or the

67 Diwan, v. I, p. 487.
68 Diwan, v. I l l,  p. 31.
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departure on the hunt. Echoes of Qur'an 81:1869 can be seen in these images, 

as in the following:

70 *.. i„LJjJLili „£b>>JI 3 ^$$2 o-° ^juosJI tjjULQjJ J3 T̂IŝJLiL»-ul̂  lSJu-juj pS

In images relating to sleep and weakness, he deals with concrete and 

abstract themes: blood, flowers, scattered dust, worry, war and light are 

weak like a human being. 71 On other occasions, the inactive nature of 

resolution72 and the ineffective colour of a beard73 are compared to sleep. In 

addition to the active and inactive nature of weakness and sleep, the image of 

longing, which is expressed in terms of sleep, also reflects the unstable 

condition of the poet:

69This verse (quxojj li>J eu-aJI $), Qur'an, 81:18, is translated as: '...by the dawn sighing7 in 
Arberry, A. The Koran Interpreted, (London and New York: 1995), v. II, p. 326.
70 Dlwan, v. II, p. 191.
71 There are several images for each one of these things and states. One example will be 
given for each case:
flowers;

Diwan, v. II, p. 69, 
dust;

Dlwan, v. II, p. 370, 
worry;

DFwan, v. II, p. 229, 
war;

Dlwan, v. II, p. 315, 
light;

[ f c j u J & r j J  x jjXSLjJ  li>]

fU3 OjjJ o-f-y ttfiJI C0J3

33JI C13,‘na ; c ĵjj pSjjo ^_pdl Ia9gj ±3̂ 9

ûjLxoJI ^uUaiĵ /)_9jJI _>aJoo <_sJl /sMJaJi
Dlwan, v. II, p. 72.
72

Dlwan, v. I, p. 527.
73

Dlwan, v. II, p. 180.

tj.il ;pll (jyb Î Lt-Cl îJJjl--dl vl^ djj />J$
Sj j o  s IjJ I ii>! eIjJI^ /X jLubJI JS j  />>sdI li>! >5>»JI . j j f c L iJ I

u &j SloJI sJJt9 Jsu jj m j £LptU L*bl> b
Juucdl̂  vb^JI >°b i-f-l
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7 4 jl uj . B e
Jl£_ju jJI ^ 3 > O J  u S v j l S t S ^ O  C a j j I

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also gives the capability of observation to a number of natural 

objects such as the sun, stars, and daybreak,75 conditions such as death, fear 

and concerns76 and human organs such as the heart and soul.77 Food and 

drink-related images become personifications of natural things like earth,78 

concepts such as patience and longing79 and concrete things such as swords80

74 Dlwan, v. I, p. 245.
75 For the sun, the poet says:

Dlwan, v. II, p. 580, 
for stars he says:

Dlwan, v. I, p. 87. 
and for daybreak:

Diwan, v. I, p. 34.
76 Death:

Dlwan, v. I ll,  p. 100, 
fear:

Diwan, v. II, p. 34, 
concern:

Diwan, v. I, p. 131.
77 The heart:

Diwan, v. I, p. 325, 
the soul [nafs)]

Diwan, v. I, p. 206.
78 Earth;

Diwan, v. I, p. 465. 
79 Patience;

Diwan, v. I ll,  p. 27 
longing;

Diwan, v. I, p. 471.

J ^  tci la-JuJS Jj lij lo n
p X uj ual> ijjô uijjuo jo =1osJj Ul(Lo_>j (JjuoouoJI JJiu

« «* Ji o fi **
z\3jj OJ j  Lo^ O i _ s J j  Uj3

UU U J  csb 1>X> >-fcflJI ol^3

Ll^J ^-XXjJLuJUJ vjv jiL o l  X> \ l9  q J a a J  3̂ -Uol ^cpeJI Lo l i f  i_9LuJ3

iSS&J «_sd-E vLuaSu t9>lajo iXo i> ib  V3-b^*JI b[s

s • a  ̂ e
log _CajU lo O-0 ĵl̂ l

cl5>3 _o lpLnJI _£\LoJJ L0 3  cl a_«jj LsdJ Lo c{Ul

cl o lo gb ol̂ ^̂ Oo I_pl9_^> t_i-J3Aj \ jS jJ

cloJs> v l ^ ^ l  v-Ss-l| G -^3 L p c l o J I  O O P .

I lo c jl9 ul^ 3 6|j_5zJI cLjLaJuo v>l_>j' yS$j

j ̂ 1 & Jl —  ̂ — S3
OJuLSI P *  (_sviLlaj3 dLJLc >+^11

g  il -p Lil sS jJI Lo (>5^3 -Ss-ll *-SJuaJI ^  <Jlb ^ u L . i lo g JKJ i_yjl3
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and organs such as the eye.81

2-2- The Power of Speech.

The soul, mind, heart, body, waist, eyes, tears, longing, love and sleep are all 

given the ability of speech by Ibn al-Mu'tazz. All bodily organs have 

something in common, in that they can express love. To cite the eye, which 

communicates to express feelings inexpressible in words, as an example; in 

the following the poet's eye exchanges feelings of love with that of his 

beloved:

82U o J L c Jl9 u l  e s J j t_SC>9U> *_x_^JI iiJL9j J o  t_sJ] jjSLjuuu / 3<)j

His love of drink is expressed by his eye in the following line:

83 clSjJd

while the beloved's eye reveals the feeling of intoxication and desire for sleep.

The sounds made by tools and implements are also regarded by the poet as

80 For example:1 s s *  Mi J _ .9 i C
Jtpefl i_SuiS3 ofiuJI IjLftJb cĴ LajJI cUjoJLcLs

Diwan, v. I, p. 490.
81 For example:

l̂ J> JjJJ CaS_>_juJ \J[ clo i_>J /J
Dlwan, v. II, p. 213.
82 Dlwan, v. I, p. 227.
83 Diwan, v. II, p. 178.
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speech, for example the voice of some musical instruments, like the lute,84 

war weapons such as the spear,85 and natural elements like lightning.86 Other 

things, like pens, which do not themselves produce any kind of sound are 

seen as having the ability to speak because they express ideas and 

information as clearly as a sound.87 Again, these images are traditional and 

have no specific bearing on our understanding of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's personality 

or style. However, a small group of 'talking bird' images does reveal 

something of the poet's self. Birds sing, primarily in a sad voice and are a sign 

of separation, as in the following example:

But why does the poet have this attitude towards birds? This is an intriguing 

question which will be answered in Chapter Six.

2-3- Power Actions.

Abstract concepts of feelings, such as will89 and love,90 and of time, such as

84 This line is an example for that:
<_5'joIju fU9 Jl9

b3£3
Diwan, v. II, p. 97.
85 This line is an example for that:1 j 0 J * e - 0  ̂ 0

:>3̂_vJlj _£;lo_>JI iJjthbls T>joI dJIi <jjo uis
Dlwan, v. I, p. 646.
86 This is an example for that:

_UCj3 I$3jJ jmJl! c l l ^ J  O f t l j L u J  O-0
Dlwan, v. II, p. 308.
87

fi. * V- ja J* jt I ̂  I
j^pv II 3̂ IM ^ c L j u u l o o\jj y

Dlwan, v. II, p. 579.
88 Dlwan, v. II, p. 400.
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the change from day to night, are the most frequently personified things that 

fall into this category. For example, day gets rid of night:

91 ^Uo ^o\tioJI ^jj\ ^ 3  JI3

This use of the verb 'rid' illustrates Ibn al-Mu'tazz's dislike of the coming of 

day, which will destroy his enjoyment of the night. This concept of time as 

change is repeated many times in his poetry and the personification of time is 

one of the 'basic images' which is repeated frequently; there are a total of 

136 of such images in his Diwan. In these he often compares two temporal 

situations: 1) when he was in the strength of his father's presence and 2) 

when he was alone, in a weak position, controlled completely by the vagaries 

of time. The following line is an example of the former situation:

92liljj tip* LSJLo

However, the balance of power seems always to be in favour of time and 

even when Ibn al-Mu'tazz manages to get the upper hand, it will only be for a 

short period. For him, there is no one who can withstand the evil of time:

89 For example:
lS jJ u s  (jjuuLJÎ  Jlo ĴI edLLo y j j i  I

Diwan, v. II, p. 125.
90

ISjj Lo dJjuo .x>b ISJ cuo Jjjj-IIs ilc  jo$J\
Diwan, v. II, p. 323.
91 DFwan, v. II, p. 538.
92 DFwan, v. I, p. 186.
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Ij-O-iJI cU A-03 tip* CtjMj u [3 LoJLuj (jjo $ZX±J v-SjJI li |Jj03

As will be shown later, this attitude towards time is coloured by a number of 

awful experiences the poet faced during his life.

Images relating to movement are also repeated frequently, whereby abstract 

concepts such as patience, forgetfulness,94 concern,95 will,96 sadness97 and so 

on are given the ability to move. Patience, for example, moves away despite 

the poet’s will:

L_svjij £jb j. xmqJ[9 1 o-P* j-uaJlj

Some tangible actions are also personified in this way; dreaming of the 

beloved,99 ardent love,100 waking,101 being at a distance,102 old age103 and

93 Dlwan, v. I ll,  p. 174.
94

£j<xjuju jJbii3 OjjLuJ3 LpJLuoa p ^ jc x j  / x i  /xO> o l3
Dlwan, v. I, p. 683.
95

J ■» O J jJ , . o
dliiaJI gjuoj^ oLui c(J GuU33 cOxdi tJ 9 Cjd5Luj b|

Dlwan, v. II, p. 194.
96

C*iiil3 dL)Lo3 gJLj' /x ls  dJLs jJLo\JIj O^sLuJ
Dlwan, v. I, p. 204.
97

Q* fi & 0 J> I J „ J« ^
t_5sJjoJL_o cUujti jU_jluI3 <Jpdb uijS v_SvJL9

Dlwan, v. II, p. 339.
98 Dlwan, v. I, p. 211.
99

dJIjI I03 Cob JJ3^dJIj lo li>l i_y» Cj- °  ^dL.JLc jlc l
_jJij’l i_jC> j -juj\ /3J3 tLJ oLs _CuoJ OrP' S

Dlwan, v. I, p. 325.
100

edJ qjo 4^:Luj LS3I J jli ,_jjuyjs u  ulS i_soLaiJI ulŜ

Dlwan, v. II, p. 378.
101

w — 3 *
Ij  93 tjd-C o !5 =(jjjl3 lv j L
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walking. Other image-topics which belong in this category are 'birds',104 

'stars'105 (which move very fast towards morning106) and messages107 (which 

move at a reasonable speed). In a particularly beautiful image, the movement 

of a hand is compared to a journey:

106 oLujLSu t;jLuJ v_svjcxS (jJ j jjuujlo />JbAsu

With a total of 57 occurrences, movement images make up a considerable 

part of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, a fact which reflects his engagement with this 

kind of image. He is attracted by the speed of things under his observation, 

thus the quick, darting movement of a thiefs hand is used to convey the 

speed of predatory birds:

l>?t&JI Oulj i_yOL> ljOlaSj cUj_>juu
Diwan, v. II, p. 319.
102

Jk £ S m Stf B  ̂ IL » <ljg  o ,J£ 5L-L̂C--O
Oĵ sii aSu /xJs cue I btxi

Jglo JjLo \J[ j&JI I03 l_9J2> 0(3 J-2-^
Dlwan, v. I, p. 652-3.
103

tlcjJI t-jO-l 0$SZX>, Ob csJ| UjuUijJI £,>jujf
Dlwan, v. I, p. 382.
104 As in the following example:

_>^Jb dijb ^ IJ  Jp*3 l^l9>c J5 lfi>l3_uj
DFwan, v. I, p. 435.
105 For example:1 A A c *  * —

_̂_j’_>sdl u<aS>j /jcayJb cOl^bb tjorjJI tp-?
Dlwan, v. I, p. 216.
106

- * * d5 * Jl o t f i?
L&l)̂  pI_>xx> ^LjJI ^ 5̂  TjliLc *>rtJI \ĵ -Kixo J3 l^yiLjuj Vl

DFwan, v. II, p. 178.
107

,Jjlu_>JI3 th_AJiSLII Luuj l&*9 jSLujj o M ^ 1̂
Diwan, v. II, p. 384.
108 DFwan, v. I, p. 622.
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This image, of the thiefs hand in action, is also used to convey the eye's 

furtive movement to glimpse the beloved:

1 1 0 "*"  ̂ ifl J3 c
U j l i  ( jx u J  Lo PJuO \J9̂ juUuJ ^JsLc 3 ^ 3  vSyj^j-taj ^ j l

This interest in movement is also seen in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's description of the 

shaking movement of a body and other things which by nature do not move, 

such stars at the end of a night,111 and to describe luck when it comes to an 

end.112 Sometimes he also applies concepts of 'normal' movement in his 

images, for example he uses the movements of the human body movements 

when standing up and sitting down to counter the appearance and decline of 

day respectively.113

The concept of generosity, specifically in terms of the action of giving 

generously, is also used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz in both a positive and negative 

sense. The positive sense can be found in his images of water, clouds114 and

109 Diwan, v. II, p. 470.
110 Dlwan, v. I, p. 376. in

DFwan, v. II, p. 188.
112

(jNjutmsj JicaJI JloJi .XlXg
DFwan, v. II, p. 344.
113

(jjuJbf .X3 ŷôLli) (_svi> jljjUJI /iLs i_sJ l_U / ĵ JI li| i_sN-i:>
DFwan, v. II, p. 448.
114

=0 _>jo cLoJ ..OHS-0 _'-ll+aJI Lo

DFwan, v. I, p. 486.
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the Euphrates rive r115 all of which provide most important element of life, 

water. In the negative sense, it is used to transmit negative conceptions such 

as concern116 and unrequited love.117

2-4- Lovers and Sexuality.

Nature is seen by Ibn al-Mu'tazz in sexual terms and is often depicted in 

terms of the lover. It is attractive, naked and does what any lover does. The 

images than can be classified as falling into this category focus mainly on 

actions, primarily hugging, undressing, sexual congress, and other sexually 

charged behaviour). Clouds in the act of turning towards a dry area, for 

example, are described as being similar to a lover turning to his beloved118 

and the movement of a tree's branches towards each other is described in the 

same manner.119 Some images concentrate specifically on the shape or outer 

form of actions associated with love, such as hugging, rather than 

encompassing its emotional aspect, as can be seen in the image of hunting

115

Diwan, v. II, p. 7.
116

DJwan, v. II, p. 298.
117

DJwan, v. II, p. 368.
118

DJwan, v. II, p. 620.
119

DJwan, v. II, p. 640.

cljLuO c l (_sJLc ^ j l L u o J  Ig-JJ ol^iJI *_S^=rl

> 35 jt J *  at s * **£\_L> 51IJ9

*  * — ~~ 1? v“* ~ .jl)jJ l3 l̂ Juo dhjJiS cisixO dllj 9
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dogs catching their prey120 or a rescuer saving a drowning person.121 Images 

of dressed night and naked daybreak are also frequent in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

poetry, sometimes occurring together, as in the following line:

il)l5 cC*ib gJb> ubj-C JJUI3 Igj v_9Ua9

It is also worth noting that Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry contains two classes of 

'lover' image. The first can be categorized as 'implicit', in which the object

being described is implicitly personified by being described as performing a

lover-like action, as in the example of the cloud turning towards dry land. 

However, there is also a second category of'lover' image, in which the object 

being described is personified overtly. For example, in one image, Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz describes daybreak as a person sleeping naked,123 while in the

following lines it is portrayed as a lover walking with a lamp:

ĵOgjJi uSvS Ŝ>ouJUjOO ul^-G CLjlSii} _̂>JL»jUUoJi 3-bu £Uû xll3

However, despite this interest in imagery relating to love and lovers, there are 

relatively few images relating to actual sexual congress; rain impregnates

120

iJv^buiJ *“0 i^jjb-A-d.9 lJ">)
DJwan, v. II, p. 461.
121

uUlcI ,&j>JI 1 CU____wjLSfcli (jiJ /xJ
uls^ia cloJb baa I *jj

DJwan, v. I, p. 187.
122 DJwan, v. II, p. 197.
123

oLaH -L>l lo OAr̂ lg (ob>C g-p>-io..hn cul£)
DJwan, v. II, p. 480.
124 DJwan, v. II, p. 294.
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so il/25 likewise disasters are impregnated by Ibn al-Mu'tazz's enemies.126 In 

addition, some human actions such as seeing and speaking are regarded in 

terms of sexual intercourse. In one image the poet’s eye wandering to one 

who is not his beloved is considered as fornication and deserving of 

punishment:

127l j ^  Î'ĝ u-jJI _(-b-kp LdijJL>lS) v_$sJujC C*jj  u|

Another rather strange image is that of the poet writing his response to his 

beloved's letter on the very same page used by him, so that his script will 

penetrate that of his beloved:

c J*
CLJodtuuJ 3 I 3 J L 0 3 J  j L u J j 3  c L J u l C  J . . . *  „,.C  C L J u O  CjJLi I o

uŜ I 1̂1 v̂ JLPi'b

2-5- Emotional Conditions and States

Ibn al-Mu'tazz pays special attention to describing feelings, emotions and 

related physical states such as happiness, fear, drunkenness, crying, etc. In 

an image he frequently uses to describe laughter, lightning is compared to

125
J J> fi fi

JjPUJI ?j„>jJI Jsj _>JaiUl3 »_S>JLll û Jcu
DJwan, v. II, p. 618.
126

Ufiil̂ jJI UjptiiJb tjLo_> =,6.59jo S!so>Û > LLo />SJ

DJwan, v. II, p. 404.
127 Dtwan, v. II, p. 92.

128 DJwan, v. I, p. 397.
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the appearance of the teeth of the person laughing. 129 Another quality of 

laughing that catches his attention is the vocal aspect, and he draws parallels 

between laughter and the voice of a bucket.130 Ibn al-Mu'tazz's drink-related 

images reveal his excellent knowledge of a drinker's emotional states; the 

following example describes a person who is initially happy with a new 

government position and only later experiences the travails associated with it 

as being like a drinker initially experiencing the euphoria of drunkenness, 

followed by its less desirable after-effects:

* o
3-X-szj c^jLj jxS

131* 10 * * is j

jjjuuO g-fljda SPyjjJI _>̂ Luu

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's familiarity with the behaviour of drinkers is also revealed in 

the following image, in which the harmony between actions and emotions is 

subtly created, of a fed up beloved who does not wish to see her lover any 

more -  a state which is compared to the feelings of a drunk who has had 

enough and does not want any more:

b L ii 5UJI3 (jJLiiS U p i

132U /y-jjj _j5jcocjcJI OJl^3 usJ| OjJaj Cjjlbu

129 This image is used five times. In one example the poet says:o
5*—f-'l̂ -?' vib-dl Lol

Dlwan, v. II, p. 38.
130 He says:

piilLS lisj Lcxfl)ljJ>l
i_Sl£_sx>jJ IpJuo .iJbieJaj Oj_> \1_9 bxgj I03

DJwan, v. II, p. 587.
131 Dlwan, v. I, p. 643.
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The image of clouds crying, which is repeated nine times in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

Dlwan, is the dominant image he relates to the activity of crying and can be 

linked to tear-related images in which he compares rain to tears. Despite the 

fact that 'crying clouds' is a traditional image, Ibn al-Mu'tazz is able to add 

fresh insight:

j
cS jj &  s IS L j  p L tx ju u J U j} pL_SLj i_s U

Si uJ o

Luo U 9  Iju J  J l3 o \ 9

1 3 3   ̂ ••  ̂ ^
c L iS  L03 C)-£- i_SV_*_QJ dlsZjO^ V_J L s u u J I  U £ Q J >  b

In this image he contrasts his tears with that of the clouds, in terms of the 

cause and the duration of their respective weeping, heightening the reader's 

appreciation of the poet's grief; he is forced to cry for love with no 

foreseeable respite, whereas the cloud's tears are the result of a natural 

phenomenon and will soon pass.

On the subject of the emotion of fear, Ibn al-Mu'tazz includes only a few 

images, but these are of great interest For example, he uses the shaking 

body of a frightened person to describe a shaking ship.134 Additionally, the 

image of a person in a state of fear, listening for any slight sound or 

movement, is used to convey the image of the Pleiades constellation as it

132 DJwan, v. I ll,  p. 136.
133 Dlwan, v. II, p. 493.
134 Dlwan, v. II, p. 329:

<pd ijJaj 3!
ilpUl t̂pKXo o jj Vi uoI li>j
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declines.135 There is another image in this section which is worthy of mention 

as it is rather deeply imaginative, according to which the face of a frightened 

person seeking forbidden pleasures is said to resemble the face of someone 

seeing Satan:

135 ul lo *_»JO CL>3 lSIj JobtJLi

2-6- Sickness

Images relating to sickness are common in Arabic poetry, in which love is 

seen as a sign of weakness that is not much different from sickness. Images 

of this kind play also a great part in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry and have special 

importance in shedding light on his life and personality. In terms of images 

related to love, love and its attributes encompass an entire field of 

sickness;137 the beloved is a disease,138 his promises are sick,139 his eyes are 

weak, and so on. However, Ibn al-Mu'tazz also focuses on the weakness of 

the sick person to imply a range of other ideas; for example, the social and 

political problems of the state and the conditions of enmity and hypocrisy are

135 DJwan, v. II, p. 186:
i^yJj Lo^ Lr^XJI ^ j s u \  CjJLo A3g

136 Dlwan, v. I, p. 732.
137 This type of image occurs 20 times, the following is just one example:

/xiLuuJl dJLJl c>SLjuuu

Dlwan, v. I, p. 194.
138

£*JLo-J9 Lo /uLujuS 0313̂3 kS$$J\
DJwan, v. II, p. 297.
139

CmOtfil 3! i_3Jji3̂ JI <3JlQ Cjw9>0 JjS QJOJZ tSjSLjh 0 J3
DJwan, v. II, p. 72.
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all viewed as ailments which require medication. The state of sickness is also 

attributed to things when they are not in peak condition, i.e. arrows that miss 

and stars that do not shine.140 Ibn al-Mu'tazz himself is also portrayed as 

broken and sick with madness.141

Ibn al-Mu'tazz demonstrates knowledge of different types of disease, skin 

problems, wounds and stings in his poetry. Two points in particular interest 

him the most -  the physical appearance of the ailment and the pain endured 

by its victim. Hence, the appearance of a dirty body is compared to that of a 

person who has been smeared with vesicant cream142 and, on the other hand, 

his feeling of sorrow when the camp of his beloved moves is compared to the 

pain of a person who has been stung.143 Of the two kinds of image, those 

which reflect the appearance of disease occur more often than those that 

reflect the feeling of pain. This corresponds to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's tendency to 

focus on the external more than the internal.

In his death-related images, Ibn al-Mu'tazz makes use of three themes; 

completion, weakness (or powerlessness) and destruction (or powerfulness). 

Night, day and some abstracts like repentance, spite, stinginess and love, die.

140

I ^5 li OlS u[c|
Dlwan, v. I, p. 545.
141 For example:

tSjuuoS Q-jjJ JLa3 t>° VSV sSDl ul fUJl
Dlwan, v. II, p. 333.
142

Dlwan, v. II, p. 559.
143

LgĴ J i_sv3 PS£
Dlwan, v. I, p. 141.
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Having no power to act, the condition of lovers or the good-minded person 

who (like the poet himself) has no chance to practice his skills in the declining 

time of the poet's era is described as like a dead person:

o ift o o  c o
ob>- ^>j2>-)JI li> 3 I

o Jl ^ IB _Q

o J I ^ I ^ J I  LcxS iS j j  Lo <-S>y /> 3 _ p *jo  l_J_c_saJi3

In a few images, the poet focuses on the power of death, showing himself as 

pitted against his enemies as death itself:

145i_SO>'LaiS LpJoljiij L̂joJLuj clLjoJIS hi

3- Bodily Organs,

For Ibn al-Mu'tazz, bodily organs are considered as human beings and are 

treated as companions, especially where affairs of the heart are concerned; 

he often complains to his heart, eye, and soul. The latter is sometimes also 

used in the context of asceticism, rather than love, when he advises his soul 

to stop sinning and get (herself) ready for the departure to the other world. 

The following example demonstrates how the poet creates a conversation 

between his heart, body, eye and ear:

— — t 0 — s>
i S j j  uLx_Si_9 ^ 3  t_5vJLc __L_£_C / > l j P  .sG— uUL->  v-juL-9 y

144 Dlwan, v. I ll,  p. 181.
145 DJwan, v. II, p. 296.
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0 «- c c _
1 j wOaJl<) CLlC 2_<XjujJI (̂JjLjuU  ̂ CLjJ>LtC _>OeJ ^XjjoJsJI J L J  <JUj

I>!>■ cj I s ^ l  /J  k^s lj^ ju j XJL93 U jS  cU IJ 9! /J  J>*sdl CjJL&J

l j j _ * _ c l  ^ 3  L jo ^ —j  T jJ L c  U c L >  Lo jssu iJLoS l i A j  I v p .'b  •; . . i Iq

Here, his personification of human organs is almost used in a way traditional 

to Arabic poetry. The four organs -  eye, face, heart and soul -  are personified 

in terms of human action and condition. The eye is treated, in general, as a 

companion through whom the poet exchanges messages with the beioved. It 

is personified in different ways, becoming both an independent person who 

speaks and argues147 and causes problems for the lover.148 The main feature 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz observes in the eye is the speed with which it opens and 

closes, to which is compared the speed of stars7 disappearance, 149 of 

spears,150 of a hunting dog rushing to its prey151 and the speed at which the 

poet does good deeds.152 He also gives attention to the importance of the eye 

as one of the primary organs that connect people to the world surrounding 

them -  without vision the world would be completely dark. This aspect of his

146 DJwan, v. II, p. 331-2.
*4̂  CAJI ljjo b CjJLuJ Lo3 cLcLuu ^g-jojJI ŝvJad CjuiS I03

DJwan, v. I, p. 299.
148

Jj i b tuSOijJj dLuO b
Dlwan, v. I, p. 414.
149

cliLcI ,jJj CH° £>*̂ 1 ciĉpJI o_o OJ3 LojL£
DJwan, v. II, p. 410.
150

l̂ iiJI3 _j3 l̂ iJJ b
cL-Ŝ lb su:lC oLfl >1 Ll̂ LojI Lo_/LSL9

Dlwan, v. II, p. 367.
151

cLacl ,jjo £>jujI cUao_>JI <^9 _«-_jk5b\Ji usv-aJOloj

Dlwan, v. II, p. 407.
152

o — — ■"/jJlqJI JarsJUb ALiLkJuiJî  kSj^ sld jjJJ OiLtJuJ
Dlwan, v. II, p. 392.
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treatment of the eye can be found in descriptions of positive abstracts, such 

as welfare153 and generosity,154 to which eyes are given.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also focuses on the physical aspects of the eye in his imagery; 

its colour and shape , as in the image of in which the chameleon is compared 

to a blue-eyed bull looking at the horizon.155 In another example of his use of 

colour in eye images, the eye of night is described as smeared with kohl.156 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's focus on the shape of the eye can be seen in a number of 

images relating to tears -  in the following, raindrops and dew are compared 

to tears as both continue to fall:

Jl _ uJ J1 ^ o ^ J _

iJ)jli> ^OjjoJI (̂ jO g I j j J l j f j  iag J _X3 ubbj v3-*jju

However, it is noticeable that, in contrast to the personified eye described 

above, the point of similarity between rain and tears is their external nature. 

This proviso can also be applied to a beautiful image describing a saffron 

flower covered in dew:

153

cl>_>JI iSjj VJ t>SUg t_s\jLijJU LaoOî -̂
Dlwan, v. I, p. 390.
154

cLsuujJ I JltskxjJI VlSb ^ s ^ l

Dlwan, v. I, p. 387.
155

* o J J J J

v_q bg V3 Ip..*.3 clSjj  bLi 3 _5«JI clJLJljo Lp_jlS
Dlwan, v. II, p. 362.
156

gl.-^lli ij^b ĴjJUg Liu-bXjol tlbJj
Dlwan, v. I, p. 489.
157 Dfwan, v. II, p. 462.
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l^jJjob lij lp_*-iuJL5*j U5JUI QujljA&jc)

158 ° — i ° fi t — '-*j «- ip w »w uj   uj c
o Iq j > I  t̂ 9  gjo^> bx^JLu JJ o J  IJo aJ Lx u  u >  o\S

The question that arises here is; why are Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images of 

essentially positive things like rain and flowers coloured with all this 

sorrow?159

Images relating to the face fall into two main groups: images entailing a 

complete face and images that concentrate on hearing only. With the first 

group, the poet mostly personifies negative concepts such as death, 160 

hopelessness, 161 and dismissal. 162 However, a few images convey positive 

senses, as in the following one in which morning opens its mouth:163

S _ o e .ft
lo 3 q J J  6 l,a  ajaJI t_svJL/iLc O u L iju  0 J 3

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also uses a number of images relating to the head, specifically 

hirsuteness and baldness, and his interest in colour is reflected in his

158 Dlwan, v. II, p. 589.
159 As mentioned previously, Chapter Six poses some answers to this question.
160

LuiiJI v— I JuujI Iejj LoJ
L$j3 Ô joJI 0̂ >33 Lkxu 3 l̂ iL̂ LO AjJuuSI

Dlwan, v. I, p. 430.
161

 ̂ UA O .S fi C *  0
\JL033 4_L> OAlJaS3 v_ŝ A>3 L*JI

Dlwan, v. I, p. 703.
162

s * ■*
,JjuoJI USJI3JI lA9 *^9 xfi&l -d>saJI ^33

DJwan, v. I, p. 713.
163 Dlwan, v. I, p. 506.
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treatment of hair; night is compared with black hair and day with white.164 On 

the other hand, images of baldness are used to convey the helmeted heads of 

warriors'165 and the speed of evil spreading throughout the state.165 He also 

focuses on the function and shape of the hand. In terms of function, the hand 

is a symbol of power for those who have it and of weakness for those who do 

not. The poet's counterargument to those who allege his hatred towards Ali is 

that Ali is his hand just as is 'Abbas:

16^lS_Vj3  L u u L x .3  t fc lc  u |  lS J uvCu S I^  tjo ju j-d J  J i )

On the other hand, weakness is personified as an amputated hand; the move 

against the political predominance of the Turks made by al-Mu'tadid left 

them, metaphorically, as a person whose hand has been cut off.168 Thus, Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz gives the hand both negative and positive connotations. Images of 

'the hand of time7 are generally positive, but the poet also frequently 

complains of its arbitrariness:

164

Dfwan, v. II, p. 470.
165

I3  v_s\3 l i l  gJLo J l i o ^  C j SLjJj  d -p d lf)

Dlwan, v. I ll,  p. 153.
166

$ — •" .• O H- . ^
I jA Z z jJ S  L^SjLqjO lSJlSZU O u B -L d  ^ \L J I kS j j S

Dlwan, v. I, p. 679.
167 Dlwan, v. II, p. 304.
168 See Chapter Six for details of the political background totttese events.

„,Jj£U i,S i b<JL£L%>oj _,JaslJI QlLcjo -XS3

O J j j  C*sda9 AS bAj OAiiS A—g—j d l> J iJ I dlj — i/g

Dfwan, v. I, p. 532.
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1 6 9 riY\J I _AjJ Clolcp̂JI (_jvJLc (_5viLu *■ 6;̂

To depict time as having a hand with which to convey its power is in 

agreement with the dominant action of time as a force for change. Other 

positive concepts include the hands of g lory170 and hope. 171 Negative 

connotations presented are the hand of death172 and the hand of evil.173

As mentioned above, the other feature that Ibn al-Mu'tazz emphasises is the 

shape of the hand. In these images the moon during the month of Shawwa! is 

compared to the fingertip of a loyal person who praised the minister176 and a 

baby snake is compared to the span of a hand.177

The earth's interior is also described in terms of human internal organs and is 

shaken by the heavy movement of a powerful army. Likewise the she-camel

169 Dlwan, v. I l l,  p. 18.
170

Dfwan, v. I, p. 387.
171

Dfwan, v. I ll,  p. 15.
172 For example, he says:

Dfwan, v. II, p. 361.
173

176

Dfwan, v. I, p. 607.
177

Dfwan, v. I, p. 141.

pLjJI

v_sO'l_>juijo L i j J I  d J u i i_s 9̂ J s l  L ©_9 u lo jJ U  t o i 3  v_5V>J T-Loo- 

i_svjL>L> pjji (jjo IpjL OiiJLclg ,jjo t̂sOLol V9-I

Loiajig <_S3_£j[ O3J0JI OJL>33

cL——JljL oiS3 o liJ3  CsLi ..dlg-iui J \1 d>3
cOLsb J 3 .Lu  L e i ^ J s J I «e>3 I j j  LoJ aU£LL=to sqjl_Ju_5

fi ^  ja iD j>
AjLljujJIj LxxS uLuoJ L̂Juo
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wounds the land's inner depths when she runs quickly. Human waste can also 

be mentioned in this context, and is used when Ibn al-Mu'tazz wishes to make 

a personal criticism. For example, one stanza describes a drinking session, 

which the poet criticises because the drink was sour and of low quality, the 

food consisted of dry sugarcane that was too difficult to bite and the singer 

was producing, not a voice, but excrement:

[>jua9 UuuulqjI ĵvJLc LldC Laot> T̂Sljuj Lib
v» .3 _ _ o o

\j >1 Jjtxai Li_jL^ s(jjULjb q_jo

178 | 0 -r ^  o -
\j-2cj Q P-S <J o C O L S ' U   l2 ju  (J_jO LiJ LC3

Poetically, this is a beautiful image that conveys the poet's dislike of the 

meeting. Both the heart and soul are personified to convey a feeling of 

crashing time and a breakdown of ambition and love. The term 'soul' is 

repeated when Ibn al-Mu'tazz speaks about time and ambition; it does not 

always sail with the same will as the poet's ships. The heart is referred to in 

connection with love affairs and is characterised as existing independently of 

the poet, able to choose a beloved or to act against the poet's wishes. Here 

the poet describes himself as without the ability to control his emotions, 

especially love, but rather at the mercy of his organs, such as the eye and 

heart.

178 DJwan, v. I, pp. 666-7.
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4- Conclusion:

It has been said that the human being, as a source of imagery, forms the 

largest section in the poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz. It is worth noting that the 

same conclusion has been reached by Spurgeon in her study of Shakespeare's 

imagery and al-Rabba'i in his study of Abu Tammam. Spurgeon notes that the 

ratio of personification images in Shakespeare's work is 'very large'.179 As for 

Abu Tammam, al-Rabba'i states:

"We will start [the investigation of Abu Tammam's imagery] 

with man, giving his activities a particular attention because Abu 

Tammam, as we have said, gives it a great deal to the extent 

that one can feel its presence in his poetry as a whole."180

Furthermore, Spurgeon considers this personification as an 'ordinary method 

of poetry'.181 Bearing in mind the frequent presence of personification in 

poetry in general, regardless of the time and culture in which it is produced, it 

does not seem unreasonable to stress the importance of its poetic role. 

However, this does beg the question, why is this so? The possible answer

may lie in two things. The first is that man is a creature of endless complexity

and it is this very complexity which leads the poet to find the human being 

such a great source for his images. The second possibility is that poets derive

179 Spurgeon, C, Shakespeare's Imagery And What I t  Tells us, (Cambridge: 1935), p. 49.
180 Al-Rabba'i, Op. c it, p. 31.
181 Spurgeon, Op. cit., p. 52.
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their images from sources they know best, and the human being (in terms of 

both the body and its concomitant feelings and emotional states) is the best 

available source, as human characteristics exist within the poet's own body 

and mind from the moment he is born.

In the case of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, the human being as a source of imagery can be 

sub-categorised into three main sections; types of people, actions and 

feelings, and bodily organs. Images relating to the female, which belong to 

the first category, are the most varied and frequent. They are used to convey 

a range of different topics and themes and particularly occur in Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's treatment of wine, palm trees and time. In addition, this image 

source discloses some aspects of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's life and poetic style. His 

negative attitude towards certain caliphs of his time can be clearly seen in 

images in which he compares these caliphs with animals such as the cock and 

bull. Furthermore, his relationship with his mother seems to be a fragmented 

one, as some of his images portray an immature mother who does not care 

properly for her child.

As for what we can elucidate about Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetic style from this 

material, attention has already been drawn to the poet's fondness of 

observing external attributes such as shape, speed, colour and so on. Thus, 

the female body with its shape and brightness, as has been shown, offers 

itself to a number of images; of palm trees and lightning, for example. This 

love of the external attribute can also be found in images which make use of
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concepts of movement, in which a considerable number of abstract themes, 

such as patience and forgetfulness, are given the ability to move. The poet 

pays special attention not only to different types of movement, but to the 

speed of motion, thus the quick movement of the cashier or thief's hand is of 

special interest to the poet. This attitude will be dealt with in some detail in 

the fifth chapter, which concentrates on the hissf aspects of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

poetic imagery.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Daily Life and Other Sources.

1- Daily Life.

Daily Life is the second largest category of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's image sources and 

a percentage of around 24% of his total images fall into this class which can, 

in turn, be sub-categorised into four main sections; 'clothing and cosmetics', 

'accommodation', 'food and drink', and 'equipment of war and handcrafts'. In 

these images Ibn al-Mu'tazz tends to substantiate conceptual notions, 

particularly negative ones; thus death is a thing that can be seen,1 the poet's 

sins are heavy in weight2 and illness is buried3. Some positive conceptions are 

represented in his imagery but these are fewer in number. For instance, hope 

is described as a thing that has limitations4 and longing is something that can 

be cut off.5

1-1- Clothing and Cosmetics.

This sub-category is the most frequently used in the category of 'daily life', 

and Ibn ai-Mu'tazz uses 'clothing and cosmetics' images 291 times in his

DJwan, v. I, p. 577: 

Dfwan, v. I, p. 666: 

Dfwan, v. II, p. 320: 

Dfwan, v. II, p. 292: 

Dfwan, v. I, p. 189:

1̂1 Gjpiu G“°.9 c'j-° Ŝ jJI Ô joJS

II o-p sJUj 2Jbl pjlii cijlc ^asJI b L

I_>Slo o l  CjJ jJ

i_sc>1> 3I >̂u_jJLkJ L$j3 ^̂GjoJI =gIL*jjuo| jjJt-

l̂ Ĵ 3 cLuij uuS OAszS glaS ^Cylj  ̂Gt̂ (w53-*jjJI bL_Lc o_L>
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dlwan. The predominance of these images reflects the aristocratic lifestyle 

that the poet enjoyed for some time of his childhood, and his love of external 

attributes can be seen in his descriptions of valuable items such as different 

types of clothes, jewels, perfumes, cosmetics and grooming tools used by 

both men and women.6 Furthermore, this section's topics (primarily the 

beloved, wine, plants, animals and nature) reflect his preference for tangible 

attributes.7 In contrast, there are relatively few conceptual topics addressed 

in these images.

1-1-1- Clothing.

This sub-category can be, in turn, divided into two sections: 1) the general 

texture of fabrics and 2) men and women's clothing. Night and daybreak, 

plants, old age, youth, birds, concrete things and abstract notions are 

compared to texture; the darkness of night is described as being as black as a 

holy man's cassock or shirt, as in the following line, one of a number of 

images in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz describes the impenetrable gloom of night:

i ^ 9  i-jL p il^d l qJjzS  i_s^9 f>sx±}\ i-S -U j -193

The end of night is like an open outer garment:

6 This has been considered, in Chapter Six pp. 267-335, as a kind of escape from the poet's 
reality of a hard life to an imaginative easy and wealthy one.
7 Chapter Five offers an extensive treatment of this preference for what is regarded as the 
/fes/type of poetic images.
8 DJwan, v. II, p. 547.
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.fv >iuxJl ^^_aju\J| cU-iiJi _1JjLo s(JjJLj £u*eJI I J o  LoJ

Daybreak, on the other hand, is compared to the brightness of white cloth:

10sLiaJI j-tuU-j LoJl9 J*j3 Qĵ uI JJ t_50rJJl3

The quality of textile colour is also represented with plant-related images in 

which can be found two types of colour: the mixed colours of different plants 

that are compared to patterned clothing such as a patterned shirt,11 and 

plants of one colour that are compared to textiles that likewise consist only of 

one colour, such as sarcenet12 or cotton.13 Thus, in the springtime, and as a 

result of rain, the earth is patterned with different flowers and plants:

14 Q , . — j- JJ C _ 'A'fi

c L p tiio  lS J u I LojLSkS

and the image of a pastoral landscape is compared to green cloth:

15 0 J> c JJ 0 £ -- o

' cuIszaS v i^ l '-SjjJI cL-c Ulj lSJuu

Images of old age and youth are also represented by the colour of textiles.

9 Dfwan, v. II, p. 425.
10 DJwan, v. I, p. 384.
11 DJwan, v. II, p. 327: ^

<J?S3 cLilS1 cLSjLs-J ijjo 1>£uaS V̂LJI 3_ujSj
12 Dlwan, v. II, p. 189: , „

tjjo vs-*, loJlS
13 DJwan, v. II, p. 542: Ji+JI cujox as
14 Dfwan, v. II, p. 374.
15 DJwan, v. I, p. 113.
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Thus, the white head of an elderly person is compared to white material.16 

Likewise, Ibn al-Mu'tazz also portrays texture through such imagery, as in the 

following description of the white, dishevelled hair of a slave girl called 

Qashshash, who is compared to uncarded cotton:

P _ vU „ £ J UJ St £
fJlXuujJu (jduLuoS IjJ_SLJ viJjl 0>_» ■ ; to (j|

(JjjlqJuo Ig-pLi? CjĈ j k_jLA_MjJI uLS

In images of youth, attention is paid to the states of newness and 

attractiveness, hence the poet speaks of the beautiful clothing of the beloved:

tfl o o .0 J1 e j i j a

In other images the colour and the softness of a bird's body are compared to 

those of clothing. The breast, wings and feathers of hunting birds were 

attractive to Ibn al-Mu'tazz and breasts of different colours are compared to 

patterned clothing, wings with king's cloaks pallium19 and feathers to 

patterned shirts.20

16 DJwan, v. I ll,  p. 181:
jgLO-fcijJ I I3 LajuJUO

17 DJwan, v. I, p. 675.
18 Dlwan, v. I, p. 380.
19 Dlwan, v. II, p. 428: ,

^uLiOJ ljj\
_Q_g-yo jsqj, CjJ3 /d guJ-oJI ,dtoJI _uLud-*Jâ

20 Dfwan, v. II, p.461: , , _, „ , . B* ,
gjLuj £v_S'-*̂3 u/~>,: ‘■O /xi S-Hj) cU>-Ul
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Ibn al-Mu'tazz also uses the constituent parts and condition of clothing to 

convey the shape and the movement of a number of things. Thread, for 

example, is used as a counter for the flow of milk21 or the tail of a hunting 

dog.22 Furthermore, the shape of a buttonhole and the movement of a 

buttonhole as it closes are respectively used to counter a gazelle's ear and the 

action of a gazelle feeding its baby.23 In other images the texture of raw 

cotton is a counter for the dust thrown up in battle24 and torn clothing is a 

counter for the poet's state when he has reached the age of fifty and his 

health is worsening from day to day.25

Images describing wine and earth are created in a similar manner; a wine vat 

is compared to a particular kind of flax called raziqf6 and a glass of wine is 

like a shirt, as in the following line in which the shirt is described as being 

made of saffron:

21

Ul_j-ujL9
DJwan, v. I, p. 27.
22

Dfwan, v. II, p. 406.
23

Dfwan, v. II, p. 281
24

cuTlC jib _(_9j)JuuoJI _q hoi IS
Dfwan, v. II, p. 505.
25

J S oTj -1 J_jJ
Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 176.
26

\j JlJoJ I lj} o I 9] *_s\ 9j  I j  11 S
Dfwan, v. II, p. 104.
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i|juOv_j Ip-iLiJi g^jjx5 Ojxjuu 3 ^9\L«̂ j ^̂ zOjjoJUI OjAPJjo ,̂ SJ

The function of clothing is also observed in images of abstract notions, such 

as glory28 and good deeds.29

In his descriptions of male and female dress, Ibn al-Mu'tazz shows familiarity 

with the fashions of his time. Different types of ladies' head coverings, body 

covers resembling gowns and different styles of dress (such as a garment of 

silk and an embellished, flax dress) are presented in his poetry. Male 

garments, such as the turban and cloak appear in a considerable number of 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images but are used in a traditional manner without any 

novelty.

1-1-2- Jewels and Objects of Value.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz often praises attributes of people and things by describing 

them in terms of valuable jewels or items. Thus, the beauty and morals of the 

person being praised in the following example are said to be like pearls and 

ambergris:

27 Dlwan, v. II, p. 91.
28 For example:

JkSdl v_sv93 /jSjuo <̂s3 b_sJlky y°̂ 31̂9 O-1- j&SLjujl-JLmj
Dfwan, v. II, p. 314.
29

u3-X_i-L»LfcJI pJby /xSLiLuu_>l vs-b
Dfwan, v. II, p. 396.
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D £ —  ̂o  ̂.-O ̂  LU  ̂ _ o cfi

UJLoj <aJLb> U ^S  Lljuuo =&jj^ S  J>j ̂  G-° tjS  I

Likewise, the position of the poet's family in the bigger frame o f its clan is like 

the position of the centre pearl in a necklace, and the writings of the vizier 

'Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad are jewels:

Q —  ̂— — P Q C n- P £ -P  ̂ _ _*■ _ _ £
l_>_ji>3J> /jdoJJ 3! cOujcxj CjJL> _L>1 li>|

Ibn al-Mu'tazz portrays wine and its associated features, such as its froth, 

glass, and the people who serve it, in terms of minerals and jewels. Different 

states of wine are regarded in different ways -  pure, unadulterated wine is 

compared to flowing gold:

3̂Lq1o9 _>£>jJI (ZLlLaj Jl9 tp-jL> T)liLc

Here, the golden colour is the point of similarity in both extremes. When 

water is added to wine, froth appears and produces numerous counter 

images such as that in which wine with froth is deemed to be like gold, 

topped with pearls.33 Wine-froth is also compared to silver because of its 

white colour, specifically silver objects such as combs:

30 Dfwan, v. II, p. 177.
31 Dfwan, v. II, p. 439.
32 Dlwan, v. II, p. 176.
33

OUSSLJI ui>lg JlcS v_yjl; Q.ijJ !_S\jOjJj L

Dlwan, v. II, p. 157.
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In addition, the wine glass is compared to jewellrey and the faces of people 

who serve the wine to gold dinar coins.35

In descriptions of the beloved, the beloved's physical attributes -  face, teeth, 

tears and fingers -  are given special attention by Ibn al-Mu'tazz and 

comparisons with different jewels such as pearls, ivory and je t are used to 

create images. Thus, when he mocks his beloved and she laughs in response, 

she shows her pearls:

The concept of the mutual brightness of pearls and teeth is more noticeable 

when the beloved is black:

p ..'ii II jzA «t_j03_iSuo tpISJ3 cSjj qjoJ ^>0-^ vJucu i_ŝ9

3̂ jjoc> ĴLiLju-u3 (3-C iilS«jiaj3 3-4-*-^°^ SrŜ  J —>l-V-j

34 Dlwan, v. II, p. 33.
35 About the glass the poet says: _  0 _ * .

cLojjJI _5 ,jJI

Dfwan, v. II, p. 16,
and about the faces of wine-maids: . _ , , .  ^ _

£\lo eijjljLC ebJI CUJ09
DJwan, v. II, p. 74.
36 DJwan, v. I, p. 252.
37 DJwan, v. II, p. 576.
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In addition to being a feature of teeth, brightness is also seen in the beloved's 

face, particularly the forehead:

i_ŝ9 Ouodaj e & j J o

On the other hand, dark qualities in the beloved are seen in terms of a black 

gem, namely jet. Thus, a black female in a group of women is said to 

resemble a doll made of jet:

il^aJI l_sv3 IpJ „oli> cI^^aju3

3̂ £u_juJ Q+SzJ 'S j- j S L-JuOjJI KS& li>[

As well as being compared to teeth (as described above) pearls are also 

compared to tears, which not only the beloved but also the poet himself 

produce, both in sorrow and happiness. In Ibn al-Mu'tazz's elegy for his uncle, 

Muhammad b. al-Mutawakkil, he describes himself as crying tears of sorrow:

^JujoJI _OloC*Jl5 CjuiolflS l_)uOJ?£X> cLcjUI CJjSi

Likewise, he cries tears of joy when excited by the fact that his beloved is not 

upset with him any more:41

38 D/wan, v. II, p. 245.
39 Dfwan, v. II, p. 530.
40 DJwan, v. I ll,  p. 35.
41 Dfwan, v. II, p. 598.
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Hair is conveyed in the same way as the dark skin of the beloved and the 

poet's hair and that of his male and female beloveds are compared to jet. A 

male beloved, for example, who gets hair on his cheeks becomes old with jet:

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also uses a variety of minerals and jewels to describe different 

plants and flowers. Palm tree fruits are described in different stages of 

ripeness; the spadix with its cover is like a skiff of silver43 and when the fruit 

is ripe and ready to be eaten it is like gold.44 Other images he uses include 

the fig's skin as pure gold45 and bitter oranges as balls of gold.46 Moving on to 

his treatment of vegetables, in one poem a carrot is compared to a hand fan 

of sarcenet with an agate handle47 while a cucumber is a tube of emerald.48

42 Dfwan, v. II, p. 10.

ijĵ -Â uxll cislla UlJ[ (_SA_fi>l uSjJI sSASl

Dfwan, v. II, pp. 640-1.
44

Dfwan, v. II, p. 521.
45

Dfwan, v. II, p. 596.
46

JoJLJu jyS C>9
lo iLm uu / y  )_C>3 >  t_s^-9 0 _ f i_ L a J L 9

DJwan, v. II, p. 610.
47
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In his flower images, Ibn al-Mu'tazz describes both whole gardens and 

individual flowers. In the first case, as with the textile and clothing images, 

gardens are compared to jewels of various different colours:

3 I 3! L_jJ<Qsdl5 xj£. lSjjJI <̂ >3 U  \L>
£ 0 o J* e ^ c  r c 0

_j—la_LJ coLq_>I I3 &>j0J>l3 =u*o_ul  o

In terms of individual flowers, the narcissus is a frequent subject and is 

compared to the gold and pearls of durr.50

The hunter and his prey are also predominant subjects of imagery in this 

category, demonstrating the admiration Ibn al-Mu'tazz held for them. In his 

images describing the hunter, the focus is on the shape of organs such as the 

eye of the tiercel or the goshawk, which are compared to a gold dinar, 51 or 

the leg of the tiercel, which is as a golden bough.52 The activity of hunting is 

one that is of great interest to the poet and he compares the tiercel, which is

Dfwan, v. II, p. 622.
48

to Tjdiip- >o>JI CH° OJûaJLo LjjOI cuJl jJ iil
DJwan, v. II, p. 623.
49 DJwan, v. II, p. 440.
50 The example for the first case is:

DJwan, v. II, p. 602, and for the second:

DJwan, v. II, p. 588.
51

DJwan, v. II, p. 484, and

* — —o J*
cUiLoqA "s* *   W  ̂ o 3 0

i si lgjl5 I —OulJ Lj Ca_Q_1_C A9

Li_>JI Jijo  t i i i r  gSjj jU jjJ I d*-° cljiuo  4JLiLo3
DJwan, v. II, p. 438.
52

l_sdk_joJf v_jLQijJI .sxJlS  ijjLu; v_ŝai3iiJI oJLaj'̂  
DJwan, v. II, p. 485.
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good at extracting small bones from its prey, to a skilful jeweller carefully 

extracting pearls.53 A hunting dog holds its prey tightly and is unwilling to lose 

it, as if it is a pearl.54 In the same vein, the prey, such as the oryx and birds 

like sandgrouse, are mostly compared to pearl necklaces of pearls. Thus 

sandgrouse on the water of Tigris are depicted as a newly made necklace:

g _ jL ljo  Uq9 L S i b J I  A9<) L p j lS  c lo  eSvJLc CJJU03

g i o l^ j i J I  C UjoJLju jI ^ d H ju U  3 J 3 K  LpjjwJUJ ]o £ Z L > \$  _ j l j J I

The last group of images in this sub-sub-category is that which describes 

stars such as the sun, moon and Pleiades. The concept of reflected or 

emanated light is the focus in these images, thus the sun with its strong light 

is as a gold dinar, while the star of Canopus (which emits less light) is a silver 

dirham.se The first image is extended to a second form in which the streaks of 

the sun's rays are compared to a group of golden coins57 (it is worth noting 

here that this image has been adopted by al-Mutanabbi in his famous poem

53
.• tf * — 6 — V#

u j_SuoJ I £ > j  _ /> llasd l

DJwan, v. II, p. 476.
54

<0— ft* o *  vt * **«
J d U jJ Ij  _>> T p  J o U jJ t f  {ta jJ Is  Ip jLS

DJwan, v, II, p. 457.
55 DJwan, v. I, pp. 468-9.
56

1 J u l j j "  j  t iL o  OjjJuoJI L o j1^3

DJwan, v. II, p. 499, and _  o . _ ,  -
f \  \  risl . . i l l ;  _j_)J ^oJ 0 _V—9lj  —I—2—O I)

d J u lc  O  9_>_5ejls I f J  — ix) J j—1 . . .

OJSUJI 5U C .___oj  / y ______<3 i L 5

DJwan, v. I ll,  p. 154.
57

L$ j 3  ^ > x j  L o jl5  jh p l  ( jx u x x lJ I

DJwan, v. II, p. 323.
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on Bawwan, the people and the place58). As for the full moon and the 

Pleiades, they are described in 'accompanied' images, thus the shape and 

colour of the moon and the sky behind it is like a silver coin lying on a table 

covered in silk cloth:

59 o c

c l9j j  t_s\JLc cLxjuuJI -(J j3 l j -^^3

Furthermore, the Pleiades constellation in its place amongst the other stars of 

the night sky is like the central pearl in a bejewelled setting:

l9>> b>lH pLu oLo j^JJU I I3
0qo ~-C £ i!> ̂    0 Ji UJC

(JjJLib iJ\J qjlj cdo-juû  lS-P9 lS_>9 OtP”

However, the crescent moon is mainly described in nonaccompanied images; 

its shape is like a half bracelet of ivory:

61

or a scythe or shield of silver:

62 l» o J* 1*
(_50>jJI (j-pJJl (jjupu> _>xx9

58 He says:
.obuJI (jjo j& i thfjlli ssybj \%jji (_9>juUJI t_sviiJl3 

Al-Mutanabbi, A, Dfwan Abf af-Jayyb af-Mutanabbf biSharh Abf at-Baqa'al-'Ukburf, Ed. M. Al- 
Saqa, I, Al-Abyari and 'A. Shalabi, (Cairo: 1971), v. IIII, p. 253.
59 Dfwan, v. II, p. 19.
60 Dfwan, v. II, p. 465.
61 Dfwan, v. II, p. 655.
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1-1-3- Cosmetics and Personal Grooming.

Ibn ai-Mu'tazz shows great admiration for perfumes and cosmetic equipment, 

and his knowledge of this field is notable. Two topics that are amongst his 

favourites, descriptions of parks and of beloved ones, are often conveyed with 

images relating to perfume. He mentions a number of perfumes in this 

context and musk is the one he seems to prefer (although a number of 

images refer to ambergris and camphor). The fragrance of musk is found in 

the beloved's mouth, on her cheek, and even on the messages she sends. 

When she speaks, she scatters the fragrance of musk and no one can 

persuade her to change her mind:

63 j * t o o *  i h  ^

The scope of poetic creation here also covers the concept of colour, in terms 

of the black colour of musk, thus a black beauty spot on the beloved's cheek 

is a drop of musk:

r 'A  o e --
d̂LuuuoJU Lc [g^c

Furthermore, a black slave girl is a compared to a piece of musk:

62 Dfwan, v. II, p. 12.
63 Dfwan, v. I, p. 219.
64 Dfwan, v. II, p. 207.
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The sensitivity of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's similes can also be dearly seen in images 

conveying the fragrance of plants carried by the wind:

Another example of his extension of the simile of perfume to appropriate 

other sensory attributes, i.e. colour and taste, can be found in the way that 

wine is sometimes described as being mixed with musk, from which it derives 

its yellow colour and musky taste.67

In Ibn al-Mu'tazz's metaphorical use of cosmetic image sources, he often uses 

reference to face-cream and incense: the cream of wars is used to counter 

the light of sun and the yellow of mixed wine;68 the incense of aloe wood is 

used to convey both emotional state and physical form -  a smiling appeal is 

like the smile of aloe wood, the shape of a cloud resembles the shape of the 

incense,69 kohl is used to counter of black things such as night or the breast

65 DJwan, v. II, p. 577.
66 DJwan, v. I, p. 107.

I&3L0 Lg xS J sJLsLj fUxcli tjJLc dLjx-S

6 t i L p o u j  IS ljujlo t_sd-£ O j J>  li>| L $ -J j L y ^ J I

67

Dfwan, v. II, p. 51.
68 Two lines can be given as examples:

Dfwan, v. II, p. 200, and:

© o * *  *  *  O - *Lujj3 CoiuLi J3 Oi>jcx£j

LSI U jJ I Ca-ajO—kZ> J3  1_JjLo c l 69^.93

Dfwan, v. II, p. 159.
69 As in the following images;
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of the goshawk/0 and the horns of wild cows are compared to eye pencils.71

On occasion, Ibn al-Mu'tazz also refers to other cosmetic equipment, such as 

mirrors, combs, scissors and straight razor. Of these, the mirror and the comb 

occur most frequently in his images. At a simple level, images featuring 

cosmetic equipment focus on the shape or condition of the thing being 

described, thus the tired face of a military leader is compared to an uncleaned 

mirror:

However, other images focuses on the mirror's function and its ability to 

reflect an unchanged image. Hence, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's memory of his beloved is 

a mirror in which he will see his own face (that is to say, in which he will 

discover the truth):

72 UJC £ & _ fi. £ _

J J L qj / xJ c L ^ lo  c iiL lii cq p r 5  _ jJ lp -iaJ I qjo

Dfwan, v. II, p. 595, and;
O^-SfcJI ( j j O  J u J I  I Q -n ii l .L . 'L i .U  > f O

JlGj3 L̂ujlXjI cpjb̂ juJ lSC'jJ Jj v_Sv9
Dfwan, v. II, p. 184.
70

Dfwan, v. II, p. 644.
,yiuji3 e£,toJ cLjcAUo I _,_}Ae5S e(Jj-)3

.Jjl^oJI v_s\5 „olo\UI Ijuujcx5 * l j  uSi
__Iv_9jOl_>JI JsCfcJU iljuuo(5 3!

Dfwan, v. II, p. 469.
71

Juoj\J| qjo _i3t>JoJI A>l Ip_/15 C»3_>aJI jjI OlsjUoI AS 
Dfwan, v. I, p. 88.
72 Dfwan, v. I, p. 165.
73 Dfwan, v. II, p. 370.
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The shape of the comb is likewise the counter of some concrete and abstract 

notions. For example, the ears of hunting dogs resemble pieces of a comb:

74 > L i u o \ J !  . g J a  l * j ls T

While the emotional separation he feels between himself and his relatives is 

described in terms of a comb which has lost some of its teeth:

7 5"*1 — j* — Ui ^
Jojuijucdl £>Qjl lo^ jy£. u 0-^3 ^

1-2- Accommodation.

Images related to accommodation fall into three groups: 1) 'housing7, 2) 

'household equipment7 and 3) 'food and drink7.

1-2-1- Housing.

In this group of images can be classed different types of housing, such as the 

house, the tent, the castle and some religious buildings. Other images 

concentrate on specific parts of the house, such as doors, keys, etc. The word 

'house7 is often repeated and is used to convey a number of negative 

concepts such as death, worry, sorrow and evil; times such as night and 

morning; human organs such as the heart, and some positive concepts like

74 Dfwan, v. II, p. 457.
75 Dfwan, v. II, p. 343.
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knowledge and religion. Death, for example, in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's hands 

becomes a house with an open door:

yg  > o _ -fi r- 0  £ 10 ^ O Jl St .fl
A-Q-ij  ̂qJLŝI (JJOuJj) S- ĵ) cLdJI

Traditionally, the image of the tent is linked with the counter of the cloud, 

and Ibn al-Mu'tazz indeed uses this image in his Dlwan.77 Likewise, he also 

uses a traditional image in which a curtain is used to counter the wine-jar.78 

Other tent images used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz include the description of mounds 

of figs as resembling a red silk tent,79 and the comparison of tent pegs to 

swords and mountains. Allowing for a degree of indulgence, images 

describing graves, which are used to convey the negative feelings of a 

deserted camp, can also be classed in this category.80 In other images, 

transport animals such as horses and camels are compared to a monastery or 

castle.81 In addition, some abstract conceptions such as good deeds and hope 

are also compared by Ibn al-Mu'tazz to castles.82

76 DJwan, v. I ll,  p. 163.
77

DJwan, v. I, p. 114.
78

DJwan, v. II, p. 141.
79

DJwan, v. II, p. 596.
80

j-i3- 09$ V| SLol \Jj) q (jjutowii) OsUo La9

oik s 09 VJ-Vjj

(̂ o t<xc> cisLlol ys3 Lo li|

* U S *  <M ** I I
l& ^jo l£3 1jjlU>3jo Ld>>oLc g J  I b jA s L o

 jliLo Ip 'I ^3! ol_£ LpJjLo 1_sv9
DJwan, v. II, pp. 581-2.
81 The following example describes a horse:  ̂  ̂ a

<UOej CIl-njjuo StsJujo $$3
DJwan, v. I, p. 121.
82 The following lines are examples of good deeds and hope respectively;
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It can be argued that Ibn al-Mu'tazz spent most of his life in poor housing 

conditions and that the relative frequency of 'house images' with negative 

connotations in his poetry can be understood in terms of Ibn al-Mu'tazz’s own 

experiences. His hatred for houses can be seen, for example, in his satire of 

the house he bought from al-Numayriyya, and is an attitude which can be 

seen again in the following line:

on o uj ^ A J*.a _
ci_jjj j-jLJI .iJIS uiJL>3 1_SJL0_J! vb  cL2j_»juJI \̂ JJ£y

Images of the house key are used in regard to its function as an opening

device or a means of obtaining power; thanking God is the key by which one

opens the door to more of His kindness,84 while the hand of the minister, 

Yafiya b. 'Ubayd Allah, is the key to the power of granting victory:

gn £ O j— 0 J ^ O
0̂ 9 ûLuuSJ \J{ a/xls Cjuu> L03 _v>ôJLszJ! £Ilq_o d)lju0J3

On a slightly different note, path related images counter a number of abstract 

notions such as glory, rightness, hope, patience and amusement. Glory, for 

example, has a path on which the poet's ancestors have walked:

Or=° J*jKjcJI fJjJj.C
Dfwan, v. I, p. 87, and; _ , , .,

1.9̂ 3 L>_>jo LfiijLla9i t_sv-LoJI gJU ulojl
Dfwan, v. I, p. 194.
83 Dfwan, v. I, p. 738.
84

cSJLgJI J____ojJI uls qJJl Juoj>Is
Dfwan, v. I, p. 433.
85 Dfwan, v. I, p. 515.
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b u lc  _cu I3jj_«jul9 b I^SLLjj cSjJI ^jc*xjJI 3>1o 3

On the other hand, from a more pessimistic viewpoint, the poet sees the way 

that leads to his will is closed:

gy Jt j », c JlJJfiJl j ^ y,

l9jj£xll k_sdtot i_$vJLc IjJVjujIj cC-j-9_jI <*2juS T_3lC3 -̂oJLsJI t QJfcjQ Q

1-2-2- Household Equipment.

Images from this category are found in two groups: those found in general 

household use, such as ropes and basins, and those which are used 

specifically in the kitchen. In these images Ibn al-Mu'tazz focuses first on 

shape, and secondly on function. Thus, the length of a rope is described as 

similar to the root of a large tree, a path, a snake, a spear and continuously 

falling tears.88 Sometimes, the shape of the rope is found in more than just its

86 Dfwan, v. I, p. 667.
87 Dfwan, v. I, p. 306.
88 The following are examples for 
a dawf tree;

\bbiJ of cJLsici t-SjJtJI Q-p p;qjJI ul5
Dfwan, v. II, p. 381.
a path; . . .  .

,_t>jJl3 ûlxoJI \Jj I09 Qjujb bUojoJI i_su<aJu slĴ Juo pSs
Jjl2*JI \jcJiu lo Jjuo ^83 =Jl»Jc> av_Ajb> J__S (j-p -ctub' <3>-b> ^

Dfwan, v. II, p. 385, 
a snack;

o-m Jj <=015 svp*_Jj 0 ^ 3  tjO) (jjuuo Lo
Dfwan, v. II, p. 328, 
a spear;

oUaib /̂xauJI ilaj'15 ySjjb  Ŝ .̂ atsb _>iJI c L h0Jlst̂ >$

Dfwan, v, I, p. 185,
tears; ___  ̂ ^

o&jZr ILsod l i ls  _CL-C3^0i vilLuu; -A ^JIg  <-S£#JI i_sJjI
Dfwan, v. I, p. 189.
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length. Thus, in one image in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz draws on not only the 

shape of the rope, but also the function of it in tying things together tightly, 

the claws of a falcon holding its prey are compared to a knotted rope:

Asij Lo LpJuo ______ 93 Lo cioS jL b  0 (3

gg O —- — 0 ^ 0 ^   ̂ w e _ w
JuLC (̂ jJJ J3 d tp*__________ Ip___ /IS fuLc L-Jlitjo p. sxS

The focus on the rope's function can also be found in those images which 

present relationships between people, as in the relationship between two 

lovers, and some abstract notions such as death. For example, when the 

poet's beloved cuts the rope between them, it means that their relationship as 

lovers has been cut:

^Li-X_fuC JlS LoS IQ1S3 p lo  °pS Ip—luo dJU L> C xg la9 C>juuu

Furthermore, hope becomes as a long rope, in the sense that people hold 

onto hope in the same way they hold onto a rope:

91 ■
= J - ^  =0^ - ^  Ji=> . lM J I -J -p * ^ 3-̂ 3

In some images which focus, mostly, on shape, the rope is connected with a 

bucket. The concept of speed is well represented in these images which

89 Dfwan, v. I, p. 243.
90 Dfwan, v. I, p. 228.
91 Dfwan, v. II, p. 444.
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describe the long leg of a camel and its hoof, the leg and talons of a falcon 

and the leg and paw of a hunting dog.92

Images of basins initially seem to reflect some rather sad feelings in Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's poetry, for example, night and sunset have a basin:

cUjLuJ ^^ 3 ! eLujuo\JI li>! l_s\JL>

However, on closer examination one discovers that the focus in such images 

is on the external attributes only, and no attention is paid to the description 

of negative internalised feelings.

Moving on to discuss kitchen equipment, it can be seen that the focus in 

these images is again on shape and function. The quern is the most repeated 

counter and the sound of thunder, for example, is described as being like that 

of a quern.94 In addition, the heavy movement of a camel's hoof is compared

92 As in the following examples: 
camel's hoof:

DJwan, v. I, p. 182, 
falcon's talons:

DJwan, v. II, p. 463, 
hunting dog's legs:

DJwan, v. I, p. 53.
93 DJwan, v. I, p. 219.
94

jjLio_»jjl cJju L̂JLiijij ĵ-j-uJÎ  lp_9lflj>l ulS

jJi_,lj)-G =£,I>juj =Jul Ip j i_sv9_>j‘3  floocuJI t_ŝ S O lS

VS 2-*A9 4->f)J :fj\b cÔ lo <4 ,sLc9
cOjo yluJlS lSĵ juoJI Js-bg L-S3 fa II cUjjO

—>_>JI (>u->l liCj 5 LxjjuJI i_s\9 o3Jb> cOi LoJs
DJwan, v. I, p. 11.
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to the heaviness of a quern when it is moved from one place to another.95 

Life, which crushes people with its difficulties, and death, which harvests all 

souls, are likewise compared to querns.96 However, the frequency with which 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz uses the quern in his imagery might be a result of its common 

presence in Arabic poetry in general, rather than reflecting any specific usage 

on his part.

Carpets and coverings are used to convey concepts of shape and function, 

thus a multi-coloured group of plants, a river, and even the noses of those 

criticised in his poetry are compared to rugs.97 Night and daybreak are 

described as covers:

98 0j_9_*—kAj Q-D &Aj L_ir*-b

Other tools are used to convey the different shapes of different things, for 

example the physical attributes of animals. Thus, a horse's hoof is a cubic

95

J L i u  pL>_)I _Oj!^I i> °  Lp jL i9 cJL iij Jl93

Dfwan, v. II, p. 297.
96 As in the following examples:

L̂ S s>joI JS  LjJLc
Dfwan, v. I, p. 171,

ijjJJu Ipj ÔcmoJI OjtS =6_>joX <̂ 9
Dfwan, v. I, p. 48.
97 As in the following examples: 
plants;

jJjj Lo lit =Gt5>9,> 0~° lAo-A9
Dfwan, v. II, p. 570, 
river;

gCl_Jc> osy o (333
Dfwan, v. II, p. 261, 
nose;

__jjji)\J| 'JSj m XJ} aju\$
Dfwan, v. I, p. 6 6 8 .
98 Dfwan, v. II, p. 539.
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measurement and the hoof of a camel is as a basket." The most interesting 

images which can be categorised in this section are those pertaining to the 

bottle and the lamp, in which the point of similarity is in the shape and 

brightness of the object and its image. For example, the Pleiades constellation 

is compared to a bottle of mercury:

,_sJj I 3  9l < 3s9 b̂ _UI uL3

 I_jj Ip ; Q  9 tg-ocptj cJL> Ii>{

In adding the mercury element to the vehicle, a third quality has here been 

added to the descriptions of shape and brightness: this quality is that of 

movement, which is presented in both tenor and vehicle. In addition, the 

brightness of the moon, and that of old men's hair are compared to a lamp, 

as in the following line:

t-Sj-j I v i_juuJ^ Qj> Lijzxo iZLlljiju l_9

The connection between lightning and white or burnt hair, can be traced back 

to a well known Qur'anic verse, Q.19:4:

102

99 As in the following:
_uL>J.5 taki gSjj ^3 =1_9-a~o _>a£.

DJwan, v. II, p. 427, and DJwan, v. II, p. 299:
£Ji—iiJI Jjuo L> oj {jbj\Jl /vjjoj

100 DJwan, v. II, p. 6 8 .
101 DJwan, v. Ill, p. 118.
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which can be translated as '...and my head is albaflame with hoariness'.

1-3- Food and Drink.

It  is well known that a poet draws his images from things he or she knows 

best. For Ibn ai-Mu'tazz this is true with regard to the dominance of images 

that belong to ’wine' -  its taste, effect and shape in its glass or container. 

Although this group of images is the smallest in this section (images relating 

to wine are repeated 55 times) they reflect this poet's positive attitude 

towards wine. For example, in the context of love, the taste of the beloved's 

saliva is compared to the taste of wine:

LLj O-tP ^ J-K3

while the effect of the beloved's gaze is compared to the effect of wine as 

both cause intoxication:

jqij W J o O — O J1 — O C □— O —   O ^_________
^ _ U 3  ̂ tĵ p I3 5CAu9 fUJu (J_J0

The action of mixing water with wine is used to convey the poet's desire to 

mix his soul and body with those of his beloved ones:

102 from Arberry, A, The Koran Interpreted, (London and New York: 1995), v. I, p. 330.
104 DJwan, v. II, p. 80.
105 DTwan, v. II, p. 158.
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t} f -0 o _* —• o o — .0 O
IjliLc ..ug jo  cLoj ^ L ^ L uj  oj Lo J jLo l^_yjLa ja

This interaction between love and wine is not a device of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

invention, but was formulated by Abu Nuwas's in his love poems and is a 

widely used convention in 'Abbasid poetry. However, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's personal 

touch can be seen in the particular attention he pays to the colour of wine 

and the shape of the various wine containers he mentions. For example, the 

redness of wine is the counter of the colour of a horse named suhayia 

mentioned in one of his poems and, in a more sarcastic manner, of a 

handsome prince's cheeks in another,107 while the white dots on a goshawk's 

feathers in a third are like froth.108 Indeed, his focus on the external 

attributes in some of these images results in a loss of harmony between their 

two extremes. The following line, in which the tenor is a person who is falling 

down and the vehicle is a wineskin, is a good example of this;

109 t_Svjo I _VjJ I iLo p^>

106 Dfwan, v. I, p. 263.
107 As in the following examples: 
the horse;

l̂_>_j iJjj—Jj o\S 13.^193

Dfwan, v. I, p. 72, 
the prince's cheeks; £ _ .P .fl o o t

u&j 0jj-juj3 jo\p*Jl 3J*j />—

c ijlS  ^.^jjjujcxiJI JoLu3 50 uLo_>JI i_SJ 9 I j l j  li>|3

u<aji_sJI 31 fLjUc>3 0^3
Dfwan, v. I, p. 678-9.
108

_eCj| cJSeL> v»5i _eljJl colo 51J-C
Dfwan, v. II, p. 430.
109 Dfwan, v. II, p. 532.
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While the tenor here reflects the pain of a person who has been stung by 

hornets, the vehicle reflects a rather happy feeling that is evoked from the 

image of the wineskin.

Very few of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images reflect the negative effects of wine or 

excessive drinking, however reference to these can be found in images such 

as those in which death is compared to wine.110 Other liquids that are 

mentioned in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry are water, milk and honey, and all are 

again used in a traditional way; for example, good manners are described as 

being as sweet as water, and health is a water that cleans away the dirt of 

illness.111

Food-related images, on the other hand, convey experiences in life and with 

people. The harsh aspects of life, bad people, illness and death are bad in 

taste, while good friends are like good food. People's reactions towards life 

are different depending on their wisdom -  as the poet puts it:

I Ojl>03 LijJI 03\ t>3

110 For example:
ULuoJl

DJwan, v. I, p. 63.
U1 As in the following examples: 
good manners;

DJwan, v. II, p. 386-7, 
and health and illness;

DJwan, v. I, p. 409.
112 DJwan, v. I l l,  p. 198.

i_sJ _(_̂ Lsdl i_yul eSlj
_ J Fi •. 11 I o\J|

<3j LjjJI lijLmijol Vjlj
5__ 1 \JI \_$*3 \J

ulS AS

5P Vs 19y>
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However, Ibn al-Mu'tazz does not forget his love of shape in these images 

either. Hence, the hairy face of an ugly woman is depicted as being like a big 

round loaf of bread which is full of black cumin:

6jjuS

and the image of the sweat on a horse's body is expressed by comparison to 

grains of salt:

1 1 3 L > \ L p  , j j o  L s u l u  L ^ J L c  0 I S 3

1-4- Equipment of War and Handcrafts. 

1-4-1- Equipment of War.

Images relating to equipment of war are frequently used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

and number 237 in total. However, they do not reflect any particular 

knowledge of the experience of war on the part of the poet, but concentrate 

mostly on the equipment itself, for example swords, spears, and arrows, 

without giving attention to the other important aspects of war; feelings and 

consequences. The main features that Ibn al-Mu'tazz focuses on are again the 

appearance, shape and power of the equipment, as can be seen through their 

use in three groups of images: those applied to animal and natural

112 DJwan, v. I, p. 668.
113 DJwan, v. I, p. 421.
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phenomena, people, wine and women. The former two groups can be seen as 

representing nature, while the latter addresses ideas and pleasure.

To deal first with the 'natural phenomena' category; in describing hunting 

creatures such as dogs, and in birds, such as the goshwak and sparrow hawk, 

the poet focuses on their shape and speed. Thus, the speed of a hunting dog 

when leaping to hunt its prey is as a speeding arrow:

114* .
uijbtj ^objUl „£l-lj5 16..̂ xc OJuî

The sparrow hawk is also described as having the speed of an arrow:

115 .CaojOj UiS

The appearance and power of hunting animals are also described in the 

terminology of war equipment, for example a hunting dog's tongue and a 

goshawk's beak are compared to daggers.116 Furthermore, in accordance with 

traditional custom, the physical attributes of camels, such as the hoof and 

neck, are described as being like swords.117 The shiny nature of some military

114 Dfwan, v. II, p. 463.
115 Dfwan, v. II, p. 424.
116 As in the following example:

^JL*o_aJlj tatQuiuo cdbiJ L-tiuJi v-GojC
Dfwan, v. II, p. 442.
117 As follows: 
hoof;

d ^ ^ l ..Cplfpdl Ch-> i-°  ̂v_$4LiJI liijJI û Jgj
Dfwan, v. II, p. 147, 
neok;

j3laxJI lS>sj 4-JLâoo G>L_ujI î3LoX̂ il OJutxcls
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equipment (for example swords) is also used to counter some similarly shiny 

natural phenomena such as water, morning, lightning and the sun. For 

example:

118\L u jJ C ju u 9 O ^ Lo lc I ^ jjo  9 q j l j J  c J L >  £u >J I q v l p - > ' J  h j |  l i j

The second group in this context consists of images of people and ideas. The 

poet himself, the Caliph al-Mu'tadid, the Minister 'Ubayd Allah and other 

warriors are swords in sharpness and effect.119 Some human organs like the 

tongue and heart are embodied in the same way.120 In addition to drawing on 

the physical strength of war equipment, he also refers to its quality of 

sharpness. Thus, in describing himself, the youthful straightness of the poet is 

compared to the straightness of a spear:

121J qjo lSJc>3 lajkJI oLjlqJI J juo >_ŝ I,£93

Dfwan, v. I ll,  p. 51.
118 Dfwan, v. II, p. 378.
119 For example:
Ibn al-Mu'tazz;:

Dfwan, v. I, p. 79, 
al-Mu'tadid;

Dfwan, v. I, p. 396, 
'Ubayd Allah;

Dfwan, v. I ll,  p. 8.
120 For example: 
the tongue;

Dfwan, v. I, p. 18, 
the heart;

Dfwan, v. I, p. 153.
121 Dfwan, v. II, p. 158.

J u ip  IgJLa^o JuLC l^ x l >1 J ij fU>».p*aJI Jjuo i_sOl>Z9

I— ^ jljjuIj  toLuULP- J_*x» Jl9 fllll CllS

J jl9 is c jiiu  ub-AjqJlg =6 j l slj J j J  T^-pJoijjajo

H-0 3̂

,Ĵ LfljoJI ijs& k-ljuJjJ' cuJl̂ o ĴjolaJI p̂LjojsJLS i_syis ̂ IjS
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J i>° JaStJI ij 0̂ ..oLiiJI J4x> S t^^S

while, on the other hand, the curve of an old man's back is similar to the 

curved shape of a bow:

J* _ O — JJ o —-■ - o ^ t
J^g ctJL9b Lĝ cO CxJl£9

OJ -B - S . B _ - O U J . a _  O C UW

j —ĵ JI cLaxK̂S ^H^oJI »_sd| ^_I lu Uj \L_>j o l j  LoJ

Positive concepts, such as resolution, and negative ones, such as death, are 

also embodied in devices of war in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery. In his opinion, 

the most important quality for any minister to have is resolution in governing 

his administration and the ability to give the right advice to the caliph. Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz concentrates on this quality in poems in which he eulogises some of 

the successful ministers of his time, such as ’Ubayd Allah b. Sulayman whose 

resolution is a result of careful thought:

j  lo jj >-j j\J  p j >JI  >3 IS I Tj_q}Lulj aJ CjlxjJ =ss1j 3

o — — —■
J..V. ^_II .̂03_*_S2_J O3JLSL-J3

 ̂2 ^  o —* 'J-r o -P o -P .9 O

jS JJI /)LjujcsJI _U3jJiJI 9^+-^ l-^>

Other, negative, notions such as death and the problems of time are also 

embodied in terms of war devices to show their power upon man. Death's

122 Dfwan, v. II, p. 158.
123 Dfwan, v. I ll,  p. 161.
124 Dfwan, v. I, pp. 444-5.
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arrows, fo r example, w ill strike everyone:

o — -fl CJ1 C c  ̂ S c
< - j j j  [ĝ l ASg i^syl^l CajIj LoA^j sS^j^I ^.soblc lS\J

Q fi Q O —£ —
/J  î SvJLul Oj L̂ LjuulC Jl9 .aoL£J_juu i_sOI -Â-blAS
dj 0 — — J> — uJ _ _ „ J> o _ — —

-J3UI Q-C l l i l c  oLj> lcx_C HsLc bl^S cux> CjuoJcluL912\_J

Pleasure-related images make up the last group in this section and consist 

mainly of images depicting love and wine. Love is considered here as pleasure 

because it does not reflect a deeply truthful relationship, but rather a kind of 

enjoyment obtained from describing a woman's body. The eye gets special 

attention from the poet in terms of the effect of the eye itself, the activity of 

sight and the eyelid, which are all portrayed in a powerful way. For example,

the beloved's eye wounds the poet:

■** „ -3 wJ J* ^ — o c Jt — o —
g_bl9 uij-juuJI3 _eflj_Aodl jjJuo u\J LaS ^^su ^^Ljuljl>I

and the eyelid becomes as arrows:

Jj. . _. O W J l C

JljluLs v_sJ OAso \JuS3 __ II—•£> _6j_j3aJIj ^ 3-j V j 1̂

j ,9 jy ^ 0 1̂ o cJ* J
AjIj^o _03-Q-> lS8 Ĵl̂ -C a 6̂3^9 ci_9\L»jli ĵsJj-jujI L̂ j CjJULb

In descriptions of other features such as the cheeks and the neck, the focus is

125 DJwan, v. I, p. 46.
126 DJwan, v. I, p. 298.
127 DJwan, v. II, p. 95.
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on appearance. Thus, the cheeks of his beloved Shurayra are compared to a 

sword made in India in their brightness:

128 -Q ^ JL y-'C £ Ofi

\ J l iL p  .>3Jc*J I c L ia jJ

As mentioned above, wine is also seen in terms of war equipment. Its froth is 

compared to woven armour:

^2g j o fi t j* ^
Lo Îo-xU C ju I jJ  I3 I3  jJ jlO  3 1 _ £ ,3 j j J I  _£ ljuJU  Jo jO

However, the notion of the strength of wine is presented in an unappealing 

fashion, perhaps to convey the bad effects it can have on the consumer:

1 *3n ■** o — j j c —.
dJ u iU I ^ V S p I  sv 3 t ju j  L^j * J ) l lo 3

Furthermore, in a slightly horrifying way, wine is connected to blood and the 

iron ladle with which it is served to a dagger.

In the above, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's attitude towards wine and women has merely

been touched on. However, a detailed investigation into the reasons behind

this poet's attitude to these subjects is an area of his work that would be of 

benefit to academia.

128 DJwan, v. I, p. 701.
129 DJwan, v. II, p. 43.
130 Dfwan, v. II, p. 193.
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1-4-2- Handcrafts.

Images relating to handcrafts do not reflect any specific knowledge of this 

field on the part of Ibn al~Mu'tazz, but deal generally with craft tools and 

activities. However, as is typical of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, he shows his love of 

observing shape and external attributes in these images; thus a cock's crest, 

a hunting dog's teeth and al-Numayri's mistress are all described as being like 

a saw.130 In these images again shape is sometimes combined with function, 

thus the beak of a water bird and the tongue of a hunting dog are both 

compared to a hoe.131 A hammer is also seen in terms of shape and action 

when compared to the concrete image of a falcon landing on a stone and 

destroying it132 and with the abstract notion of the powerful effect of proof.133 

In some images, the function of some tools is of interest -  the action of a bull

130 As in the following examples describing: 
a cockrel's crest:

jLiXyo cU jo LojlS Tĵ Jo cLujij gfilj
DJwan, v. II, p. 120, 
hunting dogs'tongues:

UuoJ! Ig ji)  Ig-dilc^! O l£  = 1 9 ^ 0  o L j j j I

DJwan, v. II, p. 325,
Shurayra's teeth:

IJloJiS =A>=9 G-C ^3 l_sO>jJI i_ŝ9 L&ls v_j_jujj*j3
IJlj jljJajjo jU> cL̂nju Ojs „jLjuU— Juo q-Ji..ftJL> ul9

DJwan, v. I, p. 650.
131 As in the following examples which describe:
a water-bird's beak:

1_s\jOjjoJI I _ J L o i  la id  i-SjJuo SJ $ s u o j Lp hoJL;

DJwan, v. II, p. 484, 
hunting dogs' tongues:

DJwan, v. II, p. 474.
132

DJwan, v. II, p. 328.
133

DJwan, v. I, p. 395.

V 3 L s Z jO  L ^ _ 9| J L j j l i |  y_$3 u l 5

* - o J> u>e Jip _ ^
j $ s la x > ^ 6 \ l c  q j o  c L o ^ J L i_ 0 j  u j

* •• 0 1L̂ -ĵ -y-C.3 Ipi-uJ Lp-AJ-iib CjJZjS J3
L ^ i3 ^ 3 j  lpjtx.ua> LpJLc ,_yJa93 _ y l3 a IU  i^J^ I
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scrubbing boughs with its horn is thus described as being like that of drilling a 

hole in a shoe:

134

and pulling out white hairs is compared to the result of drilling with a file.

Another aspect of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's concentration on form is his focus on 

colour, as in the example of the darkness of night, which is described as pitch 

black.136 In some images, he maximises the scope of his image to include the 

whole picture of both the tenor and the vehicle, as in the case of images 

involving ships. In the following example, the evacuation of a campsite is 

compared to a ship being shaken by waves:

135- c 10 c

j j l  -̂QJuJU

137

while sunset is an anchorage:

138 c C s T j l  ji _

^Î JI _̂9>flJI S-ujjj (JjluxjuuJ[9 CccC 3

134 Dfwan, v. I, p. 109.
135 DJwan, v. I, p. 668.
136

Dfwan, v. II, p. 129.
137 d Tia/SiDfwan, v. II, p. 362.
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2- Nature.

Images in this category can be sub-divided into four main sub-categories; 1) 

'the sun and other stars', 2) 'fire', 3) 'plants' and 4) 'sources of water and 

types of land'. Before moving on to discuss these, it is necessary to mention 

the following distinction made by Levi-Strauss between two types of water 

and fire -  creative and destructive:

"I have on several occasions more or less explicitly accepted the 

fact that in the mythological thought of South America there are 

two distinct kinds of water: creative water of celestial origin and 

destructive water of terrestrial origin. Similarly, there seem to 

be two kinds of fire: one celestial and destructive, the other 

terrestrial and creative, that is, fire for cooking purpose," 139

Since the poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz does not make a clear distinction between 

these, such a categorisation will not be made here.

2-1- The Sun and Stars.

The sun, moon and stars are used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz to demonstrate three 

things: the state of clarity and shininess, the state of being lofty and

138 Dfwan, v. II, p. 335.
139 Levi-Strauss, C, The Raw and the Cooked, Tran. J. and D. Weightman, (Chicago:1964 ), v.
I, p. 188.
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important and the concept of speed. In general, the images in this sub

category do not reflect a good knowledge of astronomy. One of the very few 

examples in which the poet does show some signs of specific astronomical 

knowledge is the image in which he compares his character to that of Jupiter:

Wine and women make up the majority of the images that focus on the state 

of clarity and shining. For example, the brightness of wine is compared to the 

light of the sun:

_ e ^ c _ o A A o

^->.19 l_sJLc jSjLSLJ  ̂ JjJUIs CjJj Lo

1/11 ^ ^ ** C ,« o UJ r-* O
qjo ^Icpb -tjajuoouidl slmjS lj~o

and the appearance of a woman's face is described as being like the 

appearance of the sun or the moon. In the case of moon images, when the 

woman's age is not specified Ibn al-Mu'tazz will use the word moon qamar. 

However, in many cases he qualifies this image and the younger woman is 

described as a crescent, hilal, and the older as a full moon, badr; This can be 

seen in the following lines in which the poet describes his beloved at the age 

of ten and later in life, at the age of fourteen:

140 Dfwan, v. II, p. 597.
141 Dfwan, v. II, p. 82.
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142 ̂  C W U 1 C  — O
jjj _9-d̂3 uŜ JLujI j*j Q j\ -i&J CjuTVO LJb

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's fondness for contrasting positive, bright colours, human 

attributes, concrete ideas and abstract themes against darker, more negative 

ones can be addressed at this point. To give just two examples, the 

brightness of the beloved's face against the darkness of her hair and the 

contrast between the dark wine jar and light, translucent wine are frequently 

mentioned.143 Other themes like war, riding animals etc. are compared to 

night and daybreak. The darkness of the dust raised in war, for instance, is 

contrasted with the light reflected by equipment such as swords:

ĵ/|  ̂IS O iS

In imagery describing himself and his relatives, Ibn al-Mu'tazz depicts them as 

being as lofty as the sun and stars. The moon is also usually used to convey a 

state of lofty importance, as in the following fine:

145_p\UdJ! i_s\S _ )jJ I _JjLxx£ Ji> ILo dJJjcdf ljjjLuu3

As an extension of this image, the poet formulates an image of 'sick stars' to

142 DJwan, v. I, p. 124.
143 As in the following two examples:

Dfwan, v. I, p. 250,

Dfwan, v. II, p. 145.
144 Dfwan, v. I, p. 490.
145 Dfwan, v. I, p. 169.

T>joJLo Ij

_jlpj ljJLc: iLJ Oi^3 pJJ  v_ŝ9 TjlpJ o j IS
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counter the condition of his own, and the enemies of his relatives.146 Some 

ministers like 'Ubayd Allah b. Sulayman and his son al-Qasim are also 

compared to the moon.147

The speed of hunting animals in particular and other animals in general, as 

well as a number of different topics and abstracts, are dealt with in terms of 

the sun and stars. Thus the fast speed of a hunting dog is compared to that 

of a falling star:

Likewise, the poet focuses on speed in other images of a hunting bird, the 

tiercel, and fast horses and camels.149 Wine-related images are another field 

where comparison is made to the speed of stars, so that the twinkling nature

146 He says:
_>acflJI k_sv5 i_5wd_>jo lovS Î JcLaj cSJjJI L&oulStI to lii

DJwan, v. I, p. 95.
147 As in the following two examples:

^ j\jj OcaJ 5UJI3 =Jc*jIo i_sv9 /xSuLcouli jXi ^1 Jl 1/
DJwan, v. I ll,  p. 7,

_clJLoj> iJLoS 5̂  5-̂  .p-jujIs 3I jjzS !aj
DJwan, v, I, p. 491,
148 DJwan, v. II, p. 422.

An ov^mnlo i c  niwan fr\r oarh raca'1 An example is given for each case: 
hunting bird:

L a S j cLcxjoJI v_s\S u c S j j

Laa jjoJI v- aS^SLJI O l j Ij  L oJ>

L a ii i  _uLa jLu  

L a c  sI^juu />$ iJ I _psdoli> 

DJwan, v. II, p. 456, 
the horse:

I—Jo...c\ll

pUxjujJI ^Lgjjixll
DJwan, v. II, p. 407, 
and the camel:

DJwan, v. II, p. 494.
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of froth is like the intermittent twinkling of stars:

Finally, the speed of time as an abstract theme is also compared to the speed 

of falling stars:

C o  fi Jt z

cLaL s_lc_9jo 3 I cdLs ^  Lc sLoolaJI ^Lu^uxS _1jju153

^ 1pLooi-a =J& JqSLuju lg__;IS CjuI

2-2- Fire.

Fire is the second topic in the 'nature category'. It is used as a counter for the 

attributes of man, wine, natural elements, war and other themes. In some 

poems where Ibn al-Mu'tazz praises the essential mind processes of people of 

wise opinion, their decision making process is compared to the process of fire 

testing different metals to discover which is the best. Al-Mu'tadid, for 

example, is praised as follows:

1 9̂ di J -T J» i« J» .ft in e d i |  . ■*
Q j$ J $  ciS^b sjuUj j \j  CLJIS3 l$>jujuI

Some negative feelings, such as being worried or being in love, are portrayed

150 Dfwan, v. II, p. 167.
151 DJwan, v. II, p. 17.
152 DJwan, v. I, p. 442.
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as being as painful as being burnt by fire. Worries are fire and they have 

flames that burn the heart of the poet:

i j jo  j»_jJLaJI ^_yJUi O j l b  cLsJi3  ljJ u  / ĵ jCxq) v_s'JulxxjuuULj

In a love affair, the heart of the poet is also burnt:

15\ s 3S j Is  Luuc%JI .VuoJb O J 9S US33JI 5,^3 ! T>Jbb b

This fiery attitude towards love is perhaps is the cause of his comparison of 

the cheeks of the beloved to fire and flames:

1 CC-0 VJ -&
IgJuo L o jlS '

The danger of enmity inside the royal family, in particular, is like a rampaging 

fire which destroys everything in its way. Thus, in one poem, Ibn al-Mu'tazz

directs his speech at al-'Alawyyin, asking them not to light 'the fire of enmity'

between their families and his:

(/xS i3_uu ( j ju u is  buu j ^ I j l s J I  j b  \ I s

Wine is also like fire in its colour and strong effects. It is red just like fire:

153 Dfwan, v. I ll,  p. 161.
154 Dfwan, v. I, p. 211.
155 Dfwan, v. I, p. 269.
156 Dfwan, v. II, p. 371.
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157 Tfl .S* 1ft Ji .ft yj c

t l jJ^>  _ juJI y < ^  ^lii-C 4oIajo JuJJUl ^^juusdl Lo jj \J|

In this context, two things in wine attracted Ibn al-Mu'tazz's attention. First, 

its brightness in the dark of night stands out like the light of fire in the night:

166 »_sy_>sJI I3 LSJui&xxJI />\UaJI yjt>L> A9$ OjU

Secondly, lightning, night and daybreak and summer are dealt with in terms 

of the radiation of light and heat of fire. Thus, the bright flash of lightning is 

compared to fire:

159 £JlQJ QjU OcLoj 3jlS î sS :=<3>H CjlSjI

However, Ibn al-Mu'tazz often likes to add the element of cloud to this image. 

Lightning thus appears through the cloud just like fire and smoke:

160 . y u r ^ e  va o __

p j pUoI I cLLzjJljlo 6j<)̂ juuuo

His admiration for contrasting opposite colours appears in images of night and 

daybreak in which they are compared to carbon and fire.161 The heat of the

157 Dfwan, v. II, p. 181.
158 Dfwan, v. II, p. 103.
159 Dfwan, v. II, p. 298.
160 Dfwan, v. II, p. 308.
161 As in the following example:

LoitflJI (KAaj o Ij >^^1 '-Sp LoI
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summer season is also represented in rather a fiery manner. In one case, the 

poet expresses his dislike for the fiery heat of September and his longing for 

August:

16̂ v—>1 fUJl i_sv9 Ĵ Jbi U.p>i

War-related images convey the power to destroy like fire. War is fire and 

likewise its weapons.164 However, images of horses are of an interesting 

nature. They reflect the technique of contrasting opposite colours that has 

been noticed in several places in this investigation, and can be seen again in 

the following example:

165i_5vJLs> ==Ol>_v5 fl_i C jl> j Cjuu*x> (JjO

The focus on the shining nature of fire can be seen lastly in images of plants 

and flowers. Carrots, bitter oranges, blossoms and nilupher are like fire and 

the form and radiant luminosity of the narcissus on its stalk is like a lit match:

1 fcifck • e «P £ * * O „ O ' * . *jj|_>iol î 3 _jUI JjKjI ciip̂ EJ ujJaiilI

DJwan, v. II, p. 233.
163 DJwan, v. II, p. 497.
154 The following line is an example of this:

_Jl0_kJI 4-Ojj h-MJ >oûzJL>i9 U ^ j-0 J31 ^Vĵ dl 9
DJwan, v. II, p. 314.
165 DJwan, v. Ill, p. 68.
166 DJwan, v. II, p. 528.
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2-3- Plants.

Plants represented in this section include those that produce fruit and those 

that produce flowers. Their cyclical life, productive nature and external form 

are the focus of images depicting human beings, animals, stars, wine and so 

on.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz describes his tribe as a big tree with roots sinking deep into the 

earth and branches connected strongly to the trunk. The name of the tree is 

Quraysh and the poet's family is one of its branches:

I / J  lo ,jLo\J| \J U  _Oul &3 > ^ l u -^

Life, death and other human attributes and feelings are also dealt with in 

terms of plants. Thus, people in an early stage of life are like seeds168 and 

they die like falling leaves,169 while a person with good morals is compared to 

basil.170 Some positive and negative abstract notions are depicted as products 

of plants and flowers; hope is compared to fruit and injustice to a useless 

product. Hence, the poet speaks about the 'rose of hope' and 'fruit of

167 DJwan, v. II, p. 364.
168 As in the following example^

3  S r^>  i_Ŝ S vT!j J  O lS  Lo 3  T A j 4 n U

j j j  \J 3 (jjjb-G qjo dL5 Lo 3 «UxAjoi> «iLc.}| L03J J-StJjl uls ...
DJwan, v. Ill, p. 172-3.
169 As in the following example:

(03JUSJO _>ib I3 j 3 v_5vjLS 3 d^)
DJwan, v. Ill, p. 18.
170 As the poet describes him self:

_V3>:tJ I _JLLyMI 3 /̂oJLjjuJI i_s\9 _i>uJLtjoJI AjL> j j  Ca1$
DJwan, v. II, p. 279.
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tyranny'.171 Love is also depicted through the action of planting, and the 

action of hugging between lovers is like two branches crossing each other.172 

The figure of a woman and a branch are the same since both are soft/mild 

and the female body is broken down into different parts illustrated by images 

drawing on various fruits and flowers; breasts are pomegranates, fingers are 

jujubes, cheeks are roses or apples and so on. The complete beauty of the 

face of the beloved is like a garden containing different fruit:

ifl o Si Jl
_(J j j L uULO ^ L jO ==1̂ _JUUL> Cj L IjuULI 3 £ J > 3  U

I t  is interesting to see the Ibn al-Mu'tazz's interest in palm trees in particular 

in those images that relate to camels and horses. Palm tree imagery provides 

him with numerous shapes and conditions, both in terms of the whole tree 

and its various parts. The parts referred to most intensively are the trunk, 

fronds and spadix. Thus, camels in a row at the departure of the beloved are 

like a row of date trees:

17̂ lJitj ,jjo cLilaJI CajJLuj diti 'LpLc .StŜ dl OlS 3

171 As follows;
OJuoj>[ \l 3 3jj| Juools O-LĈ o 3

£>As2j Jlku) jOj ,_s\juoJi :>_j3 J3G
Dfwan, v. I, p. 644,

I3__ib Lov.5 _/xdiLii 3 0—̂ 5_°^l bjj->
I3JL=>- to Jjuo LplS 3 ijvaJI >ou 1̂ 9li> 3

Dfwan, v. I, p. 187.
172 As in the following example:

î vsIjulcI 3 :>lc $ 3 .i.m.J1 Lois
v_sv3Mj 3 ai3j  oJ 1jjo LflJ> .ulxuosjl dJIiS 3

Dfwan, v. I, p. 318.
174 Dfwan, v. II, p. 162.
175 Dfwan, v. I, p. 175.
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while the neck of a horse resembles the trunk, the horse's mane is like the 

fronds176 and the blaze on its forehead surrounded by the forelock and mane 

are like a spadix appearing between the fronds' parts:

O  - _ 0 — Ifl 1P J >
Qjj ĈLszliô  3 L̂J 3

Tender fruit is used in two ways: a complete shape and one that is cut into

parts. The parts of the young fruit are used as the counter for the ears of

animals like rabbits, hunting dogs and wild donkeys. Here, an image

describing a rabbit's ears will be given as an example. Its ears, which are 

destroyed by the attack of a hunting dog, are like a young fruit that has been 

cut into pieces:

161 13JSLJI (J jL a jJ  dJLo la s ' <̂>_j u Ij \J I u l i j  iLjuUU

These variations of palm trees images, and their novelty, may indicate the 

central role of this tree in this poet's creative imagination.

The shape and colour of different flowers are also used as a counter for

176 As in the following line:
O UL&jjjJIS juoltp

DJwan, v. II, p. 398.
177 Dfwan, v. II, p. 453.
181 Dfwan, v. II, p. 463.
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animals and birds. For example, the colour of a good horse is like the colour 

of a rose:

j i>3 i>j-> csvjJLoô j CaIszJI CJ1JJ03 JJLI3

Particular attention is given to the eye, so that the eye of a hunting bird is like 

a narcissus that has no leaves:

O   * v*
li>{ ed-Qj03

183 Ipjls

Flowers are also used to convey the shape of stars in general, and the 

Pleiades in particular, and the shape of the wine froth. Thus, the Pleiades 

appear to a night traveller to be like water lilies:

and the circular shape and bright colour of wine in a glass is like a basil plant 

in bloom:

^  _j3jucJI _u I3jsi9\JI$ Lfiiibjlj CjuCUXSZJ

182 Dfwan, v. II, p. 309.
183 Dfwan, v. II, p. 466.
184 Dfwan, v. I, p. 72.
185 Dfwan, v. I, p. 454.
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2-4- Water and Land.

Different types of sources of water such as the sea, rain, the wadi and the 

well convey three main characteristics: abundance, strength, and shape. The 

primary topics dealt with in these images are human beings, war, animals, 

plants and wine. Hence, the generosity of caliphs Ibn al-Mu'tazz praises is as 

plentiful as the sea, and Al-Mu'tadid is to other kings as the sea is to small 

streams:

6 3 L0 J 3 IJ0 J I  T>juul9 liJULo

An expansion of this basic image 'the generous person is like the sea' is

applied in the following comparison of five fingers of the hand of Caliph al-

Muktafi to five seas:

2>3j3-joJi /xJl -̂JiJi vSxJLuUU I cCjuJU&J> CUjO VfiS ItŜ3

The shape of some other human physical attributes are also referred to with 

this kind of image. For example, the hips of a woman are as big as shaking 

waves in the following image:

IOO o — cu  ̂  ̂o — ~-o ^  vj o — —0 o . 
^ p t j J I  5 P « J  P ^ l j  tp -Ju O  v d j l S  L g - 9 3 9  g L ^ J U J J  C ju J  J l9 = <3Jlj3

186 DJwan, v. I, p. 442.
187 DJwan, v. I, p. 430.
188 DJwan, v. I, p. 664.
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This image, it must be pointed out, was formulated in 'Abbasid poetry. 

Indeed, Abu Nawwas had a particular interest in such an image and, in one 

poem, compares the hips of ladies to the waves of the sea and those of boys 

to dry land. He concludes his comparison by emphasising his preference for 

the dry land and his hatred for the sea.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also compares other female physical attributes to water to 

indicate their colour and freshness: the beloved's teeth are as white as snow, 

and the beauty of her face is as fresh as water. In contrast, water images 

pertaining to war represent plentitude and power. For example, in the 

following a huge and powerful army is compared to a shaking sea:

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's characteristic focus on shape can also often be seen in his 

descriptions of individual weapons, in which a sword is as shiny as lightning 

or a shining brook and well-made armour is like foam on water. Related 

images depict horses, which are seen as powerful as the sea:

Jj>LjjJI ojLc

189 DTwan, v. I, p. 36.
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190 ° Ti I "  ,,  ̂̂  ^

J jl uU 3 ^ 3  l̂ _S293J (_SW1^JI fî O ^juJlSj

What appears to have attracted Ibn al-Mu'tazz to the horse here is its 

movement and intelligence in understanding orders as it would move 

forwards or stop to order:

191 ° *"* °    — ■*  ̂ifi a — we
Juaj> CxjujlaS> ISI3  <̂ JiiiJLbl li>{ vS-jp. SiP0 *3-51̂ 3

These concepts of shape and power are also represented in his water images 

describing hunting and prey. Thus, the eye of a goshawk is as clear as water, 

or as a drop of water on flat stone; the depth and width of a wild donkey's 

eyes are like deep wells, and the shape and the quick movement of hunting 

dogs which rush to catch their prey is likened to the shape and motion of 

creeks:

\l jIĉ-Q Ipjolj CjlJLĵ I ii>{ \Loj\LjjjJI clJLj L^

\J3 Ijl> LgĴ Ljuaj> 0 3 ^  0 ( 3  \Lx»bl CjSi9j uiS

When it comes to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's land imagery, Images of different 

geographical types of environment can be divided into two types: solid and 

fragile. While images of horses are more frequent in the first type, images of 

camels are more frequent in the second. Horses were frequently used for

190 Dfwan, v. II, p. 632.
191 Dfwan, v. II, p. 310.
19" Dfwan, v. II, pp. 473-4.
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fighting and hence were required to be slim, strong, and fast. However, 

camels were used more for transport and were hence required to be fit to 

cope with the shortage of food and water when travelling in the desert. 

Hence, the strength of a black horse, kumayt, is like a heavy stone:

î jLsuuuJI jjo _jdt̂ oJI Ŝc)_aJI

Furthermore, horse's hips are like mountains and its hooves are like shoes 

made of stone. In contrast, the shape of a camel is described as resembling a 

huge mountain of sand:

194U\UI_J->JI (j.p tiLiS’ JjxsCi

Some human attributes and notions are also dealt with in terms of 

geographical environment. Similar images to those previously mentioned 

describing women's hips as waves are images comparing their hips to 

mountains of sand, this time to convey their hugeness and softness, as in the 

following description of a wine-maid's hips:

Jo 9 l S 19 \L iL o  UcL>

193 DJwan, v. Ill, p. 125.
194 DJwan, v. I, p. 28.
195 DJwan, v. II, p. 277.
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3- Animals

Animal images are used mainly to elaborate on different states and aspects of 

man and some natural phenomena. These images can be broken down into 

two equal sub-categories 1) 'wild animals' and 2) 'domesticated animals'. 

Before moving on, one specific aspect of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's animal images must 

first be briefly discussed. The criticism of man is a common theme in Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's animal images and, to a great extent, he uses this source to criticise 

his political enemies and literary critics. In terms of the former category, Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz seems to have had two kinds of political enemy: those rebelling 

against Abbasid rule and those opposed to the poet himself. Although we 

have little detailed information on the first group, in terms of their names and 

deeds, Ibn al-Mu'tazz criticises a great many such characters. To give just one 

example, Ibn al-Mu'tazz says the following about Bakr b. 'Abd AI-'Aziz, an 

opponent of al-Mu'tadid:

196Lji> jj\L J I ,̂ 1̂  i_sv9 js=a LJLszJ jLo o^joJI i_sf) LoJ

In contrast, the second group favours the governing establishment of the 

'Abbasid caliphs, but is against the poet's desire to become caliph himself. A 

number of these enemies were members of the 'Abbasid family and hence 

their names are not mentioned directly. Ibn al-Mu'tazz compares them to 

snakes because they hide their hatred for the poet and feign respect:

196 DJwan, v. I, p. 567.
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_ £ jJ J I  ( ^ c l 9 \J b  ^_sva^cj V - ^ 3  Qi o v 3  <L-l2_vD ^jX> Li

<_Ŝ>'[>> CLlajcO O Is i_ŝ-Lo Oj-L<o v_sv9 A>9j /̂L-gJO Cjl_j_̂_i3

Abu 'AIT b. al-Munajjim was one of the Ibn al-Mu'tazz's most detested literary 

critics. Indeed it was for him that Ibn al-Mu'tazz reserved his strongest 

criticism and the depths of his hatred led him to go beyond criticising the 

person himself to criticising his father, comparing him to a useless dog;

198 Juiy 3̂ plaJI i_sJjC liliij Li5 q■j&jS ^^9 ilc^l u l 3̂

He also criticises Ibn al-Munajjim's beloved as being a merely corpse which 

was offered to all dogs:

£  ̂ fi- _ o
li>3 li>3 li> :lgJ\s>j w\LSJl q ii),? i3_>>j<xJI gj-jJjJI ,3-iJjLC jJlI

In addition to being used to describe his enemies, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's animal 

images also reveal his attitude towards different races. This aspect of his 

imagery will not be discussed here, but will be given further attention in 

coming chapters.

197

198

199

DJwan, v. II, p. 353. 
DJwan, v. II, p. 648. 
DJwan, v. I, p. 649.
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3-1- Wild Animals.

Power, beauty and appearance are three features of wild animals, ranging 

from iion to gazelle to snake, which attract the poet's attention. Members of 

the 'Abbasid family, including the poet himself, as powerful, wild animals. 

Caliphs (al-Mu'tadid in particular), ministers (for example 'Ubayd Allah b. 

Sulayman), army commanders and soldiers are compared to lions or beasts. 

Al-Mu'tadid, the caliph most often admired by Ibn ai-Mu'tazz in his DJwan, is 

mentioned frequently in this context. He is, as Ibn al-Mu'tazz describes him, 

the figure through whom the weaked caliphate of the sons of Hashim is 

returned to glory:

\U i> I—q _i S2__» J j j j  c  :>l o  =vp  i it lo  i_sp \ l |

In another theme, concepts such as time, death and war are seen as having 

power and control over people, just as strong animals have power over weak 

ones. The basic metaphor of 'time as a beast', for example, is extended to 

give time a mouth, and hence the poet speaks about the mouth of time:

î̂ JuLSiK) pL̂ j t^JLc qiAUJI >̂_&aJ| cJL>

The beauty of the gazelle, on the other hand, in particular its wide eyes and

200 DJwan, v. I, p. 493.
201 DJwan, v. III, p. 35.
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long neck, is the focus for several of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's descriptions of his 

beloved, wine-maids and boys. Different types of gazelles are presented by 

using different names and metonymies, as numerous as gazelle, zaby, rasha', 

and shading2 The beauty of the eye of the beloved and wine-maids 

respectively is also seen in terms of other pleasing creatures, for example, 

aram and maha,203 however these animals are mentioned less frequently than 

the gazelle.

3-1-1 Snakes.

The focus on shape and/or state of some human bodily organs and various 

natural phenomena is the point of images in this category. Thus, the curls of 

the hair of the poet's beloved are like a scorpion's tail:

— O .0 -9 — -» — 19
CUJLfljO C Ilx C  3 __I j S __Z i  J j

202 As in the following examples: 
gazelle:

DJwan, v. I, p. 507, 
zaby.

DJwan, v. I, p. 448, 
rasha \

DJwan, v. I, p. 461, 
shadin\

DJwan, v. I, p. 280.
203 As in the following examples: 
ararrr.

loJiSuO  3 ! t k c d  ^ j L a j O J  ( j J j J  / x j  =(j jU L i  u \J _ > X ^3

j.-o~> fUojj <̂->-1̂ 0 Ci-° LojjJ3

LaU.9 uSy-> yOoJ Lo LlUj ^^Asdl JUlC xSĵ JI jjLC
Ltluo pui _}Jui>l3 Iju 1” >:?1“-il />\LkJI Jj-jJu

Ij3Xj-ijjo i_j\9 £u*ol =CoIa1/ u33ji> 3JJI ,_jJJ 3S-JJ0I

\ l \L b  f i \ j \  P S ) .  _ £ l-^ > ^ l \ s S  G IS3
DJwan, v. I, p. 701, 
maha\

U aid v_svjJaiJLi i_souajyi IpjoJI U 3xC  C jG tx^ ti) ^xjIxjJoJI illJLo i_503_,l£>3

DJwan, v. II, p. 338.
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jb  LoJ Cjji93 fLCA>z5 vjii-C ub>3

and the glistening nature of snakeskin is used to illustrate the flash of 

lightning:

2̂  v_s'S =£t2tI»Jj i_>lcu QjJL>- L^S i_9>JI iSjszi l3[

Other images that can be classed in this category include those in which a 

river is depicted as either a snake or a speedy hunting dog.206

3-2- Domesticated Animals.

Images addressed in this section can be divided into two sub-sub-categories: 

animals and birds. Arabic poetry reveals a close relationship between man 

and animal, in particular camels and horses. The pre-Islamic poet 'Antara 

recorded just such a relationship when he shared his feeling of tiredness with 

his horse on the field of battle:

204 Dfwan, v. I, p. 229.
205 DJwan, v. I, p. 41.
206 As in the following examples:

lg_jO_>S (^9 1U>juAJuO J_julJLux9 IpJ oljiJI Qsu
DJwan, v. Ill, p. 85, 
speedy hunting dog:

_»_>Lg «Ju ijja j  h *i LojLS >jLuJUoJI
DJwan, v. II, p. 420, 
dog's tail:

b\l5  9 tjjol) CoJ _>a£u19
Lliii ab,*Q̂ JI JulC OsSj lil L_>Lilc G-lTt; t>U-4jl l_9lbl,9

DJwan, v. I, p. 32.
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207 i_5vcxlSu v l jP r  lS jJu u lS  3! t_svSLljJjl O ^b^oJI Lo lS jJu u l5  3J

Another Islamic poet AI-'Abdi, writes that it is not only human beings who 

become attached to their first home -  camels have feelings and long to go 

home too:

208 J^>>JI 03b J-Jb  t^JL> ji CjuOv9 Lo li>j

The theme of interaction between man and animal is one of the oldest 

subjects of Arabic poetry. In Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry this interaction is taken 

one step further, not only humanising the animal, but animalising the human 

so that, for example, man is given the attributes of camels and horses. Thus, 

the poet has a halter (rasan) like a camel. In his youth, he is in control of his 

own halter. However, when he is older and weaker, unable to do what he 

used to in his youth, the halter is no longer under his control. The following 

line illustrates this:

2 0 9___ a — -P — a—  ̂ „ vj A & S.

liszjjo C J^kp JI i_s\-iisuj'3 i-50ljuj j  P_jIJJ i,_sv9 ^>JijJI <^aJb /> b l

This image occurs frequently in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, along with the image 

of the poet (or someone else) compared to a horse. In the following example, 

the poet in his youth is compared to a horse in a race, running towards the

207 See ['Antara] Kitab ai-'Iqd ai-Thamin, The Divan o f the six Arabic Poets, Ennabiga, 'Antra, 
Tharafa, Zuhair, 'Aiqama and Imruuiqais Arabic poets, Ed. W. Ahlwardt, (London: 1870).
208 Al-'Abdi, al-M, Shi'rai-Muthaqqab ai-Abdi, Ed. M. Al-Yasin, (Baghdad: 1956).
209 Dfwan, v. I, p. 632.
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finishing line:

Lo I_>jo c jc j j i jJ I  U ^ jJ I

210lo b tU I  oviiJLj .blS sJh0 0̂

In contrast, in his old age the poet cannot stand the pace and loses his 

position at the front, falling to the back:

212. lW _ U >  = ^  ̂ -3 0 —0 c
Lq j L ujJ I f lJ 3  ^ j_ajuO  ^ J j o  o L p d l  C jCSliû )!^

A considerable number of images in this section compare natural phenomena 

to camels and horses. For example, the appearance of daybreak through the 

night is described as being like a blond horse whose cover has been removed:

212jo b jJ U I e S ^ i J L o I  _^ joJa j£  I_)lC

This comparison between dark and light is one of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's techniques 

that requires further investigation and will be looked at in detail in Chapter 

Six. In another image, a shift from focus on colour to focus on speed can be 

found in his comparison of the appearance of morning to the movement of a 

camel:

210 DJwan, v. II, p. 390.
211 DJwan, v. I, p. 107.
212 DJwan, v. II, p. 209.
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213 <̂ 9 j ^ l u h  g u ia la jo  J_JLI[3 T>5A jjo  _£u*oJI u L jC  s S ;L > I AS3

3-3- Birds and Insects.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz uses a number of different kinds of bird in his imagery, ranging 

from hunting birds to song birds. Birds, as a source for his poetic images, 

offer themselves to a great deal of images that focus on external attributes, 

such as the colour of black hair resembling a crow's wing.214 Likewise, the 

voice of a good singer is compared to the melodic songs of pigeons, 

turtledoves and nightingales.215 They are used to illustrate different themes 

and concepts such as human beings, animals, and nature. Turning first to bird 

images relating to human beings, although different aspects and states are 

covered, the subject of love in particular is dealt with in detail. Thus the 

fearful beloved, visiting her lover in secret, resembles a frightened bird:

s>

_JJLc ^3 Uj ŝcJLoÎ -j ^3^05^3  

[9 5CJ i_5v_il

A number of his other images also contrast a fearful beloved with a frightened 

bird. In other images, a bar-maid in her embroidered clothes and her softness

213 Diwan, v. II, p. 363.
214 Diwan, v. Ill, p. 123.
215 As in the following examples:

| j> j  ^ o L o j s J I  o b  j J

Diwan, v. II, p. 76,
_CjulC Lf_jl^iol k_s\3 l_S_vJ Oij_C J jU J I 3 lSjIoJLII oL5

Diwan, v. II, p. 523.
215 Diwan, v. II, p. 218.
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is usually compared to a peacock.217 The power of hunting birds is also used 

to counter some powerful attributes in the human being. Hence, the eye of a 

good guide is like that of a falcon and the poet himself is as powerful as a 

goshawk.218 In other images in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz compares horses with 

birds, he finds similarity in three things: voice, shape and speed; the voice of 

a horse is like a pigeon's calling,219 they fly as fast as an eagle220 and the 

traces left by horses' hooves are like the nests of doves.221

When using bird images to describe natural phenomena such as daybreak 

and night, lightning and clouds, the focus is again on their external attributes. 

In these terms, the movement of birds in flight strikes Ibn al-Mu'tazz. Thus, 

the sudden appearance of daybreak is like a flying eagle:

I^juJU v_sCiJO j  Lb I 0 LlT jU Loj IS

217

Diwan, v. II, p. 151.
218 As in the following examples:

Diwan, v. I, p. 165,

Diwan, v. II, p. 347.
219

Diwan, v. II, p. 370.
220

Diwan, v. I, p. 433.
221

Diwan, v. I, p. 72.
222 Diwan, v. II, p. 319.

_Jj_>l fLJOlsjJ \dj\S J jji LuUuLjulI I fit}

UaJLc-3 ISjmj \_so Clijlidl Lp_i I 
LbcJI jj LjL £3,*/

tb x_9c>-*-aj V*-P>j 3
3 <0 -0>kj bJL>- _o3ĵll o-° to li>[

v_so>-l9\)tS 3I LhiiJI ^3^315 I _0<pr3 î sxS
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lightning is like a goshawk moving its wings when starting to fly:

■B O C O — „ J* £ .P C
A_9jl o\ii>lszJI v!̂ \JuJL> I3 Cjl9_jI

22 2 — —__yj_   ja Si

_-VjJI i3 j )3  _ jU  \ jk J L^Jul J j jo  j  a io I

and finally, clouds move as if they had wings:

CjuO l̂ -iuijJ I C julxJC- i>| [ l rS>^JL^D JO Q jJ

224 C*_>[3iJI CjLi_ t̂> OfUxjuJ ulS

There are relatively few images of insects in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry. Because 

there are only a few and they generally have the same metaphorical 

significance as birds, they are included in this section. To give a few  

illustrative examples of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's use of insects in imagery, the froth of 

wine is like ants' fee t;225 hunting dogs are light and speedy like butterflies,225 

and finally, in a less flattering image, al-Nuwayri is described as being as low 

as flies in human excrem ent.227

223 Diwan, v. II, p. 562.
224 Diwan, v. II, p. 62.
225 Diwan, v. II, p. 227.
226 Diwan, v. II, p. 350.
227 Diwan, v. I, p. 665.
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4- Culture.

This category forms the last source of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery to be 

discussed here, and can be divided into two main sub-categories. The first, 

which is more numerous but less diverse, is religious and general culture. The 

second, which consists of fewer images, is considered to be of more 

interesting poetic value and deals with the fine arts.

4-1- Religious and General Culture.

Images in this sub-category do not reflect any diversity in terms of their 

source as many of them are derived from the Qur'an. Images of ghaza! are 

the most frequent and they are formed in a traditional style which is mixed 

with religious thought and terminology. The beloved is as a nymph, or her 

beauty is a holy mosque for lovers.228 However, in an astonishing piece of 

literature, Ibn al-Mu'tazz mocks this traditional poetic conceit in his portrait of 

a female singer, by using some religious ceremonies, namely prayer and the 

action of invoking God's blessing:

220 o c a & o
loJJbl (JjJLII lil IpjJL>jj <̂ caj3 LqoJI l_sJLc J>ajIc3

228 As in the following examples:
_j£joJLo $ $ £  IpJuO /JjpJI to O jjlQ jO tiltL>l j £ >

Diwan, v. II, p. 328,
U dU Laj> ,_sJ| S jJ ljja  I c b j l  oLS

{ =u2>jjI _̂s\9 Ĵ tJI LfJU- i AaSjS />£»
Diwan, v. II, p. 624.
229 Diwan, v. II, p. 719.
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Nature is also introduced in a religious context: a spring fragrance is as the 

fragrance of paradise and farms are samples of paradise too.230 The direct 

influence of the Qur'an is also shown clearly in the use of some Qur'anic 

images and references to its stories in the Diwan, Talebearing somebody is 

compared to eating his flesh, righteousness is a way and white hair is a 

fair.231 References are made to Solomon, 'Ad, Joseph and others in many 

places throughout his poetry.

The second section in this sub-category is 'general culture'. Images in this 

sub-category do not show deep involvement in the various scientific fields of 

the time, such as philosophy, (V//77 al-kalam, also termed 'scholastic 

theology'), and astronomy. Only a few images use terms that belongs to this 

sphere, one example being that in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz relates the clarity of 

the wine to the concept of 'arad(substance):

230 As in the following examples:

Diwan, v. II, p. 256,

Diwan, v. II, p. 251.
231 As in the followings:

Diwan, v. II, p. 301,

Diwan, v. II, p. 310,
J_>_ua lSJuJI t_ s 3  csob li>[9 v_j\jJSL > C C | l j l > L o  i_j\,

( jX .____________________II l lo  _>oJLk)\l| (_s\-)Lc 3

i t J U  v_s>xloJbl i  a j .aaiJI LoJ

Diwan, v. II, p. 314.
232 Diwan, v. II, p. 167.
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The concept of emptiness is used repeatedly by Ibn al-Mu'tazz, mostly in 

criticism of his enemies. Thus, the person who criticises him is nothing:

£bt LSjJI vSvsLuuJI li> qjo Tjo-I uSjj V3  gjOoujf

and the body of his beloved, Shurayra, when she visits him in a dream, is like 

nothing:

-̂rS-2-*—AJlJW. Sr̂  ’jb  Si5̂ °$ ^  ^

g .lo 9 to  u ~ 0  I0 3  i ^ J u J  f l >  A c L ju U

Similar to this are the images in which the second part of the poetic image is 

a conceptual notion, for example, in the following lines the clarity of the wine 

and the glass are described as like a specific meaning in a sharp mind:

tJi-daJ =o-ci>̂ uŜ-9 Lp_*JLc-

An even closer comparison can be found in the following comparison of wine 

and the taste of life:

236
6 Lpdl /xSlIqS cÛJCkjJuLO _ot^9 dJLu03 v_Ŝ-*jo dlloi

233 Dfwan, v. I, p. 722,
234 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 59.
235 Dfwan, v. II, p. 180.
235 Dfwan, v. II, p. 63.
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This kind of image is widespread in 'Abbasid poetry and is the subject of 

particular attention in Chapter Six.

With regard to mathematics, Ibn al-Mu'tazz uses number to represent shape, 

for example a goshawk's beak is compared to the hand signal denoting the 

number fifty:

Shape is also the focus in images regarding to games. The shaking body of 

the poet when frightened is as if he is in the hand of a player of a ball game 

called pabpab\

and the walls of Samirra', having fallen down after a disaster, are like falling 

soldiers in a chess game.239

4-2- The Fine Arts.

The images in this section have a special importance because they reflect Ibn

237 Diwan, v. II, p. 476.
238 Diwan, v. II, p. 498.

j o l p j V J U  j J j - j u i X C O c J  I v i l j J L s z f ) SrSVj° l - i  „ o L l j u u J |  1 _ j u Z i C  =j _ a j j U u 0 3

233 ujUoj-b

239

bU-uaJI o -a j j  <UJl J > |
~ i ■ " & i". i •

Dfwan, v. II, p. 517.
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al-Mu'tazz's tendency to concentrate on shape and colour. They can be 

divided into three main sub-sub-categories: calligraphy, collage and singing 

and dancing. Ibn al-Mu'tazz's calligraphic images in particular demonstrate his 

intelligence and creative genius. In these, the forms of a variety of subjects, 

such as women, nature, hunting and wine are depicted by his sharp eye in 

terms of the different shapes of letters. Because of the novelty of these 

calligraphic images, they will be investigated in detail in Chapter Five, 

however two examples will also be given here. In the first, a description of 

sexual intercourse between himself and a male wine-maid, he focuses on the 

two relevant sexual organs, his being shaped like the letter J  in Arabic, and 

the wine-maid's resembling the round shape of the Arabic letter:,p

The second example relates to some writing samples and, in a somewhat 

more delicate image, the beauty of spots on cheeks are compared to the 

signs that are used in chapters of the Qur'an.241

Finally, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images describing the activities of singing and 

dancing are of a traditional nature, with images describing birdsong and the 

sound of ringing cymbals. However, some images have Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

trademark style, as is the case in the following image in which he pictures the

240 Diwan, v. I, p. 664.
241 The poet says:

 II 4sl)L i a  i \ i  . r>  I o, ilS

v o _ , L i L c \ J l 3  n t>\JKq 3I
Diwan, v. II, pp. 615-6.
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position of Gemini between fallen stars as cymbals on the fingers of a female 

dancer, who is entertaining a group of drinkers:

 C3 ^ob^Lii _yc>3 ;*J fIj3 L̂ jI5 p|j3^dl CxSvd A33

CjJjLoj _XS t_sJLc £3-Ĉ>

242 Diwan, v. I, p. 452-3,
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5- Conclusion.

In conclusion, five sources for the imagery used in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry 

have been identified in this section. After 'the human being', which began 

Chapter Three, came 'daily life' with four sub-sections; 'clothing and 

cosmetics', 'accommodation', 'food and drink' and 'equipment of war and 

handcrafts'. The third source examined was 'nature', which again had four 

sub-sections; 'the sun and stars', 'fire', 'plants' and 'water and land'. 'Animals' 

made up the fourth category, which consisted of three sub-sections: 'wild 

animals', 'domesticated animals' and 'birds'. The final category discussed was 

'culture', which was comprised of two sections: 'religious and general culture' 

and 'fine art'.

From the beginning of the discussion of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery in Chapter 

Three, attention has been drawn to his characteristic focus on shape and 

colour. It has been pointed out that tiny shapes, both circular and non

circular, are presented in large numbers. In terms of circular shapes, wine 

froth, for example, is compared to pearls, the eye of a hunting bird is like a 

narcissus without leaves, and the Pleiades are as small as basil. Non-circular 

shapes can be seen in images such as that comparing the curls of the 

beloved's hair with the tail of a scorpion. In addition, plants and flowers, as 

well as clothes with different patterns, offer different colours. However, what 

really catches the poet's attention is the comparison between opposite colours 

such as black and white or the light of day and the dark of night. Ibn al-
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Mu'tazz's admiration for external attributes has also been in evidence 

throughout the foregoing discussion of his image sources, and it is this 

characteristic that marks what might be called the fiissf type of poetic imagery 

which will be investigated fully in Chapter Six.

Finally, it has become evident that the poet shows first-hand knowledge of, 

and great interest in, some topics, while others are treated much more 

generally. His admiration of palm trees is evident in the numerous references 

he makes to this tree -  its trunk, fronds and spadix -  as shown in the plant 

section earlier in this chapter, and as can be seen in his poetry generally. 

Furthermore, some other subjects such as wine, hunting, particular flowers 

(i.e. the narcissus) and the moon, are referred to frequently in his poetry. As 

will be seen in the following chapters, in addition to revealing a great deal 

about the creative mechanics of his poetic imagery, the preferences and 

characteristic peculiarities revealed by a study of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery also 

do not fail to reveal a great deal of the poet's life and interests.
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PART TWO:

Some Aspects of the Nature of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's Imagery

CHAPTER FIVE: The Hiss? Aspect of Poetic Imagery. 

CHAPTER SIX: Fragmentation in Poetic Imagery.



CHAPTER FIVE: The HfssfS\6e of Poetic Imagery.

1- Previous Studies on The Nature of Poetic Imagery,

In previous chapters, it has been noted that there is a hiss! side to Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's poetic imagery. This chapter aims to further investigate this 

phenomenon. However, before doing so, some general points on the subject 

of Arabic poetry and previous literary criticism must be made.

Several attempts have been made to illustrate the nature of poetic imagery in 

Arabic literature, particularly in the arena of 'Abbasid poetry. In these, two 

approaches can be clearly seen. The first tends to investigate poetic imagery 

as a part of art in total, rather than restricting itself to the poetic genre, and 

hence distinguishes between two processes of the mind: imagist and 

symbolic. The second approach is more limited in scope and focuses on poetic 

creation in terms of style, subject matter and technique, and hence identifies 

and develops the concept of various poetic schools or movements within the 

poetic genre. A brief discussion of these two approaches will now be carried 

out in order to situate Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetic production within the context of 

his time. Three major studies will be taken as examples, and will be presented 

in accordance with their breadth of scope rather than by chronological order, 

starting with the most focused, which will also receive the most attention, and 

moving on to more general works.
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Shawq? Dayf can be taken as an example of the second approach, henceforth 

referred to as the restricted approach, which identifies trends and schools 

within the genre. He distinguishes between three main schools (madhahib) of 

Arabic poetry, based on various distinctive historical and poetic elements. 

These trends are given similar terms, §anfa, ta§annu', and ta§ni't in an 

attempt to reflect the fact that, although different, they share a great deaf of 

common ground in terms of subject matters and meter.1

§an'a is identified by Dayf as the first madhhab to be established historically, 

the beginnings of which can be seen as early as pre-Islamic poetry in the 

work of poets such as Imru' al-Qays and 'Antara. For Dayf, the term §an'a 

refers to the fact that poetry is a craft governed by conventions, traditional 

forms and terminology. He draws attention to the tendency for 'the art of 

picturing' that demonstrates §an'a in pre-Islamic poetry:

n_>j5-juQlJI 113-iS>3 IajAszj cdsd >>I >̂9 Gjj-JuoOszj Jj ... "

O ajJL& L^JI cI_>52_jujJI />A 9l f j j o  3j5>3 (JjulJLII lS jjo I £ i> loJ  ^s J j & > j j  o -°3  ■■■ 

t C L j u j lo J  c C j L c  "  O L S  O jS L ju J  iJ V - if iJ  c u l

l-i^ <puuLwuu t OjuJI g °  '^93^° jtSu9̂ lt9

(_SvJLc 0I3JI < cUj Loj jjLaiiJI L0JIS3 " "

l j  (Sk-juj (3

"...they are using another complex method which is 'the art of

1 Dayf, Sh, Al-Fann wa Madhahibuh ftal-Shi'ral-Arabt, (Cairo: 1969), p. 90.
2 Ibid., p. 15.
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picturing'... Any one who goes back to examples from Imru' al- 

Qays's poetry will observe his passion for picturing as if it is an 

aim for its own sake. Ideas are presented in different types of 

similes until they reach the pinnacle of artistic creation and the 

odes become like fine Yemeni garments which are full of 

colours, patterns and drawings in endless types and shapes."

Dayf follows the presence of this characteristic facet of pre-Islamic poetry 

chronologically through later eras and discovers that it remains a constant 

factor in Arabic poetry. When he examines Umayyad poetry he finds this style 

represented in the sensuous love poetry of 'Umar b. Ab? Rabfa and in the 

desert landscapes of Dhu al-Rumma.3

In the 'Abbasid era, and as a result of the extension of the Islamic state and 

the interaction between different cultures and races, major changes occurred 

in Arabic poetry. The §an'a style developed and reached its peak (Dayf calls it 

ta'qfd a!-§an'a 'complexity of mannerism') and a new style that he calls ta§nV 

appeared.4 Development in the §an'a style can be seen, according to Dayf, in 

innovations in meaning, style, and the feelings expressed. He states that:

Cik_c> q-jo 0<pr3 [>SLAidi L&-? sIjJZjuolII JJL9 "

(J-Q i<)-i5L» L03 <jjUU_«jjL>\I| (>̂ 09 < L -̂jjl>C fjjo I03 (<_sOls2X>JI

J .19 Jljzj iSj.jljuj3 .LijJl^ qjo I30 ,ajuu L03 olcLcuaJI Ch°3 ‘

3 Ibid., p. 33.
4 Ibid., p. 141.
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iw_o 3_ib JujJc*- !_5\Jj j x y .j OLgjijl «ll5 liUjJ /x^ jLu jo I ul

,Buj J» c cs *■"

< u\U^> cU j_szj _L_>I J_j < I3J /xJ k-ju3iJuoJI Iju3> o^ 3  ‘ &,:;-'0'i if

5"... cUjfcllsJI ^ 1 3  usyl Jj->3 t j L u i u  J + >

" . . .  the poets developed [the writing style of poetry] in many 

ways: in unfamiliar meaning, novel expression of feelings and 

refined style of writing. We shall see that their achievements led 

them to a new style, namely ta§ant'. This style had been 

prepared for by two generations: Bashshar's, and the 

generation of Abu Nawwas and Abu al-'Atahiya's ..."

The works of al-Bufituri and Ibn al-Rumi are representative of the complexity 

of §an'a. The domain in which al-Bufituri shows his skills is descriptive poetry, 

especially in his description of castles, swimming pools and wild animals.6 Ibn 

al-Rumi also demonstrates an excellent gift for writing descriptive poetry, 

especially in his descriptions of emotions, nature (specifically with reference 

to its enjoyment in springtime) and food.7

The second trend, ta$n/' is of special interest in this context since it was the 

fruit of Islamic civilization in the 'Abbasid era and because Ibn al-Mu'tazz is 

regarded as belonging to this school of poetry. The term refers to the practice

5 Ibid., p. 148.
6 Ibid., p. 190f.
7 Ibid., p. 200.
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of zukhruf (ornamentation) and zfna (decoration)8 and can be found in a 

variety of different aspects of 'Abbasid life: textiles/archaeology, materials, 

and art; in Dayf's own words:

cLj-lqJI t j j j  oLol&JI ».«.|JI QjO goJu^aiJI l_Lai I3  "

<J*_>jJI 0 + ->  L o J b  AaSZj-Jo A JL>  *_svj5>3 « cUoLaJI

g j- -x ljy  O l5  J lo9  g-jJu/ ajJI I j lA  CU9 ,̂9-i-lu J l> I  I 6J0 3  _̂ s2_*JijJI 1jju l*J3  . . .

v_ŝ -9 g j — uuy O lS  LjcxŜ  t J j> L u u lo J I g lju 3  O^Lxxsdl ( j i )  i_s\B

,JjLuu ul M b  t y jO i-U a.0 JI3 IwJLaSJU Ajuj /jJl̂ tjuAJLU OlS sSjJI

L^jl5 OJu.^aiJI £u-uzu g-j° ‘ clj^jJijJI »_sdj

9)1  ̂ e
*.jju£ S^J-0 Ŝ -^3  tJ>Jb c gjJu v_9_P*-JjO Jĉ uujuoJ

"ta$n f'found its way into the public and private life of the poet.

It is a natural phenomenon that has always occurred in art 

when luxury becomes prevalent. Poetry was not the only art 

that was dominated by ta§nt', it pervaded architecture and the 

construction of castles and mosques, likewise it dominated in 

that type of picturing which was used for ornamenting and 

decorating books and stories. It is not strange that this 

tendency made its way into poetry and developed in time to the 

extent that every ode became like a fagade of an ornamented 

mosque which is full of enchased gems."

8 ib id ., p. 172.
9 Ib id ., p. 174.
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This attitude also found its way into poetry. Muslim b. al-Walid is said to be 

the pioneer of this trend /0 however, the undisputed masters of this genre of 

poetry are Abu Tammam and Ibn al-Mu'tazz, who represent two different 

types of ta§nK Abu Tammam is said to be the most important representative 

of the intellectual trend within ta§nt' in the third century AH.11 His 

philosophical and cultural knowledge gave him a background and expertise 

that enabled him mix art and culture so as to produce different kinds of 

intellectual and sensuous embellishments in his poetry, as can be seen in the 

famous poem 'Ammuriya.12 Abu Tammam's poetry is characterized by an 

ambiguous nature, which is seen as being the result of the influence of 

philosophy and the complex new culture of his time.13 On the other hand, Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz was the pre-eminent creator of the sensuous type of ta§nf'poetry, 

with special reference to jinas  (paronomasia), pbaq (antithesis) and ta$w!r 

(simile). Dayf gives special attention to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's use of simile and 

states that the poet concentrates on one kind of ta§ni't simile, and succeeds 

in producing endless forms of it.14 He praises the poet's techniques in adding 

a number of features such as movement, colour and shape to each simile.15

The third trend that is recognised by Dayf is ta§annu'. He describes it as 

'extreme and affected' (ta fa rru f wa takallut)16 and hence determines it to be 

of less poetic value than the previous two schools. In his opinion, this trend

10 Ibid., p. 180f.
11 Ibid., p. 219.
12 Ibid., p. 256.
13 Ibid., p. 239.
14 Ibid., p. 267.
15 Ibid., p. 271.
16 Ibid., p. 9.
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indicates the decline of the Arabic mind and is expressive of the move 

towards the creation of endless types of rules to govern different aspects of 

cultural and social life.17 Dayf highlights several examples of the application of 

these rules and complications in prose (as in the case of the 'style complexity' 

found in maqamat of al-Hamadhani) and in poetry (as in the case of the 

luzumiyyat of al-Ma'ari).18

One of the earliest attempts to investigate poetic imagery in a wider context, 

as a production of the process of the mind, can be credited to al-Jurjani. He 

distinguishes between two types of similitude: one that does not require 

interpretation, and one that does. According to Abu-Deeb, who has 

undertaken an in-depth investigation of these types of similarities, with 

reference to the opinions of some modern critics such as Johnson and Eliot, 

this is 'one of al-Jurjani's major contributions to the study of imagery'.19 Abu- 

Deeb concludes that:

"Unlike the Symbolists and the Imagists ... Al-Jurjani recognises 

the two types of similarity under consideration as two modes of 

poetic imagery, both legitimate and both poetic. No one type 

was said by him to be the only type, the absolute, besides 

which no other type is of value for the poet or poetic

17 Ibid., p. 280.
18 Ibid., p. 280f.
19 Abu-Deeb, K, Al-Jurjant's Theory o f Poetic Imagery, (Warminster: 1979), p. 104.
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creation."20

In a wider context, Read21 refers to two types of art when investigating the 

effect of economic and social trends on modern art. Distinguishing between 

image and symbol is, he says, 'fundamental to an understanding of the 

modern movement in art'.22 One might emphasise such a distinction in all 

eras rather than restricting it merely to modern movements, as Read does, 

especially given that these two faculties had been pointed out by al-Jurjani 

centuries before. Further investigation of the nature of poetic imagery, with 

reference to its forms, would be a fruitful and fascinating area for academic 

study, especially given the benefit of recent developments in cognitive 

science; unfortunately, such an ambition lies beyond the scope of the present 

study. However, the achievement of al-Jurjani in this regard will be taken as a 

guideline by which to distinguish between two types of imagery, namely fiisst 

(sensory) and dhihnf (intellectual).

20 Ibid., p. 141.
21 Read, H, The Philosophy o f Modern Art, (London: 1951), see Chapter One: The Modern 
Epoch in Art, pp. 17-45.
22 Ibid., p. 19.
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2- ///W and Dhihnf: Two Types of Poetic Imagery.

Depending on the nature of the point of similarity and the nature of the two 

entities that are involved in a poetic image, two types of images can be 

recognised: fiisst (sensory) and dhihnf (intellectual). These two types of 

imagery can be differentiated in terms of the point of similarity and the two 

entities involved. Al-Jurjani explains the difference in the following, in which 

he describes first the fiisst image and second the dhihnf image:

" ... when two things are said to be similar, this may be done in 

two [different] ways: the first is where the similitude is obvious 

and does not require any interpretation {ta'awwut), the second 

is where the similitude can be realised and revealed only by 

analysis and interpretation."23

English dictionaries and encyclopedias demonstrate little awareness of these 

two types of poetic imagery, with a complete absence of any reference to the 

second type, dhihnf The English equivalent term for the Arabic term fiisst is 

'sensuousness' or 'sensibility', however this term needs some further 

classification. The term 'sensibility' first 'became prominent as a literary term 

in the mid 18th c.24 to refer to susceptibility, emotional impressions, esp. to 

tender feelings, a popular quality in the age of Sterne, Goldsmith, and

23 Ibid., pp. 104-5.
24 Abbreviation is used in the original text where c. stands for century, s. stands for 
sensibility, esp. for especially and incl. for including.
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Cowper. The feelings may be one's own or those of others'.25 This definition 

links the term with the emotional feelings conveyed by any poetic image. 

However, when used in the context of more modern literary criticism, 

according to which 'sensibility' refers to a slightly different phenomenon, it 

has more relevance to the focus of this study. This term has been subject to a 

number of different usages26 in the 20th century, but it is the definition made 

by T. S. Eliot that is of special interest in this context: 'For him the physical 

element is very strong: "a thought to Donne was an experience: it modified 

his s.'' (this must mean that he apprehended it with one of his five senses as 

in the case of "the odour of a rose".)'27

It couid be said that the usage of this term in modern English criticism is not 

associated exactly with the physical nature of the two extremes in a poetic 

image, and the nature of similarity between them, but it is always connected 

with feelings. Eliot himself used the term in a rather vague manner. For him:

"The term does not indicate one special kind of awareness or 

yield one particular poetic style: s. is simply a name for artistic 

faculty as found in every poet. As a result, he brings the term 

closer to intellect, incl. in it the ability to offer intellectual 

resistance to the dangers of generalization."28

25 L. Lerner "Sensibility," in The New Princeton Encyclopedia o f Poetry and Poetics, Ed. A. 
Preminger and T. Brogan, (New Jersey: 1993), p. 1143.
26 Ibid., p. 1144.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
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To avoid the ambiguity associated with the English terms 'sensuousness' or 

'sensibility',29 this study will instead use the relevant terms that have been 

used in Arabic rhetoric for some thousand years, As will be shown later, these 

terms have the advantage that they reflect exactly the phenomenon they 

describe, since they are productions of the same culture.

2-1- HissiImages.

In his study of al-Jurjani's theory of poetic imagery, Abu-Deeb formulates a 

definition according to which sensuousness is simply defined 'in terms of the 

nature of the affinity revealed between two entities and, also, in terms of the 

function which is fulfilled by revealing a relationship between two entities'.30 

He goes on to say:

"Nevertheless, in view of the fact that al-Jurjani always

considers the revelation of similarity within the framework of 

the nature of the two entities involved, the sensuous or non- 

sensuous nature of these entities must be taken into

consideration. Thus, the type of sensuous imagery is that in 

which the common quality is sensuous, and the two entities are

physical, whereas the less pure type is that in which the

29 Such ambiguity can be also seen with Arab scholars who are influenced by Aristotle, for 
example al-Qart;ajani who focuses in his definition of poetry on its affect on the psyche of the 
recipient. See al-QaitajanT, H, Minhaj al-Bulagha', Ed. By M. Ibn Al-Khawja, 3rd ed. (Beirut: 
1986), p. 70. This attitude can be linked to the theory of imitation of Aristotle. See Asfour, Af- 
§ura al-Fanniyya ff al-Turath al-Naqdf wa'I-Balaghf 'ind ah'Arab, 3rd ed. (Beirut: 1992), p. 298.
30 Op. c it, p. 82.
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common quality is not sensuous, even though the two entities 

are physical/"

Attention here is drawn to two aspects: first, the external attributes of the 

two entities in a poetic image, such as colour, shape, movement and so on, 

and second, the nature of the point of similarity. The poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

may be one of the best illustrative examples of such a definition, as will be 

shown later in this chapter.

2-1-1- Divisions of Hissf Image.

Al-Jurjani applies further sub-divisions to his classification of the hissf image, 

basing his divisions on different factors, such as the point of similarity (i.e. 

where it is revealed from the a d je c tive /^  itself, or from another meaning 

conveyed by it, and when it is a single or complex adjective) and on the 

different kinds of poetic tropes. Al-Jurjani7s treatment of this imagery is, 

however, quite general and because of this it is not easy to establish a exact 

or complete picture of the divisions he depicts. An initial attempt, however, 

can be made here which is dependant on the two entities involved in the 

poetic imagery and the point of similarity. Table 3 overleaf illustrates these 

divisions.

The 'Less pure type V images classified in Table 3 can be illustrated by the 

following example, 'his words are like water in fluency7, in which the two
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entities are physical (and therefore 'sensory': words can here be regarded as 

physical things since they have a physical existence and can be apprehended 

by the sense of hearing. However, the point of similarity here is not a direct 

one and requires a degree of interpretation.

Type 1st entity 2nd entity Point of similarity

Pure hiss/ S S S

Less pure 1 S s I

Less pure 2 I s I

Less pure 3 s
A  _ *

I I

Table (3) Divisions of Mss/Images: (S) Refers to /7/55/and (I) Refers to dhihnf.

The third type of image ('less pure 2') is considered to be, in Abu Deeb's 

words, 'the subtler type of similitude, which cannot be comprehended except 

by those who are acute and which only exists in the best works of 

literature'.31 An example of this is, 'they were like a cast ring whose ends are 

not recognizable'.32 The first entity, 'they' (the sons of al-Muhallab) is 

physical. As for the second entity 'the cast ring', the similitude is not in the 

object itself but in an intellectual attribute within it i.e. the roundness of the 

ring and the fact that this roundness has no start or end point. As can be 

seen, the point of similarity in this type of image needs a deeper level of 

interpretation than that of the second type.

31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.
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Finally, an example of the fourth type of hiss/ image classified by al-Jurjani is:

33_̂ -XsJI ^ O' ^ [ 9

which can be translated as 'You are fewer than nothing in counting'. This type 

of image is of a different nature and raises serious questions with regard to 

whether it should, in fact, be categorised as a dhihnf image rather than hiss/ 

because although the first entity, 'you' (the satirized person) is a physical one, 

the second entity, 'nothing', is an abstract notion. The problematic nature of 

images of this type will be discussed later in some detail.

2-2- DhihniImages.

The dhihni or 'aq/f (intellectual) image34 is found in every image in which at 

least one aspect, along with the point of similarity, is dhihnf anti can only be 

apprehended by mental processes rather than by any of the five senses. This 

type of image can be classified as having two different forms: simple and 

complex. In accordance with the above definition, al-Jurjam's classification of 

poetic imagery will be modified in this study, and his last two hissf image 

types (less pure 3 and 4) will be considered as simple forms of the dhihnf 

image. The complex form can be seen in the form of simile known as tamthfi,

33 Translated by Ritter at Al-Jurjani, 'A, Asrar al-Balagha, Ed. By H. Ritter, 5th ed. (Istanbul: 
1954), p. 69.
34 Hereafter, use will be made of the term dhihni image, as the opposite of a /?/ss/image. The 
word xaqif\s usually used in a wider context to refer to the influence of Aristotle's logic upon 
the style of 'Abbasid poetry.
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which will be discussed later.35

Abu-Deeb explains dhihnf imagery in the following manner:

"In its simplest manifestation, the similarity is revealed as 

existing in two objects only ... But in its more complex form, a 

number of objects are considered as one unit, the similarity 

which they bear to something else resulting from their 

interaction one with another. The similitude here is analogous 

to the fusion of two objects, which produces a new image 

different from the images of both individual objects. The images 

of the objects themselves are modified and transformed, in the 

process of complete fusion, beyond recognition, or are even 

"cancelled out" ( tufyai) completely ... "36

To elucidate further, an example of dhihnf imagery can be found in the 

following verse of the Qur'an:

"The likeness of those who have been loaded with the Torah, 

then they have not carried it, is as the likeness of an ass 

carrying books."37

35 The tdmthflimage is defined and discussed in section 2.3 later in this chapter.
36 Op. cit., p. 107.
37 Ib id .
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Al-Jurjani has the following to say about this image:

"The similarity is taken from the state of the ass, i.e., that he 

carries the books which contain the knowledge and fruits of 

thinking minds without being aware of them or of what they 

contain and without distinguishing between these books or the 

other types of loads which have nothing to do with knowledge 

... The only thing he is aware of or concerned with is the fact 

that loads tire him and hurt his sides. This similarity, as you can 

see, arises from things which are unified, woven, and closely 

related one to the others ... The similarity cannot be found in 

each of these states or elements separately ... It does not lie in 

the fact of carrying unless it is performed by the ass, and it 

does not lie in the carrying by the ass unless the thing carried is 

the books. But the similarity does not lie even here, unless both 

these elements are linked and closely related to the ignorance 

of the ass and his unawareness of what he carries on his 

back."38

2-3- The Problem of TamthiL

Al-Jurjani's classification of hiss! imagery requires further attention to bring it

into better focus. As has been mentioned already, the last two sub-divisions

38 Ibid., pp. 107-8.
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of the hissf image type could be said to be more related to the 'aqli image 

type. It seems that the only reason to consider them of hissf nature is due to 

the fact that the image relies upon the comparison of two different entities 

these are single entities, rather than complex ones like the example quoted 

earlier from the Holy Qur'an. It might be suggested that poetic imagery can 

be considered in the light of the point of similarity and the nature of the 

second entity. Two main approaches to these can be shown; the first is 

sensuous and focuses on comparing mainly sensuous elements (although it 

can sometimes compare intellectual notions to such sensuousness), while the 

second is intellectual, and focuses on comparing intellectual notions and 

ideas.

In the light of these suggested criteria, tamthfi\ which can be defined as a 

'simile based on a set of sentences; conceit; complex, non-physical simile',39 

and is thus a rhetorical figure that requires a high degree of interpretation, 

can be viewed with fresh insight. It is interesting to note that the technique of 

tam thfi is different from that of metaphor and simple simile. The relationships 

between the involved items are different: metaphor and simile depend on 

interaction, while tam thfi depends on fusion. To illustrate this rather 

theoretical concept, two examples will be given. In the example quoted earlier 

of:

■̂i-XaJI \̂ S Pi_Sv_)uU tjjO j j j l  Cjuf3

39 Ibid., p. ix.
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two elements can be clearly defined. The first is the pronoun 'you7 which 

refers to the satirised person and the second is the notion of nothing. There is 

an interaction between these and the meaning of the second entity, which is 

transferred to the first. So, in this example there are two elements and one 

relationship. However, the example of tam thfi quoted earlier consists of 

several elements and several relationships working in different directions, as 

can be summarised in the following table:

Entity ; Elements Type o f  
relationship

1st entity 

2nd entity 

Tamthfi

Jews 

Donkey 

1st entity

Torah 

Books 

2nd entity

Opposite

Opposite

Similar

Table (4) elements and relations in ta m th fi.

Thus, four entities and three relationships can be seen in this image. The first 

entity consists of two things, Jews and the Torah, and there is an opposing 

relationship between them. The second entity consists of two other sub

entities: the donkey and the books, and the relationship is also one of 

opposition. In addition to the two entities, there is a third, more abstract one 

that creates a set of similarities between these two entities. Hence, it can be 

concluded that the 'aqlf type of imagery works in two ways: interaction for 

metaphor and simile and fusion for tamthfi. Its nature can be judged 

according to the nature of the point of similarity and the second entity; where
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they are both intellectual, the image will be intellectual as well.

2-4- The Predominance of the Hissf Image.

The fi/ssf type of imagery has received considerable attention from medieval 

Arab philosophers, critics and interpreters of the Qur'an40 and was one of the 

key intellectual issues in the period from the third century AH to the fifth. In 

the field of Qur'anic studies, al-Rummani notes that the style of the Qur'an is 

to compare things or notions with things that can be apprehended by the 

senses.41 Other scholars like Abu Hilal al-'Askari are of the same opinion, but 

emphasise particularly the importance of the sense of sight.42 This attitude to 

Qur'anic studies has influenced the treatment and analysis of poetic imagery 

and is one which philosophy has played an important role in strengthening. 

For example, in the following Asfour discusses the influence of Aristotle on 

Muslim philosophers with regard to the benefit of using sensuous things for 

illustration:

Ul ljÎ XJI I___uuLuul J  fi^jl ujO Q-jj—rfPgjjL o l—«jU3 ûUC*joJI Jol_

O-** J j JuLL-jjuu O lS  t d J b J I  u_>_ftJI > > 13! Juuo 4-^QjjaJLaJI

I.6.JI CjI_>jJI uSV-Lc </X_g-C\l_bl C|_ZZjJj ^ > -^ 1  L&.bl9l d l W_9;Ls2joJI

Ujul&jJI Li'JLc l̂ aJJol CjI '-93>axJI ^ 3  .yjo\j> oO b^l

40 For more information, see Asfour, op. c it, pp. 255-312 and Mu'mini, Q, Naqdal-Shi'r fil- 
Qarn al-RabFal-Hijrf, (Riyadh: 1982), pp. 359-61.
41 See al-Rumani, Thalath Rasa'i! f iI ja z  ahQur'an, Ed. by M. Khalaf Allah and M. Sallam 
(Cairo:n.d.), p. 84.
42 See Abu Hilal al-'Askari, Kitab a/-$ina'tayn, Ed. M. Abu af-Fadhl and A. al-Bajaw? (Cairo:
1952), p. 274.
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J s l  l_yJLc O jJ U I  ûiiJI jjjo c s O U J I  OL̂ ajJI i_s\3 ^ j a u u u j X J

"The use of sensory things for illustration was a field that 

flourished originally in philosophical circles at the end of the 

third century. This subject was a result of a type of modern 

knowledge gained from studying the tradition of Greek 

philosophy in particular. It is known that Arabs read Aristotle's 

book 'The Psyche' at least in the second half of the third 

century."

Miskawayh, in a unique text, shows how sensory things work in illustration, 

the effect on the recipient, and the category of senses according to their 

importance:

< jJjuI^ iJLj U—juuul —■uUL̂tjoJI JUuoJI ilJJi)

O L a j U u \ J (  p C > \  l i l S  . v j p d l i j j  I-0JUO3 t L u O C ^Ic  l S ^ L j o  I p J ^  J 3 I  Ju u O

\JUuo uxJUo fOJuLC Lu>C 0 IS3 t_)Ld)Luijy p J loo u i>  3 I t ^j-Jo /xJ loo

Liajl oLul»3juJL>^oJI v_svf) [jOjSlJ 13$ .CU (JjJL/I tilb  i_5vJocl bis QJO

t ( ci_91 I 3 <Lx>laJI C o J u >  3J LiLuuuj ol s,soLC.! <u2>_>lsdl lioi>

.q_Usd cLajuo Olsj J^a>o3 cbJLc. 6><aj gJiJ ul ^LujuooJ^

p j l-il9+> ul t-oJb 3J oLuajyi ul9 0 I03X&3J0JI i__s\3 _>o\JI 1 ASL̂ 3

£ £ 

pLqJlC Jjuo (cj 0j 3^x; uf Oj-pu ljjo uiJbj) <alijO jj_G JLujJ cdjuo JaSiLiju

ol o-o <3_joa3i3juoJ J lj \l_9 ,b3_^3jo < j S j  p J  0(3 ju l^o J I UoI> u is

43 Asfour, op. cit, p. 273.
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LoJL9 o \J c>..iLszxJI LolS .LSiJLfiiL_*Ju _X_9 o L il^ >  q_jo cuSj j 3 6_j3*oj clo J b $ l j  

J L io j ,JjLoJ u l q u o  J -s i^  Cjl-pO giu u l q j o  i 6 loll C>jl5

.̂ S^Jlo j j l C  cL u j £  O^Slj u l i_S_>j>I 0_;Lo -ujj_>JijJI °<ĵ >  l_5Jlc \J| — (jjJCsJI 

44" ... \lio  p J '-’Is i_î ° esJj O ^-1̂  UUUJLJI3

"And the reason beyond that [seeking a sensory example] is out 

of familiarity with different senses right from the beginning of 

our creation, as from them we get basics of our knowledge and 

by them we apprehend our understanding. When a person is 

told about something he did not know or had not seen and that 

thing is a strange one, then he will ask for a sensory example. 

When his question is answered he will feel happy/ satisfied.

This is true for all sensory [real] topics. I mean, if a 

person is asked about an ostrich, a giraffe, or a crocodile [and it 

happened that he had not seen them], he will ask for a drawing 

of them so they become perceptible to his vision. This is also 

true for imaginative topics. I f  the person is asked to imagine an 

animal he never saw, he will ask for a similar one, as in the case 

of 'anqa'm aghrib [a methodological bird]. Although this animal 

does not exist, the person who is asked to imagine it will, 

without fail, create a picture that is made up from different 

animals he knows. However, intellectual topics are more delicate 

and far from being apprehended by senses except by way of

44 Al-Tawhidi, A and Miskawayh, Ai-HawamH wa'f-Shawamil, Ed. by A. Amin and S. §aqr, 
(Cairo: 1951), pp. 240-1.
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approximation. And this is why such topics are strange. The soul 

needs an example ... "

The influence of this discussion can be found in the works of influential critics 

such as al-Jurjani and al-Qartajani. The first considers the sensuous nature of 

elements of the image to be an original form of comparison, while non- 

sensuous nature is perceived as derivative.45 Al-Jurjani also gives special 

attention to the sense of sight when comparing the work of poets and artists, 

as both present ideas and objects in a lively and expressive way.46 Al- 

Qartajani, on the other hand, shows a deep understanding of the sensory 

nature of the poetic image and gives particular attention to the psychological 

effect of the image on the recipient.47

2-5- The Imagery of Ibn al-Mu'tazz and Abu Tammam.

It can be argued that Ibn al-Mu'tazz and Abu Tammam are good 

representatives of the development of Arabic poetry in the 'Abbasid era, in 

terms of the formation of poetic imagery. As mentioned previously, the first 

may be considered as the pioneer of the hissf image while the second is the 

pioneer of the dhihnf image. This chapter is devoted to the classification of 

the tiissf side of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery, however before addressing this, the 

dhihnf imagery of Abu Tammam will also be discussed.

45 Al-Jurjani, op. c lt, pp. 61-2.
46 AI-JutjanT, 'A, Dala'il Al-Ijaz, Ed. M. Ridha, (Cairo: 1961), p. 317.
47 Al-Qartajani, op. cit., pp. 18-9.
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Abu Tammam shocked his contemporaries with his strange metaphors, which 

are usually attributed to a desire not follow the traditions of Arabic poetry, 

and his critics claimed that the similitude in his two part metaphors was either 

very weak or absent altogether. Al-Amidi, for example, criticises some of Abu 

Tammam's metaphors, describing them as 'ugly'.48 In his view, they do not 

reflect the Arabic style, which he explains in the following manner:

3I (CL-uIju 3! cLjjUj uLS ls[ clJ loJ ĵvjtaxdl s-O Î OjIszLjujI 0ojj3 "

. . .  CULi-njul QjO txx juJ u l5 3 I  u Z X S lJ  Q p ; » 1

"The Arabs usually borrowed the word for new meaning if the meaning 

was close to the original meaning of the word or if there was a kind of 

similarity or rationale [between the original meaning and the borrowed 

one] ..."

In contrast to the views of classical critics, it is argued here that Abu 

Tammam's images are not inherently 'strange' or 'weak', although they were 

ground-breaking and different at the time. Abu Tammam was interested in 

dealing with innovative subject material in his poetry, such as abstract 

concepts (i.e. 'epoch') or notions (i.e. people's characteristics). Thus, these 

metaphors reflect his tendency for dealing with conceptions and notions: the

48 Al-Amidi, al-H, Ai-Muwazana Bayna Abf Tammam Habib Ibn Aws al-Ja'i wa Abt Vbada ah 
Waffdlbn 'UbaydAllah al-Buhturf, Ed. by M. 'Abd Ai- Hamid, 2nd Ed.(Cairo: 1954), p. 208.
49 Ibid, p. 213.
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reason for finding them 'strange' lies in the abstract, 'aqlf nature of his use of 

the two parts of poetic imagery and the nature of the similitude.

Abu Tammam's personification of epoch is widespread in his poetry and 

deserves special mention, as it exemplifies the shift towards the dhihnifype of 

imagery. In his poems, epoch is usually personified and given human 

qualities. For example, in the following line time is called to change 'his' 

aggressive, unacceptable manner and is given jugular veins just like man:

/> b \ ) l  l j j&  X iiS  dL jC _L> l ( j

In another example, time is knocked down by day and night's problems:

o Ji SJ — n3 £ is  ̂ ji ^
jjSjjJ I u lS  c S J J S  Li-JLc

On the other hand, people's characteristics are brought to focus in the poetic 

arena. In Arabic poetry, generosity is considered as one of the main merits of 

the gentleman. Abu Tammam emphasises the importance of this quality by 

concentrating on generosity itself and personifying it as in the following line 

where generosity is defeated by his poetry and falls down:

L ^iiiJ I Cju_juuJI 63JlC  oljJ O aJc>

50 Ibid., p. 208.
51 Ibid., p. 209.
52 Ibid., p. 210.
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The following diagram clarifies the nature of the two parts of of this image as 

well as the point of similarity:

No 1st entity 2nd entity Point of similarity

1 Time (I) Man (S) Arrogance (I)

2 Time (I) Man (S) Weak (I)

3 Generosity (I) Man (S) Defeated (I)

Table (5) Examples of Dhihnf Images in Abu Tammam's Poetry, (S) Refers to hissf 
and (I) Refers to dhihnf.

The table shows that there are at least two dhihnf aspects in this particular 

image: the first entity and the point of similarity. The first image, for example, 

concentrates on a mental attribute of man, 'arrogance7. Furthermore, the 

second entity, that is to say 'man7, is not a pure form of the hissf type, since it 

reflects both man7s physical and mental attributes.

This discussion of Abu Tammam7s imagery should not be closed without 

reference to the findings of al-RabbaTs study of his poetic imagery, Ai-$ura 

ai-Fanniyya f i Shi'r Abf Tammam.52 One of his conclusions in particular may 

need to be revised as in light of the recognition of Abu Tammam7s role as the 

pioneer of the dhihnf type of poetic imagery in the 'Abbasid era. Al-Rabba'i 

divides the images used by Abu Tammam into two types: hissf and 'aqif, and 

then sub-divides the second type {'aqif) into three further sub-types: model,

53 Al-Rabba'i, A, Ai-$ura al-Fanniyya f i Shi'r Abf Tammam, (Irbid: 1980).
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abstract and verbal.54 Regarding the second sub-section (abstract), he makes 

the following comment:

cLJLo (108) gJb o n j J I jg-uoJl OlJ) Jb> 3j |

l-Jub I— 'jVII cLi_vuJ _;3 ôJI L̂»3 0 0 [j eSjJI CljSljuJ v̂ sS I. i ■.!,< rt \ *>iO 

l> -r !-^  ^  L ^ lS ^ lu  i_ s c j| CLLuIvqJI C LljujuJI l j ( 9  1 -5 ^ 3  .(J jjL u u J I v b - l l

L o u l^  CL.jS j—L* o L l i I ,  ^ A J I  o U > ii\J | ilJUi t d j £ > £ i } \  ^olaJI ci_oiL̂ =eJI uS\3

55l\cLL ju jjad l olcj^jjjoJl l_JtuLoJ l__sOI

"In any case, the these images, which number 108, have a 

limited presence in his poetry in comparison with [his hissf 

images] which exceed 6000, as we have seen in the previous 

chapter. Thus, the low percentage these represent does not 

greatly change the general trend of the image, that trend we 

have already seen according to which he tends towards the 

portrayal of sensory subjects."

As this illustrates, al-RabbaT reaches his conclusion by comparing the total 

number of /7/ssy images to those of 'aq/f images in the work of the same poet. 

For two main reasons, this conclusion is hard to accept. First, bearing in mind 

the strong presence of the hissf image in Arabic poetry in general, simply 

stating that its prevalence is not enough to indicate the style of the poet, or 

to pass judgement on his use of other types of image. Secondly, this type of

54 Ibid., p. 156
55 Ibid., p. 160.
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image might be considered as an indicating image. Abu TammanVs usage of 

images of the 'aq// type, although substantially less frequent than his use of 

hissf images, can still cast some light on his poetic craft. This can be proved 

by comparing the percentage of hiss! and 'aqli images in his poetry, to the 

percentage of similar images used by another poet If, for example, one takes 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz as an example, the total number of 'a#//images in his Dlwan is 

approximately 40 as opposed to hiss!images, which total around 6000 images 

and make up the largest proportion of images in his poetry. In contrast, the 

proportion of ’̂ //im ages in Abu TammanVs poetry exceeds three times the 

amount found in that of Ibn al-Mu'tazz. The large number of hiss!images with 

both poets does indeed indicate the prevalence of this image type in Arabic 

poetry in general, however, it is widely agreed that Abu TammanVs craft lies 

in the dominance of the 'aqli image in his poetry.
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3- Dhihnf Images in The Poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz.

Examples of dhihnf images in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's Dfwan are few in number 

(approximately 40) and demonstrate less innovation than the hissf type. Most 

of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's dhihnf images are represent simple types, as in the 

following examples in which he addresses human action, feeling and emotion. 

In his images, positive aspects are compared to a bird, parts of a bird (i.e. its 

wings) or its actions (i.e. flying), while negative aspects are compared to old 

clothes. Happiness, for example, is a bird:

O f i UJ E __ O _ —
6J>Is2_juuJ I t j J L c  JlLul CL9\L> Q j j u O ^ /jJ I  ^ ju o I i 5J V* A,,rb

while a bird's wings are used in reference to 'wings of peace', as in the 

following image:

57.OxAJ| (JjO LijJI iJvJU: 0_>juuu vdL/Ju 0_>9l I0J3

On the other hand, there are a considerable number of images in which the 

poet uses clothes to compare them with people's characteristics. Thus, 

members of his own family in disagreement are like an old piece of cloth 

which is full of holes:

£9̂ 1 IzZclb 5U9 lsIj 3J ts^b Lxt JXJ

56 Dlwan, v. I , p. 603.
57 Dlwan, v. I, p. 603.
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The same image is repeated again to describe the poet's feelings towards 

people in general after the death of his relatives and his growing pessimism:

g - 9 ^  ( j jo  v_sJ f U 9  Lo l i i i >  jzS jsij u £ j  ( j j j L J I  Ou1_j3
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4- Hissf Images in The Poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz.

4-1- The Presence of Different Senses.

Most of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's hissf images are derived from visual sources, to the 

extent that this poet may be considered a visual poet. These visual images 

will be dealt with later in this chapter, but first images devoted to other 

senses will be discussed here. Images relating to senses other than vision 

barely figure in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, with the notable exception of the 

sense of hearing. Images relating to hearing are of special interest to this 

poet and reveal his fondness for music, which can be understood in the light 

of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's further gift for music and composition.58 Often, in his 

images, the sound of birds and musical instruments and the voice of man are 

exchanged. Hence birds produce sounds as beautiful as those of a talented 

singer or a musical instrument such as a reed pipe or flute:

_oL^a9 VjSlzu tjcxjL̂ 3 (>o LitiS

The voice of one bird is also compared to a certain style of singing. Al-Qumri, 

one of the poet's favourite singing birds, gives tadrft7(enrapturement):

58 See Ibn al-Mu'tazz's biography in Al-A§faham, A, Kitab al-Aghanf, (Cairo: 1938), v. 10, pp. 
274-86.
59 Dlwan, v. II, p. 59.
60 Dlwan, v. II, p. 439.
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°JI O ^  ^ o^- _ 0

J + 9 3  v > L u u u u l  J jl9  LcxS J  J ^ i

On the other hand, the voice of a female singer is like the voice of al-Qumri:

Iy >  c s v - x i / ^ J I  O + fP  o I ^ v ^ V I  c j j j j o i )  3

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's sensitivity towards different voices can also be found in 

images dealing with natural elements and reflecting different psychological 

conditions. For example, wind has a high tone that destroys the quietness of 

the night:

cLiLjj I O jLaJuj s5>a;

and the sound of rain falling on small stones is like the combined sounds of

singing and dancing:

f i —  E Ul C
 q_joJI jy—fl_aJL9 cLJL>^3 cULftil ^jaJI

—;>\ll _> 6-uO-Q- ^ JI iJLaJ cL_/3_j3 uJ y i 1 =lJ_j3_j

However, one particular aural image provides a good illustration of the 

fundamental importance of common understanding of signifier and signified 

between poet and receiver in the use of imagery:

51 Dlwan, v. II, p. 145.
62 Dlwan, v. I, p. 31.
63 Diwan, v. II, p. 141.
64 Dlwan, v. II, pp. 562-3.
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gcjj* — w J f0"1" J  ̂ -* £ "*
CM̂ *̂-*-*-1 tf^ '35wWjy ĵ-iij>l l3s^

In this image, the neighing of the poet's horse is seen by him as a bird 

singing, and conveys his love of this sound or his positive attitude towards it. 

However, this image jars with this particular receiver, to whom the very same 

sound conjures up a disturbing, braying noise, with negative, rather than 

positive associations.

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, images derived from the 

other senses are scant and of little interest. On occasion, the scent of flowers 

or fruit reminds the poet of the smile of his beloved and places he loves. 

Bitter oranges, for example, remind lovers of the smile of their beloveds:

££ ■“ o — c -9 — 0  ̂ o <2 Q «-c
l S j J j  \J  C ju J >  (J jO  O l_ jJ > \J I  c j  C jL > lp i )  J K - . w - p *  U J j  O u l

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also recognises the breeze that comes from a childhood place, 

which is called Ghumma, as it is mixed with carnation and camphor:

Ji o c £  Q fi ** Q ^  ^

jLi>l jjidcjjJJ L̂-aS3 -aJI vs*-!® ^

^  j l h  c J9915JI Lp_)jLc 3I J—hjjJU l _0_jujljo LooL5

65 Dlwan, v. II p. 370.
66 Dlwan, v. II, p. 601.
67 Dlwan, v. II, pp. 118-9.
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The last sense to be mentioned here is taste. In this case, the exchanging of 

letters between the poet and his beloved is as sweet as the taste of honey:

A 0 fi- , , fi O fi
«̂ JI bjLu j_9 l—«joJ M VI \JI

68*̂ i ° w 11 "* *"* T 0 o £ uui o c ^iaiJb / J  JqpIuJi , _ s O l g - i l  <>J > juju

4-1-1- Types of Visual Images.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz, as previously stated, is the master of the hissf image. His 

poetry provides a large number of images that concentrate on different 

shapes and external attributes, and thus the sense of sight. These will now be 

divided into particular groups, with reference to al-Jurjani's insightful 

comments about classification. Two points in particular are of interest in this 

context. The first relates to the style in which a poetic image is formulated, 

and the second relates to technique. These points are related to 

countenance69 (hay'a) and particularisation ( taf§H).

Before applying al-Jurjani's methodology to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's Dlwan, some 

aspects of his approach must first be discussed. In general, there are two 

types of countenance: the first is static and the second is dynamic. Al-Jurjani 

indicates that the second type can be seen in two forms: dynamic 

countenance accompanied by other attributes, such as colour, and merely 

dynamic. He states:

68 Dlwan, v. II, p. 384.
69 As Abu-Deeb, Al-Jurjani's Theory, p. 85, translates this word.
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V ^ l i l  o L l ^ J I  i_s^9 Pk-SOeJ O l Ijsx-ujt) <i9:> <^jLJuaiJI <3j Louo u l  /jJ L c ^ '1

O -̂̂ S v_5v̂-c cÛ -*julJI v̂svS d̂ âiLoJI .olS>>J! Ip»1 ci gjij

(Lxo i5^03 U3JUI3 ^ L o 3^J| oh° O j l s u  u l (L x n iJ o l)

70" ... Lfi>>j-C: l̂_)j \J <*Sjj%JI <Ujj5> :>>*j ul (v_s0 lll l)3

"Know that what makes simile more accurate and magic is that 

it comes with countenance that is accompanied with 

movements. The intended countenance could be in one of two 

ways: (first) to be accompanied with some attribute like form, 

colours and likewise and (second) to come on its own without 

anything else ... "

He supports this claim with numerous examples, three of which will be cited 

here. For the first type, he gives the following line in which the sun is 

compared to a mirror held in quivering hands, where the focus is on the 

attribute of light and the circular form of both entities:

J -jJ 0 \i| _ d lj_oJL£ (JjlUXjuuJI3

He illustrates the second type with the image of a ship moving up and down, 

which is compared to a monkey jumping on water:

70 Al-Jurjani', Asrar, pp. 164-5.
71 Ibid., p. 165. Abu-Deeb, Ai-Jurjant's Theory, p. 117 translates this line as follows:
"The sun is like a mirror in the hand of a trembling man."
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72t J ; y  \JL> ^ lo S  |_/D_£Lj

Finally, in the following image in which the extended circular ripples of water 

in a brook resemble eyebrows that are permanently raised, the extension of 

the circular countenance occurs in both the waves and the eyebrows;

73la©J o llb  tprl^j- ussS

Al-Jurjani provides some other insightful observations. He notices that the 

static hay'a can itself be in different forms, for example, the position of a man 

sleeping or sitting up.74 When discussing dynamic images, he distinguishes 

between two movements; the first and more basic one is a movement that 

goes in one direction only; the second is a combined one where movement 

goes in different directions:75

£,3_J giU9 /kjuloJI qjo ĴLuai I0I3"

Ip ./ip) ul olpj> /kJuoJsJU uL v-jl̂ ^ I  qjo

i_sd|

/x-jujlsJI (ĵ dLszjI vilj-2du v-Ŝ jJI oLpJ?JI C^lajJI ul5 L0JS3 (dJUi 3 ^ 3  

v—̂\̂ 3-A_JI3 L>>JI tiJĵ tLoJI cCLui) OlS JljujI L̂ jJ)

72 Ibid, 167. He gives the following definitions:'Ai-Rabah is the young camel or the monkey 
and ai-kar'u is the rain' (167).
73 Ibid., 166. Abu-Deeb, Al-Jurjani's Theory, p. 118 provides the following translation:
"As if there were, in its springs, eyebrows which kept on lifting [or stretching]."
74 Al-Jurjani', Asrar, p. 167.
75 Ibid.
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76n ... u\J \j£j3 k-juSjj \J

"As for the moving countenance which is free of any other 

attributes, it comes with a degree of complexity. The movement 

of objects can be in different directions e.g. some moving right 

while others move left, or some up and other down and 

likewise. The greater the difference of directions, the greater 

the complexity. The movement of a hand mill, a wheel and the 

movement of arrows are without any complexity; they move in 

one direction .. ."

The second point which can be taken from al-Jurjani's theorisation relates to 

the technique of particularisation. Through comparing particularisation to 

generalisation (Jum/a), al-Jurjani emphasises the importance of the former. 

He points out that the soul comprehends things in their entirety, then moves 

to their particularity.77 Throughout the course of his analysis of different 

aspects of this technique, he shows that the greater the particularity between 

the two compared objects, the finer the poetic image becomes. As will be 

demonstrated in the course of this chapter, Ibn al-Mu'tazz is a great 

practitioner of the technique of particularization, a claim that is supported by 

a-Jurjani's discussion of it; most of the images he uses to illustrate this 

phenomenon come from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry.

76ibid., p. 167.
77 Ibid, p. 147.
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In his Al-Jurjani's Theory, Abu-Deeb has carried out an extensive examination 

of the different types of particularisation classified by al-Jurjani, and his 

application of his critical theories.78 Depending on different factors, he 

distinguishes between three types of particularisation. The first is considered 

to be the most common one and can be seen in three forms:

" ... basing the similarity on a part of an attribute, leaving out 

other parts which are ordinarily associated with i t , ... relatfing] a 

number of attributes of the thing compared (mushabbah), 

considering them individually and in relation one to the other, to 

a number of similar attributes in another object' ... [and] 

concentratfing] on a particular detail of the attribute in the 

object compared."79

The second 'is carried out in the context of his [al-Jurjani] analysis of the 

remoteness and strangeness of the point of similarity'; this can be found in 

his analysis of the complex simile.80 The third is, rightly, deemed to be the 

deepest type of particularisation, in which 'the poet may pursue the details of 

his imagery, thus achieving accuracy and visual vividness'.81

Two examples from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry will be given to illustrate such 

theorisation. Al-Jurjani defines the first type of particularisation as being

78 See Abu-Deeb, Al-Jurjani's Theory, p. 110-7.
79 Ibid, pp. 112-3.
80 Ibid, pp. 114-5.
81 Ibid, p. 116.
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'where the poet relates a number of attributes of the thing compared 

(mushabbah), considering them individually and in relation to one another, to 

a number of similar attributes in another object'.82 He then refers to an image 

in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz's image compares the appearance of the Pleiades to a 

bunch of grapes in blossom as an example.83 Abu-Deeb explains this image in 

the following manner:

"[T]he poet considered the stars themselves, their shape and 

colour, and also the relations between them, i.e., the spatial 

position of each in relation to the others. He then looked at 

those elements forming one whole or entity of certain 

characteristics. Then the poet discovered the similitude between 

the Pleiades thus visualised and a bunch of long white 

grapes."84

The third type defined by al-Jurjani is illustrated with another line from Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz, in which he compares the appearance of the day through the 

darkness of night to the appearance of the hidden, white feathers of a crow's 

wing through black ones when it unfolds its wings:

82 Ibid, p. 112.
83 Ibid, p. 150. Abu-Deeb, Al-Jurjani's Theory, p. 112 translates this line in the following 
manner:
"The Pleiades appeared in the morning ... like 
a bunch of long white grapes in blossom"

84 Abu-Deeb, Al-Jurjani's Theory, p. 113.
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li> N > c  jjJcu J j^ jLajuu  ^^lwqJI ULS'

The particularisation and beauty of this line are described by al-Jurjani in the 

following terms:

p j j  < o L j^ a J I ^ b t - U j b  f i ^ J I  cW S > ^ J q j  q j £ >  J jJ U l [jJLaoJI , j j I ]  cu^o j"  

g_iu ci_oJLIaJI t j_ o  ^tJb u\J Lou Lp ju uy j O5SJ ul Jb>juj

i_Ŝ _9 LgJuo j$ j  g joJ 0^3j(XjC3 ^ u -^ J I /xJo s jo  u s d j u/_p>- ^ jo  L ^ j-ju u ljp *

I_X_j3> v_s\_3 _p«_wjJl3 3̂a9-XjJI />LoJ3 < cLkx*j CjuI5 N / 0 I39 Ĵ LcoŜ  0*^1 

ci_si9i 3 Oj$-pJb 63JiJ gL -̂oll c3_̂ 3 J-sẑ r ul 3-J&3 _>>■! ^  v_ŝ9 <3j+jJulJI

J—̂joJu u L ;  LgJuo ^ 3  LpJb«^zi_AAJU3  ^jo^jJI > iz> J  ^ 1 5  J-JJI ^ M ia J

"The poet has related by similarity the darkness of the night

with the appearance of dawn through it to the body of the

crow. He then sets the condition that the ends of the crow's

feathers are white because through the margins of the parts of

darkness there appear flashes of light which the eye sees to be

like the white ends of the front parts of the wings. The

perfection of the particularization and the fascination in this

tashbih lie in something else, namely that the poet has pictured

the light of dawn, in its strength as it rises and pushes the

85 Al-Jurjant', Asrar, p. 162. Abu-Deeb, Al-Jutjani's Theory (117) translates this line in the 
following manner:
"As if we were, with the light of dawn hurrying the night way, 
startling a white-winged crow into flight".
86AI-Jurjam', Asrar, p. 162.
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darkness of the night before it, as making the darkness hurry 

away."87

In general, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry offers an extensive body of interesting 

images that can be treated from the point of view of particularisation, Images 

relating to colour and calligraphy, in particular, can be seen in light of this 

technique. For this reason, al-Jurjam's theory will now be applied to his 

Dlwan. His visual images will now be divided into two main groups: static 

images and dynamic images. However, in a modification to al-Jurjani's 

classification scheme, another, third, category will be introduced for images of 

colour, some of which are static while others are dynamic.

Before proceeding further, some notes will be made here on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

obsession for perceiving the world in a sensuous manner. He appears to have 

an endless source of tangible imagery, ranging from man's body to everyday 

tools, not forgetting plants and flowers. Parts of the human body are the 

source for some of his static and dynamic images. To cite just a few examples 

from a long list, nothing can show precisely the thin shape of a crescent more 

than the shape of a nail cutting:

fl-IaJI 5U>\l_aS LftSJI ULU9J0 jAjJI3 l̂ jJutxcl

or the comparison of the crescent moon and Pleiades to a half ring and a

87 Abu-Deeb, Al-Jurjani's Theory, p. 117.
88 Dlwan, v. II, p. 592.
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hand pointing to that ring:

89 3_JJ uiS b̂ jUlc) ajls-*-1' JU^JI ulSg

However, the following image, in which the mouth of a hunting dog is 

compared to two pieces of wood with nails in them, is one of the most 

striking images in this context:

*
9 ° V . a > - £  0-&1 > » j o L a j u u o  3

A poet is usually said to be like a painter because they both observe objects 

and transfer them to a poem or to a painting, with some changes in the 

original form of these objects. Ibn al-Mu'tazz, however, is more like a 

photographer who does not only faithfully copies the objects, but chooses the 

angle of and distance from which they are viewed: it is with a photographer's 

mind and camera technique that he zooms the magnification and framing of 

the shot to exactly the right place so to include all the necessary objects in 

perfect placement. For example, to take a picture of people gathering in a 

small place, one needs to photograph from a distance to include everyone, 

with the result that they will then appear to be as tiny as a pomegranate's 

seeds, just as Ibn ai-Mu'tazz does in the following lines:

J1 o o iw 0 - I 1"? ® I
UJ ,jjo v̂-iuoJo AS Lojl----- S3 Qjjj v j  b

89 DTwat7, v. II, p. 655.
90 Dlwan, v. I, p. 54.
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9* o— Ljo^ \ll Cj-uul9
■A i ^ o  ̂ .3 j> o-B
cu> gJOCSJ uLoSJI >̂-juUC%J pJ

Another photographic technique is that of focusing on one central object and 

bringing other objects in beside or around it. Thus, the blaze on a horse's 

head under its forelock is like the burgeoning fruit of a palm tree, paPa, 

peeping out between the fronds, or a cluster of grapes between the tendrils 

of the vine:

g2 ■A —* o — -A o l3 Mi ^  p

 UUjU cU*oL/3 6j_ c  L^J3

931 ^ O-B-r __ e
b3j (j-o ^yop 3̂iLia^ -cg ĵ>3 o>c ô â-ojI l_Lr Lo li>j

4-2- Static Images.

The focus in these images is mostly on countenance, which can be found in 

two shapes: circular and linear. Related to these are images in which the 

second extreme is drawn from calligraphy. Because of the importance and 

frequency with which these calligraphic images are used an independent 

section will be devoted to them.94

Plants, especially flowers, and animals, in particular scorpions and birds 

provide the poet with complete and incomplete circular forms. A shape which

91 Dlwan, v. II, p. 646.
92 Dlwan, v. II, p. 453.
93 Dlwan, v. I, p. 110.
94 See this chapter, section 6 .
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is completely round can be seen in the following image in which warriors 

wearing helmets are compared to heads without hair:

,yJ.| —  tit ifllfl OJC tfl C O & Q

--U>% -uAi—dl |js| gJLo JUaj^ cUszmJ tjli»Jl3

In a similar vein is the simile describing a plant of the carnation family,

khurram, the fruit of which is compared to the head of a peacock:

96-(j j j 3 3 lkJI jzj_> 3

The point of similarity in this static image form is not always so obvious as in 

the previous examples, for example a cluster of stars resembles lilies:

Q "7 e *o «- c w jfl o o «-■ —
i_5ols\JI j$ j ul5 L ĵUl L^jjLuJ j 3 3

while another image specifies that these stars appearing at the end of the 

night resemble flowers in bloom, or a silver bridle:

gg J1 c  ̂ W ^ Mi C

=j 3 J frjjil ^>\$\ b^DI OK

The habitat of bird's is another source of round images. Alongside the

95 Dlwan, v. Ill, p. 153.
96 Dlwan, v. II, p. 540.
97 Dlwan, v. I, p. 72.
98 Dlwan, v. II, p. 168.
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traditional image in which tent pegs are compared to pigeons," there are a 

number of other images which represent Ibn al~Mu'tazz's admiration for the 

shape of objects. Thus, the footprint of a horse is described as like the mark 

left by a sand grouse on the sand, or the place where an ostrich lays its eggs:

*"i_s,oj:>\llS 3I UaiiJI Lo-muj Jl 03̂ 3 <-

and the Pleiades are like the eggs themselves:

1 m  0 — -- o w ji tw £ ^  a

i_sc>il oLojj lp-JlS pLxjuoJI ljvS U4JI <-S>J3

Incomplete roundness can be seen in images describing boats and hunting 

dogs. In one poem, the curved shape of boats resembles the pointed tail of a 

scorpion:

\jj St
ctcsdl3

^ 2cLtjuud*jo L^jbiil_______ ^O ^l____ uj LjlilC

Hunting dogs seen from a distance also suggest to Ibn al-Mu'tazz the pointed 

tail of a scorpion:

99 As in the following lines:
^gJ9_o _ jL _S ib  /> J L o J  A j j l i  t_5vJLJI £ J j  _pJ

ĝŜJI ôLoaJIS ^u j u _>j-C

Dlwan, v. Ill, pp. 62-3.
100 Dlwan, v. I, p. 72.
101 Dtwan, v. I, p. 87.
102 Dfwan, v. II, pp. 260-1.
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L\L_£ q . IQ tjjoL  L o J  j  <1.9

103ULiSi ^qJojjL^JI Ju£ CjlS29j li>| UjliLc o ^*y  b>Llw t v3iloi3

Linear shaped images, however, are fewer in number. They are, in general, 

divided into two groups. In the first, tree boughs are compared to women's 

figures, as in a line that compares a narcissus stem to poplars. In another 

example, Cyprus trees are compared to the figures of servant girls wearing 

green dresses:

104 o .a Cji o Jt Jiuwc ;£!*- _o_-

zjjl 0-̂ 9 >̂3-̂ 5 qjl^ _3 ĵua3 i/olD uSjJ

A similar image, in terms of its linear shape, is that of wine jars lined up in a 

straight row, which are given movement when compared to a group of men 

set up to dance the dastabanda\m

106 0 *- .. „e,Bo ,IJululjulIA Î JOuSl AS _OljA3

In the second group, hunting dogs seen from a distance are like a leather 

belt:

1 A"7 o — — o o ^ o ,a o -
jJUl 5i>3 ljOLc A3 JJJI9 aJlJLII5 ^UlJzlsu

103 Dlwan, v. I, p. 32.
104 Dlwan, v. II, p. 130.
105 Dastabanda is a type of dance, see Faruqi, L, An Annoted Glossary o f Arabic Musical 
Terms, (London: 1981), p. 57.
106 Dfwan, v. II, p. 93.
107 Dlwan, v. II, p. 433.
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and, in another poem, a snake is also compared to a belt of leather:

108'
O Q — Q O «— ^  ^  V  **
J J j ^<^9 / J  sv-ttj_uu cLsdaS 5J JlcJIS Jj>L9

108 Dlwan, v. I l l ,  p. 81.
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5- Dynamic Images.

Movement is an essential feature in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's style of formulating hissf 

images. Movement at a different speed and in different directions is observed 

in human beings, birds and some natural phenomena such as wind, rivers and 

streams. Images of slow movement are mostly of a traditional nature, thus 

sunrise and sunset are like the human actions of standing up and sitting down 

respectively:

^  A9 usv5 jl^JI >ols (jjulLqJIS tjd I-Xj lij ^

doing sujudor ruku' is the counterpart in the following light-hearted image of 

falling walls:

110 gSjj 3I jcsuuuu >>T3 JjLo bJ ĵIâ t pSs

the river Euphrates flows in one direction like a snake:

Xj j m JlLO ^ 3 A >  ^J-ajoJLajoS LgJ o I j - a J I  g s y

and likewise the flow of wine echoes the mark of a leather belt on the body of 

a camel:

109 Diwan, v. II, p. 448.
110 Diwan, v. II, p. 611.
111 Dlwan, v. Ill, p. 85.
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1 ̂ n c  ̂ c SJi( J* J* — wJ c
_ ,J^& I ^ L u u V I 1_S>JUUU0 lg__9Jj ^O^uJuJI j b l  0 LS3

However, as well as using traditional dynamic images, it is this genre of 

imagery in which Ibn ai-Mu'tazz particularly shows his skill in formulating fine 

images. In a fine example, his sharp observant eye does not miss the 

resemblance between the movement of a bull scratching boughs with his horn 

and a leathersmith piercing a shoe:

113|J -O ■>- n llLszj ôLSjĈ joJI OĉuQgJI ĴbtJ

or that between the heavy fall of an eagle's claws and the action of a pick

shattering a stone:

_qjJUI _6\Lc ĵO cijlS j^ £ x}\ _*Jp-XJ uj

likewise, arrows piercing a hunted animal are like nails driven into a piece of 

wood:

— ■** as A - . ,  m o —
JJJQ  LwJLXxJ I ^ ^ J U I  J lQ jU  LoS^ U  J l9 Q j 2> J lQ -U

Rapid movement is also mentioned in Ibn al~Mu'tazz's poetry and the human

112 Dlwan, v. I, p. 163.
113 Dlwan, v. I, p. 109.
114 Dlwan, v. II, p. 328.
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hand provides num erous images th a t convey speed/  as in th e  following  

exam ple in which the  horse's gallop is com pared to  th e  rapid m o vem en t o f a 

cashier's fingers, as he counts m oney w ith both hands:

J ■« r tJJ  ̂ S O t  ̂ IP
^ L uulsJI J joUI -Oj5> |3| dljJ &L>I ^ 3

In  hunting poetry, hunting animals such as dogs and cheetahs are  com pared  

to a strong wind:

j ^ 0 O  Q & V* O —-O O C Ifl J* —
lC ojo LoiiJXjujy Lo _Lo\U oL^Juuo v_ô oî C

o LU £Q .Q ^  O O O Cjto

t_jJL_JaJI Jl->3 J ___ Ip9 q a  cJiJJol ul^

T_La£i i_SnJLc b j II ^obk_J u-°

The  fast m ovem ents o f a fem ale gazelle w hen standing up on its legs is like 

th at o f hands collecting shells:

_JjL^o  ljju (jjo t f l j L >  Q -0  bs li[3

118̂ Jj>LuuJI _XjI JaiU §J;I ClJiLJoi C a-S L S j

In  addition, birds and pebbles are com pared to  d ifferen t objects perform ing  

various actions. For exam ple, scissors trim m ing grey hair are  com pared to  the

115 Dlwan, v. Ill, p. 125.
116 Dlwan, v. II, p. 434.
117 Dlwan, v. I, p. 404.
118 Dlwan, v. Ill, p. 71.
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beaks of crows picking at ears of wheat:

S t 3-f 5U5 1_SNJiJLx3>' CjU3 ILoLuJ Lj_juO CajuuJI

^  „£j>lI _>-l9L)lo cu_j3_JLS2_j uŝ jJi L/ajjliLoJI Cb

The last example in this category is one in which the pebbles under horses' 

feet are compared to bees or locusts:

1^ b l j j > 3 l  1 QJO 0_ > jJb l 11— O J l G  Lo N  L jw a ^ d l  J b t / 3

The concept of objects moving in different or opposite directions also attracts 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz. Thus, lightning and the quick change between its bright flash 

and the following darkness is described in terms of the rapid beating of a 

goshawk's wings:

jlgC O O C o C

 9j \  / y  1 9 t jO L - jC  =v3 > f J  o l b l s d l  v_svjudb>l3 C x 9j l

v 1 II __9 VU_^ -*-043

alternatively, lightning occurs as quickly as the belly of a snake that turns 

over suddenly:

jj  b j o j  ^v_xxi5^ 1 ^ 9  (jJ s u  c l l L >  L^aS «3>aJ1 b j

119 Dlwan, v. Ill, p. 182.
120 Dlwan, v. I, p. 144.
121 Diwan, v. II, p. 562.
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Furthermore, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's projection of his feelings is evident in many of 

his images, for example, the following lines which are extracted from an elegy 

in which the dominant theme is loss:123 Ibn al-Mu'tazz is here lamenting the 

fact that man obtains things like wealth or friends only to suddenly lose them. 

In this context, the movement of the camel's legs is coloured by his feelings -  

the front leg makes a request while the rear leg dismisses it:

■- V* IB o

OJulJ  IJlC  V_svd>3 Ip-JDĈ J 1^5  d L y k D j j  

124OJoL> I&JU3 usUaXiu lfJb>;3

122 Dlwan, v. I, p. 41.
123 See Dfwan, v. Ill, pp. 154-156.
124 Dlwan, v. Ill, p. 156.
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6- Calligraphic Images.

Images derived from calligraphy are numerous in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's Dlwan, 

comprising a total of approximately 65. Before discussing this particular poet's 

use of calligraphic images, the overall issue of the importance and significance 

of of calligraphy, considered to be the most pure Arab-Islamic art form, must 

be placed into context. Hitti states that:

"The art of calligraphy, which drew its prestige from its object 

to perpetuate the word of God, and enjoyed the approval of the 

Koran (68:1, 96:4) arose in the second or third Moslem century 

and soon became the most highly prized art. It was entirely 

Islamic and its influence on painting was appreciable."125

Burckhardt also acknowledges this when he asserts: '[t]he art of Arabic 

writing is by definition the most Arab of all plastic arts of Islam/ 126 

Nevertheless, although calligraphy has been defined as a specifically Arab art 

form, participation in this field was not restricted to the Arabs alone and all 

Muslims from any background were able to become involved in the invention 

of new writing styles and opening up new horizons in this creative art. 

Indeed, it is a well-known fact that a Persian, Sibawayh, is the author of the 

first known work on Arabic grammar. Burckhardt illustrates this when stating 

that this art of writing:

125 Hitti, F, History o f the Arabs, 10th ed. (New York: 1996), p. 423.
126 Burckhardt, T, A rt o f Islam : Language and Meaning, (London: 1976), p. 47.
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" ... belongs ... to the entire Islamic world, and is even 

considered to be the most noble of the arts, because it gives 

visible form to the revealed word of the Qur'an. Princes and 

princesses practised copying out the Sacred Book in beautiful 

script. Calligraphy is also the art most widely shared by all 

Muslims, since anyone who can write is in the position to 

appreciate the merits of a good calligrapher, and it can be said 

without fear of exaggeration that nothing has typified the 

aesthetic sense of the Muslim peoples as much as the Arabic 

script/ ' 127

In a more pertinent comment, given the context of the current discussion of 

calligraphic art and its relationship to, and portrayal in, poetry, in "Calligraphy

and poetry" Schimmel offers valuable examples of the use of Arabic

calligraphy in poetry by poets from different backgrounds: Andalusian, 

Persian, Turkish and Indian.128 She points out that:

"Mas'ud ibn Sa'd-i Salman in Lahore gave the image of the pen

a different twist, which may be attributable to his Indian

background:

[The pen] bound the infidels' girdle and became a worshipper of

127 Ibid.
128 See A. Schimmel, "Calligraphy and poetry" in Calligraphy and Islamic Culture, (London: 
1990), pp. 115-147.
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pictures:

For this reason the master cut its neck".129

African Islamic poetry may offer different tastes to the anthology. The

following, striking image is mentioned by Topan for its innovative use of the 

Arabic letters of the name of the Prophet

" ... as a symbol for the human body, and thus mankind7. The 

poetry goes as follows:

The form of man [insan, human being] holds your name, my 

trusted one, from the crown of the head to the soles of the feet.

First the initial ntm r the head is its sign; the two hands are he; 

the second mfm is the feet on which man walks (Allen 

1971:87)."130

In the 'Abbasid era, the widespread use of calligraphy was linked to people's 

devotion and service to the Qur'an, a fact which was echoed in the poetry of 

the time. Ibn al-Mu'tazz mentions the word mu§haf when referring to the 

written copy of the Qur'an, and in describing the movement of the Qur'an 

when opened and closed:

129 Ibid., p. 117.
130 F. Topan, "Projecting Islam: Narrative in Swahili Poetry" in Journal of African Studies, v. 
14, N. 1, June 2001, p. 117.
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jUcuuj] lS5 ja jjx jjo 3I jLojjoJI J}\s>j\\ JjuO JprCpr 3^

132 uA*V ^>L-ojo qjlS t3^S txpr (jlibouLdJI £>93

O J* O Q ^  ̂0 fi & ̂ £
JLlj /J  u| cLs*l$j>J\

>_93JuoJI ^JL-loaJ 1 _Jio 31
•?.  ̂ 0 ■?.

134L>Uijl3 6jb  IsLloiLs ^jls >.q,>/xo 3 > J I  0 K 9

6-1- General Background 

6-1-1 Calligraphic Imagery From Pre-lslamic to 'Abbasid Poetry.

The use of calligraphic images in poetic creation is as old as Arabic poetry 

itself; pre-lslamic poetry stands as a solid example of this. In his description 

of the ruins of the beloved's abandoned campsite, Imru' al-Qays makes what 

may be the oldest mention of calligraphy in poetry when he compares the 

ruins to writings on the psalter:

ocjk Jt c 0

Obojl JuuO ^ b l CjlQ-C si/3̂ jjJ_j3 ^0ls>£3 (JJO _viLu Lis

135 uLdlj 3̂ >LojO CjL=e-<-ĵ )is kSJSL) Cj_jI

131 Dlwan, v. II, p. 438.
132 Diwan, v. II, p. 541.
133 Dlwan, v. II, p. 614.
134 Dlwan, v. I, p. 418.
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Another calligraphic image can be found in the poetry of al-Akhnas b. Shihab 

al-Taghlibl, who compares the remaining ruins of the abode of his beloved, 

the daughter of Ha{an b. 'Awf, with the title of a book:

esvS uI^JlsJI Lcx5 JjLuo =:‘-9i9-C' oUq>- 5 0 0 ^ 3

In his discussion of poetic imagery, al-Jurjanl gives an example of the use of 

calligraphic tools in poetry in which the poet 'Adyy b. al-Raqa' compares the 

sharp end of the female gazelle's horn with the coloured sharp end of a pen:

4 O-T £ C ifl

Ifioljuo 6̂[gjJI (j-p ^jLdI /xls 9-=?3j A>4

The main observation that can be made here is that calligraphy is used in a 

general and uncomplicated sense. The pre-lslamic poet generally seems to 

draw images of writing in which the written script is the counter of things 

which are not clearly seen or have been destroyed and the use of images 

derived from writing appears to have become a convention when describing 

ruins. It is not until the 'Abbasid era that poets use calligraphy in a more 

sophisticated fashion, as can be illustrated by the following three examples

135 See Hasan, 'A, Shi'r ahWuquf 'a/a al-A£lalmfn ahJahi/iyya Ha Nihayat al-Qarn al-Thalith, 
(Damascus: 1968), p. 29. An extensive study of poetry that describes ruins and gives good 
attention for calligraphy related images is provided.
136 Nash'at, 'A, Al-Khatt ah'Arabi; U$uluhu, Nahd'atuhu, Intisharuhu, (Damascus: 1984)p. 331.
137 AI-JurjanT, Asrar, p. 141.
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drawn from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's DlwarrP*

_>JoLuj Lp_j LSLs LgjlJ CjJlc

U ^3-C u5vij> Qjj- —II lSjÎ -JuU L̂ jJLc Cjy>

 ̂ — c c  ̂ Ji o <A _  ̂ o —
cujl5 JfliJl {jbjjs\ a\3 j  ^jiio oul5 LgJicp Aj2jJI3 _J\J| -U2>Lj (^9 O Jj

However, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's calligraphic images seem related to positive topics 

connected with life's enjoyment, such as descriptions of the beautiful features 

of a beloved or a wine boy, wine (especially its foam), and the hunter and 

hunted.

As part of the increasing sophistication and development of the calligraphic 

art specific calligraphic techniques were developed, for example writing styles 

like al-Thuluth, al-Naskhi\ al-D iwantand so on; there were as many as twelve 

writing styles by the beginning of the 'Abbasid time, each of which served a

138 It is interesting to note that this relation has shifted from poetry to painting. BahnasT (130) 
shows the 'new victory' of calligraphy on painting as in the following passage:

j JJlC j $ \ ) |  t_sv9 T jL a li l «CLuJusJI t>aJI i_svS"

u i  £UoijuLil < A jJL iLk iijd l Aa jjaJI «VjJLjjdi i lg jo  t_sJLc LuuJ v ^ jJ I Jo iJ It) .AJLoVI Ssu $£> v_sO U l

"... ucuLoc> oiS s^Vj^l OliaJI ui.s?.jhuu
'In modern art, calligraphy achieved new victories in two aspects: the first aspect is the fusion 
of letters and paint, and the second is originality. Arabic calligraphy, the product of Arabic 
paint ingenuity, provides the Arabic artist with paintings that reflect the national identity...', 
BahnasT, 'A, Jamaliyyat al-Kha$ al-'ArabT biwa§fihi Fannan Ibda'iyyan, in AkKhafiakArabr. 
fa'fiyyatAyyam akKhaff al-Arabl, (Tunisia: 2001), pp. I l l - 136.
139 Dlwan, v. Ill, p. 45.
140 Dlwan, v. I, p. 29.
141 Dlwan, v. II, p. 282.
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specific purpose.142 A related field of development was that of specific writing 

techniques such as tashqfq, tawrfq, mashq, and ta'rfq-143 This attention to 

form and detail is reflected in the fact that the shape of some letters became 

the focus for poetic images, rather than the general act of writing referred to 

in pre-lslamic poetry. It was Abu Nuwwas who pioneered this new type of 

calligraphic imagery, as can be seen, for example, in the following image in 

which he compares the beak of a falcon with the shape of the jlm  letter 

written with the left hand:

„oLaS  l_;bl lo li>] u l_£

144I_>juulcI jJsJI lSA£_J tLJLc _.cl_oLj5>

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, as we will see, also offers a number of examples of 

this kind of image.

6-1-2- The Nature of Some Calligraphy Images.

This section should not be brought to a close without reference to Abu-Deeb's 

insightful remarks on some aspects of the nature of the poetic imagery of 

pre-lslamic poetry in general, and calligraphic images in particular.145 For 

example, the following image, from a poem by al-Nabigha, in which the poet 

compares the ruins that have been affected by the wind blowing over the

142 Nash'at, op. dt., p. 109.
143 Bah nasi, op. cit.., pp. 128-9.
144 Al-Jurjam, Asrar, p. 163.
145 See Abu-Deeb, K, Af-Ru'a ahMuqana'a: Nahwa Manhaj Binyawffi Dirasat al-Shi'r al-Jahili, 
(Cairo: 1986). pp. 645-60.
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desert to a mat ornamented by delicate fingers, particularly caught his 

attention:

146g_jl3_*aJl cuiLoJ IpJLc oLuuuoijJI CL

Abu-Deeb sees in this line an opposition between,

,_sv—jujI _̂jo dJUi i_ŝ -9 Lo J-Su i JUJo\JI _9̂ cjoj (-soJI ^-mjjIjJI £u>JI j3>o"

L>_LJI ĵ -xxJuoJI Jwjjx5fcJI < 6_>x>_LjoJI cLJLcLbJ cVL> 3  ela£ 3

c\L> 0-03 usJLoj> |>o_> q_o LUi> v_5v_9 Lo Jib t gjLol CCO9J

Stsv_̂2aJoJI iL b j * pLl+ji <j l — olxjuxJ 1 oi Mjjyi ^—JszIaj

147,1 ... ^ U iiJ l3

"The effect of the destructive wind which destroys ruins, with ail 

the connotations it entails regarding sadness, extinction and 

proof of the power of time, with a beautiful ornamented mat 

made by the delicate fingers of craftsmen, with all the 

connotations this entails relating to fine taste and the skill of 

man in inventing different creations; and of the opposition 

between the natural and the cultural ... "

This kind of opposition is also found the comparison of abandoned ruins to

146 Ibid., p. 646.
147 Ibid., p. 646.
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written texts, as is the case in Labid's Mu'allaqa,148 and the work of Tha'laba 

b. 'Amr al-'Abd?,149 and Mu'awiya b. Malik.150 Tha'laba b. 'Amr al-'Abdi, for 

example, compares ruins to a piece of writing into which the author has put a 

great deal of effort so as to write in the most eloquent way possible:

uiJLsijg 6j U fLjJu t_jut£ LpjJLc

The metonymy in the second part of this line indicates how much effort is 

made to finalise the writing. In this kind of opposition, one will see that:

CLû SLjuoJI , vjjJbdl3 pLJI J\L> QjO ol ... ”

t ^sJLjo^JI <LJkuaj| J\L_> 1>_jo ^  WJVI3 c J\Lj>

j \ l> ĉ >

"The operation of destruction is seen through a creative and a 

constructive process, the static through the dynamic, sadness 

through happiness and fine taste; and disconnection through 

connection."

In harmony with the purpose of his study, Abu-Deeb does not offer a final 

conclusion about the interpretation of this phenomenon, namely the 

opposition of comparing negative objects to positive ones. However, in the

148 ibid., p. 647.
149 Ibid., pp. 647-9.
150 Ibid., pp. 649-50.
151 Ibid., p. 647.
152 Ibid., p. 649.
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light of his remarks, a comparison may be made between the calligraphic 

images of Ibn al-Mu'tazz (who represents to some extent, 'Abbasid poetry) 

and those originating from pre-lslamic times, in terms of topics and the point 

of similarity between the two entities that form poetic images. This 

comparison can be summarised as follows:

The era The topic The image The nature of similarity

Pre-lslamic Ruins (_) Writing (+) Opposition

Abbasid Love (+) Calligraphy (+) Agreement

Wine (+) Calligraphy (+) Agreement

Hunt (+) Calligraphy (+) Agreement

Table (6 ) The Nature of Similarity in Pre-lslamic and 'Abbasid Poetry.

Thus, a first reading of the nature of similarity in pre-lslamic and 'Abbasid 

poetry gives the impression that there is a meaningful change in the way 

calligraphic images are used. It can also be said that the 'Abbasid poet brings 

these images a previously absent harmony between the two extremes of the 

poetic imagery as, unlike pre-lslamic poetry with its concentration on ruins, 

'Abbasid poetry concentrates on some seemingly positive topics: love, wine 

and the hunt. However, this reading might be altered when it is taken into 

account that, in 'Abbasid poetry, and particularly in that of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 

these topics often carry a hidden negative nature (as will be shown in Chapter 

Six). In Ibn al-Mu'tazz's case, he often used these seemingly positive topics as 

an escape from the harsh life he, the usurped crown prince, faced -  barred 

from political involvement and living in fear of assassination or imprisonment.
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In fact, it is through such topics that Ibn al-Mu'tazz often conveys his fear and 

negative feelings.

Further studies on the topics regarding writing in pre-lslamic poetry, as well 

as calligraphy in 'Abbasid poetry, are needed in order to formulate a better 

understanding of the nature of the similarity between the image topic and 

writing and calligraphy. Using such data, two conclusions can be reached. 

First, in terms of topics, these are of a directly negative nature in pre-lslamic 

poetry and an indirectly negative one in 'Abbasid poetry. Secondly, the point 

of similarity illustrates the contrasting nature of both eras and proves, to 

some extent, Abu-Deeb's previously mentioned findings.

6-1-3- Subject Matter.

The use of imagery relating to calligraphy and its associated terminology gave 

rise to a new style of poetry known as al-bad?\ A new era had begun, and 

huge changes took place in the poetic genre; new topics were invented, new 

techniques were used and different sources for poetic imagery were explored. 

In short, the whole poetic operation was rearranged and new tastes were 

established. Abu-Deeb argues that the extensive use of calligraphic imagery in 

poetry should be understood in the wider context of the use of grammar and 

its terminologies, as can be witnessed later in the poetry of ai-Mutanabbi.153

153 As in the following line:
/ j j l^ J a J I fuJ-C u l ,Jj3  t c jL a o  iLoS Lo o t f  b |
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The 'Abbasid poet created a new source for his imagery, derived from cultural 

or conceptual notions rather than nature, the main subject of the poetry of 

previous eras. He calls this a shift from the 'topic7 to the 'tool7, and identifies 

this as a signal of modernity. Indeed, the appearance and development of the 

dhihnf style, of which, as mentioned earlier, AbO Tammam was the master, is 

valid proof of such a claim

Poets, in general, use calligraphy and its terminologies in two main ways. 

Either they concentrate on the physical shape of letters, for instance the 

straightness of the a lif letter, or the roundness of the mfm, or in the second 

type of usage, letters are used as symbols of suf! meanings. Such suff 

qualities in letters have been mentioned by al-BahnasT, who states:

/ x j j S J l  uljJiJI <L*Jol3 l 3>l>i i cU>aju cL*_ujJl9 Qj &j S  c9p*JU u] /x j ... " 

pLj Lob » O3 J 3  t (Jj—*jj cL) I J lo  Igj j ĵuuJI CSXLu LoJuuC t

<U-ĵ lqJuO L93_p»- v_ŝ J>sdi <̂s3 lSjJ Lo I ... £)Ji ( ... iLo

LUi> ‘^ 3  3I LujLjjI Ip jli î svah OuK 1 3I

. Lob> \J5J_3. o **3 j J >  J5J ^Jagl jJ j  t<X̂oh> /> \L « jj \J I <s3$ C>l

«LjL5  o jL£ /U-JSJI3 < ul̂ JiJI i3 jS> J3I l$ j\) < LpJuoy>  L̂JLS cU I Lol

c u ^ j y i  cuQ gJl c l^ J l3  t P j j L u j j y i  pJLojo v _ s ^  I3  ( £J u *aJ I { j-C  

o li>  c j - j l S  J-.0.1-9 v_q_J\JI L o l .,jj-»_ j£ j| i j - c  o u lS  ^ x o J l3  0^1

f i t  c

qJUl 0JlJ>3J s^-^9 (Jl->0  f i L&jo i,_sv_9 Lpj\J JlJlC <Kj£>L> cujxdil

See Al-Mutanabbi, A, Diwan Abf al-Jayyib al-Mutanabbf, bi-Sharh Abf at-Baqa'ai-Vkburf, Ed.
M. Al-Saqa, I. Al-Abyari and 'A. Shalabi, (Cairo: 1971), v. Ill, p. 382.
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154,1 ... cUJixoJI

"There is a secret holy value for the letter which we can see 

clearly in the holy Koran when reading the beginning of some 

chapters like Ya Sin, Nun, Kaf, Ha, Ya, 'Ayn, §ad, etc. Mostly 

what we see in the arabesque style are enjoined or unidentified 

letters which are the core of the painting. The reason for this is 

that the Arabs, especially in regard to Islam, gave every letter a 

special meaning. Ba has it own sanctity as it is the first letter in 

the Koran, jfm  meant temple, §ad is the eye ball of the man, ha 

is the Godly identity for Ibn 'Arab? and mim  was an expression 

of distress. As for alif, it has a special importance as it is the 

first of the letters that make up one of God's names, 'ahad'(The 

One), it is a example of God's singularity ..."

The following example from Anavari illustrates the use of one of the new 

calligraphic techniques, namely the addition of dots to the base shape of the 

letters, so as to distinguish consonants:

"From the letter of your sword appear the signs (aya) of victory; 

the composition of the verse (aya) is from dotted letters."155

154 Bahnasi, op. d l, p. 65.
155 Quoted in Schimmel, op. d t, p. 118. She provides an excellent investigation of the topics 
or subjects dealt with using calligraphy.
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6-4- General Use in The Poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz mainly uses calligraphy to illustrate external attributes, a style 

of usage which agrees with his hiss/ tendencies. Beyond this, his calligraphic 

images can be grouped into two categories: 1) general use of the art, its 

terminology and actions, and 2) specific use of particular letters and dots. 

General use will be discussed in this sub-section, followed by specific use 

which will be addressed in the next.

Writing, lines, titles, writing pads, inkjars and the action of folding a book are 

used mainly in two genera: hunting poetry and wine poetry. For example, he 

describes wine-foam as being like lines of writing:

156o ^ ^ o ^ c Ji ^

There is a 'particularisation', as defined by al-Jurjani, in this image. The 

writing is specified as being the colour of saffron, rather than black, in order 

to suggest the colour of the wine. In another image Ibn al-Mu'tazz tries to 

convey the commonly held perception that wine and its effects are somehow 

exotic and difficult to comprehend, and thereby portray the ambiguous nature 

of wine. Foam is compared with lines, the meaning of which is unknown:

156 Dfwan, v. II, p. 254.
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lr> 'J 1 e\^ ___j ĵuuO ^  0 “® '^-Jk—

157̂ o i5UI TjJojuJ I___ p_ij__wjI v_sv_3

Similarly, comparing foam to written poetry:

158 &Ip>SjujJI J ix ) x >j j Jo m j  L̂ s > l i  jojLiLo l_sJU: 2;l>oJI

In hunting poetry, the colour of the breast of hunting birds, such as the 

falcon, goshawk, or zurraq, is compared to the writing of a sharp pen, while 

the colour of the breast of the bazf is like indistinct writing in which the dots 

are not clearly marked:

j M \ l \  ^qJLa_9 :> =j_ ia _ ju u l 3 !  ju oJ^

In another image, which plays semantically on the Arabic word 'unwart, which 

has at least two meanings -  'the title' and 'the proof or 'the signal' -  night is 

a book, the title of which has been erased by the appearance of the day:

I 0 I3JLC eLu^AJI bejo lSJuoJI iJLb  li>j 3J o iJ I J -

In another use of this particular image source, night is depicted as

157 Dlwan, v. II, p. 231.
158 Dlwan, v. II, p. 20.
159 Dlwan, v. II, p. 495.
160 Dlwan, v. II, p. 492.
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disappearing like the [old] title:

16JL «** £ oj
_ul̂ jLsdl _JJJI i_SOr̂  <̂ JiJL> sCju±£. v j

(The word 'unwan in these two lines is used probably to mean 'the title' in 

consistence with the use of writing in poetry). The folded book is also 

compared to the tongue of the donkey:

162̂ [ p M i  QJ3 q llo p  i Lo l i l  ClJbt-uJU) 0 IS3

while, in another image, the appearance of people drinking coffee is like black 

inkjars;

\jx> tSJL> b_9_*jjl LpJuo c J ju j \jjx>  Ms ^o^JI

C x iL o  J S  O ^ U s  — * * * - !  S— G- ^—>  î _SN—oI_\__XJ 1 o L S

And a hunting dog catching its prey is folding a book to control it:

164̂ ujIcMoII lŜJoj lo^ °lJ l>l>kJI

161 Dlwan, v. II, p. 258.
162 Dlwan, v. II, p. 295.
163 Dlwan, v. II, p. 134.
164Dlwan, v. II, p. 326.
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6-3- Specific Use in The Poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz,

Specific use, i.e. the focus on the shape of letters as well as dots and 

diactretical marks such as madda, can be said to be of more significance in 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery than the general use previously discussed. Before 

investigating any specific poetic images, some basic information about the art 

of calligraphy should be mentioned. In Islamic culture, calligraphy is seen as 

an important operation that links man to the universe. The calligrapher 

invented his four main geometrical forms from the universe around him: the 

circle, triangle, square and quintuple. Bahnasi elaborates on this:

J IS L  juuVI OuuCt^i uul  iiJI  II U£_SJI p  «jUU-)jO

[ s b j ^ X j  CjlxC^I^jujI i_s^-dl3 ujuuo^x>JI3 gj>/xJi3 ClJLloJi < ^ 3 ^ !  _UgJI 

g_^)joJl3 i uSOt_JuajJl3 CjuJjUU f jL b | CjJLuoJI t cL jU jS i } \  1o $ 1c c z } \  Jo lo jl 

g jL b  < ^ j J I  6jJI_vJI3 1 *_s\sz9>U T^Uol J jIo J I

Ja>

"And from the shape of the universe the circle came to contain 

basic geometric forms: the triangle, the square and the 

quintuple, which in turn, contained the different Arabic writing 

styles. The triangle was the framework for thulth  and naskht, 

the incline square was the framework for raq% the circle was 

the framework for dfwanf and the elliptical shape was the

165 BahnasT, op. cit.f p. 118.
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framework for ta '/fcf'."

The circle, in particular, plays an important role in the physical form of Arabic 

letters:

tJ-5 AJLqjo <j - jI L̂ joA_3 v_soJI Ja>JI Oljjjo O ju jlji u|"

(3j 9.Su tjjuL-ui djJljJLs t i_5\J3\JI q-jJ^Ui JISLjuj\JI S > i j  QjJCjej\JI jjjo 

< ^ 3  1_/ju ijj9_5u eŜ-9 OjjIjJI 01*0)3 < £ i O < 6  < j  ( ^ 3>>\JI

" ... t p  gJ>oJl3 i J  ( 3  t ^ \_svS CjJLiU)Ji3 t j  \_s& OjJIjJI &j^3

"The study of the metre of the calligraphy produced by Ibn 

Muqla proves clearly the connection of every letter with one of 

the universal forms. The circle is the core of these letters: h, q, 

y, n, 'a, w. Half circle is the core of s, §. The quarter circle is the 

core of r. The triangle is the core of d, f  and I. The square is the 

core of m and la "

The following table provides an analysis of calligraphic images used by Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz that rely on the shape of particular letters:

Shapes Letters Number of images

Circle 9

Vi circle 2

166 Bahnasi, ibid., pp. 118-9.
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1/4 circle 3 1

Triangle J 1

Square p 2

Straight line
«

I 1

Total 7 15

Table (7) Different Shapes of Letters Used in Calligraphic Images.

The circle dominates other shapes with more than twelve images out of the 

total fifteen. In this case, the image reliant on the letter p  should be 

considered as having a circular shape rather than a square one because the 

poet focuses only on the round part. In another line, Ibn al-Mu'tazz repeats 

this conceit, this time comparing foam and a bunch of p  letters:

sj J o _ » J L f  o L o u j O  L J  j H j j o J I  u i S  < \j S  K - j j S j

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also uses the technique of ta'rfq, which can be defined as 

follows:

jL t̂Cl v_9 giu LojO t L̂ j-juLiI I03 cLJI^ O 3JI Jjĵ SSiJlj >̂1 _>x>JI I0I3" 

££-jujux>Jl̂  u3_Su Loa !_50Lc3 _̂sOl3 tjv-̂ 03 CjLoJSJI

1S8."j^ I 5 Jl^juo ^sJb

"Ta'rfq means highlighting letters such as n, y and other such

167 Dlwan, v. II, p. 183.
168 Al-Tawhidi, A, Tha/ath Rasa'//, ed. By I, Al-Kaylam, (Damascus: 1951) p. 32.
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letters when they come at the end of the word as is the case 

when writing words like min, 'an, ff, Ha and 'afa. These words 

will take the same shape."

In this context, it can be inferred from the dominance of the circular shape in 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's use of that he was interested in the dfwanf writing style.

There are a number of examples that can be cited here which demonstrate 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's use of calligraphic techniques in his poetry. For example, the 

letter o is used to convey the shape of a particular hairstyle adopted by 

women during the 'Abbasid period in one image, and the curve of a temple is 

again portrayed as like the curve of the o in the following line:

1 CQ <3
li^j <JJO cLiJ>

Another technique used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz is that of mashq. This is closely 

related to the techniques of shaqq and tashqfq, and the following definition, 

which describes tashqfq can also be applied to mashq'.

cu_»Jul I0 3  jsLkxlI3  CLI2 JI3  L3 I5JI3  :>LhJl3  ^LqJI lJ)jiLjuaiJb il_>xdl

l<x£ao3 I u l s  < L53LuajJl3 ujljuuLuJI Lp-JLC Jo.6 Louo «iJJ3

170ii i

169 Dlwan, v. II, p. 477.
170 Al-Tawhidi, op. cit., p. 32.
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" Tashqfq means curving letters such as §, d, k, t;, dh, and so on.

The [curve] shape with these letters looks sound and fine ..."

Thus, a lock of hair is as curved as the shape of the letter u  :

*- -o & — _

joJLJ&joj I^jS Lo L& L ja^

 ̂ J Ji _ <jj a iflc
/̂jJuiJu (jjulJ cL_JjJo u lj Jl9 Lvi)̂

while, in the context of hunting, the claws of a falcon are like a group of o 

letters written alongside one another:

17*5 Hi & m  c
^^JuloJI o li^ j IpjlS ^ ĵcJLitoJI L_5\i9l

Hair is especially interesting to the poet. He goes on to formulate three other 

images using two letters: 3  and Here, a different hairstyle is in focus 

which, in contrast to that in the 'hair' image mentioned previously in this 

section, has not one lock but two:

i73_>icuuj ^  b6jJo3 JJlC <_S5 ^Jl

Moving from women's hair to men's hair, in the following example, there are

two images: one concerns the moustache of the beloved boy, or wine-boy,

171 Dlwan, v. II, p. 231.
172 Diwan, v. II, p. 469.
173 Dlwan, v. II, p. 130.
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and the other deals with the poet's own.

174_0£jJI^ j l 3̂ =̂ Lo cUjLli _;jJI t,_9̂9 icu> 3

Furthermore; the appearance of grey hair among black is like the letter ^  

written in shaqq

^ulojJI <JJ6 CjjoJI ŜnjuoJ ljJLc

175,uLSuo î 3 v„5vS>>l IpJL ijlj | j  ) LoJ ^ L ^ d l ,Jjuo

The last circular letter used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz in his calligraphic imagery is 3 . 

In a striking image which resembles a painting, the poet creates a simile for 

wine foam which hits upon two things: chain mail armour and a group of the 

letter 3 written together

Jl o -- & c J*
v_sv9 L&jgia-uu CjuIjJ sO I3I3 Jlo 3I _£,3jJJl _£u_j»jaj ,Jjuo

Last, but not least, Ibn al-Mu'tazz also bases some images on the letter 1. The 

straight shape of some tall plants and flowers, planted on the side of canals at 

a distance from one another, is described as like the shape of a group of the 

letter 1, written in lines:

174 Dlwan, v. II, p. 246.
175 Diwan, v. Ill, pp. 99-100.
176 Dfwan, v. II, p. 43.
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t-j|j \ o n L^s Î juj ijvJLc oluJI jjuuuj

177^ o L ^ _ jL iu u o  ^jC) to u i eS^-C ^ o l j 3 L 5eJi_o ^ o L a J lS

In terms of the markings denoting the various consonants, these dots are 

presented in two ways: with letters and on their own. In the Diwan as a 

whole, there are several occurrences of dots in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's images, in the 

form of a single dot, three dots and a number of dots:

a - in  o wj J V* p o — 4

Qjzsxsija „£-L<aJI O3J3

A beauty spot is like a single dot:

179 O3SJU0 A iiJ i v_jv3  c=J l >  LaJi;  ̂ u S J j QwO ^ I j J i

while three pigeons that remain in a ruin are like the three dots of the o  

letter:

Q ^  0 - 0  D ^ IAJ o ^ —

I Jsli _̂̂A> CjjjlSj IfJJ U5 _jl-i-il tjd-C

180L^jI^  lSjJ cUJi jakjS I _̂5̂JL̂ jaJ iJjj /d

rain drops are like a number of dots:

177 Dlwan, v. II, p. 519.
178 Diwan, v. II, p. 210.
179 Diwan, v. II, p. 51.
180 Diwan, v. I, p. 39.
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I— Q̂C)  O VŜ

^u^uj Joiij —iLSt—9 L >  LpJLjf̂ f o j—i

Finally, hunting dogs at a distance resemble a madda\

182 eb ĵuu i>P <_sd-G

181 Dlwan, v. II, p. 502.
182 Dlwan, v. II, p. 410.
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7- Colours.

Different colours, pure and patterned, are used in the poetry of Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz, mainly to illustrate the external attributes of objects, while in some 

other images they convey, to some extent, various kinds of psychological 

effects. The colour black is used more than any other and is used to describe 

wineskins, ships, drinking vessels, hair and the darkness of night, amongst 

other subjects. When looking for counterparts for these subjects, the poet 

tends to search for the source of the colour black in parts of the human body 

and other objects. Some of these sources are rather disturbing for the 

modern reader, as when, for example, black wineskins are compared to the 

undressed corpses of black people:

Ji _&-© 3! _(jjub>3 bl

sScp _uli3liudl QX> l̂ E_wJ3

In other examples, drinking vessels resemble Ethiopian women and wineskins 

Africans:

ULujl>I3 *_s^3iiJ Tjj-kx) l(jj j j l u c S  bLttjzaJI /̂ocĵ SJI i_sdj CjoxaS

“ U s l  i3_iuuJI jj-p  libu o l Q ^ i x + J >  b j L > _ > l  t j J —C C » jL _9

a ship is like a black woman:

183 Dlwan, v. I, p. 663.
184 Dlwan, v. I, p. 29.
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>  P a v*

o-̂ e-j cLoJI L̂ J £ li>  IpJĵ s oJbJl 5j _̂j5 cLotj^

-f°. -° — | — . _■ o ^7 -° —0 -“ . o S' | J | c .ntf J
3 JUQJ3  c L u j  u i _ p  I ^ ju o S  ( j j j L p t i S  L & ^ l

and night is as dark as an Ethiopian woman:

lSG"3 "■" J* £ 10 O -P 0 C ^__,_  ̂ O _
iJ)a...a9 ->-Cl Qju& Iju oi (_$J| L̂x-juLlc> =qJLJ <̂s3  Iyj Ou__)_kju

It is true that these images might disturb the modern reader, however, some 

qualifying observations can be made here. First, there are obvious problems 

inherent in imposing modern moral and ethical concepts on classical poetry. 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's attitude should be understood in the context of the socio

political circumstances in which this poetry is composed. Abbasid society was 

a multi-racial one, in which people from different parts of the world integrated 

and mixed to produce a great civilisation, however this did not preclude the 

existence of a degree of racist views, which appear to have been widely held 

amongst both the common people and the ruling classes.187 Furthermore, this 

kind of image is not unique to either Ibn al-Mu'tazz or specifically Arab poets, 

but is of common stock in 'Abbasid poetry and can be easily identified even in 

the poetry of poets who are not of Arabic origin, such as Abu Nuwwas and 

Ibn al-Rumi.

185 Dlwan, v. II, p. 616.
186 D/wan, v. II, p. 370.
187 The trend known as shu'ubiyya, which will be discussed further in Chapter Six, with 
reference to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's opinions regarding different races, might be understood in this 
regard.
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Moving on to the more general usage of colour images, these are very 

representative of the Ibn al-Mu'tazz's focus on the external attributes of the 

two extremes of the poetic image. Thus, the darkness of night is also 

compared with the blackness of pitch:

sl_bJ jjSjaJI jjoLuju Ll>_>_*oliLo v_sv3 tj-uMj Ouob

while a crow is also a source of dark colour so that the blackness of the wine- 

maid's hair is as the wing of a crow:

_Ol.X_sUI 6j]o cj

In some images black overlaps with white, resulting in an interesting image. 

For example, the rise of day over night attracted Ibn al-Mu'tazz's attention 

and he drew on it for some of his dynamic images, such as the following in 

which the appearance of the day over night is compared to the appearance of 

grey hair over black:

190 cb^-uj ^oJ  l-VJ >,'i) cuis ^o\UoJI CjC*j $1*3%

Grey hair in a parting is more noticeable and hence indicates a later time of 

day than that in the previous line mentioned:

188 Diwan, v. II, p. 129.
189 Dlwan, v. II, p. 118.
190 Dlwan, v. II, p. 496.
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__ Lsj_oJ I i_5̂  ̂jlxjuuJI lS-XjJ (JjuO . . ^ I s  £9^° Iaj l_$uu>

Day's appearance over night is also compared with another moving 

counterpart, the appearance of white feathers over black ones in a crow's 

wing:

JO 2 £  ̂ ° —0 o ̂  jy ujc
u^> >0^1,9̂  lii bft^ .w-bu uS^-dl blŜ

193 " C I  ̂ I T I  ̂ ° ***~" ° c w Ji c_>aSl aJu (poi>=jl i5  L>Ui-D l̂ _r>_AuJ CjLftxjju AS

Once one is aware of this last comparison, one can understand and 

appreciate some of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's more ambiguous images in which the 

crow is either not mentioned at all, or only a part is mentioned, as in the 

foliowing example:

194jc u iL iL o J I \ j j  L uu j> L >  JjdJIs OjoJUI CA_j AS

In this image, two things are seen in the first extreme -  night and morning -  

while only one thing is seen in the second extreme -  concealed white 

feathers, which are the counterpart for the morning. There is no counterpart 

for the night, however the reader will soon recognise the hidden element if

191 Diwan, v. II, p. 470.
192 Dlwan, v. II, p. 249.
193 Diwan, v. II, p. 452.
194 Dlwan, v. II, p. 226.
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aware of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's other usage of this image. It is also possible, with 

some difficulty, to discover the hidden element by logical deduction, based on 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's mention of white feathers, which could bring out the hidden 

element of'the crow's wing' as the counterpart of the night.

As well as focussing on external attributes in his colour images, Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

also creates some images which include description of internal attributes as 

well, primarily images dealing with the brightness of fire. The power of war 

and its instruments, for example swords, arrows, horses, and even the smoke 

of war, are compared to fire. Thus, the effect of starting a war is like that of 

starting a fire.

195 _Ĵ uaJI Qsuj LuLu pJsii>3 LJ Jbjjo J3I ^bj

the sword is as bright as a fire:

-XiiJu _ ,U l£  'c & j  ujvjlc _6l-Xsdl -^3

and swords and arrows make fire as they clash in battle:

*9̂  _j*jo_»juJI buLu <_9>9 ,uLa*daJI \ju> L0J3

195 Dfwan, v. II, p. 314.
196 Dlwan, v. I, p. 84.
197 Dfwan, v. I, p. 116.
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In addition, Ibn al-Mu'tazz uses a number of related images in which death is 

given two colours, red and black:

198 J 0 ■" 1,1 •* — o J* .9 a c A o    _-
o ^ joJ I 05^ -3  3  vju2x > I  _jJLi 3

and:

IQQ1 — o c ^ 3̂ O 0 — _ O —
I j j c o I  U3J03 _ j3 jJ l3  „ £ > 1 IL  I_>5Ljujl_S2_9 T>5LjuulC _ / )3 j  J S  3

However, other images which describe fire reflect Ibn al-Mu'tazz's predilection 

for concentrating on external attributes, as in the following image which 

describes the colour violet The poet, in this image, chooses to describe violet 

in terms of the striking of a match, so as to illustrate two colours, red 

surrounded by blue, which resemble the exact colour combination of violet:

nnft 0 p»» C fi £  ̂  ̂ O O 1®  ̂ '-1JG
Cju jjS  i l ^ l  j L J I  J J I5 I  ^xsul 614^3  cu lS

Ibn al-Mu'tazz also compares roses, and other kinds of flowers, and fruit to 

cheeks (although it should be noted that images comparing cheeks to roses 

are a convention of'Abbasid poetry and are by no means unique to this poet). 

The following line is an example of the 'roses are cheeks' image:

198 Dlwan, v. I, p. 124.
199 Dlwan, v. I, p. 523.
200 Diwan, v. II, p. 528.
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11 c*_q_l5_j ,J<>- jJj-SLJxS Û_u£LjO Laj_uO ĵ̂ JI vllbl

* £ » . * . . .  uJ J» — Jl^wc
■i3_2_J_ll L̂ _S2_JLJq_o _̂s\_9 yp3_5eJ Cji-SÎ J LoJ cUii_9J>3 ol5

2Q ̂ J* j> ^ o <JJo lfl O lit
3̂_L>JI Ĵ_jO OjjOC?'! Lo5  j \j£>S>\ CLjjl3J> v_5̂ 9 (jjLu

This is a good poetic image which conveys feeling and particularises both the 

first and the second extreme. The cheeks of a shy beloved are described as 

being of two colours, white in the centre and light red at their edges, 

overlapping colours which can be found in the rose. In other examples, apples 

and bitter oranges are also compared to cheeks:

^J_j_iLl| J3_uUj Cju15 <t̂ 33*Q_S2_Q

202,J CjljJLJu 3-jJ>3 lpj& o k

v̂_jla£JU15 î sv-9 cljjJiuD OJ 1 LoJ gJjLJI LoJ 15

j f j l  J 3i>- jx>sA p j tajJuLc lS|_; ^^^jlUszjo c ll>3203

The last group of images that will be classified in this section concerns those 

relating to patterned colours in texture and furniture. For example, an 

ornamented wine glass is like an ornamented dress:

204 sLjclcJuo pU£uuo3 ua5 i_JLc 3

201 Dlwan, v. II, p. 565.
202 Dlwan, v. I, p. 327.
203 Dlwan, v. II, p. 510.
204 Dlwan, v. II, p. 67.
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while another line consists of two images -  the colour of a glass that is full of 

wine is described as like saffron while a wine-jar is as black as ink:

205  ̂ m o ^  ̂ -
^Ij^jxj £_9jjo_S Oucx_mj3 4S\Ljj ^^nxoJiJI 6jJu£jx> ^SU

205 Diwan, v. II, p. 91.
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8- Conclusion.

In conclusion, in this chapter two primary types of poetic imagery have been 

identified as current at the time of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's life, the hissf (sensory) 

image and the dhihnf (intellectual) image. Because of its widespread presence 

in the Qur'an as well as in pre-Islamic poetry, the hissf image received more 

attention from the classical Arab scholars and was considered to be the 

'original form of comparison'. It has also been argued that each type of 

imagery can be divided into sub-divisions depending on the nature of the two 

parts of poetic imagery as well as the nature of the involved similitude. In 

terms of poetic creation in the 'Abbasid era, Ibn al-Mu'tazz can be considered 

as the pioneer of the hissf image, whereas Abu Tammam is the pioneer of the 

dhihnf image. Ibn al-Mu'tazz does use some dhihnf images, but they show 

little novelty. His hissf images, on the other hand, are rich in quantity as well 

as quality, with heavy emphasis on visual sense.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz is also known for his fondness for depicting oppositional 

movement and his poetry provides a large number of both dynamic and static 

images. Likewise, his use of colour is also a characteristic element of his 

imagery, in which it is mostly used by to illustrate external attributes, 

although on some occasions colour is used to convey emotion.

One further feature of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's imagery that has been identified is that 

static images are often presented in terms of linear and circular shape.
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Furthermore, his Dfwan includes a large number (sixty five) of related, 

calligraphic images that prove the poet's fondness for this specific type of 

image. It has been mentioned that using calligraphy in poetry is as old as pre- 

Islamic poetry itself. An initial comparison between the use of calligraphy in 

pre-Islamic and 'Abbasid poetry shows that the former covers negative topics, 

such as ruins, and the latter deals with positive topics like love, wine and 

hunting. In addition, Ibn al-Mu'tazz refers to calligraphic techniques such as 

shaq and mashq and letters of circular shape are predominant in his images. 

This information provides interesting evidence of this poet's attachment to the 

dfwanf writing style.
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CHAPTER SIX: Fragmentation in Poetic Imagery.

1- What is Fragmentation?

Poetic imagery is probably the most expressive aspect of poetry and the one 

which tells us the most about the poet's mind and personality, Thus, this 

chapter will be devoted to the attempt to deduce further information about 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz through his images on the basis that the point of similarity 

between the two entities of poetic imagery is the key to discovering such an 

inner personality. It does not aim to rewrite the history of the man in the 

direct sense of the word 'history', but rather intends to reveal more about his 

taste as a man and poet, his likes and dislikes, opinions on life and people 

and, more importantly, his mental processes. To this end, specific historical 

events will be mentioned where they shed light on the poet.

The method used by Spurgeon in her treatment of Shakespeare's poetic 

imagery in Shakespeare's Imagery And What I t  Tells Us is at the heart of the 

analysis undertaken in this chapter.1 Further to this, however, use will also be 

made of terminology coined by Abu-Deeb in Jadaliyyat al-Khafa' wa'I-Tajali: 

Dirasat Binyawiyya fi'I-ShiY, namely 'psychological functions' and 'sense- 

communication functions'2. Abu-Deeb asserts that sometimes a poet succeeds

1 Her method of showing how the poet reveals himself through images has been outlined in 
Chapter Two, section 1.
2 Abu-Deeb, K, Jadaliyyat ai-Khafa'wa'i-Tajaif: Dirasat Binyawiyya fi'i-Shi'r, (Beirut: 1979) pp.
19-63. Although Abu-Deeb refers to this idea as originating from al-Jurjan?, his treatment is
too elementary to be of use here, and has been extensively clarified by Abu-Deeb. For this
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in maintaining harmony between the two entities which form the poetic image 

by virtue of noting external attributes (its sense-communication function) as 

well as whatever positive or negative feelings these entities cause (its 

psychological function). The idea here is that are all images are made up of 

two basic components; their contents, and the effect these have on the 

recipient. Thus, when the meaning of an image is positive it should cause a 

positive feeling, in which case it can be described as a harmonic or 

harmonious image. However, when the intended meaning of the image can 

be presumed to be positive but there is an element within it that causes a 

negative effect upon the recipient, it can be described as lacking in harmony, 

or fragmented (the element causing this lack of harmony can usually be found 

either wholly or partly in the second part of the poetic image, the vehicle). 

Both harmonic and non-harmonic images are informative and reveal a great 

deal about the poet. Although harmonious images lend themselves better to 

analysis, it is still possible to argue (as in this study) that fragmented images 

illuminate the poet's personality; even they will cast some, albeit fractured, 

light on aspects of his character and perhaps his life.

A basic illustration of the difference between fragmented and harmonious 

images can be seen in the following two examples:

'Her face is like a rose'

'Her face is like a fire'

reason, it appropriate to base the discussion here on Abu-Deeb's analysis, rather than al
ii urjani's.
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Table 8 below illustrates both the various entities of these two images and the 

relationships between them. The first simile can be considered to be of the 

harmonious type because the face and the rose share an obvious positive 

aspect in terms of colour and both are beautiful. On the other hand, the 

second image is considered to be fragmented because the face has a positive 

emotional aspect while the fire has a negative one.

1st Entity 2nd Entity Relationships

Face + Rose + Harmony

Face + Fire - Fragmented

Table (8) The Nature of Relationships in Poetic Imagery.

A number of more complex images will be cited in the course of this chapter. 

However, one further image, which has been discussed by Abu-Deeb, should 

be brought in at this point. Abu-Deeb cites the following lines by Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz:

— VJ -- o s. o O —
AjidU J\t^JI /yJLuj j —uLu AS ĵoLi^JI cjcp OGaiLil JS

V ) q P j  b > iJ I jjJLu

which he interprets in the following manner:

j _ j o J U I  j S - p - b  0 I 3  ( u L Z i j O j )  > £ - C j  O l  G l j j j b  q j J U j J I  g I  . . . "

3 Ibid., p. 23.
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4_jjl5w oJI <jjoJLII O jU u  p j  .AaSzJI p s ^ s u  > j ju u j j j J >  _LC9 U \La>

. . .  ^jul,9.JI Q j i  ^^qJlC ^ o lg jJ V  cLcxS £ u l9  O j-ju j jJ S I j  . . .  b > iJL i cL ^ b aJ I

" ... The two lines confirm that the fasting month of Ramadan is 

over and the fact that the crescent moon is a sign of promise 

for the coming 'id  festival. He [Ibn al-Mu'tazz] then compares 

the moon in its particular position with the Pleiades ... to a 

hungry person who opens his mouth wide to eat a bunch of 

grapes . . ."

He then goes on to say that, at a deeper level, this image indicates that the 

poet was forced to do something against his will, to 'fast during Ramadan by 

the power of social custom' and also by the 'governing institute, the state'. It 

also shows Ibn al-Mu'tazz's love for fine wine, as can be understood from his 

use of particular words and expressions such as suqm al-hilal, 'the sickness of 

the moon' (the verb saqama has connotations of becoming thin due to ailing 

health, and this phrase can thus be understood as referring to the crescent 

moon) a negatively charged image which is contrasted with the positive 

feelings intimated by the word bashshara, 'to announce or bring good news'. 

Although the image appears, according to generally accepted logic, as 

fragmented and lacking harmony between the two entities, it shows a deeper 

kind of harmony within the psyche of the poet himself and reveals the poet's 

joy at the end of the fasting month.

4 Ibid., p. 24.
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Ibn al-Mu'tazz's dislike of Ramadan can be seen again in the following lines, 

in which this month is compared to a parasitic person because the Ramadan 

fast is undertaken against the poet's will, before he has fulfilled his desire for 

wine:

Si UJ 0 - —

^o!a_joJI fCj-9 LLA_iia_9 L03 joL j^J I j^ juj iJ<)lji v_ŝ 9

5̂ o lc  3I __>_£> jJ  I QSZ \J 5UJI3

It should be acknowledged at this point that the words 'harmony' and 

'fragmentation' are used in this study in accordance with this author's 

perception of generally accepted logic. However, one serious question that 

must be raised here is what the basis or the foundation of'generally accepted 

logic' is. Several factors make such a thing far from globally applicable. 

Different cultures and different interpretations play an important role in giving 

specific value to any poetic image, thus colour, for example, as an element in 

some poetic images has different multi-cultural connotations. Black, for 

instance, can be interpreted as designating negative feeling and meaning, 

e.g. sadness or sorrow. However, in another reading, the very same colour 

might be regarded as a sign of some positive feeling and meaning, such as 

wisdom or originality. In addition, context can further complicate and

5 Dfwan, v. II, p. 238. A comparison between the appearance of the crescent moon and wine 
can be seen in the following ambiguous image in which the curved shape of wine running 
into the mouth of the beloved is compared with the curved shape of the crescent 
disappearing through the clouds: m ^

^3! ctpi) i_sv3 (jjjliJi 0 IS3 fljli
Dfwan, v. II, p. 185.
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influence the interpretation of colour in different cultures as will be shown 

later. Hence, what might be seen as a harmonious image to one receiver 

might not be perceived in the same manner by another. A full investigation of 

the factors that make a poetic image harmonious or fragmented lies beyond 

the scope of this study. However, an example will be given here which 

demonstrates how two different interpretations can be reached in the analysis 

of one image. During the course of his discussion, Abu-Deeb quotes the 

following line, by al-Shanf al-Radiyy, describing a beautiful face with an 

attractive beauty spot:

JLo^JI uLoj i_s\3 ctcLuu 0_Xj> J I2 J I3  culS

which he interprets in the following manner:

(_>cLjJuJI cL X j u  ^ - 9  « L J lc c >  J j J I  o l "

jJ juO uoJI i j j o j  cU jjS ) cU j-d ) t_VJtJI i_JLitJI3

lil .(^ L J Is  cLq-ĵ JIj £|̂ _juuu\JI3 6̂ Lsi_juuJI JoLjjV 3-fft 3)

Jo jj j - j  I ^>13—«juJI3) x(AcLuj) > < t^ J I > ^ 5  o - ° j  cdUbtj

"̂(ci_»jjLsajJl3 cLii_*jLdLj

"The portrayed white cheeks (white colour has a value of 

beauty in the poet's society) and the blackness of the beauty 

spot on the cheek have an aspect that is similar to the aspect of

6 Op. dt.f p. 31.
7 Ibid.
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the time of good relations that are conveyed in a tangible [way] 

(time is white because of the connection between happiness 

and whiteness) when is disrupted by short period of separation 

(an hour); (blackness resembles the disruption because of its 

link with misery and hardship)/'

For Abu-Deeb, there is no harmony between psychological and sense- 

communication functions in this image, as he himself explains:

I_SV—9 q.6.».Jp3 /tJSZJ \j i_S'ouJU»JI AjJZĵ JI 1_5vJLc OjĈj/aJI

Q j j Q S l  i j j J l  O  LklJ l__)-xJ I lJ^-C  ('J.OtlX-iuLU . J jO  IS lLoJ I 1_&93 joJI <-9 b - Aj,J

CH° v_ŝ jul£jJI i_S3̂ _juuuoJI _̂yJLc j IaJLjuju ̂ svjJI

q J L o j  c L J Io js J I  <=LsixoJl3 o \J l i2 f i j \J |  (Jjo ! l i i >  j j u j  J-*jC3qJI c l> 3 J l , 6 j ^ x JU 

o \ J L a f i j l  J - & .  ‘ ( " * " )  ‘ b jo M jJ U  ( T)L*£L iJ> l (C lJ  3_JOJ j  u l

ljv J lc  . ( - )  iU LpJ j-O jJ. t <L_Jloqd| 3__2juoJI (3_J0

.̂SnjJLjuU j £S2_ijl! _>1qj—m JUoJI jf^S-jJoJI u l  3_\_JJ u i> | tv_SN-uJLQjJI t33juuUUoJI

< (3  u jls iJlj (juULJ> <j9-Qj tdj £)  I CL>^ I_sv3  J b J I  oUcj

6iLsz_jujJl3 sSJJI cLfl_juuJl3 o -o j oL>ii

8 .n£iaLoJl3

"Despite the accuracy of the image on the hiss!level, it does not 

serve any active function in the poetic context as a whole 

because it is impossible to isolate different psychological

8 Ibid.
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affiliations which will be stirred on the psychological level in 

both topics which form the image. A beautiful face causes a 

range of emotions, and fine enjoyment which can be given a 

(+) sign. The time of separation, however, causes different 

emotions which are empty of any enjoyment and can be given a 

(-) sign. On the psychological level, it seems that the general 

feeling is negative towards the beauty spot in the described 

face (hatred, aversion, feelings of misery) like the feeling 

towards a period of separation which takes place during a time 

of good relations, happiness and enjoyment."

However, another, different reading of this image might be suggested here 

which depends on an alternative interpretation of the blackness of the 

beloved's beauty spot. According to this reading, instead of seeing the beauty 

spot as a cause of misery, it can be seen as illustrative of the poet's true 

reaction towards the beauty of the beloved's face: pain is dark and black, 

however the blackness here can be seen as a sign of the pain felt by the poet 

when seeing the face of his beloved, particularly the spot. Beauty causes an 

positive emotional response (as does the face as a whole here) but can also 

inspire simultaneous feelings of pain (as does the beauty-spot) at the very 

same moment. Hence, the overall feeling expressed here is the true reaction 

of the poet towards his beloved's beauty and, according to this interpretation, 

the image is of a harmonious nature.
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Thus, as illustrated in the above interpretations, a new perspective can be 

suggested when dealing with fragmented images. In general, they show the 

poet's own 'sense of logic', his fragmented experience, feelings and 

personality. According to this view, harmony can be found, but on a different, 

more personal level; fragmented images truly reflect the poet's psyche and 

make the reader understand and perhaps appreciate that psyche. One further 

example from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's DJwartmW clarify this idea:

 ̂ [pjlS pIcxjwjJI b>jLn tSjkj

Two readings might be suggested for this line, in which the Pleiades and the 

dark sky behind it are compared to the appearance of a white foot through 

the folds of a black mourning dress as it is put on by the wearer. The first 

entity, the Pleiades and the dark sky can be said to have positive 

connotations; the second uses a black mourning dress as part of the entity, 

and can thus be said to be of a negative sense. According to a more general 

reading, this is thus a fragmented image which conveys two opposite senses. 

However, in terms of a more specific reading, another way of looking at it can 

be suggested: This image is a formative one and reflects Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

personality and view of life. As will be discussed later, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's life 

history was such that he was unable to see pure happiness or complete 

beauty; in his world-view, every moment of happiness contains a degree of 

sadness, and in any beautiful thing is found some aspect of ugliness. The 

overlapping of positive and negative senses in the quoted line thus reflects

9 Dfwan, v. II, p. 86.
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the personality of this poet and, in addition, provides an informative and fine 

image.

One more, similar image in which this characteristic conjunction of positive 

and negative senses can be seen is one in which the brightness of a horse's 

eye and the darkness of its head are compared to a gold pin fixed on the 

scarf of a girl who is bereaved:

^ « jt O H o o -- £ Ji . . o £ —
Q i  j  l S J l J I  b rr*__O

_ c Ji J» ^  a

 9 j  o  i_ y jL c  _ _ j \ j  I jL ju lt u S j L j ________________I___ p — j —j — C -  _ 0 ^ _ U I  — *~ ilo  ^ L o L a i

tv — Jt c o ia _ _ o
i    o  n  ^ u j I ^  L ^ J ljo  _ > L o >  ^ o L l S

Ji o Ji fio ^  o o ^

i_ 5 s -> jJ l  ( ^ 9  L & 5  q ____ / ^ J  S jjCx JL-/ _ u j l - Q > - U I  <j _ o

The overall image of the horse and the beauty of its features (the head and 

the eye) cause positive feelings in the receiver, as does that of the girl and 

her costume (the scarf and the gold pin). However, the presence of mourning 

hidad gives the image a sad and negative twist, reminding us of the fleeting, 

transient nature of their beauty and the inevitability of death.

In light of the foregoing discussion, one of Abu-Deeb's conclusions about 

imagery can be reviewed. He states that:

i j  i f f  l  i n  11 LpJuJu  A -9 l_>)u v_sOtJ I idJb  ĉ s jI> H  & j3 * a J I O j

10 Dfwan, v. II, p. 287.
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T_L_>5jo T>Jl L&JLiejJ u[>9LjaJu3 t'6j^cS\ 3_*JLcUJ L u i ub jc% joJI 

 oaSJI jj_o 8r-jJJ i_soJI 3_JL*jc\aJI —pJIM dJLJb olJJI

^ " l ( X 0_ t3 ^ J l o u o J I  L S _ > 5i J u J I  O J O 3  c I

"The lively and wonderful poetic image is the one created by 

the convergence of the two factors mentioned here [i.e. 

psychological and sense-communication functions]. They 

collaborate to cause a special kind of pleasure for the soul. This 

pleasure is a result of poetic discovery and enlightenment, and 

also of the poetic communication they contain."

However, as demonstrated here, images in which there is an easily perceived 

balance between psychological and sense-communication functions are not 

the only forms a fantastic image can take. Sometimes there can be an 

imbalance between these two functions from the point of view of 'generally 

accepted logic', but still be an accessible balance on the level of the poet's 

'own sense of logic', in which case the image can still be an excellent one.

11 Op. cit., p, 32.
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2- Important Events in The Life of Ibn al-Mu'tazz.

As has already been mentioned in the course of this study, to fully understand 

the poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, particular events that he encountered in his 

childhood must be appreciated. In contrast with the prevailing opinion that 

tends to view this poet as an aristocratic prince who had a comfortable life, it 

will be argued here that despite his aristocratic background and upbringing 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz nonetheless underwent a number dreadful experiences that 

affected his personality and consequently his poetry; hence his poetry reflects 

not a settled personality, but rather a fragmented one.12

2-1- The Assassination of the Poet's Father.

The second phase of the Abbasid caliphate was marked by the accumulation 

of excessive power by a number of people in the service of the royal family, 

mostly those who held high positions in the institution of the caliphate; 

ministers, army leaders (primarily from the mawalf dass), and even slaves at 

the court. Competition between different ethnic groups, such as the Turks 

and Persians, as to who would control the caliph and consequently gain 

power, was at the heart of events of the time. Caliphs were, in general, 

without any or very little real authority but were appointed and replaced by 

whichever faction or figures were most powerful at the time. The occasions 

on which these transferrals of power took place were as ugly, dreadful and

12 As will be shown later.
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callous as it is possible to imagine, involving inhuman methods of 

assassination and torture -  if indeed they can be anything else -  of the 

deposed caliph and his people. Indeed, Ibn al-Mu'tazz eyes were first opened 

to the harshness of this environment in the year 247 /861 when he 

witnessed, in the very early years of his childhood, the assassination of his 

grandfather and his father in quick succession. These events, as well as the 

torture and exile of himself and his family, gave him an early experience of 

terror that he never forgot and were highly important in shaping the character 

of the adult poet.

Months after the birth of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, his grandfather, al-Mutawakkil was 

assassinated, and his father al-Mu'tazz sent to prison for the following three 

years. Al-Mutawakkii, one of the greatest 'Abbasid caliphs, was killed in his 

castle by a conspiracy planned by his own son, al-Munta§ir, and one of the 

mawali, called Wa§Tf,13 These figures had a shared interest in removing al- 

Mutawakkil from power. On the one hand, al-Mutawakkil was in favour of 

withdrawing his oldest son al-Munta§ir from the position of crown prince in 

favour of al-Mu'tazz, the son of his most beloved wife Qabiha. As al-Tabari 

reports, al-Mutawakkil pushed al-Munta§ir hard to give up this position and 

even humiliated him when he refused to accede to his demands:

" . . .  AL-Mutawakkil turned to al-Fath14 and said to him, 'I  am

13 See al-Tabari, M, Tarfkh al-Jabari: Tarfkh al-Rusul wa'I-Muluk wa man Kan ff Zamanihim,
Ed. By §. al-'Apr, (Beirut: 1998), v. XI, pp. 184-7.
14 His minister, al-Fath b. Khaqan
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acquitted of God and my relationship to the Messenger of God if 

you do not cuff him/ that is al-Munta§ir. Al-Fath got up and 

cuffed him twice on the back of his neck. Al-Mutawakkil then 

said to those present, 'All witness that I have deposed the 

Impatient One/ Then al-Mutawakkil turned to him and said, 'I  

named you al-Munta§ir ("the Victorious"), but because of your 

folly the people named you al-Muntazir ("the Expectant"), and 

now you have become al-Musta'jil ("the Impatient")/ Al- 

Munta§ir replied, 'O Commander of the faithful, if you had given 

orders that I be decapitated, it would have been more bearable 

than your present treatment of me'."15

On the other hand, al-Mutawakkil wished to minimise the power wielded by 

Wa§if, and was on the point of sending out orders to seize estates of this 

mawla, which were to be given to his vizier;16

As a result of their grievances, al-Munta§ir and Wa§if joined forces and 

plotted to murder al-Mutawakkil. On a tragic night, when the caliph was 

happily drinking with his minister, Wa§ifs plan came to fruition when another 

mawia, Bugha, together with a number of companions, also mawali, entered 

the room:

15 Al-Tabari, M, The History of ai-Jabar! (Ta'rikh ai-Rusui wai-MuiGk), Tran, and annotated by 
J. Kraemer, (New York: 1989), v. XXXIV, p. 176. Henceforth, I shall refer to the English 
translations of al-Tabari's history by stating the title and the volume (e.g. The History of al- 
Tabari, v. XXXIV) to distinguish it from the original Arabic which will be referred to in the 
usual manner.
16 See al-Tabari, op. cit, p. 184.
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"Al-Fath confronted them, 'Get out of here, you dogs, get out!'

Bugha al-Sharabi rushed over to him and split open his belly 

with a sword. The others pounced upon al-Mutawakkil. 'Ath'ath 

fled headlong. Abu Ahmad was in his chamber and when he 

heard the commotion he came out and shielded his father. 

Baghiun rushed up to him and struck him twice."17

This assassination is of general historical significance because it opened the 

way for mawa/f to become more involved in 'Abbasid affairs. In the context of 

this study, it has further significance in that these events meant that Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz grew up in an environment where the story of the assassination of his 

grandfather was in wide circulation, and where there was a fear that the 

mawal! had set a precedent and could carry out another assassination, 

whenever they wanted against whomever they wanted.18 The sad end of one 

of the greatest caliphs in history had, without doubt, a special place in the 

mind of the young boy.

2-2- The Poet and his Father. 

2-2-1- Good Days.

The events that followed al-Mutawakkil's assassination brought even more

17 The History of al-Jaban, v. XXXIV, p. 181.
18 That this fear was in fact relevant is revealed in the record of a conversation between al- 
Mu'tazz and his mother, to be quoted later.
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fear into the house of the poet when his father was imprisoned for three 

years, to ensure the unchallenged authority of his brother al-Munta§ir, who 

now became caliph.19 During these dreadful years, the poet was looked after 

by his grandmother, Qabiha, who was one of the most powerful and wealthy 

members of the royal family living in the 'Abbasid castle. She played an 

important role in raising Ibn al-Mu'tazz, sheltering him from an unstable 

environment and even choosing the teachers who educated him. In contrast, 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's mother seems to have played a very small role in the poet's 

iife. In general, very little is known about his mother, but one of the 

surprisingly rare historical references to her mentions that she was a slave girl 

belonging to Qabiha with whom Al-Mu'tazz is said to have fallen in love.20

This period of turmoil was followed by a short time of relative peace for Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz when his father became caliph after getting rid of al-Musta'Tn in the 

year 252/866. Al-Mu'tazz brought in Muhammad b. 'Umran to teach the 

promising young boy21 and during this time the poet was often seen at his 

father's side, especially when he received poets, who used to recite 

panegyrics in praise of the Caliph. AI-BuhturT, the distinguished poet, had 

strong links with the castle and on some occasions, praised Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

himself, suggesting to his father that he declare him crown prince.22 Other 

poets who are known to have composed panegyrics in praise of al-Mu'tazz 

include Marwan b. Muhammad b. Marwan and Abu 'Aliyy al-Ba§Tr. After the

19 Al-Tabari, op. cit.f p. 191.
20 See al-Qali, I, Dhaylal-Ama/f wa'f-Nawadf, (Cairo: n.d.), p. 99.
21 See al-Tabari, M, Tarfkh al-Jabarf: Tarfkh af-Rusul wa'l-Mufuk wa man Kana ffZamanihim,
Ed. By §. al-'Apr, (Beirut: 1998), v. XII, p. 18.
22 See al-Tabari, op. cit., v. XII, p. 7.
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deposition of ai-Mustaln, Marwan composed the following lines:

Al-Mu'tazz is now in charge of all affairs

while al-Musta'in has gone [back] to his old self.

He already knew that he was not cut out for rule.

It was yours all along, but he fooled himself.

The real ruler is the one who grasps rule and clasps it.

and now rule is brought to you, having been grasped 

from him.23

A second panegyric on the same topic goes as follows:

The world has returned to its original state,

and God has gladdened us with its fortunes.

A world which God has relieved through you 

of the terrible horrors it once held.

It has been ruled by an ignorant ruler,

and the world can never be right for ignorant ones.

23 The History o f al-Jabari, v. XXXIV, p. 117.
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The world had been locked by him,

until you became the key to its locks.24

When al-Mu'tazz discharged his brother from the position of crown prince and 

gave the order for him to be assassinated in cold blood, Marwan celebrated 

this (victory) in yet a third panegyric, in which he tried to justify al-Mu'tazz's 

actions:

You are the one who holds the world fast if ever it trembles.

You can, indeed, hold both the world and religion if they

tremble.

Your subjects, may God keep you for them,

wish that with your justice you'll be preserved for 

generations.

You had to deal with a very difficult war,

but your arrows were of hardwood, not of willow.

You were never the first head to be betrayed by a tail,

for you were indeed the head, and the traitor [was] the 

tail.

24 Al-Tabari, M, The History of al-Jabari (Ta'rfkh ai-Rusui wa'i-Muiuk), Tran, and annotated by 
J. Kraemer, (New York: 1985), v. XXXV, p. 118.
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I f  he had succeeded in accomplishing what he plotted, 

both Islam and royalty would have vanished.25

Another poet, Abu 'Aliyy, echoed these sentiments when he addressed al- 

Mu'tazz's attainment of the caliphate in the following lines:

cLjLoj Lub ilULoJI IjlC 3 ..^b ) ^o\Lmjyi _>joI

cLrjl_>-j-CI3  CL-jU _L_SZ_J \Ll3iI ti ffvlo n C)j\jS

26 q_jl3_J I 6-C 3^ sdb cux> qJJl

The affairs of Islam return to their best 

And the kingship becomes solid.

It is now stable

after being strange and distant 

Do thank God and ask for

forgiveness, though He forgives and rewards.

It is generally thought that Ibn al-Mu'tazz used to listen to Ibn Marwan, who 

composed a reasonable number of panegyrics in good style, when he recited 

his poetry in the presence of the caliph. However, the three lines cited above 

are the only remnant that has come down to us from Abu 'Aliyy's poetry, and 

the style they reflect is poor, factors from which it can be inferred that he was

25 The History of al-Jaban, v. XXXV, p. 134.
26 Al-Mas'udi, 'A, Murujal-Dhahab wa Ma'adin al-Jawhar, Ed.Ch. Pilat, (Beirut: 1974) v. V, p.
81.
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not one of the court poets of the time.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's father is said to have been a very charming and charismatic 

person: handsome, a powerful character and a lover of life. Al-Jabar? 

describes him as follows:

"He was tali in stature. He had a white complexion and thick 

dark hair. His eyes were beautiful, his face was narrow and 

handsome and he had reddish cheeks."27

His powerful character can be seen in his attempts (which will be discussed 

later) to restore the lost dignity and power of the caliphate by getting rid of 

figures he felt were too powerful. He was fond of certain popular aristocratic 

activities: drinking, singing and hunting. In addition to enjoying these 

pursuits, al-Mu'tazz was also a poet and composer, and some lines of poetry 

and melodies attributed to him have come down to us.28 Thus, an artistic 

nature and love of life and joy seems to have been passed from the father to 

the son.

In general, this time of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's life was carefree; indeed his father's 

presence offered him a kind of stability, as is reflected in the fact that, later 

on, when life again showed Ibn al-Mu'tazz its ugly side, he tended to find

27 The History ofal-Jabarf, v. XXXV, p. 165.
28 For the poetry attributed to al-Mu'tazz, see Ibn al-Kazarum, Dh, Mukhta§ar akTankh min 
AwwaiakAzaman Ha Muntaha DawlatBantaf-Abbas, Ed. By M. Jawad, (Baghdad: 1970), p. 
154.
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comfort in remembering these days.

2-2-2- Bad Days.

However, this happiness did not last for long. In the year 255/868, when Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz was aged almost eight, al-Mu'tazz was assassinated in yet another 

conspiracy, this time carried out by Turkish army leaders and the poet and his 

grandmother were sent into exile to Mecca for a year. There are a number of 

theories about the reason behind his assassination, but it is agreed that the 

trigger was a request from the Turks for a sum of 50,000 dinar in order to 

carry out the killing of an upstart, the Turkish leader §alih b. Wa§if,29 Al- 

Mu'tazz was unable to pay the requested money from treasury funds and sent 

word to his mother Qabiha asking for her financial aid. She refused.30

Following this, the Turkish leaders decided to depose al-Mu'tazz. Al-Jabari

describes events as follows:

"On the twenty-seventh of Rajab, 255 (July 11, 869), al-Mu'tazz 

was deposed ... One of the Sultan's relations mentioned that he 

was with Nihrir al-Khadim in the palace of al-Mu'tazz on the day 

they came for him. The Caliph was shaken only by the shouts of 

the people of al-Karkh and al-Dur. Then suddenly, §alih b.

Wa§if, Baybak and Muhammad b. Bugha, the one known as Abu 

Na§ir, entered with their weapons and stood by the door of

29 Al-Tabari, op. cit, v. XII, p. 32.
30 Ai-fabari, op. c/t, v. XII, p. 28.
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residence where al-Mu'tazz was staying. They sent word to him, 

'come out to us/ He sent word back, saying 'I took a medicine 

yesterday which has caused me to panic twelve times. I am so 

weak that I cannot talk. If it is an urgent matter, let one of you 

enter and inform me of it; let him see for himself why the 

matter which interests you is at a standstill/31 A group of the 

people from al-Karkh and al-Dur, the lieutenants of the 

commanders, came in and dragged him to the room's door.

The source of this account also reported the following. I 

thought that they had already beaten him with clubs, for he 

came out with his shirt torn in several places and traces of 

blood on his shoulders. They stood him in the sun in the palace 

at that time when the heat is oppressive. I saw him lift his foot 

time and again due to the heat of the place where he had been 

made to stand. I also saw some of them slap him, as he tried to 

protect himself with his hand. They started to call out, 'Take it 

off'. Then they brought him into a room connected by a door to 

his own room -  this was the room where Musa b. Bugha used 

to stay when he was there. Following that, they sent for Ibn AbT 

al-Shawarib, who was admitted together with a group of his 

men. §alih and his followers then said, 'Write a letter of

31 This sentence does correspond strictly with the original Arabic which goes as follows: 3 ^ 3  

.jJb v_osl3  o>oi ol ls>j {ibid). Another translation for this sentence can be suggested: 'He
was sure that his fate would depend upon his condition'.
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deposition for him'. He responded, 'I  can't do a good job of 

that'. He wrote the letter, and they witnessed it and then 

departed. Ibn Abi al-Shawarib now said to §alifi, They bore 

witness that his sister, his son and his mother shall be given 

safe conduct." §alih either signaled with his head or answered,

'Yes'. They appointed men to guard the Caliph's company 

(.majiis) and some women to watch over his mother... "32

The new caliph, Muhammad b. al-Wathiq, was anointed on Wednesday, the 

last day of Rajab 255 (July 14, 869), and was called al-Muhtadi bi-Allah.33 

Promises made, however, were not kept, and al-Mu'tazz was assassinated. Al- 

Tabari relates his death in the folfowing manner:

"After he had been deposed, he was reportedly given over to 

someone who tortured him, and he was forbidden food and 

water for three days. Even when he requested a mouthful of 

well water, it was denied to him. Finally, they plastered a small 

vault with heavy plaster, put him in it and shut the door behind 

him. By the next morning he had expired."34

The later historian al-Mas'udi, however, refers to the fact that there are 

several different stories about the assassination of al-Mu'tazz:

32 The History of al-Tabari, v. XXXV, p. 165. Ai-Mas'udi reports the same event with less 
details, see op. cit., p. 8 8 . However, the latter offers better account of the conversation 
between al-Mu'tazz and his brother al-Muhtad?.
33 Al-Tabari, op. cit., v. XII, p. 29.
34 The History of al-Jabari, v. XXXV, p. 165.
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[9-CjLiJ A9 1J3JJI jLc>b <b;LaJI £ujl3jJl3 >>j_uaJI k_jb*^l CjuI^" 

V-S Jk_jLp_oJI «L9\ l >  <^_9 q -JUJUJ> c_Sk9 0L0 jjiSZ/xJI ul ^ 3  QJO /X^JuxS ;cUjLQjO

/>LrJoJI [j~£> 3 usv_9 g—juo cul t>-j° v_ajL> ... <«UJb

I v-j j l— I3  ^J-S loJI \j~x> cLJlC &l_X—ssJI 2>I3 _jo g,Jo9 AJLC oLjcx9  t I3

£>->1 {J^J> d lli)  Jj>-| O-CkS i yJvl&oJI _ ;bJI & b Jb  ( jib *  CUl LSI^ (J jO JÔ JjQC)

3 5 ."Lo J 3  cL93>' l3-L>3 ^ j-u U I t jJ I

" I  found narrators, historians and those w ho are in terested  in 

the history o f states had been in dispute as to  th e  cause o f his 

death: som e o f them  m entioned th a t a l-M u 'tazz died in his 

prison naturally during the reign o f a l-M uhtad i, som e said th a t  

he was denied food and w a te r so he died, and som e th in k  th a t  

he was forced to  drink hot w ater, as a result o f which w hen  he 

was taken  out before the people th ey  observed th a t his 

stomach was sw ollen."

However, this last account is considered to be th e  m ost reliable:

£ -s m  c c
0LS3 1 oU j uSk.9 lo b x >  J 3 0 I cLil ... jlc> \J | <^3

vd>j cuj J l9  q jo  /> $ J jd 3  £ jb u  j> j I cuuo g 3 jjJ I gJU>3 Lxusuo /jlo u tJ I

tt ej» c
ul Jls o  £>->-I <lil q x > jx p .JU03 ( cuuuLfij Cjuiols ^ y J J >  /)bx=JI i_sv9

Cjluu OJ

O j_ ju L 9  g d b u  j S j J l q  s L o  ^ s s J L jjjI / y J i  t <JiJLu cU uulqJ

35 Al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 93.
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3 6 ".£>j^3 qjo Juooic9 t

"The most well-known narrative is that he was forced into a 

bath and the bath was heated; then he was not allowed to get 

out. After this [the various narrators] disagree, some saying 

that he was left to die in the bath and others saying he was 

taken out half dead from the heat and was forced to drink iced 

water, which tore to pieces his liver and intestines, so that he 

collapsed immediately."

It is difficult, from the information available, to judge the authority of any of 

these reports. Ai-Jabari is closer to these events, but by no means does this 

mean that his account is more accurate. He himself lived during turbulent 

times in which people who supported deposed caliphs could be beheaded, a 

fact which might be behind his careful, and sometimes extremely brief, 

statements. Whatever the reason, his account of al-Mu'tazz's last days is 

much shorter than that of al-Mas'udi. Al-Tabari records the passing of power 

from al-Mu'tazz to al-Muhtadi in less than four lines:

" It was reported on the authority of an eyewitness that 

Muhammad b. al-Wathiq refused to accept the oath of 

allegiance from anyone until al-Mu'tazz came before him and 

submitted his abdication, confirming his inability to administer

36 Ibid.
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matters entrusted to him and, moreover, expressing his desire 

to relinquish these matters into the care of Ibn al- al-Wathiq.

Extending his hand, al-Mu'tazz acknowledged his allegiance to 

Muhammad b. al-Wathiq, and only then was the new caliph 

given the honorific title of al-Muhtadi. Thereupon al-Mu'tazz 

withdrew, and the inner circle of clients (mawali) rendered their 

own oaths of allegiance."37

Al-Mas'udi, however, describes the same event in more detail and in a more 

eloquent style:

Cjl

b \ j  LojLs i JjXJuo cl_jujIj  u-uu-Ĵ o <=L.J c  ^  I 9"

J L &9 i jĵ x-juoJI tjvJLc Isi*joc> LujJbr3 ‘ cb-H ujbs JjjI^JI C H

\J J l _9 — l_> iSi lo  t k_sc>l b  "  ! v_3JI^JI ( j j l  J u o c J

B UJ £ C C C
0> jo i  u l  t i J t c  lS J l-^ jo J I O ^ ljls  : "cd q J U  ^ 3  >0391 cU u io l

\J3 < L _ \ i  " Ij—iaxJI J U i9 1 dil_>—i\JI o *—!3 q— S-L-^9 

CjuI " : J l 9  — "Vdliszjj {m\ j >  v_ŝ 9 bL9" : LSJuLpjoJI J l 9 — "LpJ 

/ju9i_9 i cue c^j> 3  > J < p r  cuS j u  qjo i_sv9 Lois i " o j t j u u g  Jj> *_sv3

<a 1 i.u §JL> d  X -S L i  Q  kjuuJ>jo <_sv-9 (JjiJiS ( 3—wAĴ tx> \_sdj ^j3 ^ o - C

38>bJ

"Al-Mu'tazz was brought in, clothed, with a head scarf on his

37 The History of ai-Jabarf, v. XXXVI, pp. 1-2.
38 Al-Mas'udi, op. cit., pp. 88-9.
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head and when Muhammad b. al-Wathiq saw him, he ran to 

him and hugged him and they sat together on the sofa. 

Muhammad b. al-Wathiq then said: '0  my brother, what is 

going on?' Al-Mu'tazz replied: 'I cannot cope with this matter 

[the caliphate], I do not want to undertake it, and I am not fit 

for it'. Al-Muhtadi suggested that he mediated between him and 

the Turks but al-Mu'tazz said: 'I do not want it and they do not 

want me for it'. Al-Muhtadi said: 'Then I am free from your 

b a i'd Al-Mu'tazz replied: 'You are completely free'. When he 

released him from his bai'a he turned his head away from him.

He was taken and returned to his prison and killed there after 

he had gone through six [more] days."

In this account al-Mas'udi describes al-Muhtadi's opportunism and hypocrisy 

and, in mentioning al-Muhtadi's offer to mediate between al-Mu'tazz and the 

Turks, refers directly to the control the Turkish soldiers exercised over the 

caliphs. Al-Mu'tazz's response, 'They do not want me' indicates that he was 

fully aware that his time had expired and that it was better for him to 

abdicate with the minimum of fuss. Al-Mas'udi's narratorial style here is 

elegant, and al-Muhtadi's changed manner is depicted to the reader in two 

main phases. At first, when al-Muhtadi still needs al-Mu'tazz, he talks to him 

nicely and the verbs used to describe his actions -  'he ran to meet him', 'he 

hugged him' and 'they stayed together on the couch' -  make the reader 

think that al-Muhtadi really cared about the situation of his brother and still
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respected him. Al-Mas'udi also attributes specific dialogue and particular 

words to al-Muhtadi to express his special relation to al-Mu'tazz, for example, 

his calling him '0  my brother'. The second phase occurs after al-Muhtadi has 

achieved al-Mu'tazz's abdication, following which there is no further 

discussion, and al-Muhtadi ignores al-Mu'tazz completely, as he 'turned his 

face away from him'. The verbs at the end of the story indicate the 

helplessness of the deposed al-Mu'tazz through use of the passive tense, for 

example 'he was taken' and ' he was returned'. Finally, through this 

changing tone and the device of al-Muhtadi's offer to mediate with the Turks, 

which appears to be a ruse by which he assures himself of al-Mu'tazz's 

abdication, the reader is led to understand the duplicitous nature of al- 

Muhtadi by the end of this story.

There are two main accounts concerning the reason for al-Mu'tazz deposal, 

the first is given by al-Jabari and the second by al-Mas'udi. Al-Jabari reports 

that §alih b. Wa§if asked for a grant for the Turks from al-Mu'tazz and 

accused the caliph's secretary, Ahmad b. Israil, of theft. Ahmad, however, 

answered this accusation with an even stronger accusation, that §alih and his 

father were disobedient:

"§alih b. Wa§if then attacked Ahmad b. Israil, saying to 

al-Mu'tazz, '0  Commander of the faithful, the Turks are 

not being paid and there is no money in the treasury. 

Ibn Israil and his companions have carted away all the
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money in the world/ Ahmad responded, '0  you 

disobedient son of a disobedient father/ They continued 

to exchange words ... "39

It is reported that §alih then took Ahmad b. Israil, Ibn Makhlad and 'Isa b. 

Ibrahim, put them in chains, tortured them and demanded money from them; 

apparently he did not get much out of them.40

Al-Mas'udi's account appears to be more reliable and comprehensive. Unfike 

al~Tabari who concentrates mostly on individual events, al~Mas'udi prefers to 

address with the general context, within which he deals with individual 

events. Thus, for him the cause of the fall of a!-Mu'tazz's caliphate lay in 

something more than the Turkish demand for money. According to him, al- 

Mu'tazz aimed to reduce the control of Turks through a policy of killing their 

leaders. Bugha, one of the main protagonists of the plot against him, was one 

of these Turkish leaders and the caliph's worst nightmare; it is reported that 

al-Mu'tazz was in such fear of him that he did not sleep without being fully 

armed while Bugha was alive, and expected him to appear at any moment:41

^|2 t *  t vu C  ̂ t (W ^

si <JjO ISL) J j j j  d  v_9b>\l v_sOj"

" I am afraid that Bugha will descend from above or emerge

39 The History of al-Tabari, v. XXXV, pp. 163-4.
40 AI~Tabafi, op. cib, v. XII, p. 28.
41 Al-Mas'udi, op. c it, p. 88.
42 Ibid.
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from below."

and:

cLajuIj 3 I LsjJ /)JLci AJbdl &jj$i ĵvJLc J lj l  \l"

" I will stay in this condition until I have his head or he has mine."

Al-Mu'tazz got the chance to finish Bugha in the year 254/868. Al-Mas'udi 

reports this and immediately afterwards states that the cause of the demise 

of al-Mu'tazz's caliphate was a conspiracy by the Turks to stop the bloodshed 

of their leaders. When §alih b. Wa§if realised that the caliph had no money, 

he judged the moment to remove al-Mu'tazz had come and asked his people 

to approach the caliph for money, claiming it was payment to kill §alih b. 

Wa§Tf:

c d lp J I  J l t x c |3  J a 9 jJCsa-oJI /> Ia 9 { i±J[>j\JI lS I^, L0J3"

/xysujzszq  cuJj 1 cUjlaxdl gjJa,*ol J3  CUI3 < J l l 9|

UjUU0J>' CH0 0+*1-! wlXJi>3 t

^jjJuoJI 0 IS 3  J J l3 x > \J b  O3JJU03 < ^ULsaSl (_sJLc c b jp -U  Q j q C -j J i j

44n ... JilljAll §jo uu^3  qj dlljJ

"When the Turks realised the progress of al-Mu'tazz in killing

43 Ibid.
44 Ibid., p. 8 8 .
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their leaders and applying different stratagems to finish them, 

and they saw that he employed the Maghariba and Faraghina 

rather than them, they walked to him four days before the end 

of Rajab of the year 255. They started blaming him for his sins.

They asked him for the money which §alih b. Wa§Tf had 

arranged with Turkish leaders ..."

2-3- The Poet in Exile.

The misery endured by Ibn al-Mu'tazz's family did not end with the 

assassination of his father; they had to live with the constant fear of being 

attacked or even kilied by the supporters of al-Muhtadi. Since the time of al- 

Mutawakkil's reign, Ibn ai-Mu'tazz's grandmother Qabiha had played an 

important political role. She was behind his attempt to withdraw al~Munta§ir in 

favour of her own son al-Mu'tazz, as mentioned earlier, and had also tried to 

help her son remove his opponents once he was in power. On one occasion, it 

is reported that she suggested her son avenge his father's killing and tried to 

provoke him by showing him his father's cloak, which was still soaked with his 

blood. Because of her active political role, Qabiha knew that she would be in 

danger and had already prepared an escape to be used at a suitable moment 

before al-Mu'tazz was assassinated. She then planned with some secretaries 

to kill §alih b. Wa§if. However, these secretaries were imprisoned by §alih 

before they carried out their mission. When §alih knew of this conspiracy, and 

after finishing with her son, he started looking for her. However she fled the
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palace through a tunnel she had had prepared as soon as she heard of her 

son's fate:

"A tunnel was excavated leading from one of the private 

chambers inside the palace to a place that would not be 

detected, When she learned of the circumstances [surrounding 

her son's discharge] she hastened to the tunnel without a 

second thought and escaped from the palace confines."45

Qabiha took refuge with Habib, the wife of Musa b. Bugha, who used to be a 

girl slave for al-Mutawakkil and asked a female apothecary to act as her 

intermediary with Ibn Wa§Tf, offering him money and jewelry.46 She was, 

however, imprisoned and it is reported that §alih tortured her aggressively 

before sending her and her family into exile in Mecca. She is said to have 

mentioned her experiences of torture in prayer against him:

" It was reported that someone heard her along the way 

imploring God in a loud voice against §alih b. Wa§if, saying: "Oh 

God, humiliate §alih b. Wa§if just as he has dishonoured me, 

murdered my son, seized my property, squandered my goods, 

banished me from home, and behaved obscenely toward me'."47

45 The History of al-Tabari, v. XXXVI, p. 6 .
46 See The History ofahjabarf, v. XXXVI, p. 7.
47 The History of ai-Jabart, v. XXXVI, pp. 7-8.
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The exiled Qabiha remained in Mecca for a year of al-Muhtadi's rule, 

accompanied by her daughter, Ibn al-Mu'tazz and a slave girl48 until, when al- 

Mu'tamid became the next caliph, he brought them back to Samirra.49 By 

now, the poet was nine years old.

2-4- Political Disturbances in the 'Abbasid Era.

Political events continued to affect Ibn al-Mu'tazz to some extent, and 

throughout the course of his life he feared that he might be imprisoned or 

even killed, as the political disturbances in the 'Abbasid caliphate continued 

unabated. Table 9 below shows the names of the caliphs who ruled during 

Ibn al~Mu'tazz's life, the way in which they died, the year of their death and 

the length of their rule.

The Caliph Type of 
Death

Means of Death Year Tjme Spent in 
Role

Al-Mutawakkil50 Assassination Conspiracy by Bugha al- 
§aghir and al-Munta§ir

247 14 years and 9 
months

Al-Munta§ir51 Assassination Ibn al-Tayfuri 248 6  months

AI-Musta'Tn52 Assassination Al-Mu'tazz 252 3 years and 8  

months

Al-Mu'tazz53 Assassination §alih b. Wa§if 255 4 years and 6

48 This could be the poet's mother.
49 Al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 108.
50 Al-Jaban, op. cit., v. XI, pp. 184-7 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 5 and pp. 34-8.
51 Al-fabari, op. cit., v. XI, pp. 201-3 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit, p. 46 and pp. 49-50. There is, 
however, another account concerning his death. It is believed that he died naturally. See al- 
Tabari, op. cit, v. XI, p. 200.
52 Al-Tabari, op. cit, v. XII, pp. 12-3 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit, p. 59 and p. 76.
53 Al-fabari, op. cit, v. XII, pp. 28-9 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit, p. 78 and p. 93.
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months

Al-Muhtadi54 Assassination Turkish leaders 256 1 1  months

Al-Mu'tamid55 Assassination Al-Mu'tad'id 279 23 years

Al-Mu'tad'id56 Natural death 289 9 years and 9 
months

Al-Muktafi57 Natural death 295 6  years and 7 
months

Al-Muqtadir58 Assassination Mu'nis al-Khadim 320 14 years and 11 
months

Table (9) 'Abbasid Caliphs During Ibn al-Mu'tazz's Life.

As can be seen, a total of nine caliphs ruled during Ibn al-Mu'tazz's lifetime. 

Al-Mu'tamid's era was the longest, with 23 years on the throne, while al- 

Munta§ir's was the shortest, lasting for only six months. Most caliphs' periods 

of rule were brought to an end by assassination, sometimes carried out by 

Turkish commanders acting on their own, sometimes by them and members 

of the royal family itself, as in the case of al-Mutawakkil, who was killed as a 

result of a conspiracy planned by his son, al-Munta§ir, and a Turkish 

commander called Wa§if.59 Several attempts were carried out to curb the 

control of the Turks, few of which succeeded. As mentioned earlier, al- 

Mu'tazz's plan was to kill the influential leaders: he did manage to kill two of 

them, Wa§Tf and Bugha,60 but was himself killed before his plan came to 

fruition. Al-Muhtadi had another plan, which was to bring new people into

54 Al-Tabari, op. cit., v. XII, pp. 78-9 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit.f p. 92 and p. 96,
55 Al-fabari, op. cit, v. XII, p. 213 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 107 and pp. 135-6.
56 Al-Tabari, op. cit., v. XII, pp. 246-7 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit.,, p. 137 and p. 175. Even with 
al-Mu'tad'id, the most powerful caliph in that time, al-Mas'udi reports some riwayasi stories 
about the assassination of this caliph, see p. 175.
57 Al-Tabari, op. cit, v. XII, p. 18 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 176 and p. 192.
58 Al-fabari, op. cit.,w. XIII, pp. 104-5 and al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 193 and pp. 203-4.
59 See this chapter section 2-1.
60 See al-Tabari, op. cit, v. XII, pp. 22-4.
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government, in order to weaken the Turkish powerbase. Accordingly, he 

increased the powers and influence of the 'u/ama'ar\d fuqaha'an6 declared 

the revival of 'Umar b. Abd al-'Aziz's sira. His method of ruling was strict and 

he used SharPa as the law of the state.61 However, al-Mu'tad'id, a powerful 

ruler who used a heavy hand against his opponents, was one of the only 

rulers to have some success in their attempts to restore the power and dignity 

of the 'Abbasid caliphate.62

61 AI-Mas'udT, op. cit, p. 92.
62 It will be shown later in describing the poet's relationship with this caliph.
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3- Fragmented Imagery.

The events discussed in section 2 above affected the poet to a great extent 

and are reflected in his poetry on two different levels. The first is direct, 

whereby the poet reveals his sorrow at the loss of his father and at being 

orphaned -  a sorrow which remained with him even when he was old.63 The 

second is indirect and takes the form of a number of fragmented images in 

which negative or sad notions or feelings are portrayed at the heart of 

positive or happy ones, and vice versa.

3-1- The Poet's Relationship with Others.

In the following line, in which he says that he has slept comfortably on the 

bed of abandonment and drunk from the pure cold water of separation, Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz summarises the difficulties he has encountered in his life:

63 This feeling of loss is manifested in another indirect way. It can be seen in his extensive 
use of jewels, elements of value and cosmetics as sources for his imagery. In addition (as has 
been shown earlier in Chapter Four, pp. 123-132), some of his favourite topics, such as his 
descriptions of gardens, wine, his beloveds and the moon and stars, are conveyed in a 
luxurious way. After the assassination of his father and the seizure of his grandmother's 
wealth, Ibn al-Mu'tazz lost his previously prosperous lifestyle and henceforth struggled 
through life without a proper source of income. As far as we know, the only source of income 
he had is the salary he used to receive from the court as a member of the royal family, in 
addition to the gifts he received from the various caliphs from time to time. His poetry 
reflects his unhappiness with his financial position, as can be seen, for example, in his 
references to the poor state of the house in which he lived, the roof of which allowed the rain 
through (see, for example, Dfwan, v. II, p. 611 and p. 629), and to the cheap wine he was 
forced to drink most of the time.
64 Dfwan, v. I, p. 703.
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This line contains two unfamiliar metaphors (the bed of abandonment and the 

pure cold water of separation) which are remarkable in two ways: they 

reflect, on the one hand, the mufidathun style and have echoes of Abu 

Tammam's famous line that mentions the water of blame;65 on the other 

hand, they show 'the poet's own sense of logic'. How can the abandoned be 

comfortable and have a bed? And how can separation be pure cold water? 

The answer to these questions should become clearer when Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

relationship with his contemporaries is explored.

To understand Ibn al-Mu'tazz's view of life, It is vitally important to bear in 

mind that he saw his main task in life as being to avenge his father's death 

and regain the lost caliphate. These themes are often referred to, mostly 

indirectly, in his poetry in general and in the ’itab genre in particular. 

However, on at least two occasions he mentions this task directly. The first is 

a short poem in which he threatens those responsible for killing his father and 

assures the reader that he will regain dignity for the kingship, saying: 'Let the 

sword awake for those who are responsible for his death as it is the time for 

declaring war. Even if I kill every relative and non-relative I should not be 

satisfied. His support came late as I was young and my power was limited. I 

swear if I got the time I would restore the power of the kingship'.

jI ĵuuJI 0 L03 vjd-c uiajjoJI —yj

65 He says: "do not let me drink the water of blame as I am in love and have liked the water 
of my tears": a

usUISj elo CoAKxjluI „/ALoJI etc \J
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J* mr O —■ J‘ C o - .

jL j  sLj-B-! 3 irJ—Jj-9 J-5 J-*-9l 5W 3-J
f i J> Q £> vg ^  \u £  o —■ , -

^L a S  L & U a a *9  o y  J J q j /xJ  O - ^  s ^ - 0 j-> & -* -$ \ c u d L k i-jo

g g J 1 ^  ^  \n _  j i  o ' * * - -  —

jL >  dJLLoJU J i>  L o  OJuO v_$SjOouJC%J C jJ qjOJ ^J lSjjCXSzJ 3

The second poem is quite long, consisting of 30 lines, and contains more 

dialect than the first. It has been categorised as belonging to the ritha genre 

and is said to be an eiegy for his father. It begins by directly mentioning the 

death which always befalls a man who is full of ambition, and stressing that 

man's life is like a moving shadow:

6r J & j  * J }p  c j j o J I  l l c >  3  ’J J A J I  5 U i

In lines 2 to 15 Ibn al-Mu'tazz then begins speculating on death and its 

necessity, in the context of which he observes the necessity of death for all 

living things such as the wild bird (lines 2-4), the ibex (lines 5-8) and the 

snake (lines 9-13). He then concludes that death is the only fair judgement in 

life (lines 14-5). It is not until line 16 that Ibn al-Mu'tazz mentions the death 

of his father, who lies in a grave at the castle of al-Kamil, insisting that he will 

make spears drop tears in his search for vengeance:

68J ^ \ J |  50^31 '-Sv- L d j 0 ^ J ^  ^1

66 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 44.
67 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 80.
68 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 82.
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He emphasises this desire for revenge in lines 20 to 23, in which he describes 

his father's blood as being as beautiful as henna and says that he will be a 

strong poison for his enemies, reminding them of the fact that life is 

changeable and day always comes after night:

o ^ A UJ A VJ
J J a - J I  cU l>  j d Ju 

J -p  ls ! > b l J - p  J  

^Llgi jJI3 yob\JI

A A £ A o

Ô I-LCl ul

0 X s v  ijo u o  u iJL> JJiJ 3

A A A  jp
p M .io. j Tj_j3_>_9

In the rest of the poem (lines 23-31), the poet returns to speculation, at this 

stage highlighting his experiences in life and the power of God's will: no 

matter how much effort man puts into fulfilling his ambitions, his 

achievements all depend on fate:

o A  ̂  ̂ A ___

J-jP-joJI usnjcLJL̂  JlcAJI g_>ju 

J  5 ' [9 _)IjULoJI Jlu

"J{\Q C A oj .
J _ > \J I 0 3 3  _>txaJI 6± o

|lx»3j0J i (̂jjuuJiJI J^uo b
A A A  _ uJ
q . I lo •; lSjJI ^LljLjo uj

o ^ ^  A M
0—93 O — 0

In terms of placing this poem into the overall context of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

poetic corpus, we have no definitive record of when this elegy was composed. 

From the overall tone of this poem, however, it can be assumed that it was 

written a long time after the death of his father, hence it might be suggested 

that Ibn al-Mu'tazz wrote this elegy sometime between the ages of 25 and 30.

69 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 82.
70 Dfwan, v. Ill, pp. 83-4.
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His tone is less intense than in the shorter poem mentioned first, in which he 

blames his enemies and clearly reveals his ambition to be a caliph, a factor 

which might indicate that this poem was composed earlier.In the second 

poem, he displays a degree of acceptance of the reality of the power of God's 

will and the necessity of death on the one hand, and the power of his 

opponents on the other hand. However, he still expresses his desire for 

revenge, still hinting at the possibility that he will one day become caliph. This 

poem is notable because it includes Ibn al-Mu'tazz's last direct mention of 

revenge. It would appear that he gradually came to realise how strong his 

enemies were and how fatal it could be to declare such ambitions: with time 

he learned not to be quite so direct.

The following short poem is an example of this third stage, in which Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz can be seen to submit to the undeniable fact that his enemies are 

stronger than him, and to realise that he should lower his tone. He depicts 

himself as a captive of the epoch, trapped in a situation that his father, al- 

Mu'tazz, would have disliked and which would have caused him sorrow. He 

then prays to God to cure his wounds; his complaint stems not from poverty, 

but from concerns buried deep in his heart. Finally, in the last line he 

emphasises his ability to bear whatever problems time brings with 

equanimity:

. il i j \ \J^  rh \ J  f j  . i 5 j l  O l tUJb j_JL2 _ o J I lJvJL-C

lS j m S  y jv J u C ii A iiS  sj u u j &  t j jo  v_5y < -S pr . > * > . !  O l fUJl
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J o t> l Jl_9 LjO^-JX-S) 0 - 5 ^ 3  cL& Lzd* ^SLuul «UJl Juo c*j C jlju uJ^

y ^  fi c O J1 \JJ __ q

^y<aJI tjJLc oLdjJI v-juj i> j° 3-hL>^ o L o jJ i 0^3 Srs'w_)l3

This short poem is composed some time after the two examples previously 

given. It may have been composed after the age of 30, considering the poet's 

subdued tone in expressing his ambitions. This more subdued tone can also 

be seen in the poet's description of himself as a captive. Furthermore, instead 

of mentioning revenge or ambition, it is noticeable that Ibn al-Mu'tazz uses 

the phrase 'hidden concerns'.

As outlined in section two of this chapter, political involvement in Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's time was potentially highly dangerous, due to the excessive power 

of the mawa/f and the constant plots by various factions to gain control of the 

caliphate. In addition, the assassination of his father and grandfather had 

made the poet highly alert to the danger of any public political involvement. 

This awareness of his vulnerability can only have been heightened when, on 

one occasion, Ibn al-Mu'tazz himself came close to being assassinated. After 

the death of al-Mu'tadid in the year 289/901, al-Qasim b. 'Ubayd Allah 

captured Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Qu§ayy b. al-Mu'ayyad and 'Abd al-'Aziz b. al- 

Mu'tamid, and sent them to prison to ensure the smooth transfer of the 

caliphate to al-Muktafi.72 From his knowledge of similar situations, Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz knew that his assassination was highly likely, as it had happened, for

71 Dfwan, v. II, p. 333.
72 See al-Samirafs comment on Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poems which describes his fear, Dfwan, v.
Ill, p. 188.
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example, to al-Mu'ayyad who was captured and assassinated by al-Mu'tazz.73 

The poet realised that his end was approaching and composed a poem in 

which he conveyed his terror. In the first part of the first line he expresses 

some small hope of evading death and asks himself to remain tolerant. In the 

second part, however, hope disappears as the world has betrayed him and 

peace no longer exists. He then carries on a dialogue with a dove, wishing 

that he was as free as she was:

jJLj.^Ojo\JI J9J0 Asj ljjO >pdl JjzJ b

djQ ^  a-* t > j l ;  lu  0^0

The last line emphasises the unwanted reality that this day may be the last of 

his life:

j r  r- o * —  —  c —  —  & £  C

t ĵ£bJI ol OLJ03I 3 vSjJXSi Q-JÔ >ob\ii j.J>\ 0..! lo\

Because of his awareness of the personal dangers involved, Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

distanced himself from the political scene and involved himself in various 

forms of literary creation, ranging from poetry to literary history (such as af- 

Jabaqat), to literary criticism (such as his book on al-Bad?). On one occasion,

73 See Al-Tabari, op. c i t v. XII, pp. 12-3.
74 Dfwan, v. Ill, pp. 188-9.
75 Diwan, v. Ill, p. 190. There is another short poem which is said to have been composed 
while the poet was in prison. He starts that he was accommodated, by the circumstances of 
time, in a prison where he suffered: o b ji t

1 rv7 n \ \c^ J ! \ j^_5» O u J  O - i l tp * -

Dfwan, v. II, p. 642.
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he announced that he was giving up all ambition for any political position:

 A S j L ijJ I b

i-^bejJi />JSL*jO v ^ l j l  *̂ l 0-9 ss9La^j

CO -P.P Cj Si £ __,. J _JJ SjJ

^ \L |L L J =i>o3_j J — S jy \ >  '} I—a U  ^ 3^ q_p Cluj c (jx i

*7/? C*J»— o jj c 0

3_jLajJI J j3  lfjJUL>3 t LpJ iJ IJ ljljI -x_s_; L^*lflJL>i a jU

But did Ibn al-Mu'tazz really give up all ambition of restoring his lost heritage? 

A careful reading of the very same short poem in which he apparently 

renounces it will contradict that claim and demonstrate that his ambition still 

remained. This short poem is a bitter satire in which the people of his day are 

described as being as low as dogs; when the poet, with his various, suitable 

skills, was deprived of the caliphate, it passed on to less qualified people, who 

were like dogs. This somewhat unflattering view of his contemporaries is 

repeated elsewhere in his poetry. For example, in one particular line he states 

that all advantages in life are given to ignorant people, whilst discerning 

intellectuals have all the disadvantages:

7 7  — — o — £  *  £ ja
\1-0..C ,jjoJ LjjJi AjI>c>3 L^JLdibJ LjjJi <>3\L>3

The third example which will be cited here is one in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz

draws directly on his own experience. He says that his day is the time for 

ignorant people; people of firm mind are denied everything and they look at

76 Dfwan, v. I, pp. 38-9.
77 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 198.
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others as being as powerless as a dying person looking at their inheritor:

o ifl o ^ c ^ 0 . 0

oL^j^JlJI l i  jJ i.J 3! U_&L>
ygo Ji ifl j: 0

Q-JlC CjjIĵ Ji <_SjJ lo^ lŜ J Lo uS>J J_JLS2j l 3

The image in the second line gives an intriguing indication that the poet did 

not give up his ambitions completely, but that he felt himself just as weak as 

someone on his deathbed who sees himself robbed of wealth, unable to hold 

on to his possessions.

To avoid the dangers associated with overt ambition and political 

involvement, Ibn al-Mu'tazz used to remind himself of the importance of not 

complaining too much, for time, by its very nature, will continue to create 

problems for him as it does for everyone:

*  — - y w  - c uj ..
Vjjsju Lo olojJI uj Lcp* i_sv5JLd>l9 VII3 U

yg -fl iB o -- t> _ uj —.
/>J$ />J pu$,jU li>3 t illli»3 t Iju3> esvJLuu3

Such railing against time is a widespread theme in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry. He 

viewed the circumstances of time as being the main thing that prevented him 

from achieving his goals and tended to describe it as a furious camel with a

78 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 181.
79 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 109. The ambition to become caliph and the satire of time and his 
contemporaries are disclosed in a long poem that is unique in what it reveals and deserves 
special treatment which cannot be offered here. See Dfwan, v. Ill, pp. 149-54. Reference can 
also be made to another poem in which he finds comfort in a long description of a camel and 
the desert. See Dfwan, v. I ll, pp. 270-3.
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difficult nature:

qqJ iB .fl _ yst S c S

cLiu /s:>Lob j m x C  3 oUoiej ^ Ic  g^ibl I3

The poet's complaints against time should be linked with his complaints 

against his contemporaries, primarily his own relatives, as both themes draw 

on the same core belief that he had been robbed of his rightful place in life. 

Rivalry between the royal members of the 'Abbasid family and the existence 

of numerous conspiracies inevitably lit the fires of mutual hatred, often hidden 

under a superficial veneer of acceptance, as can be seen in the following 

images. In the first, Ibn al-Mu'tazz states that he is forced to deal with people 

whom he detests and sees as being as bad as widespread grey hair:

v_sw3>-J3) />—g— I31jz I3— 9i v j—13

81l_>S2i ju j i  <^dL> Lo li>| 1j-o  .A & 9

In the second, reference is made to a companion who is as bitter as the water 

of al-Jahh:82

t v_SV-fi^>33 f  ‘ ^ L u U U U 3 CIJLO v_sd S j  ^ 3

83V > j^ 3  c'̂ -jo u \S  Lo 1_5vJ_C/)Aj aJ_gJuo_J^ ovS zloS

80 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 6 .
81 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 38.
82 Al-Samira'i states that this water is used as a metonym for the bad water which the 
common people drink. See Dfwan, v. I, p. 619, note 36.
83 Dfwan, v. I, p. 619.
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He usually describes their viciousness as that of snakes and lions, comparing, 

for example, those who hides their hatred to snakes that attack weak prey:

_£jUI pxliAJb V^r!3 cLajul O"® b
Q4 — ■* O O UJ -3 Q

O u ^ ) i  o l s  S-5p ?  I_ss3  6j 9 j

When in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's presence these people behave as his guards, just 

like his dogs, but when he leaves they will be as dangerous as lions:

CO &  — £ o - J *  * i t f -  fi & -®

oI^-xx—axJI l^aK jl OJlL> cl̂ sxC jjuj v.s'S CaA_JL>

85p b b i  J_ ijjL 9  OjlxC  u lS  O p a >  lS | p \ l S

Ibn al-Mu'tazz was aware of how much he needed protection in the unstable 

society which surrounded him. Thus, although he was a son of a caliph whom 

poets used to address with panegyrics, it is not strange that Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

himself addressed poems of praise to other caiiphs, ministers and even, on 

some occasions, to more lowly officials. Poetry for him was a means of life 

and the motive behind most of those panegyrics was not a truthful 

appreciation for the people he praised, but rather the intention to avoid their 

domination and win small benefits for himself. In the following, the way in 

which Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetic imagery reveals this fragmentation of trust 

between himself and his subject will be examined, specifically in the 

panegyrics and elegies he created for al-Mu'tadid and al-Qasim b. 'Ubayd

84 The Dfwan, v. II, p. 353.
85 The Dfwan, v. I, p. 623.
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Allah.86

Ibn al-Mu'tazz devoted 15 panegyrics, five short poems and a long muzdawija 

to praise of al-Mu'tadid, in which he praised al-Mu'tadid's courage and 

intelligence in restoring the lost dignity of the 'Abbasid monarchy - this is the 

largest corpus of poetry he composed in praise of one person.87 I t  is said that 

the poet had a good relationship with this caliph,88 however an examination 

of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry reveals a fragmented relationship. This caliph was 

violent towards his enemies, and it is reported that he was:

O - ^ jJ I  A jA _ 01i < c lo jJ U  IS U lju j ( / j I j J V I  J j l 9  d U 5 g jo  0 IS3 "

s S j J ^  j J l & J I  t_sdLc v »- b . c  IS ]  0 I S 3  cd j U i j  q j &j  J j u o j  u l  ^_s\S

t 03 c c

L 3 u u lj i_ŝ _l-^ i f id j Qj j Z x>lj ctl u l  _>joI t coLoJLc q x i

i ‘ vljOdl l_S'JLc JjLuuSil vl>dl
c ule J* *  UJ

j^ j> b  u l S  col cu IJ lC  t jjo  ^ i >3 I C > J (JJO ,_5v i >  l IU a S  JI_>j \ i 9

cA * 03 .SI
< cLjcx93 <^3_^Jijlc>3 <3j . i l  v_ŝ 9 -U iL /3  'J u S . S  jA > > J i

tu fi, fi

^ jjJ I /xJ  « cû _ajuc> /xJas2J3 QloJJJ 0 j _ k_ŝ S fjSLuoJI

o

oAUI o A *J I 1j jo  /xdasJI JjaJLS  ̂j \j£> J>3$ jx i t ljJafiJI <jjO cv_s\Juu 

& —
/> L a j  u lS  b x j j3  i g ^o ^oJ I »ilJS (^jo ^jjulqjJI £ ^ * 1 9  t lj j_ c > L * J I  \ 3 $ 9

86 Ibn al-Mu'tazz's unstable life and his awareness of hidden dangers made him very 
suspicious of people and he rarely trusted people enough to count them as a faithful friend. It 
is, therefore, not strange to find him changing his opinion on some people from one extreme 
to another. Al-Numayri and Ibn al-Munajjim, for example, were initially friends of his and he 
composed poetry in praise of them (see Dfwan, v. I, p. 608 and p. 511 where short 
biographies of these characters are offered). However, later in his life, the poet directed 
satire of the very worst kind at them (p. 583 and p. 499). In al-Numayri's case, Ibn al-Mu'tazz 
went beyond this to criticize his wife in a manner which cannot be mentioned here (see for 
example p. 500 and p. 507 where he concentrates on sexual intercourse).
87 See Abu Khadra, F, Ibn al-Mu'tazz: Al-Rajul wa Intajuhu ahAdabf, (Akka: 1981), pp. 205-7.
88 See al-Ssamirai, in Dfwan, v. I, p. 391.
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"Besides, he has little mercy, great audaciousness, is a blood- 

shedder and longs to mutilate everyone he kills. I f  he was angry 

with a noble leader or close servant, he would order a hole to 

be dug, in his presence, and then would order that that person 

be put in upside down and the hole be filled with soil; the 

person would be left there until his soul come out from his 

back. Another of his methods of punishment that is reported is 

that he used to take the person and put chains on his hands 

and to put cottons in his ears, nose, and mouth. Then he would 

attach a bellows between his buttocks until he filled up with air 

and his body became huge, and block up the anus with cotton.

Then he would bleed him, beginning with, for example, the two 

major veins above the eyebrows, until the soul would leave [his 

victim's body] from that place. Sometimes they the person used 

to be stood up on a distant part of the castle, naked and bound, 

and was shot with arrows until he died. He used particular 

prisons and filled them with different kinds of punishments."

Al-Mu'tadid was tough on Ibn al-Mu'tazz, restricting his movement and 

interfering in his personal life, and a number of his actions proved that he did

89 Al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 138.
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not trust the poet The first intimation of this lack of trust can be seen in his 

order that Ibn al-Mu'tazz be brought to Baghdad from Sammira'. This must 

have alerted the poet to potential danger, but he managed to hide his fear, 

saying that the Imam had invited him to be close to him, and expressing 

welcome for this summons:

dJlAj \Lii>l9 5L_/_>S i_sJ| >olcAll

The second example of al-Mu'tadid's interference in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's life was 

occurred when he ordered him to stop drinking wine. The reason behind this 

order is not mentioned in the historical accounts, but it is entirely possible 

that it might be due to Ibn al-Mu'tazz expressing unwanted political 

sentiments when he had been drinking too much. In any case, the poet 

showed his discomfort about this order, saying that the Imam prohibited wine 

so glasses were returned to the wine waiters: Ibn al-Mu'tazz gave up wine, 

one of life's joys, by force and, because of the Imam it was no longer 

available:

/ j l ju o J I  6L o .ju i) I l_sJLc ( j j j  L S J I 5 u L u j q -c  /> lo \ I I  3  

/>LoVI _t  ̂ 0 I-AJ3 Lp I  6 . ,C

As an additional precaution, al-Mu'tadid also distanced himself from Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz and did not allow him to see him. This rather harsh measure made

90 Dfwan, v. I, p. 397.
91 Dfwan, v. II, p. 234.
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the poet even more wary of the caliph. Expecting the worst to happen at any 

time, he tried hard to portray the situation as normal, but with little success.92 

In some of the introductions to poems praising al-Mu'tad’id, he starts with 

ghazal. For example, in the following his beloved Shurayra does not keep her 

promises and does not allow him to visit her:

£ — — A _o — O Ifl .-.-o — ^

I— qj j  o l j  gJaJuuuu 3J u U b >  Oj Jj - juj q -jo O ^b jJ I g -L o

L fc iu J z j J-JLsU l j 3 CjuLjuu j  3

93 L0-J vjJLoT j_ c  L0JU0 ÎIJojO v_Sn5

It might be suggested that the poet is here speaking in veiled terms about his 

relationship with the caliph because he could not talk freely about the fact 

that he wanted to visit him. Thus, these lines contrast the poet's condition,

which was one of fear (kha'if), with the caliph's, which was one of power

(kaff, and 'adhabtinf).

The power of the beloved is conveyed in another panegyric composed in 

praise of al-Mu'tadid which reflects the same division of power between the 

poet and caliph:

o £ -■ iW --
U ^ i5L j M b  d l l ;  9. l« o  j —9----------------I-------3 I --------------------- ;L j

c O ^  ^  2  efi c -- bi/_

I 1 1 i l 3 I O j 9 ) \J j !> . _ m jl> I \ l 9 3JLUL1I

92 One of the more explicit expressions of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's perceptions of the excessive power 
of this caliph is a long analogy between him and a lion which can be found in a poem he 
composed for the occasion of opening a new castle called al-Thurayya. See Dfwan, v. I, pp. 
437-8, lines 18 to 26.
93 Dfwan, v. I, pp. 292-3.
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In addition, another short poem refers to Ibn al-Mu'tazz's attempts to see al- 

Mu'tadid and the latter's refusal of such a meeting. This poem expresses the 

situation indirectly, in symbolic terms, according to which the poet is the 

dawn and the caliph is the cruel night that prevents the day from coming:

( J| .. ^  „  C £ ^

UL0 3 I viJij—93 Llib 3 I pc>uS\ I-L& j L >

K _ — 1® . £

L I ^ j I  i_S>J 3— fi—9 ^ J -J J I  ^3 -9 3 3

^U Ld i jujL.9 clJLa-J ch-'> OIS3

Ibn al-Mu'tazz's fear and hidden dislike of this caliph are manifested clearly in 

his elegies in which, as al-Mu'tadid is now dead, the poet can show a little 

more of his true feelings. In one elegy, he professes sorrow at al-Mu'tadid's 

death in the first line, and accuses time of robbing him of his relatives:

96|jJ ^ J I J S b  I3-XJu JJ I3  I3 b c j  s jJ  C juJu I Lo d lje J 3  L

However, the second line betrays a different sentiment as he now expresses a 

sense of happiness at this death:

\fj £  fi VJ UJ C

97| J ^  TjL>l3 5UJU Cjû Pj ^  jJ&LaaiI

94 Dfwan, v. I, p. 591.
95 Dfwan, v. I, p. 34.
96 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 21.
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The aclarity of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's change from blaming time to accepting its 

disasters intimates his real feelings, especially when it is viewed in the context 

of the other themes of the elegy, which can be summarised as follows:

lines 1-2: Complaints against time followed by acceptance of events, 

lines 3-9: Description of the caliph's strength in administration and war. 

lines 10-14: Description of the caliph's castles and favourite pastimes, 

lines 15-21: Description of the caliph's strength in war and his fighting skills, 

lines 22-25: Conclusion: death will claim everyone, even the strong.

As can be seen from the above summary, the violent, aggressive nature of 

the caliph is the dominant theme. There is no mention of the poet's sorrow 

for the death of the caliph, and the poem is primarily a manifestation of his 

power and his frightening presence. Even in the section devoted to the 

description of the caliph's castles and favourite pastimes a frightening image 

emerges in which his own servants are not free from the fear of being killed 

at any moment:

98|Jl2^jj JJiS jJoJOJ qjo 0^9 loLs JL>jJI

In addition to stating the different aspects of al-Mu'tadid's power and 

authority, Ibn al-Mu'tazz emphasises that when he died this strength came to

97 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 21.
98 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 23.
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an end and it was as if the caliph had never existed - the second line claims 

that only good deeds will remain and no king will hold onto his kingship 

forever:

->£0.9 — uJC yj
IJl>I /J  L03J dijl%

" i j J i .  \ ls  Lo

Thus the themes and the imagery of this elegy indicate that Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

was, actually, happy to hear of the death of al-Mu'tadid, the caliph who had 

terrorised him and filled his life with fear. These same themes and feelings 

are expressed in yet another elegy which he begins in the style of ghaza! 

(love poetry):

100 0-8 19 ** ’* w 0 f o *
jS jS ia J lj  /ijS X y ] J I > J I  o l  Lp-ftjJo 0 > c l3  O J l*0

In this poem, which has one particular aspect that indicates his real feelings 

about the death of al-Mu'tadid, Ibn al-Mu'tazz again expresses a sense of 

relief over his demise. By opening his elegy with ghaza! Ibn al-Mu'tazz breaks 

with established literary convention. An elegy should, traditionally, begin with 

a topic that agrees with the overall feeling of loss and sorrow; subjects such 

as ancient nations and kings and the necessity of death are amongst the

99 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 24.
100 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 85.
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preferred topics for an elegy.101 Ibn al-Mu'tazz followed this tradition, except 

in two of his poems: the aforementioned, and another elegy that is said to 

have been composed for the same occasion. This second poem also opens in 

the ghazaf style, with the poet asking his beloved to at least promise to let 

him visit her:

lSJJ t>o J>oJI vijpr uj JlĈJI Lu>9j ill

Ai-Kafrawi rightly sees in this proof that Ibn al-Mu'tazz feels happiness at al- 

Mu'tadid's death, and a kind of gloating over the fact he has come to grief.103

Another fragmented relationship worthy of investigation here is that between 

Ibn af-Mu'tazz and the minister al-Qasim b. 'Ubayd Allah. This minister, like al- 

Mu'tadid, was known for his excessive power, a fact referred to by al-Mas'udi, 

who states:

01^3 ( cLojJU I^Ulaju ( />IjJ\JI Ju-X-Aii < /xjja.c" 

104ll.flUcxsai cUuULajJ >xpJuo Jj>I 'JZjSV \J < cUuo

"He was hugely awesome, intrepid, and a blood-shedder. All,

101 See al-Qayrawanl, I, Al-Umda ff Mahasin al-Shi'r wa Adabihi, Ed. M, Qarqazan, (Beirut: 
1988), v. II, pp. 150-1.
102 Diwan, v. Ill, p. 31. According to the Diwan, this elegy is composed on the death of 
Muhammad b. al-Mutawakkil. The poet's relation to this person was sincere. The appearance 
of ghaza! in the introduction, as explained above, prevents this elegy from being said at the 
death of Ibn al-Mutawakkil.
103 See al-Kafrawi, M, 'AbdAllah Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Hayatuhu wa Shi'ruhu, (Cairo: 1957), p. 99.
104 See al-Mas'udi, op. cit., p. 281.
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were in terror of him, young and old, and no one felt safe 

anywhere."

It was the custom of the time to imprison members of the royal family who 

might cause problems during the transition of power from one caliph to 

another. Although Ibn al-Mu'tazz distanced himself from any involvement in 

politics, he was put in prison several times to clear the way for a succession 

of new caliphs. On one of these occasions, the accession of al-Muktafi to the 

caliphate, al-Qasim b. 'Ubayd Allah was responsible for his imprisonment (as 

has already been mentioned above) .105 In addition to the poem already cited, 

a second poem in Ibn al-Mu'tazz's dfwan is said to have been composed when 

he was under arrest at this time. In the first line the poet seeks a supporter 

against 'the events of his time':

106*L u H  Aszj ÎaxoLsjo uLujI ^sOlojl C>|jol

He goes on to praise the minister and his father, the previous minister, with 

whom, he says, he had a good relationship and urges al-Qasim to deal with 

him in the same manner. It has been observed by previous scholarship that 

Ibn ai-Mu'tazz cites two particular attributes in praise of the father, of which, 

he hints, the son has been deprived: good values and tolerance.107 The 

imagery in the panegyrics composed by Ibn al-Mu'tazz in praise of this 

minister indicate his hidden dislike in two ways; his concentration on external

105 See above, pp. 313-4.
106 Dfwan, v. I, p. 600.
107 See Abu Khadra, op. cit, p. 222.
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attributes and his use of cold, chilly images. For example, one of the 

dominant images he uses is the comparison of al-Qasim with the moon:

A r \ Q — 10 10 CIO
fdLcor JLcxS 5^9 /x_*jjL9 3 I jjo3  lju

^Qg ,0 lQ C
bjĴ -C A_j_>_» \) jz I <x_lJ j-Lj 0 -1. 9 Q_}j—̂_j\ lilg

This concentration on external attributes when describing the minister's

beauty suggests perhaps that Ibn al-Mu'tazz intentionally overlooked moral 

values, and may also reflect his attempt to hide his true feelings. This view 

can be supported by a well known anecdote, which Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

undoubtedly knew, involving the poet 'Abd Allah b. Qays al-Ruqayyat and the 

caliph 'Abd al-Maiik b. Marwan, according to which the poet praised the caliph 

by saying:

p vM we ^

VL_d>jJI cuts’ -Or i_sbU: cl?jJuo ^LJI

The crown glitters on his head

over a forehead that is like gold

to which the caliph respond, in anger, 'you praised me in this fashion as the 

kings of al-ajam, used to be praised, when you have said about Mu§'ab’ (the 

caliph's enemy):

108 Diwan, v. I, p. 491.
109 Diwan, v. I, p. 400.
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Mu$'ab, indeed, is a comet sent by God

whose face has cleared away all darkness

The use of cold, sterile images is another method by which Ibn al-Mu'tazz 

conveys his underlying dislike for ai-Qasim. For example, in one poem the 

humiliated poet can be seen to display a sense of relief when the minister 

fails ill. He starts by stating his concerns about the secret news, then says 

that the cause of his concerns is fear for the minister's health. He wishes that 

he himself would fall sick instead of the minister and asks God to save the 

world by saving al-Qasim:

Si _ fi .0 0 * c £ —

3 _j i - S j X j  bx-9 ( j -u U J I  5 ------f

110f  t L jjJ I jJLujuoI L 3-J Vs t9^>

His hidden dislike in these two lines can be seen in his use of the slang 

expression'btwa-ia b ih i' 'I wish I were sick instead of him'. This expression is 

not one in which the respect and honour that should be used when 

addressing a minister is evident. Ibn al-Mu'tazz's insincerity can also be seen 

in the exaggerated expression 'ya rabbi amsik ramaq ai-dunya b ih i' 'God save 

life by saving him', as if the minister is the only important and meaningful

110 Diwan, v. I, pp. 408-9.
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thing in life.

This coldness of expression is particularly noticeable in poetry addressed to 

al-Qasim. On another occasion, he praises him in slang, stating that al-Qasim 

is nothing but 'Ubayd Allah, expressing his thanks to God for this similarity:

^ q l / l  J u o a j ta H >  cp fUJl -U +C  \JI / juujIs  Lo

As in the elegies addressed to al-Mu'tadid, Ibn al-Mu'tazz flouts convention by 

beginning this poem with ghazaL In addition, al-Qasim is here praised using 

some unsuitable images. On another occasion Ibn al-Mu'tazz expresses his 

hatred of 'Ubayd Allah and his sons, al-Qasim being one of them, describing 

them as lacking values and a sound mind, so that they appear to be pearls 

when, in fact, they are only beads:

v_jd9i3 gM-L,.sJi fL-iJLjJg b fUJI

&I-XS /xLil < ^syb V I J>-> j L l j  L/}

3-2- The Co-existence of Sadness and Happiness.

In linking different topics or themes by comparison, Ibn al-Mu'tazz shows less 

awareness of the nature of the topics or themes involved. It is sometimes 

possible to see both positive and negative aspects co-existing in the very

111 Diwan, v. Ill, p. 111.
112 Diwan, v. I, p. 617.
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same image, an element which has led some scholars to criticise the 

imbalance between psychological and sense-communication functions in his 

images.113 Rain, which is usually considered a sign of life and hence has a 

positive nature, is compared by this poet to tears, with their affiliations with 

sadness and negative feelings. The opposite also occurs so that, for example, 

grey hair, which is usually a sign of old age, is compared to certain types of 

flowers.

However, when the context requires a mixture of positive and negative 

associations, it is understandable if a poet uses such fragmented images. For 

example, separation from his beloved or the loss of a close relative are 

negative experiences that make Ibn al-Mu'tazz associate rain with tears. Thus, 

in a reference to Sharira's leaving camp, he states that the features of the 

place had been changed by 'the tears of the sky', by rain and strong wind:

j IjJI

£ jL c jJ I £;Lj^JI3  cLixjujJI £c)_jo:> ____u j j  />bdl c l c \ t >

Despite the fact that rain is a source of life, it is here seen as a reflection of 

the poet's general feeling of sadness for the separation from his beloved.115 

Death is another sad experience which inspires Ibn al-Mu'tazz to refer to 'the 

tears of the sky' when, as is the custom in Arabic poetry, the poet asks for

113 See above, Chapter Two, section two.
114 Dfwan, v. I, p. 467.
115 Similar examples can be seen in Dfwan, v. II, p. 38 and p. 493.
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rain to fall on the grave of his relative Ibn al-Mutawakkil:116

LjUi-JUU
A Jl ULl St Jl O .̂UJ ^ ^

ojlcLujû p^j J5 $Lo>_mj £,3*0 cJULpj cuJLc v_s\SLJI tj\5u Lo lii

This mixture of feelings, however, becomes harder to comprehend when the 

context is of a positive nature. For Ibn al-Mu'tazz it is possible, when 

describing a flourishing narcissus, to compare the dew on it to the tears of a 

lover who has been affected by the abandonment of his beloved. A second 

image, in which the graceful movement of a narcissus stem in the wind is 

compared to the gloomy movement of a drinker under the effects of alcohol, 

also features this characteristic link between positive and negative feelings:

ji & c & &  ̂  ̂ w t
>>£-11 fU j  Jo I J_9 Ipjla^r v_sv3 J-kJI ji.x>jl ulS

118̂° ** U J C o J  o - -
>SL»juJI fU JLo pLxgĵ JI (jjo Lg-il̂  cJLo £u>JI Î JLajuuoJ lij

This personification of nature shows this poet's sensitivity towards it and is, in 

fact, a feature of his era, in which poets turned their attention to green 

landscapes, particularly gardens.119 Flowers, in general, share in Ibn al-

116 The poet had a good relationship with this relative, as can be seen in some panegyrics and 
elegies dedicated to him (see for example Dfwan, v. II,pp. 382-390 and Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 20 
and pp. 26-9). The genuine love Ibn al-Mu'tazz felt towards Ibn al-Mutawakkil is also evident
in poems belonging to other genres, such as admonishment (see for example Dfwan, v. II, p.
275) and asceticism (see for example Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 177) in which he seeks repose in 
remembering this true friendship.
117 Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 29. See also Dfwan, v. Ill, p. 63.
118 Dfwan, v. II, p. 602. For more examples see Dfwan, v. II, p. 589 and p. 602.
119 Al-Shak'a gives an accurate account of the flourishing of 'gardens poetry' rawdiyyat and 
Ibn al-Mu'tazz's pioneer role in such a trend. See Rih/at al-Shi'r min al-fUmawiyya Ha ai- 
Abasiyya, (Beirut: 1973) pp. 760-7.
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Mu'tazz's sorrows and concerns. When he sees flowers in the garden, he 

remembers his beloved who has left him and breaks down in tears. The 

flowers then cry with him:

120
_ j_ & )J I  CjS j JlP-9 *_Sv5u l J b  C jlA 93

These concerns about love and other affairs of heart usually emerge at night 

when the poet is alone. In another poem, in which he describes a night 

journey, different aspects of the night are viewed with sadness: he crosses a 

desert devoid of even a single drop of water; it is as dark as the heart of an 

unbeliever; lightning, when it flashes, comes and goes as fast as the 

heartbeat of a lover who has won an appointment with his beloved; rain falls 

as heavily as do the tears of a lover saying farewell to his beloved:

iiLgj pLoJI kJljoJ

ifl 0 0
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It is important to mention at this point that rain, as a semantic field, and its 

related terms of cloud, lightning and thunder, are represented in a gloomy 

fashion. In other words, this field is used to convey the poet's feelings and

120 Dfwan, v. I, p. 101.
121 Dfwan, v. II, p. 586. More examples for this case can be seen in Dfwan, v. I, p. 71 and p. 
101, and Dfwan, v. II, p. 58 and p. 336.
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concerns. In his Al-JabTa f i Shi'r Ibn al-Mu'tazz, ai-Mu§t;afa rightly notes that, 

rather than following the established convention of linking the shape of cloud 

with that of an eagle, Ibn al-Mu'tazz links it with a crow -  a symbol of 

pessimism for the Arabs. This description of the rain-cloud, which is full of 

water, as a pitch black crow is, as al-Mu§fafa asserts, a true indication of the 

poet's inner world:122

123jo^Is £JI O^^juluo joJU aJI LSilp-J O e l>

as is the sound of thunder, which is seen to be as sad as wailing women:

A J1 O — t -- O 0 W » O J1

In another fragmented image, in which the shaking nature of lightning during 

the night is likened to the shaking pavilion of the kingdom, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

concerns are more readily identifiable:

jjOJC J-llil.9 JjJUl sSjptii ob—JJD Jil>
j n- .fl ^ ^ o  ̂ 0 ^

j  ;3 O jLj f) ** > C) p_9 ,>.d JLo i3aJ^—«jj _i—o Lo (J_Ji_-o

This image embodies the political disturbances and rapid changes of the 

'Abbasid caliphate, with its uprisings during the rule of caliphs such as al-

122 ai-Mu^afa, 'A, Ai-Jabfa fi Shi'r Ibn al-Mu'tazz, MS (Ai-Yarmuk University: 1991), p. 39.
123 Dfwan, v. II, p. 641.
124 Dfwan, v. I, p. 295.
125 Dfwan, v. I, p. 120.
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Mutawakkil and al-Mu'tadid, and its periods of decline, for example during the 

rule of the caliphs al-Munta§ir and al-Muwaffaq.

This negative aspect is introduced into two further themes: images related to 

the moon and to wine. The moon is mainly pictured in a fragmented fashion, 

in contrast to imagery relating to other stars, which tends to be less 

fragmented.126 Thus, the poet's emotional turmoil and dislike of a night in 

which he does not get enough 'food of sleep' spills over into his imagery so 

that he is surrounded by problems and attacked by mosquitoes while the 

curved shape of the crescent appears like the curved shape of the back of a 

rat:

0 ^ ^ J1 . . C  Ul _ __

 1 \jj ĵ-jo ja lj l5{ OcIJlcI JMJ LxxS 0 L9
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In another image, the shape of the crescent moon is compared to a nail 

cutting -  an insignificant part of the body:

128> *M  ĵjo JiS 5J°\toJI _JjLo

126 The Pleiades, for example, is usually depicted in a delightful way and is compared with a 
bunch of grapes (see for example Dfwan, v. I, p. 72 and Dfwan, v. II, p. 114) or a bunch of 
blossoms (see for example Dfwan, v. I, p. 72 and Dfwan, v. II, p. 114). Occasionally, 
however, it also takes on some negative aspects. In the following line, for example, the form 
of this star cluster and its position in the western skies bring to the poet's mind the state of a 
frightened person who holds himself still while listening carefully for any^slight sound:

J?3>kll i> jUL?JI '-S'-l| ^  U o ^ ll irO ^-ll ^ j- ll-0 -*-9 3
Dfwan, v. II, p. 186. A similar example can be seen in Dfwan, v. II, p. 6 8 .
127 Dfwan, v. II, pp. 567-8.
128 Dfwan, v. II, p. 111. The same image can be seen in Dfwan, v. II, p. 592.
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In their attempts to justify such fragmented images, some scholars have 

limited their attention to the particular occasion on which any given poem was 

composed. Thus, Sayyid al-Ahl explains the poet's dislike of the moon in one 

poem as resulting from it having disclosed the poet's secret on an occasion 

when he visited his beloved.129 Although this interpretation superficially seems 

sound, it may be more rewarding to classify this image with others which 

reveal Ibn al-Mu'tazz's standpoint regarding the moon, and examine the 

interpretative possibilities this opens up. To concentrate on the same shape, 

on another occasion Ibn al-Mu'tazz describes the moon as being unfit, hence 

he talks about 'the sickness of the moon':

J* O J wU .. o J! _ 0

JulsJL JU_eJI /xiLuJ _XS3 joU^aJI ^ 3  ̂Cju2aiul AS
4 ̂  r\ A c .3 Ji — — —- .̂ uj js

ols 5 AQJ  d> L>DI 3 -JLu

In this case, Abu-Deeb's interpretation of this attitude being a result of his 

being fed up with fasting during Ramadan has already been discussed.131 His 

understanding of this poem is undoubtedly justified, however this does not 

preclude the existence of another reading which pushes the interpretative 

boundaries to include the use of this image throughout the whole body of Ibn 

al-Mu'tazz's poetry.

On another occasion, the poet directs his speech at the moon, accusing 'him'

129 Sayyid al-Ahl, 'A, Abd Allah Ibn al-Mu'tazz Adabuhu wa Hmuhu, (Beirut: 1951), p. 45.
130 Dfwan, v. II, p. 100.
131 See above pp. 275-7 and Abu-Deeb, op. cit.f p. 23.
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of stealing the light of the bright sun and being the cause of all his problems. 

'He7 is, to Ibn al-Mu'tazz, an incomplete creature when compared to the sun, 

and he concludes that there is no worthy simile for this vitiligo moon, other 

than saying it is like a leper:

LSjSJi v. jl* jo L) |_50tu£j| (jJO
A ^  _  „ £  tfl Jk OJ £
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^lLjuulLjo iILljo tu_! fc-i* ji 11 o, h /d

The question which now begs to be asked is, 'Why does the poet look at the 

moon in this gloomy manner?7 Does it represent the poet7s luck or his 

unfulfilled wishes? More specifically, is it the caliphate that the poet is hinting 

at when mentioning the moon? In answering these questions, it can be 

suggested that in Ibn al-Mu'tazz7s moon images are connotations of the 

classical metaphor which compares a woman's face to the moon. To arrive at 

this conclusion one must follow two integrated steps.

First, when engaging in political discourse, it has been already been noted 

that some poets express their views in an indirect fashion, especially when 

they feel that their life is under threat. In these cases, they often use a type 

of symbolism through which the poet can use a certain object or idea to 

discuss another object or another idea. For example, al-Sharif al-Radiyy uses 

the zabyat al-ban/gazelle of ai-ban tree to express his desire for the caliphate

132 Dfwan, v. II, pp. 607-8.
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in his poems.133 Ibn al-Mu'tazz is another example of this trend. As explained 

earlier in this chapter, he tends to talk about his desire to avenge his father's 

death and his political aspirations indirectly. In his case, his beloved Sharira is 

used as a symbol for the caliphate in a number of poems. ShalabT notes that 

the poet mentions this name 80 times in his poetry and cites particular 

descriptions which make the link between the two a definite matter, such as 

his portrayal of her as 'the pearl of the kingdom'.134 Furthermore, there is one 

particular, political poem, in which Ibn al-Mu'tazz directs his speech to his 

close relatives and proves the rights of al-'Abasiyyin branch of his family over 

the al-'Alawiyyin,135 which manifests the use of this symbol clearly. Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz opens this poem, the main topic of which is the right of accession to 

the caliphate, by stating his sorrow and concerns for the absence of his 

beloved Sharira in Baghdad, who cannot be reached. Following this he 

discusses the importance of making use of any opportunity that arises to 

reach his beloved in Baghdad. On this occasion the implied equation between 

Sharira and the caliphate is undeniably ciear. From this symbolic connection 

between his beloved and the caliphate, it then seems logical to posit a further 

interpretation of his symbolism; that the poet's concerns about gaining the 

caliphate were transferred via Sharira's face to the moon through the classical 

image that compares a woman's face to the moon.

Wine, in which the poet seeks comfort, also appears to entail discomforting

133 See the poem in al-RacJiyy, al-Sh, Diwan ahSharff ah Radiyy, Ed. Y. Rarahat, (Beirut:
1995), v. II, pp. 99-100.
134 ShalabT, S, Ibn ahMu'tazz $uratan //' 'A§rihi, (Cairo: 1981), p. 307.
135 See Dfwan, v. I, pp. 17-23.
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aspects. As Ibn al-Mu'tazz himself says, one reason for his wine drinking is to 

make a bitter life sweet or to encounter 'the face of happiness'.136 However, 

although he drinks to escape the negative aspects of his life, he does not 

seem to be fully successful and some negative aspects still come through. 

Thus, a number of strong and powerful elements colour the wine image when 

it is linked with fire and war. For example, Ibn al-Mu'tazz says that he drinks 

wine to deaden his problems and concerns, as wine is a strong weapon for 

such a purpose:

Jl i-joLo dllaJI Jjixsj loS _̂ jjOû JI />HpJb Jjckkj

This strength, however, turns against the poet and the other drinkers. Wine in 

the glass is like fire which makes strong flames, but added water cools it:

1-pJ cloJI \I3J3 TjU olS

This fire infiltrates the entire body of the drinkers and, following a night of 

drinking, they discover that their hands are glowing:

0 IB o - .» t ^ I I Jl B i   o ^

j k i  S l̂s Pĵ B £ lo£ul3 j-^B

13̂ >sLLjuuu ĉx-gJo-J 13-^-JLjl

136 See for example Dfwan, v. I, p. 123 and the Dfwan, v. II, p. 232.
137 Dfwan, v. II, p. 144.
138 D/wan, v. II, p. 186.
139 Dfwan, v. II, p. 133.
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Every action related to wine and the drinking environment is coloured with 

this negative aspect; opening the wineskin is likened to an act of slaughter 

and the wine itself is compared to biood or flames:140

^ {jSLo  LfijL-g-lg J LcExptJ k_s\9 cLc>3 Lfiil>3 LoJ

i n  a M ^  M C _ O -

Q ,■*■■■■ Q > ^  O^U>

the barmaid is seen as a soldier:

JbS\JI ĵookiuo |LJj ^soujuoJ sSjJi LujulC sSJl_; QwO

and the drunkard moves as heavily as a prisoner in chains:

1 4*3 c <J5 "* c «- ^ ^ c ^
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Reference has previously been made to a group of images in which the colour 

of black skin is used in rather an astonishing way. These images occur at the 

heart of this present phenomenon, in which positive and negative aspects of 

the poetic image co-exist, as should become clear from just one, final

140 It should be mentioned here that Ibn al-Mu'tazz's sensibility towards blood needs further 
investigation and might reveal interesting psychological aspects of his personality. Such an 
investigation is beyond the scope of the present study, nevertheless one particular example, 
in which the wounds inflicted on al-Muwaffaq bi-Ailah on the battle field are described as 
flourishing flowers, is given here for illustrative purposes:

ljJ>VI Ol_;l_>> QJUmU p QjOJsJI
uŜ-9 Q-jlJlj _£l>=eJI

Dfwan, v. I, p. 594.
141 Dfwan, v. II, p. 91.
142 Diwan, v. II, p. 211.
143 Dfwan, v. II, p. 91.
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example:

o ' £
W iiAn .A. _szJI cLo V_5̂-S o I j  Ul i ■ I lo

k_juJjl o J jL i;

I C\_L-0

In these lines, Ibn al-Mu'tazz first declares that his wealth is spent on seeking 

pleasure in wine and then goes on to say that the tightened wineskin 

resembles the body of an Ethiopian man, while the wine itself is like his blood. 

The co-existence of the pleasurable connotations of wine juxtaposed with the 

uncomfortable ones of a slaughtered human body in this image makes a 

perfect manifestation of fragmentation in the poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz.

> I03 JloJI v_oJLjT
JsS & J* e

LgJgjb* ^jo I cLjLjujI 3
UJ J1 UJ

LoJLŜ

144 Dfwan, v. II, p. 43.
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4- Conclusion.

In this closing section, a few conclusions concerning Ibn al-Mu'tazz's life and 

poetry that have been reached in this chapter can now be highlighted. First, 

in contrast to other literary critics and historians who have often depicted the 

poet as a wealthy prince who led a rather comfortable life, it has been argued 

in this chapter that for the majority of this poet's life he faced difficulties 

which affected both his personality and poetry a great deal. From a very early 

age, following the assassination of his grandfather, Ibn al-Mu'tazz was only 

too aware of the danger of being involved in politics. The assassination of his 

father soon afterwards taught him again that he should distance himself from 

politics, as a result of which he became involved in literature and poetry. 

Although his early poems show some kind of political resistance and express 

his desire to take revenge against his father's killers, he grew to realise the 

danger of such outspokenness and hid his true intent in an indirect tone and, 

occasionally, through the use of symbolic language. Thus, the concept of 

'fragmentation' is one that is applicable to his life as well as to his imagery.

The second conclusion that can be reached is that Ibn al-Mu'tazz's view of 

time and people was coloured by his experiences. Hence, he usually pictured 

time as a 'furious camel that has a difficult nature' and regarded his 

contemporaries, especially those belonging to the royal family, as no more 

than snakes who were soft on the outside, yet masked an inner poison.
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Thirdly, the fragmentation that can be found in Ibn al-Mu'tazz imagery 

operates on two different levels: direct and indirect. Direct fragmentation can 

be clearly recognised in some of the poems which address the poet's 

relationships with others. Ibn al-Mu'tazz's dislike of al-Mu'tadid, for example, 

and his lack of sadness at his death can be seen in the fragmented imagery of 

the two elegies he is said to have composed on this occasion. Indirect 

fragmentation can be seen in the co-existence of positive and negative 

aspects in some of his images, such as those related to rain, which is coloured 

with unusual negative connotations, and those related to gray hair, which 

take on unconventional positive connotations. Negative aspects occur often in 

his treatment of two further topics; the moon and wine. It has been posited 

that this overlapping of positive and negative connotations can be seen to 

reflect the instability and co-existence of happiness and sorrow in Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz's life.

The fourth finding of this chapter is that Ibn al-Mu'tazz's fragmentation of 

moon-related images reflects a symbolic use of language, according to which 

the moon is consistently used as a symbol of the caliphate, a subject about 

which he was not always able to talk freely.

Finally, attention has been drawn to the idea that Ibn ai-Mu'tazz's extensive 

use of images that came from jewels and elements of value reflects an 

attempt by him to escape the reality of his poor level of living. This is an issue 

that would benefit from further investigation, for example in the form of a
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chronological analysis of the poet's imagery in order classify the periods in 

which the poet used this source the most so as to determine if there is indeed 

a correlation between his standard of living and use of this image source.
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CONCLUSION



CONCLUSION

This study has attempted to throw fresh light on the imagery of Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz by investigating its sources and analysing some aspects of its nature 

using a methodology based on a combination of techniques used by classical 

and modern critics. In addition, it has also tried to highlight some features in 

the life and interests of the poet. In this conclusion, the main findings and 

some recommendations will now be presented.

This study first posited that, although the significance of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

imagery has been acknowledged by traditional and modern scholars, no one 

has yet explored or proved its importance. It also acknowledged that most 

ideas regarding the nature of the imagery of this poet originate from the work 

of al-Jurjani, whose conclusions and opinions have been repeated by 

following scholars without further investigation or analysis. This has resulted 

in a situation whereby the stereotypical view of this poet is one of a wealthy 

prince whose poetry reflects a life of luxury, based primarily on the high 

frequency of images relating to jewellery and expensive items in his poetry.2 

However, this study has adopted a different understanding and argued that 

Ibn al-Mu'tazz experienced an extremely difficult life full of hardship and 

poverty, right from early days of his childhood, during which not only were his 

grandfather and then his father assassinated, but his remaining family was 

stripped of its assets and sent into exile in terrifying circumstances. Apart

12 See chapter three of this study.
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from a short time during the rule of his father (nearly four years), Ibn al- 

Mu'tazz generally lived in fear of being imprisoned or killed, and occasionally 

even suffered imprisonment.3 It has been argued that evidence found in his 

imagery supports this alternative interpretation: the very same evidence that 

is seen as a sign of his aristocratic, comfortable life is used here to support 

the opposite claim. Hence, among other indications, the frequent mention of 

jewels and similar items in his imagery is here seen as a kind of escape from 

unwanted reality. This escape can also be seen in the poets description of the 

stars, moon and sun; it seems as if the poet wanted to leave worldly affairs 

for other realms and therefore occupied himself with astral matters that no 

one else was interested in.

The second main finding of this study is that investigation of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's 

imagery sources discloses five distinct sources; 'the human being', 'daily life', 

'nature', 'animals' and 'culture'. These reflect the poet's interests, as well as 

his likes and dislikes, and studying the sources of imagery has proved to be 

more rewarding than studying the subject matter of that same imagery. It 

can be posited that this is because the poet has little power or control in the 

choice of his sources, as they emerge, primarily, from his subconscious. 

Subject matter, on the other hand, results from the exertion of direct and 

conscious choice on the part of the poet, thus he has more control over the 

aspects of himself that he reveals or keeps hidden.

3 See Chapter Five for more details.
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Furthermore, systematic analysis of Ibn al-Mu'tazz's image sources shows that 

'the human being' is the predominant source of his imagery, as indeed is the 

case with the two other poets mentioned in Chapter Two. On this basis, it 

should be mentioned here that this phenomenon deserves further study in 

order to, first, determine whether or not 'the human being' is the primary 

image source for all poets and, second, provide an acceptable interpretation 

for this phenomenon if it indeed proves to be the case.

With regard to the 'human being' image source, it is also worth clarifying that 

attention has been drawn by Ibn al-Mu'tazz's biographers to the fact that 

there is no clear reference to his mother, only to his grandmother, Qabiha. It 

is argued in this study, however, that his poetry does make reference to his 

mother in an indirect manner, where the poet describes an immature mother 

who does not offer enough love to her child.4 In this context, given the 

scarcity of references to the poet's private life in biographical sources, his 

poetry is also important in that it remains the only available and reliable 

source for information about his life. Indeed, no one biographer can, or has, 

depicted the poet's relationship with his ex-wife as it is revealed in the 

following image:

_  0 e o o o — ■** *** 0 J t o J

I have divorced my bride for no return

4 This relationship is mentioned first in Chapter Two and emphasised later in Chapter Five.
5 The Dfwan, V. I, p. 679.
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And she was [like a] a stone between my sandal and the bottom 

of my feet.

This image represents perfectly the difficulties Ibn al-Mu'tazz experienced 

with married life. These unhappy marital experiences, in addition to other 

reasons, made him choose to live a lonely life, a decision which he publicised 

in his poetry. Long before the precedent set by the great Arab poet of 

loneliness, Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arri, Ibn al-Mu'tazz announced:

ji o c ia o  ̂  ̂ o — Ji

jX>\ dilS »_sJ L03 JUU
£ fio  — V1 £ 0  -- — H- c _ o — o o

(j-u l j £  o_o dLs L03 cLjcxjjoS liJLĉ l L03-J ■■

0 world, I came to you despite my will,

And had no choice for that

1 will leave you dispraised

I did not plant on your soil any seeds

Further examination of the other image sources addressed in Chapter Four 

also discloses information about Ibn al-Mu'tazz's personality and preferences. 

In the course of the analysis undertaken here, it has been found that his 

admiration for the palm tree as an image source is evident through the 

numerous references to it, its trunk, fronds and spadix. Other topics, such as

6 The Dfwan, V. Ill, pp. 172-3.
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the moon, Pleiades, wine, wine froth, wineskin, hunting dogs, horses and 

flowers (especially the narcissus) are also frequently used by Ibn al-Mu'tazz in 

his imagery. An in depth study of these topics would offer interesting insights 

into this poet but was beyond the scope of the present study.

The third main finding of this study is that, while investigating the sources, 

two common characteristics emerged; Ibn al-Mu'tazz's concentration on 

external attributes and the frequent imbalance or lack of harmony between 

the two parts of his poetic image. Chapters Five and Six were devoted to a 

detailed study of these aspects of his poetry, hence these characteristics will 

not be elaborated further here.

Finally, Ibn al-Mu'tazz's fondness for, and use of, shape, colour, and speed in 

his imagery are the major qualities through which the poet is recognised in 

this thesis as the pioneer of hiss!(sensory) poetic imagery, in contrast to Abu 

Tammam, the pioneer of the dhihnt (intellectual) image. As has already been 

explained, these two types do not just demonstrate two different aspects of 

poetic creation, rather, they indicate two forms of human thinking: imagist 

and symbolist. In Ibn al-Mu'tazz's poetry, different types of shape, colour and 

movement are extensively presented. One particular group of these images, 

however, is especially interesting and deserves to be highlighted in this 

context. This is the large body of images relating to calligraphy, totaling sixty 

five items, which has been discovered and classified. It is believed that this 

thesis may be the first in which such an undertaking has been carried out for
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an individual poet. It is suggested here that further, similar studies are 

required, especially for poetry dating from the Abbasid era, in order to 

highlight the integration between different types of art at that time.
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